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Foreword.: 

Proceedings of the Seventh Meeting of the 
National Soil Surtey ColDllittee 

W. A. Ehr lich - Chairman, N.S.s.c. 

The committee and its guests were welcomed by Dr. K. Johns, President 
of the University of Alberta, Mr. G. Wilson, representative of the Minister 
of Agriculture of Alberta, and Dr . J . Ao •roogood, representative of the 
Faculty of Agriculture of the University. 

The seventh meeting of the National Soil Survey Committee of Canada 
was held from April 22 to 26 in the Agricultural Building, University or 
Alberta, Edmonton. The first and last three days were devoted to 
plenary sessions . On the second day the subcomnittees met. 

In the taxonomic' soil classification minor changes were made in 
horizon nomenclature,in the Chen1~emic , Solonetzio arrl Gleysolic orders, 
and major changes in the Podzolic, Brunisolic and Regoeolic orders. The 
Podzolic Order was divided into two orders, the Luvisolic and the Podzolic, 
each separated from the other on kind of B horizon and degree of b_ase 
saturation. With the Podzolic soils now are included the Acid Brown 
Wooded types with Podzolic B horizons formerly in the Brunisolia Ord.er. 
To the Brunisolic Ord.er which has new names for groups and subgroups were 
added the Podzo Regosols previously within the Regosolic Order. This 
removal from t he Regosolic Order prompted the modification of some names 
and definitions of the soils remaining in this oro.er. A major advance 
i n the classification of soils was the adoption of the upper three 
categories of the Organic Order. This order and the 11Histosols 11 as 
designated in the United States, which were developed cooperatively on 
similar concepts, are the first valid classifications of organic soils 
that have been developed to this degree anywhere in the world. Of utmost 
significance also was the adoption of the classificat ion for soil 
families and the criteria for series, types , and phases. 

A notable contribution was made in a report on International Soil 
Correlation in which three systems, the Canadian, United States and World 
schemes, were compared. Reports on Soils Under Forest, Crop Yield 
Assessments, and Engineering Applications to Interpretations of Soil . 
Surveys were presented for the first ti.IIB at a N.S.s.c. meeting. The 
report on Soil s Under Forest provided much useful and interesting informa
tion, some of which has direct application to soil classification. The 
reports on Crop Yield Assessments and on Engineering Applications a re 
i nterpretive of soil survey data and as such may become of great impor
tance in future planning. Ho~ver, the lack or data in these fields 
necessita tes more testing before firm recommendations can be made . This 
reservation also is stated in the report on Clinate in Relation to Soil 
Classification and I nterpretation. The subconmittee on Criteria for 
Landforms was unable to reconmend a satisfactory classification for the 
principal landforms and therefore it will continue on this problem for 
another term. 
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A progress report on the Canada Land Inventory provided up-to-date 
infonzation and within this field an additional. report ot interest wa1 
presented on Biophysical Land Classification. It was pointed out by the 
speaker on the latter subject that more information from soil surveys 
than presently supplied i.B required if it ii to be useful for interpret! ve 
purposes for Biophysical Land Claaaitication. 

The subcomnittee on Physical and Chemical Analyses, which has· played 
a useful role since the formation of the N.S.s.c. in 1940, will be dis
continued for an indeterminate period. 

A report on soil terma ia inclmed in the appendix. Although moat 
of these sections were presented in previous proceedings, it was recom,,. 
mended that they be included here in order that all the info ma tion be 
under one cover. 

The number of participants at the meeting was the highest on record 
(84) for a N.s.s.c. meeting and the interest was high throughout. The 
members of the National Committu were particularly pleased by the 
contributions made by the forest soil scientists, meteorologists and 
pedologista who were our guests. 

Dr. J.E. McClelland, Principal Correlator, Great Plains Region, 
U.S.D.A., represented the U.S. Division of Soil Surveys at our meeting. 
He made many contributions to the discussions for which we owe him a debt 
or gratitude. 

Appreciation and thanks are expressed to Dr. Summers for his excellent 
address on "Hail" presented to the group at the buffet supper. 
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Outline of the Canadian System of Soil Classification 
for the Order, Great Group, and Subgroup Categories 

The eetabliehment of the Luvisolic Order and its addition to the 
classification system has changed the numbering sequence by one for all 
orders fonnerly designated at order 3 or higher. For exampl e, the Podzolic 
Order formerly numbered 3 i s now 4, and the Brunieolie Order previously 
numbered 4 ie now 5. 

Subgroups shown with a hyphen after the first two numbers and a 
virgule before the last number should be used in eanbina tion with other 
subgroups of the same great group ~ot numbered in this manner. The . hyphen 
indicates a missing subgroup number. For example, a CarbonA.ted Rego Black 
would be numbered 1.32/ 6 and a Gleyed Calcareous Black would be 1.33/8. 

Peaty phases, described in the "Report on the Fifth Meeting of the 
National Soil Survey Committee of Canada" as peaty subgroups, are defined 
in t he "Report of the Su'bcomnittee on Criteria for Phases" included in t hese 
proceedings. 

Horizon designations of profile types in the reports on classification 
make use of the following conventions: 

Diagnostic horizons are underlined. 
Nondiagnoetio horizons that may be present are bracke ted . 

Ord.er 

l. Chemozemic 

Great Group 

1.1 Brown 
(Light Chestnut) 

1.2 Dark Brown 
(Dar k Che stnut) 

Subgroup 

1.11 
1.12 
1.13 
1.14 
1.11-2.11 
1.14-2.21 
1.1 .. / 5 
1.1- /6 
1.1-/ 7 
1.1-/8 
1.1-/9 

1.21 
1.22 
1.2.3 
1.24 
1021-2.11 
1.24-2.21 
1.2 .. /5 
1 .. 2-/6 
1.2-/7 
1.2-/8 
1.2-/ 9 

Orthic Brown 
Rego Brown 
Calcareous Brown 
Eluviated Brown 
Sol one t zic Brown 
Solodic Brown 
Saline Brown 
Carbonated Brown 
Grumic Brown 
Gleyed Brown 
Lithic Brown. 

Orthic Dark Brown 
Rego Dark Brown 
Calcareous Dark Brown 
Eluviated Dark Brown 
Solonetzic Dark Brown 
Solodic Dark Brown 
Saline Dark Br own 
Carbonated Dark Brown 
Grumic Dark Brown 
Gleyed Dark Brown 
Lithic Dark Brown 
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Order GNat Group Subgroup 

l.3 Black 1.31 Ort.hie Bl.ac k 
1.32 Rego Black 
1.3.3 Calcareous Black 
1.3'+ Eluvia ted Black 
l.31-2.12 Solonatzic Black 
1.34-2.22 Solodic Black 
1.3-/5 Saline Black 
1.3-/6 Carbonated Black 
l.J-/7 Gnmic Black 
1.3-/8 Gl.eyed Black 
1.3-/9 Lithio Black 

1.4 Dark Gray 1.41 Orthic Dark Gray 
1.42 Rego Dark Gray 
1.43 Calcareous Dark Gray 
1.41.-2.12 Solonetzic Dark Gray 
1.41-2.22 Solodic Dark Gray 
1.4-/5 Saline Dark Gray 
1.4-/6 Carbonated Dark Gray 
1.4-/7 Griinic Dark Gray 
1.4-/8 Gl.eyed Dark Gray 
1.4-/9 Lithic Dark Gray 

2. Solonetzic 2.1 Solonetz 2.11 Brown Solonetz 
2.12 Black Solonetz 
2.13 Gray Solone tz 
2.14 Alkaline Solonetz 
2.1-/8 Gleyed Solonetz 
2.1-/9 Li thic Solonetz 

2.2 Solod. 2.21 Brown Solod 
2.22 Black Solod 
2.23 Gray Solod 
2.2-/8 Gleyed Solod 
2.2-/9 Lithic Solod 

3. Luvieolic .3.1 Gray Brolffl Luvieol .3.11 Orthic Gray Brown Luvisol 
(Gray Brown Podzolic) 3.12 Brtmisolic Gray Brown Luvisol 

3.13 Bisequa Gray Brown Luvisol 
J.1-/8 Gleyed Gray Brown Luviaol 
.3.1-/9 Lithic Gray Brown Luvisol 

J.2 Gray Wooded J.21 Orthic Gray Wooded 
(Gray Luvisol) .3.22 Dark Gray Wooded 

J.2-/3 Brunisolic Gray Wooded 
3.2-/4 Bi8equa Gray Wooded 
.3.2-/8 Gleyed Gray Wooded 
3.21-2.23 Solodic Gray Wooded 
3.22-2.23 Solodic Dark Gray Wooded 
J.2-/9 Lithic Gray Wooded 
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Order Great Group Subgroup 

4. Podzolic 4.1 Humic Pod•ol 4.ll Ort.hie Hwnic Podzol 
4.12 Placic Humic Podzol 
4.1-/8 Gleyed Humic Podzol 
4.1-/9 Lithic Humic Podzol 

4.2 Ferro-Humic Podzol 4.21 Orth'ic Ferro- Humio Podzol 
4.22 Mini Ferro- Humic Podzol 
4.2.3 S<1nbr ic Ferro- Humic Podzol 
4.2-/4 Pl.acic Ferro-Humic Podzol. 
4.2-/8 Gl.eyed Ferro-Humic Podzol 
4.2-/9 Lithic Ferro- Humic Pcdzol 

4 • .3 Humo-Ferric Podzol 4 • .31 Orthic Humo·Ferric Podzol 
4.32 Mini Humo-Ferric Podzol 
4.33 Sombric Humo-Ferric Podzol 
4.3-/4 Placic Humo- Ferric Podzol 
4.3-/5 Bieequa Humo-Ferric Pcxlzol 
4.3-/7 Cryic Humo- Ferric Podzol 
4.3-/8 Gleyed Humo-Ferric Podzol 
4.3- /9 Lithic Humo-Ferric Podzol 

5. Brunisolic 5.1 Melanie Brunisol 5.11 Orthic Melanie Brunisol 
(Brown Forest) 5.12 Degraded Melanie Brunisol 

5.1-/8 Gleyed Melanie Brunisol 
5.1-/9 Lithic Melanie Brunisol 

5.2 Eutric Brunisol 5.21 Orthic Eutric Brunisol 
(Brown Wooded) 5.22 Degraded Eutric Brunisol 

5.23 Alpine Eutric Brunisol 
5.2-/7 Cryic Eutric Brunisol 
5.2-/8 Gl.eyed Eutric Brunisol 
5.2- /9 Lithic Eutric Brunisol 

5.3 Sanbric Brunisol .5.31 Orthic Sombric Brunisol 
(Acid Brown Forest) 5031/8 Gleyed Sombric Brunisol 

5.31/9 Lithic Sanbric Brunisol 

5.4 Dystric Brl.D'lisol 5.41 Orthic Dys t ric Brunisol 
(Acid Brown Wooded) 5.42 Degraded Dyst ric Brunisol 

5.43 Alpine Dystric Bnmisol 
5.4- /7 Cryic Dystric Brunisol 
5.4-/8 Gl.eyed Dystric Brunisol 
5.4-/9 Lithic Dystric Bruni sol 

6. Regosolic 6.1 Rego sol 6.11 Orthic Regosol 
6.12 Cumulic Regosol 
6.1-/5 Saline Regosol 
6.1-/7 Cryic Regosol 
6.1-/8 Gleyed Regosol 
6.1- /9 Lithic Regosol 
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Ord.er Great Group Subgroup 

7. Gley1olic 7.1 HUllic Gl.•7101 7.ll Orthic Humic Gle7eol 
7.12 Rego Htmuc Gle7eol 
7.13 Fera HWllic Gleyeol 
7.1-/ 5 S&line Humic Gleyaol 
7.1- /6 Carbonated Htmaic Gleyeol 
7.1-/7 Cryic Humic Gleyaol 
7.1- /9 Lithic Htm11c Gleyeol 

7.2 Gleysol 7.21 Orthic Gleysol 
7.22 Rago Gleysol 
7.23 Fera Gleysol 
7.2- / 5 Saline Gleysol 
7.2- / 6 Carbonated Gleyeol 
7.2- /7 Cryic Gleysol 
7.2- /9 Lithic Gleyeol 

7.3 Eluviated Gl.eysol 7.31 Humic Eluviated Gleyeol 
7.32 Low Humic Kluviated Gle7eol 
7.33 Fera Eluviated Gleyeol 
7.3- /9 Li t hic El.uviated Gley1ol 

8. Organic 8.1 Fibrieol a.ua Fenno-Fibrisol 
6.llb h)"J:no-t'ibrieol 
8.llc Sphagno-Fibrieol 
8.12 Mesic Fibrisol 
8.13 Humic Fibrieol 
8.1-/4 Limno 
8.1- /5 Cumul.o 
8.1-/6 Terrie 
8. 1- /7 Cryic 
8.1- / 8 }{ydric 
8.1-/9 Lithic 

8.2 Mesieol 8.21 Typic Mesisol 
8.22 Fibric Meeisol 
8.23 Humic Mesi11ol 
8.2-/4 Limno 
8.2- / 5 Cumulo 
8.2- /6 Terrie 
8.2-/7 Cryic 
8 • .2- / 8 Hydric 
8.2- /9 Lithic 

8.3 Humisol 8.31 Typic Humieol 
8.32 Fibri c Humieol 
8.33 Me sic Humisol 
8.3- /4 Limno 
8.J-/ 5 Cumulo 
8. 3- /6 Terrie 
8. 3- /7 Cryic 
8.3-/8 Hydric 
8.J-/9 Lithic 
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REPORT OF THE SU~CJ{MITT&E ~ son. HORI~ DESIGNATIONS 

D. W. Hottman, Chairman 

The ncope of soil horizons am applied in the Canadian system of soil 
classification i1 based on the definition ot 1011 aa any unconsolidated 
miner&l or organic layer thicker than J+ inches (10 cm) occurring naturall7 
on the earth's surface. Surface laywrs that do not meet these require .. 
ments are not soil am are designated as rooklam, ice, or water. 

In this report, a major change tran that presented in 1965 is the 
distinction by definitions ot organic horizons developed under Wiit 
conditions (Of, On, Oh) and those formed umer imperfect or better 
drainage conditions (L, F, H) . Modifications were alao made on the 
detinitionn of m and R. Another change reoommemed was the removal ot 
the auftix "j" trom the horizon originally designated aa Bf'j. The inter
grade between Bf and BJll was considered unnecessary. 

Conventions Concerning the Use of Designations 

The capital letters A and B may not be used singly in profile 
descriptions, but must be accompanied by the lower-case suffix (for· 
example, Ah, Bf, or Bt. ) indicating the estimated modification from the 
parent material. The capital letter C may be used alone except when the 
material is affected by reducing conditions or has the properties of a 
fragipan. 

Unless otherwise specified, additional lower-case suffixes indicate 
a secondary or subordinate feature or features in addition to those 
characteristic of t he defined ma jor horizon. The symbol Btg, for example, 
indicates that in addition to the dominance or illuvial clay in the B 
horizon there is also evidence of strong gleying. Some combinations are 
redundant or impractical in the light ot present lalawledge and definitions, 
thus their use should be avoided, e.g., Bmj. In some cases, such as Bgt, 
Bfh, and Bhf, the combination of suffixes has a specific meaning differing 
from that of the sum of the two suffixes used singl.7. 

All horizons except AB, A and B, AC, and Band A may be vertically 
subdivided by consecutive arabic numbers after the letter designations. 
The assigned arabic numeral has no meaning except that or vertical 
subdivision. For example, a profile may be described as having the 
following: Ael, Ae2, Btl, Bt2, Bt3, Bt4, Cl, and C2. 

Roman numerals are prefixed to horizon designations to indicate 
unconsolidated lithologic discontinuities in the profile. Roman numeral I 
is understood for the uppermost material and therefore is not written. 
Subsequent contrasting materials are numbered consecutively in the order 
in which they are encountered downward, that is, II, III, and others. 

1 A minimum thickness limit of 4 inches of organic or unconsolidated 
mineral material on the :immediate surface of the earth ia applied to the 
definition of soil as presented in the glossary of soil terms in the 
1967 Proceedings, Canadian Society of Soil Science. 
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Organic Layer, 

Organic layers may be round at the eurfac• of the mineral soils or 
at any depth beneath the surface in buried aoils or overlying geologic 
depoeita. They contain more than Jo,i organic matter. Two groups or these 
layers are reoognized: 

0 - Thie is an organic layer or layeris dev•loped umer poorly 
drained conditions, or under cor¥1ition1 of being saturated 
moat or the year, or on wet soils that have been artificially 
drained. 

or - This is the l east decomposed layer. It has large amount, 
of well-preserved fiber that ie readily identifiable as 
to its botanical origin. This layer, called !ibric, has 
a rubbed !iber content or more than 4/10 of the organic 
volume and an unrubbed !iber content or more than 2/J 
of the organic volume • . 

Qn - This is the intennediately decomposed layer. It has 
inte:nnediate amounts of physically and biochemically 
altered fiber. This layer, called mesic, haa (1) a 
rubbed fiber content between 1/10 and 4/10 or the 
organic volume, and (ii) an unrubbed fiber content of 
JnnT'8 t. h An 1 /1 r.f' t r,(" ... r t:'1 "'Ii: -·c,1,-_ • 

Oh - This is the moet highly deoompoHd layer. It has the 
least amount of plant fiber, the highest bulk density, 
and the lowest water-holding capacity. This layer, 
called humic, hae (i) a rubbed fiber content o! less 
than 1/10 of the organic volume, and (ii) it ue'Ually 
yields a pyrophosphate extract that is lower in value ard 
higher in chroma than lOYR 7 /3. 

L-F-H - These are organic layers developed under imperfeotly to well
drained conditions. 

L - This is an organic layer oharaoterized by an accumulation 
of organic matter in which the original structures are 
easily discernible . 

F - This is an organic layer characterized by an accumulation 
o! partly decomposed organic matter. The original 
structures in part are difficult to recognize. The layer 
may be partly comminuted by soil fauna as in moder2 or it 
may.be a Eartly decomposed mat permeated by fungal hyphae 
as in mor'. 

H - This is an organic layer characterized by an accumulation 
of decomposed organic natter in which the original 
structures are indiscernible . This material differs 

2 B. Bernier. 1968. Soils under !ore st. Proceedings of t he Seventh Meeting 
of the National Soil Survey Comnittee of Canada. 
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from the Flayer by its greater humi!ication chiefly 
through the action of organisms. This layer, recognized 
as moder2, is a zoogenous humus form consisting mainly 
or spherical or cylindrical droppings of microarthropods 
and which, at the junction with the mineral soil but 
frequently throughout the layer, is intennixed with loose 
mine ral grains • 

Master Mineral Horizons an:i Layers 

Mineral horizons are those that contain less organic matter than that 
specified for organic horizons . 

A - This is a mineral horizon or horizons fonned at or near the 
surface in the zone or removal or materials in solution and 
suspension or maximum in situ accumulation of organic matter, 
or both. Included are: · 

1) horizons in which organic matter has accumulated as a result 
of biological activity (Ah); 

2) horizons that have been eluviated of clay, iron, aluminum, or 
organic matter, or all of these (Ae ); 

3) horizons having characteristics of 1) and 2) above but 
transitional to underlying B or C (AB or A and B); 

4) horizons markedly disturbed by cultivation or pasture (Ap) . 

B - This is a mineral horizon or horizons characterized by one or 
more of the following: 

1) an enrichment in silicate clay, iron, aluminum, or humus, 
alone or in combination (Bt, Bf, Bfh, Bhf, and Bh ) ; 

2) a prismatic or columnar structure that exhibits pronounced 
coatin~s or stainings and significant amounts of exchangeable 
Na (Bn); 

3) an alteration by hydrolysis, reduction, or oxidation to 
give a change in color or structure from horizons above or 
below~ or both, and does not imet the requirements of 1) 
and 2 J above (Bm, Bg). 

C - This is a mineral horizon or horizons comparatively unaffected 
by the pedogenic processes operative in A and B, excepting 
(i) the process of gleying, and (ii) the accumulation of calcium 
and magnesium carbonates arv:i more soluble salts (Cea, Csa, Cg, 
and C). 

R - This is consolidated bedrock that is too hard to break with the 
hands or to dig with a spa.de when moist and that does not WJet 
t he requirement or a C horizon. The boun::l.ary between the R 
layer and overlying unconsolidated material is called a lithio 
contact. 
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Lower-case Suffixes 

b - Buried soil hor izon. 

o - A cemented (irreversible) pedogenic horizon. The ortstein of 
a Podzol, a layer cemented by Ca, and a. duripan are examples . 

ca - A horizon with secondary c~rbonate enrichment where the con
centration of lime exceeds that present in the unenriched 
parent material. It is more than 4 inches (10 cm) thick, and 
if it has a Caco3 equivalent of lees than 15% it should have at 
least 5% more CaC03 equivalent than the parent material (IC ) . 
If it hae more than 15% CaC03 equivalent it should have 1/J 
more CaC03 equivalent than IC. I! no IC is present, this 
horizon is more than 10 cm thick an:!. contains more than 5% by 
volume of secondary carbonates in concretions or sort., powdery 
forme. 

cc - Cemented (irreversible ) ' pedogenic concretions. 

e - A horizon characterized by the removal o! clay, iron, aluminum, 
or organic matter alone or in combingtion. It is higher in 
color val ue by 1 or more units when dry than an underlying B 
horizon. It i s used with A (Ae). 

f - A horizon e nric hed wit h hydrated iron. It usually has a chroma 
of 3 or more. It is used with B alone (Bf), with B a1'¥i h (Bfh 
and Bhf ) , with Band g (Bfg) , and others . 

The criteria for an f horizon (excepting Bgf) are that t he 
oxalat e-extractable Fe+ Al exceeds that of the IC horizon by 
0.8% or more (.6 Fe + A Al > 0.8%) and the ratio of organic matter 
to oxalate-extractable Fe is l ess than 20 . 

These horizons are diffe rentiated on the bas is of organic matter 
content into: 

Bf, less than 5% organic matter 
Bfh, 5 to 10% organic matter 
Bhf, more than 10% organic matte r 

g - A horizon characterized by gray colors or prominent mottling, 
or both, indicative of permanent or peri od.ic intense reduction. 
Chromas of the matrix are generally l or less. It is used with 
A am e (Aeg) ; with B alone (Bg) ; with Band r (Bfg) ; with B, 
h, and f (Bfhg and Bhfg) ; wlth B andt (Btg); with C alone (Cg); 
with C and k (Ckg); and several others. 

In some reddish parent materials, matrix colors of reddish hues 
and high chromas may persist , in spite of long periods of 
reduction. In these soils, horizons are designat ed as g if 
there is gray mottling or i f there is marked bleaching on ped 
faces or along cracks. 
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Aeg - This horizon must JMet the definitions of A and e 
as well as those of g. 

Bg - This horizon cannot be defined precisely at present. 
It includes those horizons occurring between A and C 
horizons in which the main feature s are (1) colors ot 
low chroma and a change in structure trom that ot the 
c, or (ii) matrix colors of low chroma accompanied by 
mottles more prominent or abundant, or both, than those 
in the C, but not satisfying the requirements ot Bgf 
horizons. 

Bg horizons occur in some Orthic Humic Gleysols and in 
some Orthic Gleysols. Thaee horisons are comparable, to 
some extent, with the Bm horizons of soils that are not 
strongly gleyed. 

Bfg, Bfhg, B~fg, Btg, and others - When used in any of these 
combinations the horizons must be within the limits 
set for f, fh, hf, t, and others. 

Bgt - The dithionite-extractable Fe of this horizon exceeds 
that of the IC by 1% or more and the dithionite-extractabl• 
Al does not exceed that of the IC by more than 0.5%. 

This horizon occurs in Fera Gleysols and Fera Humic 
Gleysols, and possibly below the Btg horizons of gleyed 
Podzols. It is distinguished from the B!g horizon of 
Podzols on the basis of the extractability of the Fe 
and Al. The Fe in the Bg.f' horizon is thought to have 
accumulated as a result of oxidation ot ferrous iron. 
The FeO fonned is not associated intimately with 
organic matter or with Al, and it is eonetimes crystalline . 
Bgf horizons are usually prominently mottled and more 
than half of the soil material occurs as mottles or higtl 
ohroms.. 

Cg, Okg, Ccag, Osg, Csag - When g is used with C alone or with 
C and one of the lower- case suffixes k, ca, s, or sa , 
it must meet the definitions for C and these suffixes. 

h - A horizon enriched with organic matter. It is used with A alone 
(Ah); or with A and e (Ahe); or with B alone (Bh); or with B 
and f (Bfh, Bhf) . -

Ah - When used with A alone it refers to the accumulation of 
organic matter and must contain l ess than 30% organic 
matter. It must show one Munsell unit of value darker 
than the layer just below, or have 1% more organic matter 
than IC. 
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Ahe - When ueed with A am e it ref ers to an Ah horizon that 
has been degraded as eviderv::ed , under natura l conditions, 
by streaks and splotches and often by platy structure. 
It may be overlain by a darker-colored Ah and underlain 
by a lighter-colored Ae . 

Bh - This horizon contains more than 2% organ ic matter a nd the 
ratio of organic matter to oxalate-extractable Fe is 20 
or more. 

In general thie hori zon has a color with vBJ.ue and chroma 
of less t han 3 when moist. Usual ly the A (Fe + Al) is 
less than 0.8%, but in some casee 4Al is great enough 
to exceed this value . 

j - Used as a modifier of suffixes e, g, n, and t to denote an expres
sion of , but failure to ~et, the specified limits of the suffix 
it modifies. It mu~t be placed to the r i ght and adjacent to the 
suffix it modifies. 

Aej - When used with A and e it denotes an eluvial horizon 
that is thin or discontinuous or slightly discernible. 

Btj - When used with Bandt it i s a horizon with some 
ill lrv1at1on o1 c1ay, but no~ enough to meet the limits 
ot Bt. 

Btgj , Bmgj - When used with git refers to horizons that are 
mottled, but do not show the neutral colors of intense 
reduction. 

&ljt - j may be ueed with n when secoooary enrichment of Na 
is present , but does not meet the limits for n. 

k - Presence of carbonate as indicated by vi sible effervescence with 
dilute HCl. May be used with any master horizon or combination 
of master horizon arxi lower-case suffix. Moat often is used with 
Band m (Bmk) or C (Ck) . 

m3 - A horizon sligtltly altered by hydrolysis, oxidation, or solution, 
or all three , to give a change in color or structure, or both. 
It has: 

J The Bm ie similar to the cambic horizon described in the American 
and World soil classification systems except for the following: 

1) It may occur under a Bf or Bt horizon. 
2 ) Its l ower boumary must be 2 inches (5 cm ) or more from 

the surface compared with 10 inches (25 cm) in t he other 
systems. 
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1) Soil structure rather than rock etructure in more than half 
the volume of all eubhorizone . 

2) Some weatherable minerals. 
3) Evidence of alteration in one of the following fonns : 

(a) Stronger chromas and redder hues than the underlying horizons. 
(b) Evidence of the removal of carbonates. 

4) Illuviation, if evident, is too slight to meet the requiremente 
of a textural Bora podzolic B. 

5) No cementation or induration and lacks a brittle conai stence 
when moist . 

This suffix can be used as Bm, Bmgj, Bmk, and ans . 

n - A horizon in which the ratio of exchangeable Ca to exchangeable Na 
is 10 or less . When used with Bit must also have the following 
distinctive morphological characteristics: prismatic or columnar 
structure, dark coatings on ped surfaces, and hard to very hard 
consistence wqen dry. 

p - A layer disturbed by man's activities, that is by cultivation or 
pasturing, or both. It is to be used only with A. 

s - A horizon with salts including gypsum, which may be detected as 
crystals or veins, or as surface crusts of salt crystals, or by 
distressed crop growth, or by the presence or ealt-tolerant plants. 
It is comnonly used with C and k (Csk), but can be used with any 
master horizon or combination of master horizon and lower-case 
suffix. 

ea - A horizon with secondary enrichment of salts more soluble than 
calcium and magnesium carbonates where the concentration of salts 
exceeds that present in the unenriched parent material, The 
horizon is 4 inches (10 cm) or mare thick. The conductivity of 
the saturation extract must be at least 4 mmhos/cm and must exceed 
that of the C horizon by at least one- third . 

t - A horizon enriched with silicate clay. It is used with B alone 
(Bt), with Band g (Btg), and others. 

Bt - A Bt horizon is one that contains illuvial layer-lattice 
clays . It forms below an eluvial horizon, but may occur 
at the surface of a soil tilat has been partially 
truncated. It usually has a hiejle r ratio of fine clay 
to total clay than IC . It has the following pr opertie s : 

1) If any part of an eluvial horizon remains and there 
i s no lithologic discontinuity between it and the Bt 
horizon, the Bt horizon contains more total and more 
fine clay than the eluvial horizon as follows: 

(a) If any part of the eluvial horizon has l ess 
than 15% total clay in the fine earth fraction, 
the Bt horizon must contain at least 3% more 
clay, e . g. , Ae 10% clay - Bt minimum 13% ol&y. 
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(b) If the eluvial horizon has more than 15% and 
less than 4(Jf, total clay in the fim earth 
fraction, the ratio or the clay in the Bt horizon 
to that in the eluvial horizon must be 1.2 or 
more, e.g., 20% clay increase in the Bt over Ae. 

(c) I! the eluvial horizon has more than 40% total 
clay in the tine earth fraction, the Bt horizon 
muat contain at least 8% more clay than the 
eluvial horizon. 

2) A Bt horizon must be at least 2 inches (5 cm) thick. 
In some sandy soils where clay accumulation occurs in the 
lamellae, the total thickness of the lamellae should be 
more than 4 inches (10 cm) in the upper 60 inches (150 cm) 
of the profile. 

3) In massive soils the Bt horizon should have oriented 
clays in sadB pores and as bridges between the sani grains. 

4) If peds are present a Bt horizon shows clay skins on 
some of both the vertical and horizontal ped surfaces 
ard in the fin• pores or shows oriented clay21 in 1% or 
more of cross section. 

5) If a soil sha,,s a lithologic discontinuity between 
the eluvial horizon and the Bt horizon or 1! only a 
plow layer overlies the Bt horizon, the Bt horizon need 
show only clay skins in soI!E part, either in some fine 
pores or on so!Dl9 vertical and horizontal ped surfaces. 
Thin sections should show that 90Im part or the horizon 
has about 1% or more of oriented clc\Y bodies. 

Bt,j and Btg are defined under j and g. 

x - A horizon of fragipan charaoter. A !ragipan is a loanzy- subsurface 
horizon of high bulk density. It is very low in organic matter 
arw:1 when dry it has a hard consistence and is seemingly cemented. 
When moist it has a moderate to weak brittleness. It has few or 
many bleached fracture planes. It is cwerlain by a friable B horizon. 

z - A permanently frozen layer. 

Notes: 
1) Transition horizons need capitals only, and 

(a) if transition is gradual use, e.g., AB or BC. 
(b) i! transition ie inter!ingered use, e.g., A and B, or Band C. 
(c) if desired, dominance can be shown by order, e.g., AB and BA. 

2) The designations for diagnoetic horizons must be given in the same 
sequence as shovn !or the definition, e.g., Ahe not Aeh. 

3) Although definitions have been given to all diagnostic horizons, 
all possible combinations of horizon designations have not been covered. 
It is et.ill necessary to write profile descriptions. 
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REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE 

ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF CHERNOZEl{lC SOILS 

J. s. Clayton, Chainnan 

1. Chernozemic Order 

Great Group Subgroup 

1.1 Brown 
(Light Chestnut) 

1,.2 Dark Brown 
(Dark Chestnut) 

1. 3 Black 

1.4 Dark Gray 

1.11 
1.12 
1.13 
1.14 
1.11-2.11 
1.14-2.21 
1.1-/5 
1.1-/6 
1.1-/7 
1.1- /8 
1.1-/9 

Orthic Brown 
Rego Brown 
Calcareous Brown 
Eluviated Brol-m 
Solonetzic Brown 
Solodic Brown 
Saline Brown 
Cart:onated Brown 
Grumic Brown 
Gleyed Brown 
Lithic Brown 

Subgroups same as for Brown 
except for great group name 
1.,21 Orthic Dark Brown 

Subgroups same as for Brown 
except for great group name 
1.31 Orthic Black 

1.41 
1.42 
1.43 
1.41- 2 .12 
1.41-2.22 
1.4-/5 
1.4-/6 
1.4-/7 
1.4-/8 
1.4-/9 

Orthic Da.rk Gray 
Rego Dark Gray 
Calcareous Dark Gray 
Solonetzic Dark Gray 
Solodic Dark Gray 
Saline Dark Gray 
Carbonated Dark Gray 
Grumic Dark Gray 
Gleyed Dark Gray 
Lithic Dark Gray 

A diagr ammatic representation of the horizon pattern of the main subgroup profiles 
in the Chernozemic Order is shown in Figure l. 

1. Chernozemic Order 

Definitions and Criteria at the Order Level 

Chernozell'ic l!loils are well to imperfectly drained mineral soils with dark 
surface Ah, Ahe, or Ap, Chernozemic A horizons as defined, and with B or C 
horizons of high base saturation with divalent cations, calcium usually being 
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dominant. These soils are found in areas with cool (mean annual temperature 
usually l ess than 4~ F, 50 5 C), semiarid to eubhumid continental (boreal) climate. 
The characteristics of the· A horizons are developed and maintained from the accu
mulation and decomposition of a cyclic grcn,.th of xero- or meeo-phytic grasses and 
forbs, representative of grassl6nd communities or of transitional grassland-forest 

communities with associated shrubs and forbs. 

At the order level the definitions and criteria established for Chernozerrdc 
soils are such tiwt they may be closely correlated with the suborder Eorolls in 
the American Sys~eml and with Castanozems and Chernozems in the proposed units for 
the World System2. However, a number of other soils with similar dark-colored 
surface horizons (Mollie Epipedons or Melanie A horizons) are excluded from t he 
Chernozemic Ord.er by definition. These exclusions include: 

1. Dark surface soils with distinct solonetzic (Bn) horizons, as 
defined in the Solonetzic Order, including soils comparable with 
Natriborolla in the American System and Humic Solonetz in the 
World System. 

2. Dark surface soils deveioped under ~drophytic vegetation and 
exhibiting strongly gleyed characteristics as defined within the 
Gleysolic Order, including soils comparable with A4uolls in the 
American and Humic Gleysols in the World systems. 

3o Dark surface soils developed in ar~ae with cold (cryic) climates 
~nrl 11nrf,a1"' \fO~At!Jt;vp r o~,,.-,-4t ie:: ,..hti:-~ct--i-tic f ~-! ... uUli.1 \.t.,J..\., 

Arctic, subalpine, and Alpine regions, comparable with soils 
'classed as Perge]ic Cryoborolls in the American Sy-5tem, M.AoS.T. 
(mean annual soil temperature) <32 F(O C), cind of cryic climates 
in the World System. 

4. Dark surface soils developed under very dry (xeric) temperate 
climates with 1~.Jl .• T0 (mean annual temperature)74.c F (5. 5 C), 
comparable wi tr. those classified as Us tolls in the American and 
Ennosols in the World systems. 

5. Dark surface soils developed under deciduous or mixed-wood forest 
vegetation of moist (udic) temperate clililates, or under boreal 
forest vegetation where prominent Ae horizons;;,2.5 inches (6 cm) 
in thickness have developed due to podzolization. These exclusions 
include Dark Gray Wooded (Dark Gray Luvisol) soils comparable with 
American Mollie Cryoboralfs, and some Gray Brown Luvisol (Gray crown 
Podzolic) and Melanie Brunisol (Brown Forest) soils comparable with 
Mollie Hapludalfs and Hapludolls in the American System and Erunic 
Luvisols and Eutric Cambisols in the World System. 

l . Soil Classification, A Comfrehensive System, 7th ApproY.imation (1960) and 
Supplement (March 1967) and Amendments ( July 1966). SCS, USDA ,'washington ,D. C. 

2. Definitions of Soil Jnits for the Soil Map of the v1orld. horld Soil Resources 
~port 33 and Addendum (May 1968). FAO/UNESCO. 
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Definition- -A Chernozemic A horizon should have the followinF characteristics: 

The Ah horizon in virgin soils should be not less than 3.5 inches (9 cm) thick 
naving colors with values darker than 3. 5 when moist and 5.5 when dry, and with 
chr oma of less than 3.5 wha1 moist. In soils disturbed by man's activities, by 
cultivation or pasturing, or t:oth, the Ap horizon should be thick and dark enough 
to provide 6 inches (15 cm) of surface horizon with the above color criteria. The 
Ah or Ap, moist or dry, s11ould be at least l Munsell unit darker in value than the 
C horizon and should not be hi~her in chroma than the B horizon, if present. 

The Ah of a virgin soil usually has more than 1. 5% organic matter for 6 inches 
(15 cm) when mixed or disturbed, and a carbon- to-nitrogen ratio of 17 or less. The 
organic matter content must not exceed 30%. 

An Ap horizon 6 inches (15 cm) thick usually meets the requirements of 1.5% 
organic matter specified for the Ah horizon. However, where the original Ah was 
thin or where the present Ap horizon is thin or partly eroded, the surface soil may 
cont ain as little as 1% organic matter. If the Ah or Ap horizon rests on consoli
dated bedrock (R), it must be at least 4 inches (10 cm) thick. 

Virgin and cultivated A horizons of Chernozemic soils have pede or clode with 
well- flocculated, moderate to strong structures that do not become amorphous 
(massive) on wetting or single grained on drying 0 

10 1 Brown Great Group (Light Chestnut) 

These Chernoze~Qc soils have Ah horizons with values darker than 3.5 moist 
and 5-0 5 dry and thick enough to produce 6 inches (15 cm) of mixed surface or Ap 
hor izons with color values darker than 3.5 moist and 4.5 to 5. 5 dry. Chromas are 
usually greater than lo5 dry. In virgin Brown Chernozemic soil the surface layers 
of the Ah horizons are usually as light as or lirhter in value than the lower 
parts of the Ah or the upper B horizons. 

Brown soils are associated with and developed from the decomposition of a 
cyclic growth of mixed xero- to meso- phytic grasses and forbs. They are closely 
correlated with the concept of aridic Borolls in the American System and with 
Castanozems (borustic- aridic phase - Light Chestnut) in the world Systemo 

loll Orthic Brown Profile type: Ah, Bm, Btj, or Bt, £, (Cea), (Ck) 

These soils have Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by a color or structural Bm, or a weak to moderate~y textural Etj or Et . 
The B horizons are free from primary c2rbonates , and range in reaction from 
slightly elkaline to slightly acidic . 

The B horizons are normally medium to fine prismatic in macrostructure, 
breaking to medium and fine blocky or to coarse granular aggregateso Coarse 
pri smatic structure is usually associated with coarse- textured fabric. Decreasing 
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size of macropriematic structure and an increasing tendency to break into fine, 
blocky, and granular aggregates is apparently associated 'With increasing clay 
content of the solum, and particularly with the occurrence of a textural ( Bt) 
horizon. Thin discontinuous coatings on the surface of peds may occur in textural 
(Bt) horizons~ Althou~h these are not readily visible to the naked eye, they may 
be observed with a hand lens or in a thin section. 

The occurrence of distinctive textural B horizons is not common in orthic 
Chernozernic soils, but may reflect simple gravit ational movement and colloidal 
flow through pores and cleavages, or trends towards minimal developnent of 
solonetzic or luvisolic characteristics. A thin weakly developed Bm horizon or 
a transitional BC horizon is o~en present between the Bt and C horizons. A light
colored horizon of carbonate accumulation, Cea, is usually present, but is not an 
essential criterion. 

Orthic Chernozemic soils may be closely correlated with the concept of Hi,p
loboroll in the American System or Haplic Castanozern and Chernozems in the World 
System, except when a significant t extural Bis present. Then they are more compa
rable with the concept of Argiborolls and Luvic Castenozems and Chernozems. 

Orthic profiles with minimal grumic characteristics occur in soils of high 
clay content and are characterized by granul ar to fine subangular blocky peds in 
the A horizons and massive to angular blocky structure in the B horizons. Dark 
tongues of the A horizon often extend into the Band C due to sloughing into cracks. 
The boundaries between A, Bm, and Ck horizons are usually sharper and less diffuee 
than~" ~·in nnrl ~s,~~~·o~s ~h·:-no~~:ni· ~ubt:;p~s. Thi~ pivfil~ Lyj.k, le dv~igna~~d 
as Grumic Orthic Brown 1.11/7. 

1.12 Rego Brown Profile type: Ah,.£, (Cea), (Ck) 

These soils have Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by C horizons. In the profiles no major leaching of primary alkaline 
earth carbonates has occurred below the A horizons. Transition AC horizons Dl8l" 
occur. There is no distinctive development of B horizons in Rego Chernozemic 
soils . They are very closely correlated with the concept of Entic Haploborolls in 
the American System. 

In profiles with well-developed internal drainage, or in those on sites with 
moderate to excessive surface drainage, the virgin Ah horizons are commonly free 
from carbonates or salts. When disturbed or under cultiTation, the A horizons are 
usually calcareous. 

In profiles with limited internal drainage, or in those occurring on imperfectly 
drained sites, the A horizons may be infused with secondary carbonates, or salts that 
have precipitated from solution. Carbonated rego profiles may usually be detected 
by visual observation of strings or beads of carbonate crystals in the Ah horizon 
and confirmed by an effervescence test with ac id (Ahk). Under cultivation these 
soils usually have a distinctly grayish surface cast or color. 
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Grumic rego profiles are mainly confined to fine- textured soils, usually 
containing 50% clay. The self-mulching properties of these soils, due to the 
repetition of swelling, shrinking, and the sloughing of surface material into 
cracks, result in profiles with ill-defined A horizons, which merge into transi
tional AC horizons. A tendency to fonn a surface granular mulch is particularly 
characteristic of grumic phases. 

Soils with grumic characteristics are closely comparable· with the concept of 
Vertie Eorolls in the American Systemo 

Gleyed rego profiles are characterized by weak developnent of mottling, arxi 
other characteristics of temporary wetness in the A and upper C horizons. Carbonated 
and saline profiles o~en show evidences of pleying0 

lel3 Calcareous Brown Profile type: Ah, Emk, Cea, or Ck 

These soils have Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by Bm horizons, from which primary alkaline earth carbonates have not 
been complet ely removed (omk)~ 

The B horizon is usually m~dium to fine prismatic in macrostructure, brownish 
in color, and slightly to moderately alkaline in reaction. Coarse prismatic 
structure is usually associated with coarse texturesa A light-colored Cea horizon 
of carbonate accumulation is usually present above the C and where this condition 
occ.urs the soil may be closely compared with Calciborolls in the American System 
and Calcic Castanozems or Chernozems in the World System. 

In profiles on sites with moderate to excessive surface drainage, the primary 
carbonates in the B horizons are present because of insufficient leaching. 

Salinized, carbonated, grumic, and gleyed modifications of Calcareous Erown 
profiles occur and may be designated as Saline Calcareous Brown 1.13/5, Carbonated 
Calcareous Brown 1013/6, Grumic Calcareous Brown 1.13/7, and Gleyed Calcareous 
Brown lol3/8o 

In profiles on imperfectly drained sites, the occurrence of carbonates or salts 
above the C horizon may be primarily due to retardation of leaching (Emk), or to the 
upwar~ movement of moisture and precipitation of secondary carbonates. In this 
latter circumstance 'totb oart-onated and gleyed phases may be recognized where 
significant . It is not practical to recognize a carbonated calcareous profile unless 
there is a. significant accumulation of carbonates in the surface Ah or Ap horizon. 

Grumic pha.ses of calc2.reous profiles with self-mulchine characteristics may 
be found in profile~ of fine texture (greater than 50% clay). In these soils a 
tendency to form a surface granular mulch is common and the separati ons of A, B, 
and C horizons tend to be diffuse and transitional. Tongues of an P horizon often 
extend i nto the B and C horizons due to sloughing into era.eke O Slickensides may 
often be observed in the C horizons. Gleyed Calcareous Brown profiles may be 
recognized by mottling in the A or Bmk horizons. 
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Profile type : Ah, (Ahe), AP., or AB, Et, or Btj , 
f., (Cea), lCk) 

These soils have Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by significant horizons of leaching or eluvia.tion, beyond the concepts 
of the orthic chernozemic development. This eluviation is manife!:lted by the 
occurrence of combinations and sequences of eluvial Ahe, Ae, and transitional AE 
horizons, underlain by weakly to moderately developed illuvial Btj or Bt horizons. 

The leached horizons a.re cha.racterized by the develoµnent of slight to 
moderate acidity and a minor reduction in base saturation. 

Two variations of this subgroup may be recognized. They are: 

A. A profile type in which eluviation is characterized by li~ht-colored 
relic macropriematic structure below the Ah or Ap, which breaks into 
coarse to m£dium platy peds that o~en exhibit vesicular or tubular 
voids, sup.gesting the formation of eluviated Ae or AB horizons from 
a former prismatic o. The Btj or Et horizon is somewhat· finer 
t eY.tured than the Ae with well- developed macropriematic structure 
breaking to blocky peds of lower color value and slightly higher chro~A 
than the Ae. The develoµnent of coatings on the surface of the peds, 
if present, is less strongly expressed than in Solonetzic ~nor bnj 
horizons and the cationic ratio of Ca to other ions usunlly remains 
,J.1.gho I'h:.J.s '-'Y"PE: .1.s closely corre.l.ated with the American concept of an 
albic Argiboroll and the World concept of Luvic Castanozem or Luvic 
Chernozem. 

B. A "cumulic" eluviated type in which accumulated surface deposits 
of transported !roil mater:ial modify the horizon differentiation 
due to leaching within the profile. Such soils are characterized 
by thick horizons of partly leached accumulated materials, overlying 
former A or transitional AE horizons. They are usually found on 
lower concave slopes where accumulation of excess runoff and sediments 
may be expected to occur. These profiles are often imperfectly drained 
and may be weakly gleyed. This profile type may be referred to as 
Cumulic Eluviated. A surgested criterion for recognizing tnis type is 
a depth of surface horizons greater than 16 inches (4U cm) above what 
is considered as the original B horizon. This type is closely correlated 
with the American concept ot Pachic Argiboroll. 

Eluviated Gleyed Brown profiles, 1.14/8, are common. Saline Eluviated 
Brown 1.14/5 and Carbonated Eluviated Brown 1.14/6 are uncommon, but are known 
t o occur. Grurnie Eluviated Brown profiles, 1.14/7, have not been observed and 
their occurrence is doubtful. 

Fine-textured phase~ are usually characterized ty an increase in granular 
(shotty) and 'fine subangular rather than medium to co2rse blocky structures in 
the Ahe, Ae, and B horizons. 
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Solonetzic and Solodic Brown 

Solonetzic Brown and Solodic Brown profile types have been listed as sub
groups within the Chernozemic Order, but should be considered. as intergrades 
between Solonetzic and Chernozemic soils rather than as typical eubgroups within 
either order. The soils are characterized by a Chernozemic Ah horizon and a 
Bnjt horizon with pronounced structure and hard consistence, usually overlying a 
saline subsoil. The Bnjt horizon as defined would not meet the chemical re~uire
ments of a Bn , i .e., a ratio of exchangeable Ca to exchangeable Na of 10 or less, 
but would have a significant amount of Na, or Na+ Mg, more than that considered 
nonnal for Chernozemic soils. 

l~ll-2 .11 Solonetzic Brown Profile type: Ah, Bnjt, Q., (Cea) , Csk) 

These soils have Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by a prismatic structured Bnjt horizon witt hard consistence.and with 
blocky secondary structure characterized by a "varnish- like" coating . A Cea, Csk 
horizon may underlay the Bnj~. The soils may be considered as intergrades between 
Or thi c Brown end Brown Solonetz profiles . 

1 . 14-~ .. 21 Solodic Brown Profile type: Ah, (Ahe), Ae or AB, Bnjt,_Q, (Cea), (Csk) 

These are soils with Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by a sequence of eluvial Ahe, Ae, or transitional AB horizons, underlain 
by a prismatic or blocky Bnjt horizon with pronounced coatings. The eluvial Ae or 
AB horizons are often chBracterized by macroprismatic structures breaking into 
coarse to medium platy peds. These soils may be considered as intergrades between 
Eluviated Brown and Brown Solod profiles. 

Saline, carbonated, and gleyed modifications of Solonetzic Brown and Solodic 
Brown profiles may occur, and can be designated in a similar manner to other 
modified Brown Subgroup profileso Grumic modifications of these intergrades have 
not been observed . 

Modifying Subgroups 

Saline, carbonated, grumic, and gleyed lithic modifications of all major 
Brown Subgroup profiles may occur and are identified by the following horizons : 

1. 1-/5 Saline Brown 

1 .1-/ 6 Carbonated Brown 

Saline A and C or saline Band C horizons 
(e or sa). Salinity may be detected by 
visual evidence of salt crystals and 
confirmed by a simple qualitative field 
test. 

A or B horizons of secondary enrichment. 
Ak, (Aca), Bk (Bea), Ck 



1.1-/7 Grumic Brown 

1.1- /8 Gleyed Brovn 

1.1-/9 Lithic Brown 
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Clayey soil..e with A and B transitional 
self-mulching horizons. 

Weakly gleyed A, B, or C horizons 

Any Brown soil with a lithic contact 4 to 
ic inchee (10 to 50 cm) below the mineral 
surface. 

1. 2 Dark Brown Great Group (Dark Chestnut) 

Theee are soils that have Ah horizons with values darker than J.5 moist and 
4. 5 dry, with chroma usually greater than 1. 5 dry, and thick enough to produce 
6 inches (15 cm) of m.i~ed surface or an Ap horizon with color values darker than 
3.5 moist and between 3.5 and 4.5 dry, and with chroma greater than 1.5 dry. 

In virgin Dark Brown Chernozemic soils the Ah horizons are usually darkest 
in value at the surface and become progressively lighter with depth. 

Dark Brown soils are usually associated with and developed from the decomposi
tion of a cyclic growth of mesophytic grasses and forbe. They are closely correlated 
with the concept of Typic Borolle in the American System and the Castanozems 
(borustic typic ph~se - Dark Chestnut) in the World System. 

1.21 Orthic Dark Brown Profile type: Ah, ~, Btj or Et, £, (Cea), (Ck) 

These soils have Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group , 
underlain by a Bm, or a weak to moderately textural Btj or Bt. The B horizons 
are free from primary carbonates. 

Additional features charact eristic of Orthic Dark Brown profiles are similar 
to those descrited for Orthic Brown 1.11. 

1.22 Rego Dark Brown Profile type: Ah , f, (Cea), (Ck) 

These soils have Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by C horizons. 

Additional features characteristic of Rego Dari< Brown profiles are similar 
to those described for Rego Erown 1.12. 

1.23 Calcareous Dark Brown Profile type: Ah, Brnk, Cea, or Ck 

These soils have Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by Bm horizons, from which primary alkaline earth ca rbonates have not been 
completely removed (Bmk). 
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Additional features characteristic of Calcareous Dark Brown profilee are 
similar to those described for Calcareous Brown 1.13. 

1.24 Eluviated Dark Brown Profile type: Ah, (Ahe), ~f or AB, Bt, or Btj, 
£, (Cea), (Ck) 

These soils have Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by ee~uences of eluvial Ahe, Ae, and transitional AB horizons over
lying weakly to moderately developed illuvial B horizons. The leached horizons 
are characterized by the development of slight to moderate acidity and a minor 
reduction in base eaturation. 

Additional features characteristic of Eluviated Dark Brown profiles are 
similar to those described for Eluviated Brown 1.14. 

1.21-2.11 5olonetzic Dark Brown Profile type: Ah, BnJt, Q, (Cea), (Ck), (Cs) 

These soils have Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by a prismatic structured Bnjt horizon with hard consistence and with 
blocky secondary structure characterized by a "varnish-like" coating. A Cea, 
Ck, or Cs horizon may underlie the Bnjt. The soils may be considered as inter
grades between Orthic Dark Brown and Brown Solonetz profiles. 

l.~- ~.21 Solodic Dark Brown Profile type: Ah, (Ahe), Ae or AE, Bnjt, .£, 
\Cea), (Csk"f"" ~ 

These soils have Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by a sequence of eluvial Ahe, Ae, or transitional AB horizons over
lying a prismatic or blocky Bnjt horizon with pronounced coatings. The eluvial 
Ae or AE horizons are often characterized by macroprismatic structure breaking 
to coarse or medium platy pedso They may be considered as intergraaes between 
Eluviated Dark Brown and Brown Solod profiles. 

Saline, carbonated, and gleyed modifications of Solonetzic Dark Brown and 
Solodic Dark Brown profiles may occur and can be deeignated in a similar manner 
to other modified Dark Brown profiles. Grumic modifications of tnese intergrades 
have not been observed. 

Modifying Subgroups 

Saline, carbonated, grumic, gleyed, and lithic modifications of all major 
Dark Brown Subgroup profiles may occur and are identified by the followin~ 
horizons: 



l.~-/5 Saline Dark Brown 

l.~-/6 Carbonated Dark Brown 

1.2--/7 Grumic Dark Brown 

1.2-/8 Gleyed Dark Brown 

l.~-/9 Lithic Dark Brown 
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Saline A and C or saline Band C horizone 
(s or ea). 

P or B horizons of secondary curbonate 
enrichment. 
A.k, ( Aca), E.k, (Bea), Ck 

Clayey soils with A and B transitional 
self-mulching horizons. 

weakly gleyed A, B, or C horizone. 
Ah or ~, .ESJ, fgj 

Any Dark Brown soil with a lithic contact 
4 to 20 inches (10 to 50 cm) below the 
surface of the mineral horizon . 

1.3 Black Great Group 

These soils have Ah horizons with values darker than 3.5 moist or dry, 
chromae of 1.5 or less moist, and thick enough to produce 6 inches (15 cm) of 
mixed surface or Ap horizons of similar value and chroma. 

Although Thin Black soils witr. Ah horizons less than 6 ind.es in depth are 
quite common, many Black soils have Ah horizons that extend well below the normal 
d~pth~ of n cultivatea Ap .lay~r. 

Black soils are usually , but not exclusively, associated with and developed 
from the decomposition of a cyclic growth of mesophytic grasses and forbe, but 
may also be associated with thin or discontinuous tree and shrub cover. Where 
this latter condit~on prevails the dominant ground cover is one of forbs and 
grasses. Black soils are closely correlated with the concept of Udic Eorolls 
in the American System and with Chemozems in the 1tiorld System. 

1.31 Orthic Elack Profile type: Ah, Bm or Btj, £, (Cea), (Ck) 

These soils have Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by a color Bm, or a weak to moderately textural Etj or Et. The B 
horizon is free from primary carbonates. 

Additional features characteristic or Orthic Elack profiles are similar to 
those described for Ortt.ic Brown 1 . 11. 

1.32 hego Black Profile type: Ah, C, (Cea), (Ck) - -

These soils have Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by C horizonso 

Additional features characteristic of Re go Black profiles are similar to 
those described for Rego crown 1.12. 
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1.33 Calcareous Black Fro file type: Ah, Bmk, Cea, or Ck 

These soils have Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by Bm horizons, from \oihich primary alkaline earth carbonates are not 
completely removed (Bmk) . 

Additional featuree characteristic of Calcareous Black profiles ar~ similar 
to those described for Calcareoue Brown 1.13. 

1.34 Eluviated Black Profile type: Ah, (Ahe), Ae or AB, Et or Btj, £., 
tc'ca), (Ck)-

These soils have Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by a sequence of eluvial Ahe, Ae, &nd transitional AB horizons over
lying weakly to moderately developed illuvial B horizons. The leached horizons 
are characterized by the development of slight to moderate acidity aqd a minor 
reduction in base saturationo 

Additional features characteristic of Eluviated Black soils are s1milar 
to those described for Eluviated Brown 1.14. 

Solonetzic and Solodic Black 

1 . 31- 2.12 Solonetzic Bleck Profile type: Ah, Bnjt, £., (Cea), (Ck), (Cs) 

These are soils with Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great 
group, underlain by a prismatic structured Bnjt horizon with hard consistence 
and with blocky secondary structure, characterized by dark "varnish-like" coatings . 
A Cea , Ck, or Cs horizon mBY underlie the Bnjt. These soils may be considered 
as intergrades between Orthic Black and Black Solonetz profiles. 

1 , 34-2,22 Solodic Black Profile type: ~, (Ahe), p._~ or AE, _Bnjt, c_, (Cea), 
\Csk) 

These soils havE Ah or Ap horizons as defined in the order and great group, 
underlain by a sec,uence of eluvial Ahe, Ae, or transitional AB horizons, over
lying a prismatic or blocky structured Enjt horizon with pronounced coatings. 
The eluvial Ae or AE horizons are often characterized by macroprismatic structure 
breakinr: to coarse or medium platy peds. They may be cons:1.dered as intergradee 
bet-..ieen Eluviated Black and Black Solod profiles. 

Saline, carbon~ted, and gleyed modifications of Solonetzic Black and Solodic 
Black profiles may occur and can te designated in a similar mann€r to other 
modified Dark Brown Subgroup profiles. Grumic modifications of the intergrades 
hc.ve ndt beeri otserved. 
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Modifying Subgroups 

Saline I carbonated, grumic, gleyed, and llthic modifioatione of all me jor 
Bleck Subgroup profile• 1167 occur 8nd are identified with the following 
horizons: 

1.3-/5 S?.line Black 

1.3-/6 Cartonated Black 

1.3-/7 Grumic Black 

1.3- /8 Gleyed Black 

1.3-/9 Lithic Black 

Saline A and C or saline B and C horizone, 
including ea horizone of ealine enrictunent 
( e or ea). 

A or B horizons of eecondary carbonate 
enrichment. Ak, (Aca), Bk, (Bea),~ 

Clayey soils with A and E transitional 
eelf-mulching horizons. 

\'~eakl.y gleyed A, B, or C horizons • 

~Any Black soil with a lithic contact 4 to 
20 inches (10 to 50 cm) below the surface 
of the mineral horizon. 

1.4 Dark Gray Great Group (Fonnerly tenned Degraded Black) 

These soils have ChernozemicA horizons, but have significant characteristicc 
indicativ·e of degradation or other modification resulting from the accumulation 
and decomposition of forest vegetation, including lea.f mats ( L-H horizons). These 
soils when undisturbed support a mixed vegetation of trees, shrubs, forbe, and 
grasses, characteristic of transitional area.s between grassland and forest, but 
if protected from fire tend. to be dominated by tree and s t.rub cover. 

Virgin Dark Gray soils usuelly have leaf· mats (L- H horizone), overlying 
Ah and Ahe horizons. Th~ peds of the A horizons may have rather dark colored 
surfaces, but these will usually crus~ or rub out to gray or brown colors of 
ni~her value or chroma,. A "salt and pepper effect", i.e., light gray spots or 
bands, llloy be observatle in Ahe horizons and these exhibit a tendency to platy 
structures, which crush easily to a fine granular condition. In Rego and 
Calcareous Dark Gray subgroups these evidences of degradstion are often weakly 
expressed and the horizon may be designGted as an Ahej. 

A Dark Gray Chernozemic A horizon has the following criteria. An Ah horizon, 
if present, in virgin Dark Gray soils has a value darke r than 3.5 moist and 4.5 
dry and chroma usually less than 1.5. The Ahe horizon has peds that crush to 
lighter colors than the Ah, if present, with values between 3.5 and 5.5 dry. The 
Ah, Ahe, or (Ah Ahe) comtination should have a minimum thickness of 3.5 inches 
(9 cm) or be thick and dark enough to produce 6 inches (15 cm) of a mi~ed surface 
or Ap horizon of value darker than 3.5 moist and 5.0 dry and with chroma of less 
than L dry. A minimal development of a liphter colored Ae horizon less than 2.5 
inches (6 cm) is allowable provided that the Ap or mixed surface horizon meete 
the atove requirements for Derk Gray soils 0 Where a distinct Ae horizon greater 
than ~.5 inches (6 cm) thick and a Bt occur beneath a Dark Gray Chernozemic 
surface (Ah, Ahe, or Ap), the soil is considered to have uncergone sufficient 
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podzolization to be classified with the Dark Gray Wooded (Dark Gray Luvieol 
Subgroup in the Luvisolic Order). 

Dark Gray Chernozemic soils are closely comparable, but not identieal 
with the concept of Boralfic Borolls in the American eystem. They are at 
present included in the concept of Chernozeme in the World System. 

Other soils with dark-colored Ah or Ahe horizone developed under a forest 
leaf mat with moiot values of 3G5 or less, but not thick enough to produce 6 
inches (15 cm) of mixed surface or Ap with values darker than 3.5 moist or 4.5 
dry are considered to be nonchernozemic. Such soils on the basis of their other 
horizon characteristics should be classified with the Luvisolic, Brunieolic, or 
Regosolic orders. 

1.41 Orthie Dark Gray Profile type: (L-H), (Ah), Ahe, (Ae), Bm or Bt, f, 
(Cea), (Ck) 

These soils have L-H, .Ah-Ahe, L-H, Ahe, or Ap horizons as defined in the 
order and great group, underlain by a color Bm or textural Bt horizon free from 
primary carbonates. 

There may be a minimal developnent of Ae horizon of lees than ~.5 inches 
(6 cm) within the 6 inches (15 cm) of surface horizons of orthic profiles, if 
the mixed combination meets the criteria for a Chernozemic A horizon, and if no 
undisturbed or continuous Ae horizon is present below this depth. 

A Bt horizon is more commonly associated with Orthic Dark Gray soil than a 
Bm horizon, and becomes more pronounced with increasing degradation of the A 
horizons . These textural horizons are often eubangular blocky to coarse granular 
in structure and may show a weakly expressed enrichment of hydrated iron. The 
reaction of the orthic Bt is usually slightly acidic, but the lower B horizon 
above the Cea may be slightly calcareous. 

Salinized (1.41/5) and Carbonated (1.41/6) modifioations of Orthic Dark 
Gray profiles are uncommono Grumic modifications (1.41/7) are also unconunon, 
but clayey profiles tend to form a granular (shotty) and fine subangular blocky 
structure in the Ahe and B horizons. Gleyed modifications (l.~1/a)are common. 

lo42 Rego Dark Gray Profile type: (L-H), (Ah),~,£, (Cea), (Ck) 

These soils have 1-H, Ah-Ahe, L-H, Ahe, or Ap horizons as defined in the 
order and great group, underlain by C horizons, usually moderately to strongly 
calcareousp In Rego Dark Gray soils the evidences of degradation in the Ahe 
are o~en weakly expressed and the horizon may be designated as Ahej . Under 
continued cultivation such soils are not easily distinguished from Rego Elack 
soils 0 Rego Dark Gray profiles are most often found in sites of limited internal 
draina·ge or in imperfectly drained positions, and gleyed ( 1.42/8) profiles are 
common 0 liege Dark Gray soils are less commonly associated wi.th sites of moderate 
to excessive surface drainage. 
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Salinized modifioatione (l.4~/5) of Rego Dark Gray profiles seldom occur, 
carbonated modificatione (1.42/6) of Rego Dark Gray profilee with some 
carbona t ee in the Ah, Ahe below the leaf mat are conunon, but C horizone of 
carbonate accumulations are infrequent. Grumic modifications of Rego Dark 
Gray soils(}.ki/7) have not been observed in virgin soile, but have been noted 
in cultivated clay soils where t he L-H layers were destroyed . 

Additional features characteristic of Rego Dark Gray soils are similar to 
thoee described for Rego Brown 1.12. 

1 . 43 Calcareous Dark Gray Profile type: (L-H) , (Ah) , Ahe, Bmk, Cea, or Ck 

These soils have L-H, Ah-Ahe , L-H, Ahe, or Ap horizons as defined in the 
order and great group, underlain by color Bm horizons from which primary alkaline 
earth carbonates are not completely removed (Bmk) . In Calcareous Dark Gray soils, 
the evidences of degradation in the Ahe are often weakly expressed and th~ horizon 
may be designated as Ahej. Under continued cultivation with accompanying decompo
sition of leaf mat material, evi~ence of degradati on is not easily distinguished. 

Salinized modifications of Calcareous Dark Gray soils (1 . 43/5) seldom occur. 
Carbonated modifications (1.43/6) are uncommon in virgin eoile, but a re evident 
under cultivation. Grumic modifications (1.43/7) have not been observed. Gleyed 
modifications (1. 43/8) are common. 

Ar.lrii t; "nal r ~at•1res ch.a1 d.1.,L:£31 L,t.i.. c 01 Calcareous lJark Gray soils are similar 
to those described for Calcareous Erown 1.13 . 

Eluviated Dark Gray - Dark Gray Wooded 

This is a "degraded " type, in which pronounced leaching and e luviation have 
r esulted from the genetic influence of accumulation and decomposition of wooded 
vegetation, including leaf mats. It was formerly classified as the Eluviated 
Dark Gray (degraded) Subgroup , and was recognized as intergrading towards the 
Luvisolic Order. 

The separation of t hese soils (which were also f ormerly des i gna t ed as 
moderat ely degraded black) from Luvisolic soils has presented some difficulties 
and it has been decided that they will now be classified and described with the 
Dark Gray Wooded Subgroup i n the Luvisolic Order 0 It should be noted that Dark 
Gray profiles with an Ae horizon of less than ~.5 inches (6 cm) are included 
with the Orthic Dark Gray Subgroup. Virgin soils with less than 3.5 inches 
( 9 cm) of an Ah Ahe beneath a l eaf mat, and with an Ae horizon extending below 
6 inches (15 cm~ in depth will not meet the re~uirements for Dark Gray Chernozemic 
soils and will be classified in the Dark Gray Wooded Subgroup of the Luvisolic 
Order. 
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Solonetzic and Solodic Dark Gray 

1,41-~.12 Solonetzic Dark Gray Profile type: (L-H), (Ah) , Ahe, (Ae), onjt, 
.Q., (Cea), ( Csk) 

These soils have L-H, Ah-Ahe, L-H, Ahe, or Ap horizone a.s defined in the 
order and great group, underlain by a prismatic structured Bnjt horizon with 
hard consistence and subangular blocky secondary structure characterized by 
distinct dark coatings on the peds. A Cea , Ck, or Cs horizon may underlie the 
Bnjt. An Ae horizon less than ~.5 inches (6 cm) thick is o~en found in this 
intergrade type within the upper 6 inches of the surface horizon below the leaf 
mat . If, however, the Ae horizon is thicker than 2.5 inches or extends to more 
than 6 inches (15 cm) below the leaf mat, the soil must be classified. as a 
Solodic Gray Wooded (3.21-2.23). 

1.41-2,22 Solodic Dark Gray Profile type: (L-H), (Ah), Ahe, (Ae)°, AB 
Bnjt, .Q., (Cca),(Csk) 

These soils have L-H, Ah-Ahe, L-H, (Ahe), or Ap horizons as defined in the 
order and great group, with a color of the mixed A horizons of value lee~ than 
3.5 moist and less than 4.5 dry, underlain by a. transitional AB horizon, or an 
Ae, AE se4uence, overlying a prismatic or blocky structured Bnjt horizon with 
pronounced coatings. Such soils can be considered as intergrades between an 
Orthic Derk Gray and a Gray Solod, or as inter grades between a Dark Gray Wooded 
(Luvisol) and Gray Solod. An Ae horizon, if present, should be less than 2.5 
inches (6 cm) thick. 

Salinized modifications of all Dark Gray Chemozernic soils (lo4- /5) do not 
occur fre4uently. Carbonated modifications (1,4- /6) are commonly associated 
with Calcareous and Rego Dark Gray profiles but not with Orthic Dark Gray. 
Grumic modifications (lo4- /7) are of doubtful occurrence; gleyed modifications 
(1Q4- /8) are common. 

1.4-/9 Lithic Dark Gray 

Any Dark Gray soil with a lithic contact 4 to ~O inches (10 to 50 cm) below 
the surface of the mineral horizon belongs to this subgroup. 
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REPORT OF THE SllliCOMMITTEE ON THE CLASSIFICATION 

OF· ~OLONETZIC SOIL.5 

W. Earl f.owser, Chainnan 

2. Solonetzic Ord.er 

Great Group Subgroup 

Solonetz 

Solod 

2.11 
2.12 
2.13 
2ol.4 
2.1-/8 
2.1-/9 

.2.21 
2.22 
2 .. 23 
202.-/8 
202-/9 

Brown Solonetz 
Black Solonetz 
Gray Solonetz 
Alkaline Solonetz 
Gleyed Solone tz. 
Lithic Solonetz 

Brown Solod. 
Black Solod. 
Gray Solod 
Gleyed Soled 
Lithic Solod. 

The occurrence of Solonetzic soils in Western Canada was recognized by the 
first soil surveyors 0 In the 1926 Alberta Soil Survey Report No. 2 a soil area 
is described as loam, blowout phr.!seo 'I'he patchy microrelief and the fact that 
11the surface horizon was more acid than the surface of the adjacent nonnal soils" 
were noted. Saskatchewan Soil Survey Report Noo 3 (1925) referred to 11burn-out 11 

soils and in a 19Jl report the Echo soil series was described as having profilee 
11d ominautly solonetz and degraded solonetz ( Solo ti). 11 

In 1938 a monograph on the Soils of MarJ.toba described alkalinized and 
degraded ~lkalinized soils and in a footnote called them solonetz and solod.. 

Following these initial classification attempts the soil survey repor·ts of 
the 1930•s and 1940's began to contain the terms solonetz- like, solonetz, alkali 
solonetz, soled, soloti, and solodic. In 1955 the National Soil Survey Committe~ 
set up a preliminary system of soil classification, This system included at the 
highest category, a group called Hctlorr.orphic soils that contained the Solonetz , 
Solotlized Solonetz, and Solod great groups. In 1960 a Canadian soil classification 
syetem ~as adopted 0 It included the Solonetzic Ord.er containing the great groups 
Alkali Solonetz , Solonetz, Solodized Solonetz, and Solod; and in 1965 these four 
ereat groups were combined into two, namely Solonetz and Solod.o 

with rare exceptione all the soils of the Solonetzic Order in Canada are, to 
some degree, eolodized and a significant point in the solodization process is 
where the Bntl shows visible evidence of breakdowno Practically all the soils 

1 Bnt - Solonetzic B { seen in horizon .deeignations) 
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11above 11 this point have an A horizon that is neutral to elightly acidic, 
showing varying degrees of l eac hing, and is abruptly separated from the Bnt 
horizon. All the soils "below" this point have an acidic A horizon with a 
well-developed Ae subhorizon and usually a well-defined AB horizon. 

Because there are varying degrees of leaching in the A horizon, the color 
of this horizon is much less amenable to precise definition than that of the 
same horizon of the geographically associated orthic soils. Generally the Ap 
of the Solonetzic soils is of higher value (lighter in color) than adjacent 
orthic soils of other orders . Also, because the characteristlcs of the Bnt 
horizon are dominant in these soils, the color> and therefore the organic 
matter content of the A horizon is subdaninant . Three color (zonal) separa
tions are all that can be satisfactorily defined at the subgroup level. 

2. Solonetzic Order 

These soils have solonetzic Band saline C horizons. Morphologically a 
eolonetzic B horizon is characterized by a columnar or priematic macrostructure 
that can be broken into a blocky mesoetructure. The blocks are hard to very 
hard in consistence when dry and have dark surface stains. Chemically the 
solonetzic B horizon has a ratio of exchangeable Ca to exchangeable Na of 10 
or less. They are well to imperfectly drained soils. 

It is generally assumed that Solonetzic soils originated from a parent 
material that was more or l ess unifnrml v q.<t lin1 7.erl 'T'h;q mQt .,. ,.. i<1 ,,.._, ~> ""nrl 
still is, subjected to leaching by rainwater. This l eac hing caused desaliniza
tion and an increase of alkali peptized and deflocculated colloids that 
concentrated in a B horizon. The next process is assumed to be the removal 
of the alkali bases and the forming of an acidic A horizon with a platy struc
ture. In the final stages of solodization there is a structural breakdown of 
the solonetzic B horizon. The occurrence of "pillared black alkali II soils with 
a strongly alkaline A (the first stage in Solonetz fonnation) is not frequent 
in Canada. Practically all the Solonetzic soils of Canada have a neutral to 
ac idic A horizon indicating that solodization has become operative. Also, it 
is generally true that as solodization proceeds the salt accumulation horizon 
moves lower in the profile, frcrn the lower B to well down in the C, and the 
lime accumulation horizon moves downward. In most Solonetzic soils the C 
horizon has a conductivity (saturation extract) of more than 4 mm.hos. There 
is evidence that solodization is arre3ted where saline groundwater is within 
capillary rea~h of the solum and in some places a recycle of salinization 
occurs. It is also assumed that most Solonetzic soils developed under a 
vegetative cover of grasses and forbs . Although some members of this order 
may occur under a tree cover, it is believed that the trees did not become 
established until solodization was well under way. 

Soils that are intergrades between the Solonetzic Order and t he Chernozemic 
and Podzolic orders are classified in the latter orders. In general, these 
intergradea fall into two categories: (i) soils with weak solonetzic character
i stics that will usually intergrade towards the Chernozem.ic Order, and (ii) 
soils with relic solodic characteristics that will intergrade towards either 
the Chernozemic or Luvisolic orders. 
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2.1 Solonetz Great Group 

These soils have A horizons a.s defined in the subgroups. There is an 
abrupt break (less than 1 inch) between the A and B horizons. The Bnt 
horizon is very hard columnar (the flat or round tops may have a thin capping 
of white siliceous material). There are dark stains on the cleavage faces. 
The upper part of the Bnt colwnna is massive (intact) when removed from the 
profile. See the note under 2.14. 

In soils of the Solonetz Great Group the A horizon is usually thin in 
r elation to the B horizon. There are varying degrees of solodization 
discernible in the A horizon, indicated by the relative prominence of an 
eluvial horizon. The B horizon usually has a very low hydraulic conductivity. 
As a result, during periods of excess moisture, water may be temporarily held 
above the Bnt; this is often indicated by weak mottling in the lower part of 
the A horizon. Clay flows can usually be readily discerned on the cleavage 
faces of the Bnt . Roots tend to concentrate along the cleavage faces rather 
than penetrate into the peds, and the roots are usually flattened. · 

2 .11 Brown Solonetz Profile type: Ah or Ahe or both, (Ae), an intact rt, 
1Bts),Tstk), Csa or f!, (Cea), (Ck 

These soils are associated with grass and forb vegetation and semiarid 
climate. The mixed A subhorizons have color values of more than 3.5, 
usually more than 4.5, (dry) and chromas of more than 1 . 5. 

Areas of this subgroup are often characterized by a patchy microrelief 
due to the differential erosion of the A horizon. The eroded pits usually 
have steep sides and support very sparse vegetative growtho 

2. 12 Black Solonetz Profile type: Ah or Ahe or both, (Ae), an intact Bnt, (Bts), 
Tatk), Csa or Cs, (Cea), (Ck) 

These are soils associated with mesophytic grass and forb, shrub, or 
discontinuous tree vegetation and subhlll'lid climate. The mixed A subhorizl)ns 
have color values of less than 4.5 (dry) and chrornas of less than 2. 5. 

There may occasionally be a thin L- H horizon in the profiles that are 
intergrading to the Gray Subgroupo The differential erosion of the A 
horizon, common in the areas of the Brown Subgroup, seldom occurs in the 
Black Subgroup. Where such areas exist they are generally fairly well 
covered with grass . 

2.13 Gray Solonetz Profile type: (L- H), (Ah), Ahe or Ae or both, an 
intact Bnt, Csa or Cs, (Ck), (Cea) 

These soils are associated with scattered or stunted forest vegetation 
and subhumid climate. The mixed A subhorizons have color values of more 
than 4.5 (dry) and chromas of less than 2. 5. 

2.14 Alkaline Solonetz Profile type: (Ah), Bn or Bntj, (Bskg), Cskg 

These soils are associated with gra.ss and forb vegetation that contains 
a significant percentage of alkali-tolerant varieties. Areas of this soil 
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have varying degrees of restricted drainage. 

Note: 

This subgroup occurs rarely in Western Canada. It differs from 
the other su bgroups of the Solonetz Great Group in that the Ah is atrCl'lgly 
alkaline and the break between the A and Bis usually indistinct. The 
prisms of the B horizon often have pointed tops that protrude into the 
A. The Ah usually has a color value (dry) of less than 4.5. These 
soils show little or no evidence of solodization. 

2.1-/8 Gleyed Solonetz 

These soils have the same differentiating characteristics as the 
above subgroups, but have in addition some mottling and duller colors in 
the A, B, or Corin all three horizons . 

Mottling in the A horizon (usually in the lower part) is generally 
the result of a temporary water table above the Bnt. Mottling is usually 
quite pronounced in the lower portion of the B horizon and the chroma of 
the Bis usually lower than in the nongleyed subgroups. 

2.1-/9 Lithic Solonetz 

These are Solonetz soils with a lithic contact between 4 and 20 
ir'"h~: (10 "nd 50 cm) of tha mineral :ur-.face . 

2.2 Solod Great Group 

These soils have A horizons with a color as defined in the subgroups. 
There is either a distinct (more than 1 inch) AB transit.ion horizon or 
a prominent (more than 2 inches) Bntl horizon that breaks readily into 
blocky aggregates; usually both these horizons are present. The contact 
between the AB and Bnt is not well defined. The Bnt is hard to very 
hard, but can be broken into darkly stained blocky aggregates. The C 
horizon is saline and usually calcareous. 

In soils of this great group the A horizon is generally thicker 
in relation to the B horizon than in t he geographically associated 
Solonetz soils. The Ae is pronounced and usually platy. It may retain 
vertical cleavage lines that are relics of a fonner columnar B horizon. 
The blocky aggregates of the AB horizon are usually silica coated and 
often only the center of the blocks retains the dark color of the fonner 
B horizon. The Bnt horizon is usually similar to the lower Bnt of the 
associated Solonetz soils. It may therefore not have well-developed 
columnar structure. The Cs horizon is often below the Ck horizon. 

2.21 Brown Solod Profile type: Ah or Ahe or both, Ae, AB,~' (Cea), 
(Ck), Csa or Cs 

These soils are associated with xero- to meso-phytic grass and !orb 
vegetation and semiarid climate. The mixed Ah and Ahe has a color value 
of more than 3.5 (dry) (usually more than 4.5) and a chroma of more 
than 1.5 . 
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In areas of this soil there is often some incidence of previously 
eroded pits. They are, however, grassed over and usu.ally quite shallow. 

2.22 Black Solod Profile type: (L-H), Ah or Ahe or both, Ae, AB, Bnt, 
(Cea), "{ck), Csa or Cs - -

These soils are associated with mesophytic grass and f orb, shrub, or 
discontinuous tree vegetation and subhumid climate. The mixed Ah and Ahe 
has a color value ~f less than 4.5 (dry) ar'Ki a chroma of less than 2.5. 

In these soils the Ce or Csa is often considerably below the Ck or 
Cea horizons. 

2.23 Gray Solod Profile type: (L-H), (Ah), (Ahe), ~, AB, Bnt, (Ck), (Cea), 
Cs or Csa 

These soils are &ssociated with forest vegetation and subhumi,d climate. 
The mixed A subhorizons have color values of more than 4.5 (dry) and chromas 
of less than 2.5. 

2.2-/8 Gleyed Solod 

These are soils with the same differentiating characteristics as any 
of the above subgroups, but in addition have some mottling and dull c.olors 
in tha AB or C horizons or both. 

Although some evidenco of gleying may occur fo any of the three 
ma~ter mineral horizons it is most common in the lower Band C horizons. 

2.2-/9 Lithic Solod 

Any Solod soil with a lithic contact between 4 and 20 inches (10 and 
50 cm) of the mineral surface belongs to this subgroup. 

Note 1. 

The subgroup separations are based primarily on the color of the A 
horizon, which in turn is related to t.he vegetative cover arrl the regional 
climate. The color or the Ah horizon, when present, usually approxime.tes 
the chroma and the value of the geographically associated Chen1ozemic or 
Luvisolic soils, specifically it is usually of slightly higher value. 
Because the nature of the B horizon is the dominating characteristic of 
Solonetzic soils, the color of the A horizon is relatively less important 
than in the geographically associated Chernozemic and Luvisolic soils. For 
this reason, it is suggested that three subgroups, baaed on the color of 
the A horizon, are all that can be validly defined at this level of 
categorization. There is, going from Brown to Black to Gray or from semiarid 
to subhumid, generally an increase in the depth of the A horizon and in the 
depth of soil development. Finer subdivisions on the basis of the color of 
the A horizon can be recognized at the serios level, if deemed significant. 
When there are significant color differences within the subgroup, there 
are usually other differentiating profile characteristics. 
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Note 2. 

In areas where the A horizon has been eroded away the soil should be 
classified as an eroded phase and given the subgroup color indicated by 
geographi~ally associated Solonetzic soils. 

Note 3. 

The classification of cultivated Solonetzic soils must be based on the 
diagnostic horizons that remain. For example, if the Bnt horizon lies 
directly under the Ap, then the subgroup color separation is determined 
by the Ap and the great group is determined by the characteristics of the Bnt. 

Note 4. 

Some Solonetzic soils occur that have bisequa features. They have been 
fonr.ed in areas where there is a fairly deep coarse- to medium-textured 
surface layer over a saline fine-textured substratum. The profiles have the 
following horizon sequence: Ah, (Ahe), Bn, Ae, IIBnt, IICs, ao::i K. There 
are insufficient data available as yet to define a specific subgroup. 
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HEPORT OF THE SUBCCMMITTEE ON THE CI.JlSSIFICATION 

OF LUVISOLIC son.s 

P. C. Stobbe, Chairman 

3. Luvisolic Ord.er 

Great Group Subgroup 

Gray Brown Luvisol 3.11 
3ol2 
3.13 
3.1-/8 
3 .1-/9 

Orthic Gray Brown Luvisol 
Brunieo lie Gray Brown Luvisol 
Bieequa Gray Brown Luvisol 
Gleyed Gray Brown Luvieol 
Lithic Gray Brown Luvisol 

3.2 Gray Wooded (Gray Luvisol) 3.21 
3.22 
3.2-/3 

Orthic Gray Wooded (Orthic Gray Luvieol) 
Dark Gray Wooded (Dark ~ray Luvieol) 
Brunieolic Gray Wooded (Brunieolic Gray 

Luvieol) 
3.i-/4 Eieecpa Gray Wooded (Bisequa Gray 

Luvisol) 
3.21-2.23 Solodic Gray Wooded (Solodic Gray 
3 • .2;l-£.23 Luvisol) 
3.2-/8 Gleyed Gray Wooded (Gleyed Gray Luvieol) 
3.2-/9 Lithic Gray Wooded (Lithic Gray Luvieol) 

3. Luvisolic Order 

The Luvia:>lic Order consists of well and imperfectly drained soils that have 
developed under deciduous, mixed deciduous-coniferous or boreal forests, or under 
mixed forest in the forest-grassland transition zones in moderate and cool climates. 
The parent materials are generally neutral to alkaline in reaction. 

These soils have eluvial (Ae) hor izons and illuvial textural B horizons in which 
silicate clay is the main accumulation product and which meet the re({uiremm ts of a 
Bt horizon as defined. Slight accumulations of CaC03 may occur under the B horizon, 
but these seldom meet the requirements of a Cea horizon. 

Under virgin conditions the soils have L-H or Ah horizons overlying prominent 
Ae hor izons. Ah horizons, where present, are generally neutral, whereas the Ae and 
Bt horizons may var-y from slightly to moderately acid in reaction. 

Under cultivated conditions, the Ap horizon, 6 inches (15 cm) thick, may var-y 
considerably in organic matter and color (dry values 3 or higher) depending on 
whether the Ap consists of Ah, Ae, or a mixture of theee with the Bt horizon. In 
general, the Ap doee not meet the requirements of a Chernozemic Ap horizon . Where 
it does meet theee requirements, it is underlain by a light-colored Ae horizon. In 
some cases, where the Ah and Ae are thin, the Ap is unaerlain ty the Bt horizon. 

3 .1 Gray Brown Luvisol 

These soils have dark-colored forest-mull type of surface horizons (Ah) more 
than 2 inchee (5 cm) thick, lighter-colored eluvial horizons (Ae), and illuvial 
horizons in which cla;-;r is the main product of accumulation ( Bt). The soils have 
developed on basic or calcareous parent materials and the solum has a high degree 
of base saturation (by neutral salt extraction)o 
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Under undisturbed conditions , the soils may have thin L, F, and H horizons, 
but due to hirh biological activity and the abundance of earthworms the leaf 
litter is usually quickly incorporated into the soil and humified. A transitional 
AB or BA horizon having gray coatings on structural aggretates is generally present, 
particularly in medium- end fin~-textured soils. Although the Bt horizons is 
generally immediately underlain by calcareous material~, a t ransitional BC horizon, 
free of lime, may be present . These transitional hori7,ons are not diagnostic for 
the group. An increase of dithionite-extractable Fe and small increseEII af organic 
matter are usually associated with the accumulation of clay, but there are no signi
ficant increases in oxalate-extractable Fe and Al. 

Under cultivated conditions, the Ah and often part of the. Ae are mixed to fonn 
an Ap, but the Bt and some of the Ae usually remain intact under the Ap, unless 
cultivation greatly exceeds 6 inches (15 cm) in depth. 

The Gray Erown Luvisols have developed under deciduous or mixed-forest vegeta
tion and in a moderate climate , generally having a mean annual temperature of more 
than 43 F ( 5. 5 C) • 

The soils of this group differ from the Degraded Melanie lrunisols in which 
Ae and o develoµnent is weak and'the B horizon does not meet the re4uirements of 
Bt. They differ from the Dark Gray Luvisols, which have developed in a cool climate, 
mainly in the nature of the Ah horizons. Whereas the Gray Brown Luvisole have a 
forest-mull type of Ah, with well-developed granular etructure (texture pennitting), 
the Dark Gray Luvisols have a degraded chernozemic-like Ah, ae evidenced by gray 
streaks and splotches, which lacks strongly developed granular structure and ma;y be 
pla i,y. 

The eubgroups of the Gray Brown Luvisolic Great Group are established on the 
tasis of the profile development above the Bt horizon and on theeridence of gleyin~ 
in the solum. 

3.11 Orthic Gray Brown Luvisol Profile type: ( L-H), Ah, Ae, (AB), (EA), 
Bt , ( BC), (Ck;, ( C) 

These soils have the general characteri.stice of the great group and have well
developed Ah, Ae,and Bt horizons. The Ae is light- colored, with values of 4 .5 or 
higher and with chromae of 3.0 or lese; the difference in chroma between the upper 
and lower Ae is lees than lo The Ae is underlain directly by a blocky Bt with clay 
skins or by a BA horizon in which the blocky aggregates have gray coatings end tend 
t o disintegrate. Faint mottlin~ may occur just above the Bt or in the lower part 
of the B horizono 

The cultivated soil usuc1lly has a color value between 3.5 and 5.5 dry and a 
chroms of 3 .o or less. The color value may vary considerably with the thickneee 
of the original Ah, and with management practices. 

3.12 Brunieolic Gray Brown Luvisol Profile type: (L-H), Ah, Ael or Bm, or 
(Bf~ Em ) , (Ae2), (AF), Pt, 
( BC J , (Ck) , ( C) 

These soils have the general characteristica of the great group and have well
developed Ah, Ae, and Bt horizons. The upper Ae (Ael) is brown, with chromas of 
3 .o or more, and grades to a light-colored lower Ae (Ae2) . The difference in 
chroma between the upper and lower Ae is 1 or more . 
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Two kinds of profiles may develop in the A horizona (i) a thin Melanie 
Bruni sol having Ah, Bm, "C" ( or Ae2), or Ah, 13m horizons in 'Which the Bm 
ca.n be recognized under an Ap, and (ii) a mini Humo-Ferric Podzol having 
Ah, (Ae), Bf (or Bfh), "C" (or Ae2) horizons, but in which the Bf (or Bfh) 
horizons do not extend below the Ap. 

The Ael (Bm) or (Bf if present) is generally friable and granular, 
whereas the Ae2 or "C" is often platy and friable when moist, but it may 
be hard and often vesicular when dry. The lower Ae often has a diffuse and 
irregular lower boundary with an AB or BA horizon. Faint mottling may occur 
in the lower Ae or just above the Bt. 

This subgroup represents the early stages of podzolic development in 
the Ae horizon of the Gray Brown Luvisols. The degree of base saturation 
of the upper solum is more typical of the Gray Brown Luvisols than of the 
Podzols . 

The cultivated surface usually ha.a color values similar to those of 
the Orthio subgroup, but the chroma may be slightly higher on similar 
parent materials. 

3 .13 Bisequa. Gray Brown Luvisol Profile type: (L-H), Ah, (Ae), Bfh or Bf, 
( Ae2 or" C" ) , fil_, TB C) , {ck) , ( C) 

These a.re soils with the sa.me general characteristics as the Orthic 
subgroup (Ah, Ae, Bt), but in which a podzolic sequence of horizons, Ae, 
_Bfh or Bf, "C" ( or Ae2), has developed in the Ae of the Gray Brown Luvi sol 
and is underlain by a continuous Bt horizon at a depth of 18 inches (45 cm) 
or less. The Bfh or Bf as defined must extend below the plow layer or 6 
inches (15 cm). Where the upper podzolic sequence does not meet these 
requirements, the soil should be classified as a Brunisolic Gray Brown 
Luvisol. 

These soils differ from the Bisequa Gray Wooded (Gray Luvieols) in that 
the latter lack a mull Ah or if present it is less tha.n 2 inches (5 cm) thick. 

Under cultivated conditions the Ap is underlain by Bfh or Bf horizons. 
The Ap usually has color values similar to those of the Orthic subgroup, but 
the chroma may be slightly higher on similar pa.rent materials. 

3.1-/8 Gleyed Gray Brown Luvisol Profile type: Ah, ~' ~. (Ck), (c); 
fL-HJ~ !11, Bm~ or ~, 
( ABgj ) , ~, Ck) , l C) 

These soils have the general characteristics of the above subgroups. 
Due to periodic wetness in the Ae or Bt horizons, or both, the soils are 
also mottled and commonly have duller colors th.an the associated well
drained soils. However, they lack the low chroma.a and prominent mottling 
associated with the Gleyeolic soils. 

The Gleyed Gray Brown Luvisols generally have thicker and darker Ah 
horizons tha.n the well-drained subgroups on similar parent materials. The 
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color and textural differences between the Ae and Bt are generally less 
marked in the gleyed th.an in the well-drained subgroups. 

Peaty or mucky phases, having leas than 16 inches (40 c11) of mixed peat 
(bulk density> 0.1) or up to 24 inches (60 om) of fibric moss peat (bulk 
density < 0.1) over the Ah horizon, may occur in the gleyed subgroups. 

Under cultivated conditions the Ap of the gleyed subgroups is generally 
darker than th.at of the orthic subgroups (dry color values may be as low as 
2.0) . The Ap is generally underlain by gleyed Ae or Bt horizons or both. 

J.1- /9 Lithic Gray Brown Luviaol 

These soils have the general characteristics of the above subgroups 
and a lithic contact within 20 inches (50 cm) of the surface . 

J.2 Gray Wooded (Gray Luvisol) 

These are soils with organic surface horizons (L-H) , light-colored 
illuvial horizons (Ae), and i llutial horizons in which clay is the main 
accumulation product (Bt) . A soil may have a degraded ohernozem- like Ah 
or an Ahe horizon as evidenced by gray streaks and splotches and often by 
a platy structure. An AB or BA horizon having gray coatings on the 
structural aggregates is often present. An increase in dithionite-extractable 
Fe and small increases in organic ma tter are often associated. with the 
P,..,..,,m,,1 ,..+ ; ",.., ,..f cl":,.' , '!:r•t the-~ are ro s:.gnifi,.,aut lu(.J.""""~'"'.;; .i. 1 u ....... l~ ~;:,
extractable Fe and Al. The solum generally is slightly to moderately acid, 
but the degree of base ea.turation , baaed on neutral salt extraction, is 
generally high. The parent materials are usually neutral to slightly 
alkaline, and they are commonly calcareous . Some of the soils in this 
great group were formerly classified as Textural Podzols. 

Under cultivated conditions, the Ap may consist largely of Ah material, 
Ae material, or mixed Ah and Ae material. Occasionally it may also contain 
Bt material. The organic matter content and color of the Ap may therefore 
va~y considerably. The color value of an Ap 6 inches (15 om) thick when 
dry may range from J .5 to 5 .5 or more. The Ap is underlain by remnants of 
Ae or by Bt . 

The Gray Wooded (Gray Luvisol) soils have developed. in moderately cool 
climates and under borea.l forest or mixed forest in the grassla.nd~forest 
transition zone, generally on basic materials. 

J.21 Orthic Gray Wooded (Orthic Gray Luvisol) Profile type: L-H, ( Ah or Ahe), 
~, (AB) , ~, ( Cea) , ( Ck ) , ( C) 

These soils have the general characteristics of the great group, and 
have organic surface horizons (L-H), light-colored Ae, and Bt horizons. An 
Ah, if present, is less than 2 inches (5 cm) thick. The lower part of the 
Ae may be slightly mottled a.nd often overlies an AB or BA horizon. The Ae 
has a dry color value of 5.5 or higher and usually a chroma of less than J.O 
although some higher chroma.a may be associated with some parent materials. 
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The cultivated surface soils, Ap 6 inohee (15 om) thick, have a dry 
color value of 5.0 or higher and a.re underlain by rum.ante of Ae or by Bt. 
Where the total thiolalees of Ah and Ae is less than 6 inches (15 cm) s.nd 
BUbetantial a.mounts of the Bt have been incorporated into the Ap, the ip 
may be slightly darker in value than 5.0 dry, due to the darker color of 
the Bt. In such cases, fragments or the Bt should be clee.rly identifiable 
in the Ap. 

J .22 Dark Gray Wooded (Dark Gray Luvisol ) Profile typez (L-H) , Ah or Ab!,, 
!!., ~ ( coa ) , Ck:, ( c) 

These soils have the general obaracteristice of the great group, and 
have organic surface horizons (L-H) , Ah or Ahe horizons or both more than 
2 inches (5 om) thick, prominent Ae horizons more than 2.5 inohes ( 6 om ) 
thick, and Bt horizons as defined. The total thickness of the Ah and Ae 
is greater than 6 inches (15 om) . 

The Ah or Ahe horizons, or both, shov definite signs of degradation as 
evidenced by gray streaks or splotches when the soil is dry. They may have 
a platy or weak, fine granular structure and represent a degraded ohernozemio 
Ah horizon. They differ from the forest- mull type of Ah, which generally bas 
a well-developed granular structure with more intimate association of organic 
and mineral constituents brought about by more active biological activity. 

Under cultivated conditions, the Ap is 6 inches (15' cm) thick, and has 
a dry color value lighter than J.5 and darker than 5.0, but may be darker 
than J.5 when moist. The range in color value of the Ap is the same as in 
the Dark Gray Chernozemic and Dark Gray Wooded ( Dark Gray Luvisol ) , but the 
Ap of the former ie not underlain by a distinct Ae. The Ap of the Dark Gray 
Wooded Great Group ( Dark Gray Luvieol ) is underlain by an Ae over Bt. 

These soils represent an intergrade between the Dark Gray Chernozemio 
and the Orthic Gray Wooded ( Orthic Gray Luvisol ) soils and lie in the 
forest-grassland transition zone. 

).2-/J Brunisolio Gray Wooded (Brunisolic Gray Luvisol) Profile types: (-H) 
( Ah) , Ael or Bm or ( B.f, Bm) , ( Ae2 or II C11 

) , A.B , 
Bt , ( Ck), ( C)-

( L-H), !!! or Ahe, !!!. or~ or (Bf, Bm), 
( Ae2 or II C11 

) , """(il3 ) , ~. ( Cle ) , ( C ) 

These soils have the general characteristics of the great group and · 
have L-H or Ah horizons over Ae and Bt horizons. The upper Ael is brown, 
with chroma.a of J.O or more, and usu.ally grades to a light- colored lower 
Ae2. Two kinds of profiles may develop in the A horizons ( i ) those having 
L- H or Ah, Bm, "C" (or Ae2 ) horizons, and ( ii ) those having L-H, (Ah), Bfh 
or Bf, or both, "C11 (or Ae2 ) horizons. The Bm horizon should be thick 
enough to be recognizable under an Ap, but the Bf horizon should not extend 
below the plow depth. The Bm or Bf (or Bfh) horizons are underlain by an 
Ae or a Bt horizon or both. 
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The upper Ael (Bm, or Bf if present) is generally friable a.nd gra.nula.r 
with a chroma of J.O or more, wheree.a the lower Ae2 or "C", if present, is 
often platy and friable when moist, but may be hard &nd often veeicula.r 
when dry. The lower Ae often has &n irregular diffuse boundary 'With an AB 
or BA horizon, which often has gray coatings on the structural aggrese,tea. 
Faint mottling may occur in the lower Ae or "C". 

This subgroup represents early stanges of podzolic development in the 
Ae horizons of the Luvisols . The degree of base saturation in the upper 
solum is more typical of the Luvisola than of the Podzola. 

The cultivated surface soil usually bas color values similar to those 
of the J .21 and J .22 subgroups, but the chroma may be slightly higher on 
similar materials. The Ap is underlain by Bm, which in turn may be under
l ain by "C" (Ae2 ) and by the Bt horizon. 

The Brunieolic subgroup may be intergraded with the Orthic Gray Wooded 
( Gray Luvisol) 3 . 21/J or w1 th the lark Gray Wooded ( lark Gray Luvisols) J ~22/ J. 

3 .2-/ 4 Bisequa Gray Wooded (Bisequa Gray Luvisol ) Profile type: (H, (Ah ), 
( Ae ) , Bfh or Bf, ( Ae2 or "C" ) , AB) , ( ABt ) , 
Bt, ( Ck), ( C) 

These are soils with the same general characteristics as J .21 or ) . 22 (L- H or 
Ah, or both, Ae, Bt ) , but in which a podzolic sequence of horizons t Ae, Bfh, 
n!' Rf' ,,,.. hn+h) " "'"' ~~""lopno i"l th" t ,. of the Crny Hooded. ( Gr~y Lu-rlaolu) wdl 
is underlain at a depth of 18 inches (45 cm ) or less by a continuous Bt 
horizon. · A further limitation is that the Bfh or Bf horizon, as defined, 
must extend below t he plow layer or below 6 inches (15 cm). When the upper 
podzolic sequence does not meet the above limitations, the soil should be 
classified as a Brunieolic Gray Wooded (Brunisoli c Gray Luvieol ) . 

The Bisequa. profiles are most commonly intergraded with the Orthic Gray 
Wooded Subgroup 3 . 21/4. This subgroup ha.a essentially t he same profile 
characteristics as J.lJ. The climat ic differences and geographic distribution 
may help to separate these soils . This subgrou)> is seldom intergraded with 
the Dark Gray Wooded ( Dark Gray Luvisols ) ).22/ 4 . 

Under cultivated conditions, the Ap is underlain by a Bfh or Bf horizon. 
The Ap usually has color values similar to those of the Orthic Gray Wooded 
or Dark Gray Wooded aubgroupa, but the chroma may be slightly higher on 
similar materials . 

J .21 - 2.23 
J .22 - 2.23 

Solodic Gray Wooded (Solodic Gray Luvisol ) Profile types : L- H, 
Ah or Ahet Ae, (AB ) , BtnJ, (CoaJ, 
Tcsk ),TcJ -
L-H, (Ah) or (Ahe) , !!, (AB), Btn.1, 
( Cea ) , ( Csk ) , ( C) 

Thes e soils have the general characteristics of the great group, but 
have ha.rd, prisms.tic, or blocky structural Btnj horizons with pronounced 
dark coatings instead of the Bt horizons characteristic of the great group. 
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These soils resanble the Solod structurally, but they oontain somewhat 
less exchangeable Na than is required for Bn horizons of Solonetz soilee 
They may be considered as intergre.des between the Dark Gre.y Wooded and 
Orthic Gray Wooded soils and the Solod. 

J .2- /8 Gleyed Gray Wooded ( Gleyed Gray Luvisol) Profile typ!s L-H (Ah) 
!!&1,, (ABgj), ~' (Btg}(BCg)~, (Ck~, (C) 
(L- H), Ah or Ahe, Ae{ or ~ (Ae2gj ) , 
( ABgj), !i&.1., Trnc) , C) 

These are soils 'Wi. th the same type of profile as any of the above subgroups, 
but due to periodic wetness and reducing conditions in the Ae and Bt horizons 
are mottled and commonly have duller colors than the associated well-drained 
soils . 

The Gleyed Gray Luvisols generall y have thicker L-H horizons than the 
well-drained subgroups. Peaty or mucky phases, with less than 16 inches 
(40 cm) of mixed peat (bulk density .!> 0.1 ) or up to 24 inches (60 cm) of 
fibric moss peat (bulk derisity < 0.1) on the surfa.oe of the mineral soil, 
may occur. They often have thicker Ae and stronger-developed. Bt horizons 
in depressions, on reasonably permeable materials, than the assooiated well
dra.ined soils in the forest-grassland transition zone. In more humid regions, 
on level land, particularly on leas permeable materials, the gleyed. members 
may have weaker- developed Ae and Bt horizons than the associated well-drained 
soils. They differ from the Low Humic Eluviated Gleysols in that the latter 
have developed. under greater extremes of wetness and usually have matrix 
colors of lower chroma, or more prominent mottling in the upper 20 inches 
(50 cm) or both. 

Specific profiles may be designated as J.21/8, J.2J/8, etc. 

J.2-/9 Lithic Gray Wooded (Lithic Gray Luvisol) 

These soils have the general characteristics of the above subgroups 
but also a lithic contact within 20 inches (50 cm) pf the surface . 
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REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CLASSIFICATION 

OF PODZOLIC SOII.S 

P. c. Stobbe, Chairman 

4. Podzolic Order 

Great Group Subgroup 

4.11 Orthic Humic Podzol 
4.14 Placic Humic Podzol 

4.1 Humic Podzol 

4.1- /8 Gleyed Humic Podzol 
4.1-/9 Lithic Humic Podzol 

4.21 Orthic Ferro-Humic Podzol 
4.22 Mini Ferro-Humic Pod zol 

4.2 Ferro-Humic Podzol 

4.23 Sombric Ferro-Humic Podzol 
4.2-/4 Placic Ferro- Humic Podzol 
4.2- /8 Gleyed Ferro-Humic Podzol 
4.2- /9 Lithic Ferro- Humic Podzol 

4 • .31 Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol 
4 • .3:.2 Mini Hume- Fer ric Podzol 

4.3 Humo-Ferric Podzol 

4 • .3.3 Sombric Hwno-Ferric Podzol 
4.3- /4 Placic Humo-Ferric Podzol 
4.3-/5 Bieequa Humo-Ferric Podzol 
4.3- /7 Cryic Humo- Ferric Podzol 
4.3-/8 Gleyed Hwno- Ferric Podzol 
4.3-/9 Lithic Humo- Ferric Podzol 

4. Podzolic Order 

Podzolic eoils are well and imperfectly drained soils that have developed 
under coniferous and mixed- forest vegetation and heath, meetly in cold and t emperate 
climatee and on acid parent materials. 

Theee soile have podzolic B horizone, 1 in which the characteristic accumula
tion products are organic matter (dominantly fulvic acid) combined in varying degrees 
with Fe and AlG These amorphous materials fonn coatings on sand, silt- sized parti
cles. or fine pellets. The lowest values, reddest hues, or highest chromas occur 
in the upper part of the B horizon. The soils are acid (usually pH < 5.5) and have 
a high pH-dependent cation exchange capacity (usually > 8 meq/100 g) in the B 
horizon , 

Under virgin conditions, the soils have organic surface horizons (L- H) , 
dominantly of a mor or moder type. They may or may not have an Ah horizon below 
the organic surface layer. Generally, they have eluviated, light-colored horizone 
(Ae ) , but these may be indistinct or absent. 

1 A podzolic E horizon cons ists of one or more Bh, Bhf, Bfh, or Bf horizons . 
By definition thie horizon is similar to the epodic E horizon in the American System. 
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Under cultivated conditions, the Ap horizon is usually underlain by remnants 
of the Ae and a podzolic B horizon. If the Ae and podzolic B horizons are inco~ 
porated in the Ap, the Ap must have (a) more than 3% organic matter (1.7% C), 
(b) A (Fe+ Al) greater than 0.8%, and (c) hues redder than loYR and moist color 
values lees than 3.0, or chranae of J.O or more in hues of lOYR or redder. 

The Podzolic Order is divided into the Humic , Ferro-Humic,and Humo--Ferri.c great 
groupe based on the dominance of the Bh, Bhf, or Bfh (or Bf) horizons ae defined. 

4 . 1 Hundc Podzol 

These eoila have dark- colored (values and chromas usually <3.0 moiet) illuvial 
Bh horizons at least 4 inches (10 cm) thick in which organic matter is the main 
accumulation product. The upper E horizon (Bh) contains more than 2% organic matter 
but very little or no free Fe; it ueually contains extractable Al; it doee not tun1 
redder on ignition; and the ratio of organic matter to free Fe is 20 or more. The 
Bh horizon may be underlain by Bhf, Bfh, or Bf horizons. A thin, or a eeriee of 
very thin ( total thicknees < 1 inch) involute, impervious, hard, and dark feddish
brown hardpane (placic horizons) may occur in the solum. 

Under virgin conditions, the soil has thick , mo~type eurface horizons (L, F, H) 
that are underlain by light-colored eluviated horizons (Ae), or by eluviated horizons 
that are eta1ned with infiltrated humic materials, or by Eh horizons. The Bh horizons 
may be underlain by Bhf, Bfh, or Bf horizons that contain appreciable amowits of free 
Fe s.nd Al as well ae organic mattter. They may vacy from soft and friable to firm 
or very hard in consistence and may be strongly mottled. 

'!'he Humic Podzole have developed wider heath, under forest w1 th heath and 
sphagnum undercover, or under western coastal forest. Consequently, the L-H 
horizons are generally thick and peaty. Theee soils occur in moist coastal regions, 
in cool moist locations at high altitudes inland, and locally in some peaty depree
eions in warmer or l ess moist regions. These soils have formed on rnBterials originally 
low in Fe or on materials that have been strongly leached and have most of the f ree 
Fe removed (Bh horizons developed in deeply leached Ae horizons)o 

4.11 Orthic Humic Podzol Profile type: b, f, ~, Ae, !lh, (Bhf) , (Bfh) , (Bf) , (C) 

These soils have the general characteristics of the great group including L-H, 
Ae,and Bh horizons , but lack a placic horizon . The Bh horizon generally cont ains 
more than 2% organic matter and lese than 0 .3 5% of oxalate-extractable Fe and does 
not turn redder on ignition. It generally contains free Al. The Bh may or may not 
be underlain by a ohf, Bfh, or Bf horizon. 

4.14 Pla.cic Humic Podzol Profile type : L, F, H, Ae, Bh, (Bhf), Bhfc or Bfc, 
'[Bf), t"c)- - - -

These soil s have the general characteristics of the great group, but have a 
thin placic horizon usually lees than l inch (i.5 cm) thick. The placic horizon 
consists of a single band, or a series of very thin ( generally < 1/8 inch) bands 
that are irregula.r or involute, hard , impervious , often vitreous, and dark reddish
brown in color. These horizons (pans) are apparently cemented by organic matter 
(mainly fulvic acid ) 8.nd free Fe; free Fe; or free Fe and Mn. In the soils studied 
eo far the carbon content is 1-12%, Fe 5-2~, and Mn 0-15%. The pan may occur in 
any part of the B horizon, except the Bh, and often extends into the C horizon. 
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Owing to the impermeability of the pan, eome gle;ying generally occurs just 
above it, particularly in the troughs of the involute pans, but the soil may be 
well drained below the pan. The wavy nature of the pan causes a substantial 
variat i on in the moisture regime of the over]ying profiles. Orthic Humic Podzols·, 
and Gleyed Humi.e Podzols occur on the lower slopes and troughs. In extreme cases 
Gleysols with a peaty surface may occur over the deeper tro~lll of the pan. 

4.1- /8 Gleyed Humic Podzol Profile type: L, .E, H, !!gJ, fil!&.1, ( jhf~j) , 
fBfhgjJ, Tafgj )-;-(Bhfc, C) 

These soils have the general characteristics of the above subgroups and indi
cations of wetnes~ in the upper part of the solum. Iron mottling, indicative of 
reducing conditions, is not noticeable in the Ae and Bh horizons, but occurs in the 
underlying Bhf, Bf h, or Bf horizons. The Bh horizons are often splotched black and 
gray; they may have diffuse upper and lower boundaries depending on the alternating 
water table o · 

4.1-/9 Lithic Humic Podzol 

These soils have the general characteristics of the above subgroups, but have 
also a lithic contact within !O inches (50 cm) of the surface. 

4.2 Ferro-Humic Podzol 

These are soils with podzolic B horizons in which organic matter, Fe,_ and Al 
are the main acctnnulation products. Under Wldisturbed conditions, they- have mineral
organic surface hor izons (L-H or Ah) usually underlain by eluviated light- colored 
horizons (Ae ) o In some caeee the Ae may be thin, indistinct, or missing. The 
upper .4 inches (10 cm) of the B horizon containe more than 10% organic matter and 
the oxalate- extractable Fe+ Al exceeds that of the C horizon by 0.8% or more. 
The ratio of organic matter to oxalate- extractable Fe in the B horizon is leee than 
20 0 A Bh horizon lese than 4 inches (10 cm) thick may overlie the Bhf horizon or 
the Bhf may directly underlie the Ah or Ae horizono The Bhf may be underlain by 
Bfh or Bf horizone. 

The solum is acid (usually pH<5.5) and has a low degree of baee saturation 
based on permanent charge . The B horizon has a high pH-dependent charge. A thin, 
or a eeries of very thin, involute, impervous, hard, darl< reddish- brown hardpan 
(placic horizon) may occur in the B horizon. The B horizon may be underlain by a 
placic horizon, a t extural B horizon, or permafrost. 

The Ferro- Humic Podzols have developed mainly under a coniferous or mi.xed
forest vegetation in cold and temperature climates. The parent materials are . 
usually lees leached or richer in Fe than those from which the Humic Podzols develop 
in a similar climate , There ie evidence that some of the Ferro- Humic Podzole 
developed under oak forests with an understory of grasses and ferns. 

4 .21 Orthic Ferro- Humic Podzol Profile type: L, F, H, Ae, (Bh), Bhf, 
TEfh),- (BfJ, ( C) -

These soils have podzolic B horizons that are dark color·ed (moist value and 
chromae usually 3.0 or less) in the upper part, are 4 inches (10 cm) or more thick, 
and contain more than 10% organic matter, and in which ~ (Fe+ Al) is greater than 
0 . 8% and the ratio of organic matter to oxalate- extractable Fe is lees than 20 . 
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Under undisturbed conditions, theee soils have thick organic surfa ce horizons 
(L , F, H) of the mor type, underlain by light-colored Ae horizone more than 1 inch 
thick . They may have a Bh horizon leee than 4 inchee (10 cm) ttdck that gradee 
into the Bhf that in turn may be underlain by Bfh or bf horizons or both. 

The thf horizon may contain more clay than the Ae or C horizons, but the clay 
i e not oriented and does not form clay skins. The most prominent accllll\ulation of 
clay occurs just below the Ae in the horizon of greatest organic matter and 
eeequioxide accumulation. 

The B horizons may be friable, firm, or cemented and they may be underlain by 
a fragipan. There is no thin hardpan (placic horizon~ . 

Althou~h the soils generally are not cultivat ed , when cultivat ed the Ap may 
vary considerably. Where the Ae is rather thin and the Ap con~ists lBrgely of a 
mixture of the organic surface layen, or contains a considerable acim.iJ<ture with Bhf 
horizon, the Ap may be dark . Where the Ap coneiets mainly of Ae mat erial, it may be 
light colored. Generally clean, white , bleached mineral grains are clearly visible 
in the Ap. 

The Orthic Ferro-Humic Podzol~ have developed under heath , under forest with 
heath-type undercover, or under western coastal fores t . 

4 .22 Mini Ferro-Hurnic Podzol Profile type: f, E, ~, (A e ), Bhf, (Efh), (Bf), (C) 

These soils have the general characteristics of 4 .21, but have a thin Ae 
( <1 in--h) o- l.:l"l,. a visi ,l - A~ l'-ori;;on. Thi,, ( .c::. J .L1~111...i ) /d1 liu.1.izc,11., wa.Y l,e prea,..u~ . 

Under cultivation the Ap is dark (moist value and chromae of 3 . 0 or l eee ) . Clean 
bleached sand graine are rare, but amorphous coatings and pellet s may be plentifulo 

4 .23 Sombric Ferro-Humic Podzol Profile type : (L-H) , ~, (Aej), Bhf, (Efh), (I:f) , (C) 

These are soils with L-H, Ah, and podzolic Bhf horizons , but without distinct 
eluviated Ae horizons. The podzolic B horizon has oxalate-extractable A ( Fe + Al) 
greater than 0 .8% and the upper 4 inches (10 cm) of the B horizon (Bhf) containe more 
than 10% organ ic matter. The pH (C .01 M CaC12 ) is l ees than 5.5 and the pH-dependent 
charge is high ( ;;;. 0 .8 meg/100 g). The baee saturation (NaCl) is 90-100%. The chroma 
is 3.0 or higher and the difference in chroma between the Band C is 1 or more . 

Under undisturbed conditions, the soils have thin organic surface hor izone (L-H) 
of mo r or moder type and a sombric ( umbric) Ah horizon more than 3 inches thick with 
a value lees than 3.5 moist and less than 4.5 dry and chrama.e lees than i.o moist. 
and dry . The pH (CaC12 ) is generally less than 5.5 and the base saturation (acetate) 
is low. The free Fe content is moderately higho 

A distinct Ae horizon is generally lacking and the only evidence of eluviation 
is the cl ean mineral grains (salt and pepper) over the Bhf horizon. Usuall y the Ah
Bhf boundary is gradual . The Bhf horizon generally grades through ofh or Bf horizons 
to the acidic C horizono The soils lack thin ( placic) hardpans, but they may be 
underlain by fragipans. 
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Under cultivated conditions, the Ap horizon 6 inches (15 cm) thick 
has a value of less than J .5 moist and lees than 4.5 dry. When the Ap 
is underlain by remnants of Ah, the chroma is less than 2.0, but if a 
subeta.ntial amount of B material is incorporated into the Ap, the chroma 
may be 2. 0 or 2.5. The Ap is underlain by remnants of Ah or by podzolic 
B horizons. 

There is evidence that these soils have developed under grass and fern 
vegetation having a ca.nopy of oak trees and that this vegetation has been 
or is being replaced. by coniferous vegetation and shrubs. These soils 
occur mainly in the coastal areas of British Columbia where the mean annual 
temperature is above 47 F (8 C) and the annual precipitation va.ries from 27 
to 45 inches, of which only 1.1 to 2.2 inches falls during July and August. 
These soils a.re not common in F.astern Canada. 

4.2-/4 Placic Ferro-Humic Podzol Profile type:~'!, ll, (Ae) , (Bh), 
~'~or l!!:2,, (C) 

These soils have the general profile cb&raoteristios of 4.21 and 4.22 
and a placic horizon as described in 4.14. Thie horizon may occur in an.y 
of the B horizons a.nd may extend into the C horizon. 

4.2- /8 Gleyed Ferro-Humic Podzol Profile types!!,,!,.!!, or Ah, (Aegj ) , Bhfg.1, 
(Bfhgj) , (Bfgj), (C) 

These soils have the general characteristics of the above subgroups, but 
have indications of wetness and reducing conditions (mottling and dull colors) 
iri the upper part of the eolum. The Bhf horizons ms.y be splotched black and 
gray and t he upper and lower boundaries are often diffuse depending on the 
alternating water table. Iron mottling is generally distinct in the lower 
B horizons, but may be faint in the Bhf horizons. Peaty or mucky phases 
having less than 16 inches (40 om) of mixed peat (bulk density .> O.l ) or up 
to 24 inches (60 cm) of fibric mose peat (bulk density~ 0.1 ) on the surface 
may occur in the gleyed subgroups. 

4 .2-/ 9 Lithic Ferro-Humic Podzol 

These soils have the general characteristics of the above subgroupB and 
a lithic contact within 20 inches (50 om) of the surface. 

4.J Humo- Ferric Podzol 

These soils have podzolic B horizons in which organic mattert Fe, and 
Al are the main accumulation products. The upper 4 inches (10 omJ of the B 
horizon contains less than 10% organic matter and the oxalate-extractable 
Fe + Al exceeds that of the C horizon by 0. 8% or more. The ratio of organic 
matter to oxa.late-extraota.ble Fe is less than 20. 

Under undisturbed conditions, these soils have an organic surface 
horiz.on (L-H) , usually of a mor or moder type. The L-H horizon is directly 
underlain by a mineral-organic Ah horizon, an Ae horizon, or a podzolic B 
horizon. The soils may or may not have a distinct eluviated bleached. horizon 
(Ae) . They may or may not have a.n Ah horizon. 
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Under cultivated conditions, the Ap or remnants of the Ae are underlain 
by a podzolic ~ horizon. 

The Hume-Ferric Podzols have developed under mixed and coniferoua-!oreat 
cover over a wide range of climatic conditions, but they are dominant on the 
well-drained sites in moist cool regions on coarse, noncalcareous materials, 
or on materials from which free lime has been removed.. 

4.Jl Orthic Hume-Ferric Podzol Profile type: L-H, !!, ( Bhf), Bfh or Bf, ( C) 

These soils have the general characteristics of the great group and 
L- H, Ae, and Bfh or Bf horizons. 

Under virgin conditions, these soils have organic eurfaoe horizons 
(L, F, H) a.nd eluviated light- colored horizons (Ae) more th.an l inch thick, 
which overlie Bfh or Bf horizons or both. 

The podzolic B horizons generally have a chroma o! 4.0 or more. A thin 
Bhf horizon may be present above the Bfh, but the average organic matter 
content of the upper 4 inches or a B horizon is less than 1()%. In the Bfh 
and Bf horizons ~(Fe+ Al) is greater than 0.8% except for some soils With 
textures of loamy sand or coarser. The B may be friable, may contain 
concretiona.ry structures, or may be cemented into ortetein. The Bfh horizon 
may contain more clay tha.n the Ae or C horizons, but the clay i s not oriented 
and does not form clay skins . The most prominent accumulation of clay ocoure 
j ~t b -:.1o'IJ th .; As L 1 t he hori zou cu1d ·,d..i.nlug i h~ grea test o .... ga.n ... c ma. ., ter anct 
s esquioxide accumulation. Some mottling may occur in the lower B horizon, 
particularly if the latter is underlain by a fragipa.n. The Bis not underlain 
by a thin hardpan, a textural B horizon, or permafros t . 

Under cultivated conditions, the organic surface, the Ae, and the upper 
B horizons may be mixed. The Ap horizon is underlain by remna.n1s of Ae or by 
Bfh or Bf horizons or both. 

4 .J2 Mini Hume- Ferric Podzol Profile type:.!!,, f, 1!, (Ah), (Ae), Bfh or Bf, (c) 

These soils have the general characteristics of the great group except 
that under undisturbed conditions the eluviated horizon (Ae ) is thin (generally 
~ 1 inch), discontinuous, indistinct ( salt and pepper), or missing. The B 
horizons have a chroma of 4. 0 or more in hues of lOYR or redder and they have 
,6 ( Fe + Al) greater than O. 8%, except in loamy sands or soils with coarser 
t extures . Thin(< 3 inch) Ah horizons may be present. 

Under cultivated condi tiona, the Ap horizon ( 6 inches (15 cm] thick) 
generally contains substantial a.mounts of Bfh or Bh horizons or both. If it 
ie not underlain by a diagnostic podzolic B horizon, the Ap should contain 
more than 3% organic matter , have~ (Fe + Al ) greater than 0.8%, and have 
color values less than J.O moist in hues redder than lOYR, or chroma.a of ).0 
or more in hues of lOYR or redder. 
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4.JJ Sombric Humo-Ferrio Podzol Profile typer (L-H), Ah, fil:h or .fil:. ( C) 

These are soils vi.th L-H, Ah, and podzolio Bfh or Bf horizons or both 
containing lees than 1~ or81llliC matter in the upper 4 inch•• (10 om) and 
ox.ala te- a:traotable ..o. ( Fe + Al) grea. ter than O. 6%• The t>H ( 0. 01 M CaC12 ) 
i s lees than 5o5 and the degree of bal!le saturation (laCl ) ia 90-10°"· The 
pH- dependent charge is high ( >8 meg/100 g}. The chroma 1• J.O or more, 
moist or dry, and the difference in chroma between the Band the C ia 1 or 
more. 

Under undisturbed conditions these soils have thin L, F, and H horizons 
over dark- colored mineral-organic horizons (Ah) J inches or more thick, 
underlain by Bfh or Bf horizons or both. The Ah horizon hal!I a color value 
less than J . 5 moist and 4.5 dry and a. chroma of less than 2 moiat or dry. 
One of these soils contains at least 1% organic matter, has a base saturation 
( NaCl ) of 80-100%, and has a pH (0.01 M CaCl2 ) less than 5.5. A continuous 
Ae horizon is generally lacking or there is evidence of eluviation in the 
form of clean mineral grains ( salt and pepper) ove,r the Bfh or Bf.horizon. 
These soils lack plaoic horizons, but may be underlain by fragipa.ns • . 

Under cultivated conditions, the Ap horizon (6 inches [15 crfil thick) 
has a color value less than J.5 moist and less than 4.5 dry and a chroma of 
lees than 2.0. If con1iderable B horizon is incorporated into the Ap, the 
chroma may be 2. 0 or 2.5. The Ap is underlain by remnants of Ah or by 
podzolic B horizons. 

These soils occur in parts of Eastern Canada where the mean annual 
temperature is often below 42 F (5 .5 C) and the precipitation averages about 
40 inches a.nnually, well distributed throughout the year. Here they occur 
mainly under deciduous trees and the development of the Ah horizons is 
attributed to the incorporation of the L-H horizons by earthworms into the 
upper part of the mineral sola of the Podzols . 

4.1-/4 Placic Humo-Ferric Podzol Profile type: L-H, !!, Bfh or~. 1!£, (C) 

These soils have the general characteristics of 4.3l~but ha.ve a placic 
horizon as defined in 4.14. This horizon may occur in any of the B horizons 
and extend into the C horizon. Thia pan occurs less often in the Hu.mo-Ferric 
Podzols than in t he Ferro-Humic Podzols. 

4.3 - / 5 Bieequa Humo-Ferric Podzol Profile type: L-H, (Ae) , Bfh or Bf 
(Ae2 or "C''~Bt, {c) 

These are soils with the general characteristics of 4.Jl and 4.32, but 
the podzol sola are m1derlain by a textural (Bt) horizon at a depth of 18 
inches (45 om) or more . These Podzols have developed in the Ae horizons of 
Luvisole . The diagnostic Bfh, Bf, and Bt horizons should meet the require
ments of the respective horizons as defined. The podzolic B horizon must 
extend below a depth of 6 inches (15 om ) . 
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Soils in which the Bt horizon occurs at 18 inches (45 cm) or lees and 
in which a podzol sequence that meets the above requirements, should be 
classified with the Biaequa Luvisols. Where the upper sequence doee not 
meet the minimal requirements of the Podzol, ae defined above, the aoile 
should be classified vi.th the Brunieolic Luvieols. Soils in which the 
textural B horizon shove enough evidence of degradation so that it does 
not meet the requiranente of a Bt horizon as defined, or in which the Bt 
horizon is at such a depth that it does not influence the moisture regime 
of the upper 40 inches (1 m) of the soil, a.re classified in other subgroups 
of the Humo-Ferric Podzols. 

4.) -/7 Oryic Hu.mo-Ferric Podzol Profile type: L-H, (Ae), Bfhz or 1!£!., (cz) 

These soils have the general characteristics of 4.Jl and 4.J2
1
but have . 

permafrost within 40 inches (100 cm) of the mineral surface. M:>at of the 
Cryic Podzols studied meet the requirements of Mini Hwno-Ferric Podzols. 

4.3 -/8 Gleyed Hwno-Ferric Podzol Profile type : 1, f, !!, or Ah, ( Aegj), · 
Bfhgj or 1Y:&1., (c) 

These are soils with the general ch&rA.cteristics of the above subgroups 
but with mottling and duller colors due to periodic wetness in the Ae or B 
horizons or both. The surface organic horizons a.re generally thicker in the 
gleyed subgroups than in the ca.tenary well-drained sub~oupe. Peaty or mucky 
phases with less than 16 inches ( 40 cm) of mixed peat ( bulk densi tr > O. l) 
er 'P to 24 inches (Go ~m ) of fibL l c mos~ peat ( bulk dens1 ty < 0.1) on the 
surface may occur in this subgroup. 

4.3-/9 Lithic Humo-Ferric Podzol 

These soils have the general characteristics of the above subgroup~ 
but also a lithic contact within 20 inches (50 cm) of the surface. 
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REPORT OF THE SUBCCHllJTTEE 

ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF BRUNISOLIC 3.)IL5 

Paul G. Lajoie,Chairman 

5 o Brunil!k) lie Order 

Great Group Subgroup 

5.1 Melanie Brunisol 
( Brown Forest) 

5oll 
5.U 
5.1-/8 
5.1-/ 9 

5o21 
5.22 

5.2 Eutric Brunisol 
(Brown Wooded, 
Cutanic Podzo Regoeol) 5 .. 23 

5.2-/7 
5.2- / 8 
5.2- /9 

5. 3 Sombric Brunisol 
(Acid Brown Forest) 

5.4 · Dystric Brunieol 
(Acid Brown Wooded, 
Concretionary Brown, 
Arenic Podzo Regosol, 
Alpine Brown) 

5.31 
5.31/8 
5.31/9 

5.41 
5.42 
5.43 
5.4- /7 
5.4-/8 
5.4-/9 

5. Brunieolic Order 

Orthic Melanie Brunisol 
Degraded Melanie Brunisol 
Gleyed Melanie Brunisol 
Lithic Melanie Brunisol 

Orthic Eutric Brunisol 
Degraded Eutr ic·Brunisol 
Alpine Eutric Brunisol 
Cryic Eutric Brunisol 
Gleyed Eutric Brunisol 
Lithic Eutric Brunisol 

Orthic Sombric Erunisol 
Gleyed Sombric Brunisol 
Lithic Sombric Erunisol 

Orthic Dystric Erunieol 
Degraded Dystric Brunisol 
Alpine Dystric Erunisol 
Cryic Dyetric Brunieol 
Gleyed Dystric Brunisol 
Lithic Dystric Brunisol 

This or der consists of soils with brownish-colored sola indicative of good 
t o imperfect drainage or of good to moderate oxidizing conditions, that have 
developed under forest, mixed forest and grass, grass and fern, or heath and 
tundra vegetation associations representative of forest, alpine, or tundra 
communi ties . Under virgin conditions, they may have organic surface horizon~ 
(L-H) and Ah horizons. They may also have weakly (salt and pepper Aej) or strongly 
(Ae ) developed eluvial horizons. All have a brownish Bm, but none have a Bt 
(textural) or a podzolic B horizon. 

5ol Melanie Brunisol Great Group 

These are Brunisolic soils that, under vir gin conditions, generally lack F 
and h horizons , and have mineral- organic (Ah) surface horizons thicker than 2 
inches ( 5 cm) developed primarily from the incorporation of plant residues into 
the soil through the action of soil fauna, · principally earthworms . The Ah horizons 
have granular (mull) structure promote_d by the intimate mixing of humus and clay. 
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The Melanie Brunisols helve aa horizons in which the ba~e saturation (NaCl) 
is 100% and the oxalate-extractable A (Fe+ Al) is lees than 0.8%. 

These soils may have weakly expressed Aej and Btj horizons, but the extent 
of illuviation is insufficient to meet the requirements of the Et as defined. 

The Melanie Brunisol s occur mainly in the Great Lakes - St. Lawrence Lowlands 
where the M.A.T. is hi~her than 42 F ( 5.5 C) . They have developed unaer climatic 
and biotic conditions similar to those of the Gray-Erown Luvisols. 

5.11 Orthic Melanie Brunisol Profile type : (L), th or~,~. Ck, (Cea ) 

These are soils that,under virgin conditions, may have a tnin L horizon and 
generally no For H horizons, over a mull hh that has fine- and medium-franular 
structure, and a Fm that commonly has a granular or blocky struct ure, or both, 
grading into larger units or weaker grades with depth. The Em usti.'.illy has 
colors in hues 10 YR and 7.5 Ytt with chromas of 3 or more. cetween the Band 
C, therE is usually a chroma difference of 1 or more, or a s hift to more yellowish 
hues in the C with chroma similar to that of the Bo The C horizon is c;ilcarec'J.s. 

Ap horizons 6 inches (15 cm) thick hove color values less than J.5 moist or 4.5 
dry. The Ap is usually underlain by a Bm. If there are no remnants of em under 
the Ap, such cultivated soil should be cl~ssifi ed with the hcgosols. 

Faint mottling may occur in the C or lower o horizons. (Thi s sutfroup 
i m.luJ.,:, i.la. folmcI 4oll - Or i:.i1ic Erown Fores t. . ) 

5.1~ Degraded Melanie Erunisol Profile type: (L) , Ah or£:£, (A ej ) , Bm, 
Btj, Ck 

These a r e Melanie ~runisols that may have a weakly expressed eluvial horizon 
(/,ej) under the Ah, and that have illuvial accumulations of clay (Btj - too thin 
or too weak to meet re4uirements of Bt) in some subhorizon of the Em. (This eub
froup includes the fonner 4.1~ - Degraded Brown Forest,) 

5.1-/8 Gleyed Kel&nic Brunisol 

Tnese are Melanie Erunisols with mottling an~ dull matrix colors in the c 
horizon. Under vi rgin conditions, there generall;r are L-1-i horizons on t he 
surface. The Ah is usually thicker and darker in color and the hp darker in 
color than in t he associated well-drained soils . (Thie s utgroup includes the 
former 4.1-/ 8 - Gleyed Brown Forest.) 

5.1-/9 Lithic Melanie Brunisol 

These are Melanie Brunisol soils witra a litr.ic contact tetween 4. ond .:CG 
inc~es (10 and 5C cm) of the mineral s urfa ce. 
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5.2 Eutric brunisol Great Group 

These are Brunisolic soils th.3.t, under v-irgin conditions, have organic 
sur face horizons (L- H)( over Bm horizons in which the base saturation (NaCl) is 
100% and the pH (CaC12) i s usually 5.5 or higher. 

These soils may have thin Ah horizons (~ 2 inches [5 cm]) under forest 
cormnunities, or moderately thick Ah horizons under alpine vegetation and climate . 
They may have weakly expressed (Ae,i) or strongl y expressed (Ae) eluvial horizons . 
They may also have horizons of illuviation that fail to meet thP. re~uirements of 
the Et as defineda The parent material is usually calcareous. 

The Orthic and Degraded Eutric Brunisols occur in the dry valleys in the 
dry valleys in the Cordillera and extend f r om the United States into the Yukon 
Terr i tory . They occur also in the northern forested part of thP. Great .Plains 
Regi on. In th~ valleys of the Cordillera, they are normally found in the dry 
forest areas , but in the forested Gree.t Plains areas they are developing under 
climatic (X aA. A.To 4~ F [5.5 OJ) and biotic conditions similar to those of the 
Gray Wooded soils (Gray Luvisols)o The Alpine Eutric Brunisols occur in the 
Cordilleran re r ion. 

5.~l Or tnic Eutric Brunisol Profile type: !!:!:! or~, (Ah),~, Ck, (Cea) 

These are soils that, under virgin conditions, have orecnic surface horizons 
(L- H), overlying 8'n horizons that usually have a chroma of 3 or more . Between 
the E and C the chroma difference is greater th.sn 1 or there is a. shift to a more 
yellowi s h hue in the c. The parent materia.ls are usually caloareouso 

Ap horii.ons 6 inches (15 cm) thick have color values greater than 3. 5 moist 
or 4.5 dry , and chromas are usually 3 or more when dry . Th€ Ap is usually 
underlajn by a Bm horizon. It there are no r emnants of Bm under the Ap horizon , 
t hese cultivated soils snould be classified as Regosols . (This subgroup includes 
the former 4.~l - Orthic Brown Wooded). 

5.22 Degraded Eutric Erunisol Profile type: k:!! or~, Aej or~' 
I!!l or Btj, Ck 

These are Eutric Brunisols that have either an Aej or Ae horizon and a Pm 
horizon . The Bm horizon may in some subhorizon contain illuvia1 clay (Etj) or 
some ses<..i.uioxides , but not enough to meet the re4uirements of Et or Bf horizons . 
The Ap hor izon may have low chroma if it consists mostly of Ae material. (This 
subgroup includes what was formerly called 4.22 - Degraded Brown Wooded, 5.21 -
Arenic Podzo Regosol, clild 5.~i - Cutanic Podzo Regosol . ) 

5.23 Alpine Eutric Brunisol Profile type: (L-H), Ah, Bm, C or Ck 

These are Eutric Brunisols that have thin organic sur face horizons (L-H) and 
moder Ah horizons derived mainly from the mechE.ni ca.l incorporation of humus into 
the mineral soil 0 The Ah horizons are turfy and fibrous in the upper part and 
are underlain by Em horizons that have base saturation (NaCl) of 100% and pH 
(CaC12 ) generally above 5. 5. 

The soil e are thought to exist in the alpine environment under very cool 
temperA tures in the. Cordillera 0 The parent materials are derived from calcareous 
or basic rocks. (This subgroup includes some of the former 4.6 - Alpine Brown . ) 
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5.i-/7 Cryic Eutric Brunisol 

These are Eutric Brunisols having ~~thin the control section (4C inchee 
flOO cm]) a permanently frozen layer, or a layer in which the temperature is 
6 C or lower two months after the summer solstice (August ~l). 

5.i-/8 Gleyed tutric Erunisol 

These are Eutric Brunisols with mottling and dull matrix colors in the B 
horizon. Under virgin conditions, the L-H horizons are thicker, and the Ap l.oyer 
may be somewhat darker than in the associated well-drained soils. 

5.~-/9 Li thic Eutric B1·unisol 

These are Eutric Brunisol soils with a lithic contact between 4 and ~G inches 
(10 and 50 cm) of t he mineral surface. 

5.3 Sombr~c Brunisol Great Group 

These are Brunisolic soils that, under virgin conditions, have thjn L-F 
horizons, and dark-colored Ah horizons more than 2 inches thick. These Ah 
horizons have developed primarily from the incorporation of plant residues into 
the soil by soil fauna, principally micro-arthropods and to a lesser extent 

· earthwonns. The hu:nus and mineral fractions have been mechanicr:llv miYPd (ml"lrl~r) 

These soils have Bm horizons in which the base saturation (NaCl) is usually 
65 to 100% and the pH (C&Cl 2) usually about 5.5 or lower. The parent material ia 
acidic. 

The Somtric frunisols occur mainly in the coastal area of Eritish Columbia 
where winters are mild and the summers are cool and dry. Where t~ese soils are 
found the i··:. ,~.T. is above 47 F (e.3 C), the annual precipitation is 27 to 45 
inches, and the July and August precipitation is lol to ~.2 inches. 

The present native vegetation on these soils ranges from coniferous forest 
to grass and fern. However, there is clear evidence thct these soils ha ve 
developed under grass and fern vegetation with a canopy of ON< trees and th&.t now 
this vegetation is being replaced by coniferous trees and shrubs. 

These soils occasionally occur in Eastern Canada under mixed deciduous and 
coniferous vegetation. Here the recent and rapid spreadinr of edrthwonns has 
caused the development of Ah horizons under cool (M.A. T. <42 F [ 5. 5 CJ) conditions·. 

5.31 Orthic Somtric Brunisol Profil€ type: (L-H), Ah or~, l~, f 

These are Somtrie Erunisols with dark prayish crown to black J..h horiwns 
over brown to yellowish-brown Bm horizons. The C horizons are acidic and may te 
mottled. 

The Ap horizons 6 inches (15 cm) thick have color values less th2.n 3.5 moist 
or 4.5 dry. The Ap horizon is usually underlain by remnants of Ah and by a Em 
horizon. lf there are no remnants of a Bm under the Ap, these cultivated soils 
should be classified as Regosols. (This subgroup includes the remainder of the 
fonner 4.41 - Orthic Acid Erown Forest.) 
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5.31/8 Gleyed Sombrio Brunisol 

These are Sombric Brunisols with mottling and dull matri~ colors in the B 
horizon. Under virgin conditions, the I,-H horizont!I may be thicker than in the 
orthic soils. 

5.31/9 Lithic Sombric orunisol 

The8e are Sombric Brunisol soils with a lithic contact between 4 and 20 inches 
(10 and 50 cm) of the mineral surface. 

5.4 Dystric Brunisol Great Group 

These are Brunisolic soils that, under virgin conditions, have organic 
surface horizons (I,-H), over Bm horizons in which the base saturation (NaCl) is 
usually 65 to 100% and the pH (CaC12) ueua.lly 5.5 or lower. 

These soils may have thin Ah horizons ( < 2 inches [5 cm )) wxler fore8t 
communities, or moderately thick turfy Ah horizons under alpine vegetation and 
climate. They may also have weakly expressed (Aej) or strongly expressed (Ae) 
eluvial horizons over weak illuvial concentrations of seecpioxides that fail to 
meet the requirements of the podzolic B horizon. The parent materials are 
usually acidic . 

5.41 Orthic Dystric Brunisol Profile type: I,-H or.Jfp, Bm or Bmcc , C 

Theee are Dystric Brunisols that, under virgin conditions, have organic 
surface horizons (L-H), over Bm horizons. The Bm horizons usually have chromas 
of 3 or more. Between the Band C the chroma difference is greater than 1 or 
there is a shift to a more yellowish hue in the c. The Bm horizons may contain 
concretions . 

Ap horizons 6 inches (15 cm) thick have color values greater than 3. 5 moist 
or 4.5 dry, and the chromas are usually 3 or more when dry. 

The Ap horizon is usually underlain by a Bm horizon. If there are no remnant• 
of a Bm horizon underneath the Ap horizon, theee cultivated. soils should be 
cl assifi ed as Regosols. (This subgroup includes remnants of fonner 4.31 - Acid 
Br own Wooded , and 4. 51 - Orthic Concretionary Brown.) 

5.4~ Degr aded Dystric Brunieol Profile type: L-H. or ~ Aej or Ae, 
Bm or Bmcc, £ 

These are Dystric Brunisols that have either an Aej or Ae horizon and a Bm 
horizon that contains insufficient illuvial material to meet the requirements 
of the podzolic B. The Ap horizon may have low chroma if it consists mostly of 
Ae mat.eria10 ( This subgroup includes r emnants of the former 4.32 - Degraded Acid 
Brown Wooded, and 5.21 - Arenic Podzo Regosol.) 

5a43 Alpine Dystric Brunieol Profile type: (L-H), Ah, Bm, £ 

Theee are Dystric Brunisols that have thin organic surface layers (L-H) and 
moderat ely thick t ur fy Ah horizons over Bin horizons . 
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The parent materials of these soils are moderately acidic and of medium to 
coaree t exture. The cation exchanpe capacity and base saturation are low. There 
is no visual evidence of translocation of mineral elements in the profile. Frost 
processes and downslope movement are active. 

These soils have developed in the forest-alpine trF.nsitional areae of the 
Cordillera . Witr. increasing graee cover (higher elevations; the /..h horizone 
become thicker and more turfy, but with decreasin? grae~ cover and increasing 
forest cover (lower elevations) the Ah horizons become thinner and lees turfy. 
(This subgroup includes th£ fonner 4.6 - Alpine Brown on t cidic J)f.lrent ffl.6terial.) 

5.4-/7 Cryic Dystric Brunisol 

These are Dyetric Brunisols having within the control section (4C .inches 
[luO cm]) a pennanentl.y frozen layer, or a layer in which the temperature is O C 
or lower two months after the surmner solstice (August ~1) . 

5.4-/8 Gleyed Dystric Brunieol 

Thete are Dystric Brunisols with mottling &nd usually duller matrix colors in 
the B horizon than in the associated orthic soils. However, gleyed concretionary 
Em horizons usually have higher chroma than the Bm and the Ap tends to be some
what darker than those in the orthic types . 

5.4-/9 Lithic Dystric Erunisol 

T!it: :;,... .1 e. Dybti ic Bruni....ol soJ . .l.S wit , a 11.c.tJ.c contact between 4 and 20 inches 
(10 and 5Y cm) of the mineral surface. 
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REPORl' OF THE SUBCCHUTTEE 

ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF REGOSOLIC SOIIS 

L. Farstad, Chairman 

6. Regosolic Order 

Great Group Subgroup 

6.1 Rego sol 6.11 Orthic Regosol 
6.12 Cumulic Regosol 
6.1-/5 Saline Regosol 
6.1-/7 Cryic Regosol 
6.1- /8 Gleyed Regosol 
6.1-/9 Lithic Regosol 

• 6. Regosolic Order 

These are well and imperfectly drained mineral soils with gocxl to 
moderate oxidizing conditions having horizon development too weak to meet 
the requirements of soils in any other order. Soils with nonchern~emicl 
Ah horizons may be included. 

6.1 Regosol Great Group 

Only one great group has been established, therefore its definition is 
the same as the one for the order. 

6.11 Orthic Regosol Profile type: (L- H), (Ah),~ or g_ 

These soils have from the surface, or below a nonchernozemic Ah horizon, 
color values that are uniform with depth, or color values that increase 
gradually to the depth of the control section (40 inches [100 cm]) . The 
organic matter content usually decreases regularly with depth. The soils 
lack soluble salts, gleying, permafrost, an:i a lithic contact within the 
control section. 

6.12 Cumulic Regosol Profile type: ~ Ahb, Q or £!; !!!, Q, Ahb, g_ or £! 

These soils have from the surface, or below any nonchernozemic Ah 
horizon, color values that vary by one or more units with depth in the 
control section. The organic Ditter content usually decreases irregularly 
with depth. The soils lack soluble salts, gleying, permafrost, and a lithic 
contact within the control section. 

1 See definition of ChernOQ:emic A horizon, page 19. 
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6.1-/5 Saline Regosol 

These are Rego•olie eoils that have Mlinity exceeding 4 Dlllhos/cm 
in a layer(s) within 24 inches (60 ca) ot the surface, or salinity exceeding 
6 mmhoa/cm betwaen 24 and 40 inche• (60 and 100 cm) rrom the surface it th• 
soil above ia nonaaline ( <4 mmhos/cm). 

6.1-/7 Cr;yic Regosol 

These are Rego•olic soils with a permanently frozen layer(s) in which 
the temperature within the control eection is O C or lower two months after 
the summer eolstice (August 21). 

6.1-/8 Gleyed Regosol 

Tm se are Regosolic soils with mottling and dull colors within 20 
inches (50 cm) or the aurface. 

6.1-/9 Lithic Regosol 

These are Regosolic soil• that have a lithic contact at a depth 
greater than 4 inches (10 em) but at lees than 20 inches (50 cm) below the 
mineral soil surface, or soils that have well-drained organic layers (L-H) 
thickar than 4 inches (10 cm) and mav have mineral mater1a1 un t ."' I, iJ,,.11~• 
(10 cm) thick on rock. ' 
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REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE 00 THE CLASSIFICAT ICW OF GLEYSOLIC SOILS 

J. A. McKea.gue, Chairman 

1. Gleysolic Order 

Great Group Subgroup 

7.1 Humic Gleyaol 7.11 Orthic Humic Gleyaol 
7.12 Rego Humic Gley1ol 
7.13 Fera Humic Gleysol 
7.1-/5 Saline Humic Gleyeol 
1.1 .. /6 Carbonated Humic Gleyaol 
7.1-/7 Cryio Humic Gle;yeol 
7.1-/9 Lithic Humic Gleyeol 

7.2 Gleysol 7.21 Orthic Gleyeol 
7.22 Rego Gleysol 
7.2.3 Fera Gleyeol 
7.2 .. ;5 Saline Gl.eyaol 
7.2 .. /6 Carbonated Gleysol 
7.2 ... /7 Cryic Gleysol 
7.2-/9 Lit hie Gleysol 

7~.3 Eluviated Gleyaol 7.31 Hwnic Eluviated Gl.eysol 
7.32 Low Humic Eluviated Gleyeol 
7.33 Fera Eluviated Gleysol 
7.J-/9 Lithic Eluviated Gleysol 

7. Gleysolic Order 

The soils are saturated with water an:i un:ier reducing conditions 
continuously or at som period of the year unless they are artificially 
drained. They have, within 20 inches (50 cm) of the mineral surface, 
matrix colors o! low chroma as a result of reducing conditions and they 
may have distinct or praninent mottles of high chroma, presumably as a 
result of localized oxidation of ferrous iron and the deposition of hydrated 
ferric oxides. They have, within 20 inches (50 cm) of t he surface, a horizon 
or horizons at least 4 inches (10 cm) thick with dominant moist colors as 
follows: 

a) Chromas of 1 or less on pad surfaces or in the matrix if peds are 
lacking, without mottles; or 

b) Chrom.as of 2 or less in hues of lOYR or redder on ped surfaces or in 
the matrix if peds are lacking, accompanied by prominent mottles; or 

c) Chromas of 3 or less in hues yellower than lOYR on ped surfaces or in 
the matrix if peds are lacking, accompanied by prominent mottles; or 

d) Hues bluer than lOY, with or without mottles, on ped surfaces or in 
the matrix if peds are lacking. 
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These soils have developed urlier hydrophytic vegetation and they m&y be 
expected to produce hydrophytic vegetation it left undisturbed. They may 
have an organic surface layer of less than 16 inches (40 em) of mixed peat 
(bulk density greater than 0.1) or up to 24 inches (60 cm) of fibric mosa 
peat (bulk density less than 0.1). They may or may not have A arxi B horizons. 

The color criteria listed are tentative because they have not been checked 
on enough soils. However, color is the most useful morphological feature 
known as an indicator of the oxidation-reduction 1tatua ot a soil. Some 
accessory propertie s that may be useful in identifying :,om, of these soils 
are: 

1) Saturation to the surface for a month or more while the aoil is not 
frozen. 

2) Organic surface layers. 

3) Hydrophytic vegetation. 

4) Position in the landscape--wtdrained depressions in subhumid regions 
and level areas in humid regions. 

An Eh of lesa than 100 mv within the upper 20 inches (50 cm) for a 
period of a week or more is a possible chemical criterion for theee soils, 
but only a few data are available. 

The _inclusion ot "under reducing comitions" in the definition of the 
order is necessary because so1IS soils that are saturated with water for a 
month or DX)re each year are not gleyed. Two examples are eoils on slopes 
that are saturated with aerated water, ard some soils in depreeaions that are 
nooded only in the spring when the temperature is only a few degrees above 
freezing. Temperatures high enough (above about 5 C) to permit microbial 
activity and hence depletion of oxygen are thought to be essential to the 
gley process . Some Podzols and Humic Podzols are saturated with water for 
several months each year, yet they are not considered to be Gleysolic soils. 

7.1 Humic Gleysol Great Group 

These are Gleyeolic soils that, when virgin, have an Ah horizon more than 
3 inches (8 cm) thick. When cultivated to a depth of 6 inches (15 cm), they 
have an Ap layer with more than 3% organic matter and.a rubbed color value as 
follows: 

a) 3.5 or lcwer moist or 5.0 or lower dry; and 

b) at least 1.5 units of value (moist) lO#er than that of the next under
lying horizon, either B or C, if the value of the underlying horizon 
iB 4 or more; or 

c) at least .l unit (moist) lower than that of the next umerlying horizon 
if the value of the un:ierlying horizon ie less than 4. 

Examples of color values of cultivated eoil·s: 

Ap J.5 or less or 2.0 or l ass 
B or C 5.0 J.O 
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All of the subgroups may have organic surface layers, up to 16 inches 
(40 cm) of mixed peat with bulk density greater than 0.1, or up to 24 inohea 
(60 cm) of fibric moss peat with bulk density less than 0.1. 

7 .11 Orthic Humic Gl.eysol Profile type: (L-H), Ah, (Ahe ) , (Aeg) , ~ or 
~, .Q! or Q. or Ckg, etc. 

These are Humic Gleysol soils with a noneffervescentl Ah horizon or 
Ap layer with a gleyed B horizon. They lack the characteristics specified 
below for Sa.line, Cryic, and Lithic subgroups. The C horizon may or may not 
appear to be strmgly gleyed. 

7 .12 Rego Humic Gleysol Profile type: (L- H), M!_, Q& or Ckg or Ccag 

These are Humic Gleysol soils with a noneffervescent1 Ah horizon or 
Ap layer a?¥i without a B horizon . They lack the characteristics specified 
below for Saline, Cryic, and Lithic subgroups. 

7 ,13 Fera Humic Gleysol Profile type : (L- H), !h,, (Ahe ), (Aeg), ~ (BCg) 1 
Qg or QgJ. or Q. or Ckg, etc. 

These are Humic Gleysol soils with a noneffervescentl Ah horizon or 
Ap layer and a B horizon with many praninent mottles of high chroma and an 
accumulation of dithionite-extractable iron2 (at least 1% more dithionite 
Fe than the IC horizon) and little or no accumulation of dithionite
extractable Al (dithionite Al in the B horizon exceeds that in the IC 
horizon by less than 0 .5~) . They lack the characteristics specified below 
for Saline, Cryic, and Lithic subgroups. 

7.1- / 5 Saline Humic Gleysol 

These are Humic Gleysol soils with saline horizons as specified: 

a) The conductivity of the saturation extract of a horizon within 24 inches 
(60 cm) of the surface exceeds 4 mmhos/om; or 

b) The conductivity of the saturation extract of a horizon between 24 and 
48 inches (60 and 120 cm) fran the surface exceeds 6 mmhos/om, if the 
soil above is nonsaline ( < 4 mmhos/cm). 

7. 1- /6 Carbonated Hwnic Gleysol 

These are Humic Gleysol soils with an effervescent (carbonate) Ah 
horizon or Ap layer. 

Note : As defined, 7.1- /6 includes Humic Gleysol soils having effer
vescent Ah horizons or an Ap layer due to either primary or secondary 
carbona tes. It i s thought that in these wet soils any A hor i zon containing 
primary carbonates wou.ld contain at least sane sscondary carbonates and 
that a distinction is not practical. 

l No effervescence with 1 N HCl . 

2 The method of Mehra and Jackson. 196o. 7th Natl. Conf . on Clays and 
Clay Minerals. pp . 317-327. 
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7.1-/7 Cryic Humic Gl.eysol 

These are Hu.mic Gleyaol soils with permafrost (z) within 40 inches 
{l m) of the mineral soil surface. 

7.1-/9 Lithic Humic GleY"9ol 

Theee are Humic Gleysol soile with a lithic oontaot between 4 and 20 
inchee (10 and 50 cm) of the mineral eurtace. 

7.2 Gleyeol Great Group 

These are Gleyeolic soils that, when virgin, have either no Ah horizon 
or an Ah horizon up to 3 inches (8 cm) thick and that, when cultivated to a 
depth of 6 inches (15 cm), have an Ap layer with either lees than 3% 
organic matter or rubbed color values (moiet ) as tollowe: 

a) Higher than 3.5; or 

b) Less than 1.5 units of valu4! lower than that o! the next un:l.erlying 
horizon (Aej, B or C) if the value or the un:l.erlying horizon is 4 or 
more; or 

c) Less than 1 unit of value lower than that of the next unierlying 
horizon if the value of the unierlying horizon is less than 4. 

Examples of color values of cultivated eoile: 

__ A_.p......_ __ higher than 2.5 or higher than 2.0 
Aej, B or C 4 3.0 

All of the subgroups may have organic surface layers as specified for 7.1. 

7.21 Orthic Gleysol Profile type: (L-H), (Ah), (Aeg), ~or~, Qa or 
Q&1 or Q. or ~ etc. 

These are Gleysol soils with a gleyed B horizon. They lack an 
effervescent surface horizon and the characteristics specified for Saline, 
Cryic, and Lithic subgroups. 

7.22 Rego Gleysol Profile type: (L-H), (Ah), .£8 or Ckg or Ccag 

These are Gleysol soils without a B horizon. They lack an effervescent 
surface horizon and the characteristics specified for Saline, Cryic, and 
Lithic subgroups . 

7.23 Fera Gleysol Profile type : (L-H) , (Ah), (Aeg), !!s!., (BCg), .£8 or 
~ or Q or Ck, etc. 

These are Gleysol soils having a B horizon with many prominent 
·mottles of high chroma and an accumulation of dithionite-extractable Fe 
(at least 1% more dithionite Fe than the C horizon) and little or no 
accumulation of dithionite-extractable Al (dithionite Al in the B horizon 
exceeds that in the C horizon by less than 0.5%). They lack effervescent 
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surface horizons and the characteristics specified for Saline, Cryic, 
and Lithic subgroups. 

7.2-/5 Saline Gleysol 

These are Gleysol soils with a saline horizon as specified: 

a) The conductivity or the saturation extract of a horizon within 24 
inches (60 cm) of the surface exceeds 4 nmhos /om; or · 

b) The conductivity of the saturation extract of a horizon between 24 
and 48 inches (60 and 120 cm) from the surface exceeds 6 mnhos/om, 
if the soil above is nonsaline ( <4 nmhoe/cm). 

7.2-/6 CarbCX1ated Gleysol 

These are Gleysol soils with an effervescent (carbonate ) surface 
horizon. See note for 7.1- /6. 

7. 2-/7 Cryic Gleysol 

These are Gleysol soils with permafrost (z) within 40 inches (l m) 
of the mineral surface. 

7.2-/9 Lithic Gleysol 

The se are Gleysol soils with a lithic contact between 4 and 20 
inches (10 and 50 cm) of the mineral surface. 

7.3 Eluviated Gleysol Great Group 

These are Gleysolic soils with Aeg and Btg horizons. All of the sub~ 
groups may have organic surface layers as specified for 7.1, and they may 
have an Ah horizon. 

7.31 Humic Eluviated Gleysol Profile type : (L-H) 1 Ah or Ahe, Aeg, Btg, 
(BCg), Qg or~ or Q or Q!g, etc. 

These are eluviated Gleysol soils with an Ah horizon as specified for 7.1 
and with Aeg and Btg horizons. They lack lithic layers . 

7.32 Low Humic Eluviated Gleysol Profile type : (L--H), (Ah) , (Ahe), Aeg 
Btg, (Beg), ~ or~ or Q. 
or~ etc. 

These are eluviated Gleysol soils without an Ah horizon or with an Ah 
or Ap horizon as specified for 7.2 and with Aeg and Btg horizons. They 
lack lithic layers. 

7.33 Fera Eluviated Gleysol Profile type: (L-H), (Ah), (Ahe), !!..&, Bgft 
or Bgf and Btg, (BCg), Q& or 
.Q&J. or Q or~, etc. 

These are eluviated Gleysol soils having a B horizai with many praninent 
mottles of high chroma and with an accumulation of dithionite-extrac t able Fe 
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(at least 1• more dithionite Fe than the C horizon) aBi little or no 
accumulation of dithionite-extre.ctable Al (dithionite Al in the B horizon 
exceeds that in the C horizon by less than 0.5%). They lack lithio la,era. 

7.3-/9 Lithic Eluviated Gleysol 

These are eluviated Gleysol soils with a lithic contact between 4 
and 20 inches (10 and 50 cm) or a mineral surraae. 

Note: Peaty phases 

As specified, Gleyeolic soils m~ have up to 24 inches (6o am) ot 
ribric moee peat or 16 inches (40 cm) or mixed peat at the surraoe. 
Peaty soils are no longer separated trom other soils at the subgroup 
l evel. It is suggested that Gleyaolic soils having 6 to 16 inches (15 
to 40 cm) of mixed peat or 6 to 24 inches (15 to 60 cm) of ribric moas 
peat may be designated as peaty phases of the appropriate subgroup,. 
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REPORT OF THE SUBCO™ITTEE 

00 THE CLASSIFICATI~ OF ORGANIC sons 

J. H. Day, Chairman 

These definitions or the order, great groups, and subgroup• of organic 
soils were adopted by the National Soil Survey Commit tee at its meeting in 
Edmonton in April 1968. 

To facilitate the unierstarning of the claasitication, it is arranged 
in the order or the definitions of the control section, tiers and layers, 
morphological features and nomenclature, and classification. 

DEFINITIC*S AND CRITERIA 

Control Section 

The control section refers to the part of the eoil that is considered 
in the classification of organic soils. The thickness of the control 
section ie variable; it depends on the type of organic layer at the 
surface and on the presence or lithic, hydric, or cryic layers at shall.ow 
depths. It is assumed to include the zone ot maximum microbiological 
activity. 

The thickness or the control section in organic soils is: 

a ) 64 inches (160 cm) if there is on the surface 24 inches (60 cm) or 
more or fibric crganic material (of which more than 75% of the fiber 
volume is derived from sph&gnic or hypnic mosses), or 

b) 52 inches (130 cm) it there is on the surface less than 24 inches 
(60 cm) or fibric organic material (of which more than 75% or the fiber 
vol\UIM3 is derived rrom sphagnic or hypnic mosses), or mare than 16 
inches (40 cm) of other ki.rxis or organic material., or 

c) to an;y lithic or hydric contact that occurs below a dept,h or 4 inchee 
(10 cm) but shallower than either a or b, or 

d) to a cryic contact plus 10 inches (25 cm) if such contact occurs at a 
depth shallower than either a orb, or 

e) to a hydric contact only if the water extends to a dept,h below either 
52 inches (130 cm) or 64 inches (160 cm) . 

Tiers and Layers 

For classification purposes the control section has three tiers, 
sur,face, middle, and bottom, each o! which may have one or more kin:ls of 
layers. The tiers and layers are as follows: 
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Surface Tier 

The surface tier, exclusive ot loose litter or living moaees, ia 24 
inchee (60 cm) thick it there is on the eurtace 24 inches or more or 
tibric organic material (more than 75% of the fiber volwm being derived 
from sphagnic or hypnic mosses ) ; or it ia 12 inches (30 cm) thick it there 
ia on the surface lees than 24 inches of tibric organic material of the 
kind described above or ot other kinds or mixed kinde ot organic material 
(less than 75% ot the fiber volume being derived tran ephagnic or hypnic 

mosses), or to a lithic or hydric contact it deeper than 4 inches (10 cm) 
or to a cryic contact ~lua 10 inches (25 cm) but shallower than 12 or 
24 inches (30 or 60 cm). 

A surface mineral horizon less than 16 i~hes (40 cm) in thickntaa, 
it present, i.e considered a part of the surface tier. 

Middle Tier 

The middle tier is 24 inches (60 cm) thick, or extends to any lithic 
or hydric contact, or to any cryic contact plue 10 inches (25 cm). Thia 
tier establishes the great group classification if no terric, lithic, 
hydric, or cryic substratum is present. If any substratum is present th• dominant 
kind or organ:w material in this and the surface tier establishes the 
great group classification. 

Bottom Tier 

The bottom tier is 16 inches (40 cm) thick, or it extends to a 
lithic or hydric contact, or to a cryic contact plus 10 inches (25 cm) , 
that occurs within a depth of between 36 and 52 inches (90 and 1.30 cm) 
or between 48 and 64 inches (120 and 160 cm). This tier may include 
unconsolidated mineral material, or the upper 10 inches (25 cm) of frozen 
organic or m:in:!ral material., but it does not include rock or water (see 
definition ot hydric layer ) . The material in this tier establishes or 
assists in establishing the subgroup classification. 

Diagnostic Layers 

Fibric--The !ibric layer is the least decomposed of all of the 
organic soil materials. It has large amounts of well-preserved fiber 
that are readily identifiable as to botanical origin. 

A fibric layer has (1) a rubbed fiber content ot more than 4/10 of 
· the organic volWDI, and (ii) an unrubbed fiber content ot more than 2/J 

of the organic volume. Also, if the rubbed fiber content i.8 less than 
6/10 or the organic volume it yields a pyrophosphate extract, on white 
tilter paper, that is higher in valtE or lCMer in chroma than 7 /3. 

This material ueual.ly has a bulk density or less than 0 .1 g/cc am 
a maximum. saturated water-holding capacity ranging !ran 850 to over 
3,000% on an ovendry basis. 

Mesic--The mesic layer is the intermediate stage or decomposition. 
The material has intermediate amounts or fiber, medium bulk density, and 
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medium saturated water-holding capacity. The material ia partly altered 
both physically and biochemically. 

A mesic layer has (i ) a rubbed fiber content of more than 1/l.O if the 
unrubbed fiber content is between 1/3 and 2/3 of the organic volume, or 
(ii) a rubbed fiber content of between 1/l.O and 4/10 if the unrubbed fiber 
content is greater than 2/3 of the organic volum1, or (iii) a rubbed fiber 
content of bet~een 1/10 and 4/l.O and yields a pyrophosphate extract, on 
white filter paper, of color value 7 or less and chroma of 3 or more. 
Usually this mesic material has a bulk density between O.l ani 0.2 g/ cc 
and a ma.xi.mum eaturated wat er-holding capacity between 450 and 850% on 
an ovendry basis. 

Humic--The humic layer is the most highly decomposed of the organic 
soil materials. It has the least amount of plant fiber, the highest bulk 
density, and the lowest saturated water-holding capacity. It is very stable 
and changes little physically and chemically with time, in comparison with 
the others. 

A humic layer has ({) a rubbed fiber cont~nt or less than 1/10 or 
the organic volume, and (ii) yields a pyrophosphate extract on white filter 
paper that has a color value of less than 7 and a chroma of 3 or more. 

This humic material usually has a bulk density of more than 0.2 g/cc 
and a maximum saturated water-holding capacity of less than 450% on an 
ovendry basis. 

Other Layers 

!I:e.!.£--This is a dominantly mesic or humic layer throughout the middle 
and bottom tiers. The control section lacks any terric, lithic, hydric, 
cryic, cumulo, or limno layers. It is to be used only in the Mesisol and 
Humisol great groups. 

Fenno--This is a dominantly fibric layer, derived from rushes, reed.a, 
and sedges throughout the middle and bottom tiers. The control section 
is 52 or 64 inches (130 or 160 cm) deep and lacks any terric, lithic, 
hydric, cryic, cumulo, or limno layers. It is to be used only in the Fibrisol 
great group. 

Hypno--This is a dominantly fibric layer, derived from hypnic moaeea 
thr oughout the middle and bottom tiers. The control section is 52 or 64 · 
inches (130 or 160 cm) deep and lacks any terric, lithic, hydric, cryic, 
cumulo, or limno layers. It is to be used only in the Fibrisol great group. 

Sphagno--This is a dominantly fibric layer, derived from sphagnic 
mosses throughout the middle and bottom tiers. The control section is 52 
or 64 inches (130 or 160 cm) deep and lacks any terric, lithic, hydric, 
cryic , oumulo, or limno layers. It is to be used only in the Fibrisol 
great group. 

Li.mno--This is a layer or layers 2 inches (5 cm) thick or more of 
coprogenous earth (sedimentary peat), diatomaceous earth, or marl. Except 
f or some of the coprogenous earths containing more than 30% organic 
matter, most of these limnic materials are inorganic in composition. 
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Coprogenous earth haa 50.C or more by volume of tecal. pellets leas 
than a few tenths of a millimeter in diameter, and dry color values less 
than 5. It has slightly viscous water suspensions, is slightly plastic 
but not sticky, and shrinks upon drying to tonn clods that are difficult 
to rewet and that often tend to crack along horizontal plarws. It haa 
very few or no plant fragments recognizable by th• naked eye and haa 
pyrophosphate extracts higher in value and lower in chroma than lOYR 7/3 
or the cation exchange capacity (C.E.C.) is less than 240 meq per 100 g 
organic matter. 

Diatoms.oeoua earth has a matrix color value of 4 ± 1, if not previously 
dried, that changes on drying to the pennanent, light-gray or whitish color 
of diatoms, which oan be identified by microscopic (440x) examination. 
Aleo, it has a saturated sodium pyrophosphate extract on white filter paper . 
that ie higher in value and lover in chrana than lOYR 7 /'J. The layers are 
frequently more nearly mineral than organic in composition. 

Marl has a moist color value of 6 ± 1 and effervesces with dilute 
HCl. It usually does not change matrix color upon drying and consequently 
t here is no permanent color change. Marl contains too little organic 
matter to coat the carbonate. 

Cumulo- -This consists of multiple layers of mineral material (alluvium) 
together more than 2 inches (5 cm) thick, or one layer 2 to 12 inches 
(5 t o 30 cm) thick. One continuous mineral layer more than 12 inches 
(30 cm) ~hick ..11 the w.iGctla or bovv OID tler ~s a terri c layer. 

~-- This is a permanently frozen layer, or a layer in which the 
temperature is O C or lower in the control section 2 months after the 
sumner solstice (August 21) . The control section ems at a depth of 10 
inches (25 cm) below the upper surface of the cryic layer. 

Terric--Thie is an unconsolidated mineral substratum, or one continuous 
unconsolidated mineral layer (with less than 30% organic matter) more than 
12 inches (30 cm) thick in the middle or bottom tiers underlain by organic 
matter, but within a depth of 52 or 64 inches (130 or 160 am) from the 
surface. 

Lithic--This is a consolidated mineral layer {bedrock) occurring 
within a depth of between 4 inches {10 cm) and 52 or 64 inches (130 or 
160 cm) from the surface. 

~ - -This consists of a fluid layer thicker than about 6 inches 
(15 cm)<iccurring within a depth of between 4 inches (10 cm) and 52 or 
64 inches (130 or 160 cm) from the surf ac•. Thia hydric l ayer is designed 
to recognize floating bogs. 

Morphological Features and Nomenclature 

To characterize organic soils adequately, their morphology should b• 
described as thoroughly and quantitatively as possible. Morphological 
features that aeem most important in descriptions follow. 
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Layer Thickness 

Cryic organic soils usually have very irregular surfaces with small 
or large mounds of variable vertical and horizontal dimensions. If the 
mounds ar' organic and are so closely spaced that the pedons are less 
than 5 m, the soil should be classified as though the mounds had been 
leveled. If the mounds are mineral or are so widely spaced that they do 
not occur in each pedon of 5 m2, the soils should be classified as they 
now exist. 

Definition o! Size of Fibers 

Fibers are the organic materials retained on a 100-mesh sieve (0.15 
mm diameter), except for wood fragments that cannot be crushed in the hand 
and are larger than 3/4 inch (2 cm) in the smallest dimension. Reed and 
rush fragments are not excluded by the 3/4- inch (2 cm) limit. Wood frag
ments retained on the sieve should be picked out and weighed separately. 

Content of Fiber 

The amount of fiber and its durability (as measured by destruction 
on rubbing) are the moat important characterizing and differen-
tiating features among different kil'Kis of organic soils. Estimate the 
fiber content for the undisturbed and rubbed states in a moist to wet 
condition; if the soil is dry, moisten it. For the undisturbed or un
rubbed estimate, break a fragment of the layer in the vertical plane. 
Then scan an area of at least 4 square inches (25 om2) with the aid of a 
10:x hand lens . With practice the fiber content can be estimated to the 
nearest 5 to 10%. Avoid the horizontal plane in making the estimates 
because it may be a cleavage face, which has a concentration of a certain 
size of material. To determine the content of fiber after rubbing, rub a 
fragment of the layer between the thumb and forefinger about 10 times , or 
lmead a ball in the palm about 10 times, using firm pressure. Then mold 
the material into a ball, break it in half, and scan a broken face with a 
lens to estimate the fiber content. Skill in estimating the correct fiber 
content, as with hand texturing, is enhanced by comparing the estimate 
with the laboratory-detennined value. 

Color 

Determine the color in the moist or wet condition on a broken vertical 
face, on a mass that has been firmly pressed between the thumb and fore" 
finger, al'Ki on the rubbed mass . These kinds of color determinations help 
to distinguish the different kinds of diagnostic layers. Fibric layers 
containing mostly sphagnum fibers exhibit a substantial change in color 
after being pressed compared with the color of a broken vertical faceo 
Generally, the mesic layers have a rubbed color darker than the unrubbed 
colora Also, humic layers with over 50% mineral matter are unique in 
t hat the difference in color between the wet rubbed condition am the dry 
rubbed cornition is greater than for other kirns of layers. The rubbed 
mass usually increases one or more units in value upon drying. 

Structure 

The description of structure i n organic soils is a problem. In 
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general, fibric and mesic layers have either layered or amorphous structure. 
Layered structure seems to result either !rOll the stratification of dif
ferent kinds of organic material or from the annual growth of the bog 
flora . These two situations should be differentiated if possible. Humic 
layers have more varieties or structure t han do most other kinds of layers. 
Granular structure is comnon, particularly where the mineral content is 
high; blocky structure sometimas occurs; and clods are often present in 
cultivated surfaces. 

Consistence 

Notations for consistence of tibric layers should be omitted because 
they are meaningless. Mesic layers, having a minimum fiber content, may 
have slightly sticky consistence and it is suggested that only wet con
sistence be iniicated because it varies in mesic layers. The consistence 
of humic layers parallels that for mineral soils, and the appropriate 
consistence term should be noted. 

Mineral Content am other Features 
~ 

If mineral grains can be observed, estimate their size, range or 
sizes, and proportion of the mass. other morphological features not 
described above could include such t hings as permafrost, artifacts, and 
living root content. 

Reaction 

In the field pH can be determined by using enough 0.01 M CaCl2 solution 
to make a slurry. Make this determination on the peat under field moisture 
conditions. If the peat is very wet, squeeze a handful and reconstitute a 
portion with 0.01 M CaCl2• 

Boundary Between Layers 

Generally the topography of boundaries is smooth, but the distinct
ness may vary appreciably. Record both the distinctness and the topography. 

Nomenclature for Organic Layers 

Label organic soil layers O with suffixes to indicate the degree of 
decomposition. Each letter combination has a unique meaning notwith
standing any other definition tor each of the suffixes. 

Of !ibric layer 
()n - mesic layer 
Oh - humic layer 

Label mineral strata with the appropriate mineral horizon terminology. The 
suffix z for cryic layers may be used for organic layers. 

Contrast Classes 

The dominant diagnostic layer in t he middle tier establishes the 
great group and the subdominant layers in the organic section of the middle 
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and bottom tiers establish the subgroup when &r\Y terric , lithic, hydric, 
or cryic contact occurs only within the bottom tier. The subdom1nant 
layers in the middle and surface tiers establish the subgroup when a 
terric, lithic, hydric, or cr.7ic contact occurs in the middle tier. 
Control sections that lack subdominant organic layers an:! terric, lithic, 
hydric, cryic, cumulo, and limno layers are assigned to one of the follow
ing subgroups: Fenno-Fibrisol, }typno-Fibrieol, Sphagno-Fibrisol, Typic 
Mesisol, or Typic Humisol . 

The method for establishing whether or not a subdominant organic 
layer is to be recognized at the subgroup level is as !allows: I! the 
layers are strongly contrasting (!ibric versus humic) the subdominant 
layer, either as a single layer or in aggregate, must be t hicker than 
one-sixth the thicla1ess of the organic section beneath the surface tier, 
or of the organic section above any terric, lithic, hydric, or cryic 
contact occurring in the middle tier. If the layers are weakly contrast
ing (mesic versus humic or fibric) the subdom1nant layer, either as a single 
layer or in aggregate, must be thicker than one- third the thiclialess or the 
organic section beneath the surface tier, or of the organic section above 
any terric, lithic, hydric, or cryic contact occurring in the middle tier. 

Classification 

Order Great Group 

Orgcl.tliC ts .l. f<l.t,r ..1.sol 

8.2 Mesisol 

8.3 Humisol 

b . lla 
8.llb 
8.llc 
8.12 
8. l3 
8 .1-/4 
8.1-/5 
801-/6 
8.1-/7 
8.1- /8 
8.1-/9 

8 . 21 
8.22 
8.23 
8.2-/4 
8.2-/5 
8.2- /6 
8.2-/7 
8.2-/8 
8.2-/9 

8 • .31 
8.32 
8033 
8 • .3-/4 
8.3-/5 
8 • .3-/6 
8.3-/7 
8.3-/8 
8.3- /9 

Subgroup 

Ji'e nno-1' 1brisol 
Hypno-Fibrisol 
Sphagno-Fibrisol 
Mesic Fibrisol 
Humic Fib risol 
Limno Fibrisol 
Cumulo Fibri sol 
Terrie Fibrisol 
Cryic Fibrisol 
1-zy'dric Fibrisol 
Lithic Fibrisol 

Typic Mesisol 
Fibric Meeisol 
Humi.c Mesisol 
Limno Mesisol 
Cumul.o Mesisol 
Terrie Mesisol 
Cryic Mesisol 
Hydric Mesisol 
Lithic Mesisol 

Typic Humisol 
Fibric Humisol 
Me sic Humisol 
11.mno Humisol 
Cumulo Hum.isol 
Terrie Humisol 
Cryic Humisol 
Hydric Humisol 
Li t hic Humisol 
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8. Organic Order 

These are soils that have developed dominantly fre111 organic deposits 
that are saturated for moat of the year, or are artificially drained, and 
contain 30% or more or organic matter to: 

a. a depth of at least 21+ inches (60 cm) if the surface layer 
oonaiste dominantly of !ibric moss; or · 

b. to a depth of at least 16 inches (40 cm) for other kinds or 
mixed kinds of organic material; or 

c. to a lithic contact it it occurs at depths greater than 4 
inches (10 cm) but shallower than either a orb, or· to a depth 
of 10 inches (25 cm) below that point which ie at O C or lower 
2 months after the summer solstice but shallower than either a 
orb; and 

d. that have no lli,neral layer as thick as 16 inches (40 cm) at 
the surface, or if covered with lese than 16 inches (40 cm) of 
mineral soil, have at least 16 inches (40 om) (taken either 
singly or CWl'D.llatively) of organic soil below the mineral layer; 
and 

e. that have no mineral layer as thick as 16 inches (40 cm) begin
ning within a depth of 16 inches (40 cm) from the surface of 
the profile; or 

f. that have no mineral layer, or layers taken cumulatively, as 
thick as 16 inches (40 cm) within the upper 32 inches (80 cm) 
of the profile. 

8.1 Fibrisol Great Group 

These are organic soils with a dominantly! fibric middle tier, or 
middle and surface tiers if a terric, lithic, hydric, or cryic contact 
occurs in the middle tier. 

8.lla Fenno-Fibrisol-~These fibrisols consist of uniform fibric organic 
material, derived dominantly from rushes, reeds, and sedges, throu~hout 
the middle and bottom tier!. They lack mesic or humic subdominant layers. 
The control section is 52 or 64 inches (130 or 160 cm) thick arxi lacks· · 
any terric, lithic, hydric, cryic, cumulo, or limno layers. 

1 Dominant, in this context, means the most abundant. If only two kirxis 
of organic materials are present, one of the materials occupies more 
than half the thiclalese. If there are three kirxis of materials, e.g., 
Cibric, mesic, and humic, the dominant one may occupy lees than half 
the thickness, but will occupy a greater thickness than either of the 
other two considered separately. 

2 Subdominant means that it fulfills the requirement stated urxier 
contrast claeses. 
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8.ll b ~-Fibrisol--These tibrisole consist ot uniform tibric organic 
material, derived dominantly from hypnic mosses, throughout the middle 
and bottom tiers. They lack meaic or humie subdaminant la.,ers. The 
control section is 52 or 61+ inches (130 or 160 om) thick and lacks af\Y 
terric , lithic, hyd.ric, cryic, cumulo, or limno layers. 

8.ll.c Sphagno-F'ibrisol --These tibrisols consist ot unitorm tibric 
organic matter, derived dominantly !ran ephagnic mosses, t hroughout the 
middle and bottom tiers. They lack masic or hum.io aubd.ominant layers. 
The control section is 52 or 61+ inches (130 or 160 cm) t hick and lacks 
&l\Y terric, lithic, hydric, cryic, cumulo, or limno layers. 

8.12 Mesic Fibrisol--These fibrisola consist of a daninantly !ibric 
middle tier arrl a aubd.anin.ant mesic layer in the remainder of the 
organic section below t he surface tier, or in the organic section above 
any terric, lithic, hydric, or cryic contact that occurs in the middle 
tier. 

8.13 Humic Fibriaol--These fi~risols consist of a daninantly fibric 
ll1iddle tier an:i a subdominant humic layer in the remainder of the organic 
section below the surface tier, or in the organio section above any 
terric, lithic, hydric, or cryio contact that occurs in the middle tier. 

8.1-/4 Limno Fibrisol--These fibrisols have a limno layer beneath the 
surface tier, or above any terric, l ithic, hydric , or cryic contact that 
01;1.Ul" ln i..hu mi.-!ul~ w18.i.' • 

8.1- /5 Cumulo Fibrieol-- These fibrisols have a cumulo layer beneath 
the sur f ace tier, or above any terric, lithic, hydric, or cryic contact 
that occurs in the middle tier. 

8.1-/6 Terrie Fibrisol--These fibrisols have a terric layer beneath the 
surface tier but within the control section. 

8.1- / 7 Cryic Fibrisol--These fibr isols have a cryic layer within the 
control section. 

8.1-/8 ~ Fibr isol--These fibrisols have a hydric layer below a depth 
of 16 inches (40 cm) or 24 inches (60 cm) an:i that exterrls to a depth 
below either 52 or 64 inches (130 or 160 cm) . 

8.1-/9 Lithic Fibrisol--These fibrisols have a lithic layer (bedrock) 
occurring wi t hin a depth of between 4 and 52 or 64 inches (10 and 130 
or 160 cm) frCJI1 the surface. 

8 .2 Mesjsol Great Group 

These organic soils have a dominantly mesic middle tier, or middle 
and surface tiers if a terrio, lithic, hydric, or cryic contact occurs 
in the middle tier. 

8.21 !zE!£. Mesisol--These mesisols consist of dominantly mesic organio 
material thr oughout the mi ddle and bottom tiers. The control section 
lacks any t erric , lithic, hydric, cryic, cumulo, or limno layers. 
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8.22 Fibric Mesisol--Theee mesisols consist of a dominantly mesic 
middle tier and a subdominant fibric layer in the remairrler of the 
organic section below the surface tier, or in t he organic section above 
any terric, lithic, hydric, or cryic contact that occurs in the middle 
tier. 

8.23 Hwr~c Mesisol--These mesisols coneist of a dominantly mssic middle 
tier and a subdominant humie layer in the remainder of t he organic section 
below the surface tier, or in the organic section above any terric, lithic, 
hydric, or cryic contact that occurs in the middle tier. 

8. 2-/4 Limno Mesisol--Thesa meeieols have a limno layer beneath the surface 
tier, or above any terric, lithic, hydric, or cryic contact that occurs 
in the middle tier. 

8.2-/ 5 Cumulo Mesisol--These mesisols have a cumulo layer beneath the 
surface tier, or above any terric, lithic, hydric, or cryic contact that 
occurs in the middle tier. 

8.2-/6 Terrie Mesisol- ~These mesisols have a terric layer beneath the 
surface tier but within the control section. 

8.2-/ 7 ~ Mesisol--These mesisols have a cryic layer within the control 
section. 

8. 2- /8 ~ Mesisol--These mesieols have a hydric layer below a depth 
.or 16 inches T40 cm) or 24 inches (60 cm) that extends to a depth below 
either 52 or 64 inches (130 or 160 cm). 

8. 2- / 9 Lithic Mesisol--These mesisols have a lithic layer (bedrock) 
occurring within a depth between 4 and 52 or 64 inches (10 and 130 or 
160 cm) from the surface. 

8.3 Humisol Great Group 

The se are organic soils with a dominantly humic middle tier, or middle 
and surface tiers if a terric, lithic, hydric, or cryic contact occurs in 
the middle tier. 

8.31 TyPic Humisol- -These humisols have dominantly mesic organic 
material throughout the middle and bottan tiers. The control section 
lacks any terric, lithic, hydric, cryic, cumulo, or limno layers. 

8.32 Fibric Hurnisol--These humisols have a dominantly hurnic middle 
tier and a subdominant fibric layer in the remainder of the organic seotion 
below the surface tier, or in the organic section above any terric, lithic, 
hydric, or cryic contact that occurs in the middle tier. 

8.JJ Mesic Humieol--These hum.isols have a dominantly hu.mic middle tier 
and· a subdaninant mesic layer in the remainder of the organic section 
below the surface tier, or in the organic section above any terric, lithic, 
hydric, or cryic contact that occurs in the middle tier. 
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8.3- /4 Limno Humisol- -These hum.isols have a lirnno layer beneath the 
surface tier, or above any terrj_c, lithic, hydrj c, or cryic contact that 
occurs in the middle tier. 

8.3-/ 5 Cumulo Humieol--These humisole have a cumulo layer beneath the 
surface tier, or above any terr ic, l i thic, hydric, or cryic contact that 
occur s in the middle tier. 

8. J - /6 Terrie Humisol-· These humisols have a terric layer beneath the 
sur face tier but within the control section. 

8. J - /7 Cryic Humisol- -These humisols have a cryic layer within the 
contr ol section. 

8. J - /8 ~ Humisol-- These humisols have a hydric layer, below a depth 
of 16 incl'les {40 cm) or 24 inches (60 cm), that extends to a depth below 
either 52 or 62 inches (130 or 160 cm). 

8. 3- /9 Lithi c Humisol--These humisols have a lithic layer (bedrock) 
occurring within a depth between 4 and 52 or 64 inches (10 and 130 or 
160 cm) f rom the surface. 

The great group gets its name fran the daninant type or organic 
material in the middle tier, or fran the middle and surface tiers if the 
pr ofile is shallow. The subgroup gets its name from the subdominant 
organic material or fran other layers in the remain:ier of the organic 
section in the middle and bottan tiers, or in the middle and surface 
tiers if the profile is shallow. 

The characteristics of the surface tier are used as differentiae at 
the family and ser ies levels . In addition we can indicate the nature of 
the sur face tier at categorical levels above the family by establishing 
types for this purpose. The following five types, indicative of both 
decomposition and botanical origin of the organic material in the surface 
tier, are proposed: sphagnic, hypnic, fennio (each being used only for 
f ibr ic sur face tiers ) , meeic, and humic. 

If the surface is dominantly mineral material (cumulo) use the 
t extural group name with the type, e.g., moderately fine type. 

These types may be used after the subgroup name in the form 
(hyphen + name in lower case both ending in "ic 11 + type) in order to 
avoid confusion with the subgroup names Sphagna- , Hypno- , and Fenno~. 
For br oad r econnaissance mapping the type names suggested could be used 
afte r the great group name, e.go, Mesisol- fennic type. However, these 
type s are not to be considered a s categorical units. ~e do have to keep 
some cr iteria for the family and series levels . 

Notes on Classification Procedures 

Terrie , Lithic , or Hydric Substratum 

A soil with less than 24 inches .(60 cm) of fibric moss (75% or more 
of t he f i bers bei ng deri ved from sphagnic or hypnic mosses), or l ese than 
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16 inches (40 cm) of other kirns or mixed killis of organic material over 
a substratum is not a member of the Organic Order except when it is under
lain by a lithic substratum. Organic soils that extern below the bottan 
tier or control section are classified on the basis of the concepts 
previously outlined except that Terrie, Lithic, and Hyd.ric are not appli
cable. 

Fenno-, Hypno-, am Sphagno- Subgroups 

These subgroups of the Fibrisol Great Group are chosen on the basis 
of dominance of species. It is suggested that only one of these subgroup 
names be used, e.g., Sphagno-Fi.brisol rather than H.ypno-Sphagno-Fibrisol. 

Termination of the Control Section 

The control section ends at a lithic contact if it occurs at a depth 
shallower than 52 or 64 inches (130 or 160 cm) fran the surface because 
this substratum is deemed "not-soil". The control section ends at a 
hydric contact only if the water extends below a depth of 52 or 64 inches. 

Fibric , Mesic, and Humic Subgroups 

Using the contrast class procedure outlined previously, some dif
ficulty may be encountered in the unusual circumstances where there are 
two subd.ominant layers, e . g., Mesic Humic Fibrisol. It is recommerned 
th " t or.ly t he more c!~cc.::.posod subg-oup riam.s ho u&oi.l, a .~., Hwnic F.i.brisol. 

Mineral Soil on the Surface 

Soils that have a mineral layer thicker than 16 inches (40 cm) at 
the surface or that have a mineral layer thicker than 16 inches (40 cm) 
beginning within a depth of 16 inches (40 cm) from the surface (see 
paragraph 1 above and 6 below) , or that have a mineral layer or laJrers, 
taken cumulatively, thicker than 16 inches (40 cm) within the upper 
32 inches (80 cm) of the profile, are not members of the Organic Order. 

Minimum Thic.laiess of Organic Soils 

Soils with less than 4 inches (10 cm) of organic material over rock 
and less than 16 or 24 inches (40 or elJ cm) of organic material over water 
are not members of the Organic Order. 

Possible Family Criteria 

The following characteristics are proposed for trial as criteria 
for differentiation at the family lev~l. 

Characteristics of the Surface Tier 

The characteristics of the surface tier may be recognized by using 
one of the following names for organic materials: sphagnic, hypnic , 
fennic (each used only for fibric surface tiers), mesic or humic, or by 
using one of the following names for surface mineral layers of between 
6 and 16 inches (15 ao:i 40 cm) thick: coarse, moderately coarse, medium, 
moderately fine, fine, and very fine. 
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Climatic Clasees 

In our claaeitication the cold organic soils that are frozen 
August 21 are recognised as a aubgroup. However, it 1a important to 
ditterentiate between the rather cold untrozen organic soils am the 
rather wal"lll organic soils in areas such a:, the lower Fraser Valley, in 
British Columbia, and southern Ontario. The selection ot appropriate 
climate criteria will be made by another ccmmittee, but ·ror an .ex.ample 
let there be a boric class and a tnic class or noncryic organic soils. 

Reaction Classes 

Euic - pH 4.5 or more (0.01 M Cac12 ) in at least acme 
part ot the control section. 

Dyaic - pH l••• than 4.5 (0.01 M Cac12) in all parts 
or the control section. 

Mineral Content Claaa~e 

The cl&Hes refer to the mean mineral content ot the organic 
material in the middle and bottam tiers, or or the organic material 
above any terric, lithic, hydric, or cryic contact that occurs in the 
middle tier. The classes are: 

clastic--contain more than 55% mineral matter but leas than 70%. 
terruginous--contain more than 1% of iron. 
sulfurous--oontain more than 1% of sulfur. 
tootle elements--Al, Zn, and others, at levels sufficient to induce 

toxicity in forage or vegetation. 

Textural Classes of the Underlying Minera.l Soil 

The classes apply to the average texture of the upper 1 foot of 
the terric layer or to that part of the layer that is within the control 
section, whichever is greater. These classe:s apply only to Terrie sub
groups and are: coarse, moderately coaree, · medium, moderately tine, fine, 
very tine, skeletal (atone with voids between) and organic skeletal 
(stones with organic material in the interetic•e). 

Limnic Classes 

These classes apply only to l:imno subgroups and are: marl, diatomaceous, 
and coprogenous. The sequence ot namea should be in the order given. 

Examples of family name a are (i ) sphagnic, boric, coarse family; 
(ii) humic, boric, fin~marl tamil.7; and (iii) mesic, udio, coprogenoua 
family. 

Poesible Series Criteria 

The following characteristics are proposed for trial as criteria 
for differentiation at the series level. They are divided into two groupa. 
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Criteria for All Families 

Woody: 50% or more of t he fibers are woody. 

Calcareous: The cal careous grades suggested are those defined 
weakly, moderately, strongly, very strongly, extremely . 

Bulk density: Some Humisol s have quite high bulk density values 
(..>o.5 g/cc ) and these could be separated fran other Humisols on this 
basis. 

The canposition of t he inorganic frac tion of the organic layers 
is a possibl e criteria. 

The 11.mnic layer on the surface or in the surface tie r is also a 
possible criteria. 

Criteria for Limno, Cumulo, Cryic, Terrie , Lithic, and Hydric Subgroups 

Depth classes to the cont a~t 

Very shallow: lithic or cryic contact within a depth 
of 12 inches (JO cm). 

Shallow: any contact between depths of 12 and 36 inches 
(30 and 90 cm). 

Deep : any contact between depths of 36 and 64 inches 
( 90 aoo 160 cm) . 

Kind of develoµnent in the underlying mineral soil; intergrades to 
other orders. 

Reaction of the mineral soil 

dyaic < pH 5.5 (0 .01 M CaCl2) 
euic >,pH 5.5 (0 . 01 M CaC12) 

Mineralogy of mineral soil or cu.mulic layers. 

Texture of cumulic l ayers in middle arrl bottom tiers . 

Presence of luvic (ill uvial ) layer in the middle or bottom tiers 
With more colloidal material than the underlying peat. This layer has 
fine materials wi th a greasy, glossy appearance in fractures and in root 
channels. To be recognized as a differentia in classification, t.he 
illuvial humus should constitute at least half the volume of a horizon 
at least 2 cm thick. 

Phases of the soil series could be established on t he presence of 
logs in t he ·organic mat erial, stones resting on a t erri c layer, s loping 
land (appropriate to some blanket peat in Newfourrllarxi) or any other 
characteristic significant to use such as anthropic (bur ned, scalped 
or mined) . · 
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REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOIL FAMILIES 

R. Baril, Chairman 

The concept of the soil family seeks to define the mineralogical, 
the organo-mineral fabrics, and the pedoclimate of soil ~eriee in general 
terms. From these viewpoints, interesting and new rel&tionshipa oan be 
s een amongst J,OOO Ca.n&dia.n soil series. Purthermore, the soil family 
may enable us to examine criticall7 the limits set forth in the study' of 
soil series or soil individuals. 

The oonoepts developed at the order, great group, and subgroups 
levels have been the overall and yet vaguel7 defined processes of ·soil 
foz,nation such as calcification and podzolization and their relative 
intensities and modal expressions of them. Deliberately the ohoioe of 
criteria reflecting these processes were for aaoh of the higher oa.tegoriea 
the nature of the solum, the presence or absence of so-oalled diagnostic 
horizons and their development within arbitrary limits, which are vague 
in many cases. The family concept, which is closer to the soil seriea, 
soil types, and individual soils, demands more specific limits for these 
diagnostic horizons or their equivalents in the soil regolith. 

The soil families were thought, not so long ago, to be a means or 
bringing soil series into useful groupings to show soil- plant relation
ships . It is difficult at this time to foresee that soil families will 
show unknown soil-plant relationships in a better way than the soil series. 
Soil families per se, at any level in the system, are relevant to soil
plant relationships inasmuch as the criteria chosen are significant to 
these objectives. In this statement the soil family ie used as a taxonomic 
unit. 

A soil family is a group of soil series, Within a subgroup, that are 
relatively uniform in genetic horizons, or in the properties of the soil 
regolith if genetic horizons are thin, faint, or absent, but at a broader 
degree than that used in the soil aeries. The soil family is therefore 
used to define and group together the soil series of the same subgroup, 
which are r elatively uniform in their physical and chemical composition 
as found or inferred by a given set of soil properties or criteria defined 
below. 

Control Section for Soil Family 

A control section!/ is a vertical section in the soil regolith that 
extends from a depth of 10 to 40 inches (1 meter) or the bottom of any 

!/ U.S.D.A. Seventh Approximation. Supplement, p . J9, 4J and 45, 
March 1967. 
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diagnostic horizons including fragipa.n, whichever is deeper. Attention ie 
centered on genetic horizons if they are well expressed and not thin. If 
these horizons are not well expressed or are thin, or absent, attention is 
centered on a corresponding portion of the regolith. In either case, the 
portion of the soil used in differentiating series within a family of 
mineral soils is as follows: 

Cryi.c--From the mineral surface to a depth of 30 inches, or to a lithic 
or paralithic contact, or to a depth of 10 inches below the level at which 
the soil temperature is O C about two months after the summer solstice, 
whichever is shallower. 

Very shallow aoila--From the mineral surface down to a lithic or 
paralithic contact if the thickness of the regolith is 14 inches or less. 

All other mineral soila--From a depth of 10 inches down to (i) a lithic 
contact if it is within a depth of 40 inches, (ii ) a depth of 40 inches if 
the regolitb is thicker than that, but the nwned diagnostic horizons and 
subjacent Cea horizons are not, or (iji) the bottom of the named diagnostic 
horizons and any subjacent Cea horizon if the thickness of both the named 
diagnostic horizons and the regolith exceeds 40 i nches, but not below a depth 
of 80 inches (2 meters). 

Criteria 

l. Texture 

a) Coarse-textured group 

(1) Very coarse textured: sands and loamy sands 

(2) Moderately coarse textured: sandy loams and fine sandy loams 

b) Medium-textured group 

(1) Medium textured: loam, silt loam, and silt 

(2) Moderately fine textured: sandy clay loam, clay loam, and silty 
clay loam 

c) Fine-textured group 

(1) Fine textured: sandy clay, clay, and silty clay 

(2) Very fine textured: heavy clay (more than 6~{ clay) 

Modifiers of textural classes of series within a family of mineral soils 

The tvo terms fragroental and skP.letal qualify the very coarse nature of 
the soil series within a family as follows: 
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d) Fra8111ental: With stones (10 inches [25 cm] or more), cobbles (J-10 
inches t1.2-25 cm]), gravel (1/10-J inches [2-75 mm]) 
with fines too few to fill interstices larger than 1 ma. 
(Roughly 90% or more of coarse materials are called 
cobble land type.) 

e) Skeletal: To modify any of the three broad textural classes given above 

(1) Coarse-skeletal: having more than 35% but less than 90% bz -volume, 
coarser than 2 mm with enough fines to fill interstices larger 
than 1 mm; fraction leas than 2 mm is defined under particle 
size class coarse-textured given previously. 

(2) Medium-skeletal: having more than 35% but leas than 9rd, by volume• 
coarser than 2 mm with enough fines to fill interstices larger 
than 1 mm; fraction less than 2 mm is defined under particle 
size class medium-textured given previously. 

(J) Fine-skeletal: having more than 35% by volwne, coarser than 2 mm with 
enough fines to,fill interstices larger than l mm; fraction less 
than 2 l'IDll is defined under particle size class fine-textured 
given previously. 

2. Strongly Contrasting Textures or Nonconforming Layers 

A nonconforming layer is one that has more than two textural classes 
difference within a depth of J6 inches. 

The strongly contrasting textures to be recognized within the control 
section are given in Table 1. By definition, textures are strongly con
trasting if they occur within a vertical distance of 5 inches (12 .5 cm). 
Both textures are used in the class name, e.g., fine over coarse. 

J. Mineralogy 

The mineralogy olassee, as reported in Table 2, are those suggested 
by the U.S.D.A . Seventh Approximation as amended in Ma.roh 1967. An effort 
should be made to group soils (podzolic) according to their content in 
"amorphous forms of iron and aluminium oxides." 

It is well to remember that: "Not all of the evidence muat come from 
X-ray, surface, and DTA determinations. Other physical and chemical 
properties suggest the mineralogy of many clayey soils. Volume changes, 
ea.tion exchange capacit!~s, and consistence also are useful in estimating 
the nature of the clay.~ Mineralogy classes are based on the approximate 
mineralogical composition of selected size fractions of the same segment of 
the soil profile (control section) th.at is used for application of particle
size classes. 

y u.s.D.A. Seventh Approximation. Supplement, p. 42, Ml.roh 1967. 
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Table 1. Possible combinations of strongly contrasting texture to 
be used if they occur within a vertical distance of 

5 inches (12.5 am) 
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Table 2. Key to mineralogy classes* 

Definition 

More than 1/J or th• ~ O. 002 mm 
fraction oonsieta of carbonate& 
and the apparent texture or the 
soil is fine-lo~ or fine-silty 
or clayey. Pa.rtiole-•iz• olaae•• 
are not used with this 11.1.neralos:.,. 

ftbre than 4~ (weight) serpentine 
minerals (antigorite, chry1otile, 
fibrolite, and talo). 

ClaHes applied. to sandy, ail ty, and loamy soils 

Glauoonitio 

Ca.rbonatio 

Gyp sic 

Ashy 

Cindery 

Mioaoeoua 

Siliceous 

. 
More than 4o% (weight) ot glauoonite. 

ftbre than 4o% (weight) oarbonatea 
( as Ca.CO., ) and gyp8WD, and 
carbonates a.re more than 65% of 
the sum of carbonates and gypsum. 

Gypsum is more than )5% of the 
eu.m of carbonates and gypsum 
and carbonates and gypsum are . 
more than 4o% by weight. 

z.t>re than 607fa (weightt) volcanic 
ash,_ cinders or pumice, and 
dominantly smaller than 2 1111. 

Cindery if dominantly larger 
than 2 mm. 

ltt>re than 400~ ( weight t) mioa. 

ltt>re than 90'% (weiightt) of 
silica minerals (quartz, 
chalcedony, opal) and other 
minerals with hardness ot 1 
or more in the :t>bha aoale. 

Determinan~ 
Biz• traction 

< 0.002 Diil 

Whole soil < 2 J11D 

Whole soil < 2 J11D 

Whole soil smaller 
than 2 mm, or whole 
soil ema.ller than 
20 mm 

Whole soil smaller 
than 2 mm, or whole 
soil smaller than 
20 m 

0.02 - 20 mm 

0.02 - 20 m 

0.02 - 20 mm 

0.02 - 2 mm 

*Supplement to Soil Classifioation System (Seventh .A.pproximation) Soil 
Survey Staff-SCS, u.s.D.A., Chap. 6, p. 43, Mt.roh 1967. The olaeeea1 
Ferri tic, Gibbai tic and Oxidio are not given beoauae they do not apply to 
Canadian soile. 

'tweight peroentagee as estimated from grain oount11J usually, a count 
of one or two dominant dze £raotion11 of conventional mechanical analyllia 
is sufficient for the placement of the soil. 
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Definition 

lll others, wi th l ess than 4ofo or 
any one mineral other than quartz. 

Classes applied to clayey soils 

Halloysi tio 

Kaolinitio 

Montmorillonitio 

Illitic 

Verrniculitic 

Mixed 

:&re than half by weight of 
halloysite with smaller a.mount, 
of allophane or kaolinite or both. 

More than half by weight of 
kaolinite, dickite and naorite, 
and with smaller a.mounts of other 
1 11 or nonexpanding 2:1 layer 
minerals or gibbsite. 

M?re than half by weight of 
montmorillonite and nontronite, 
or a mixture with more montmoril
lonite than any other single clay 
mi. ne'T"8. l . 

More than half by weight of illita 
(hydroue mica ) oommonly with > J~0 
~o. 

More than half by weight or 
vermiculite or more vermiculite 
than any other single olay mineral. 

Other soils .* 

Mineralogy subclasses 

Determinant 
Biz• fraction 

< 0 . 002 1111 

< 0.002 mm 

<: O. 002 mm 

<. o. 002 mm 

< 0.002 mm 

< 0. 002 mm 

Mineralogy subclasses are used in addition to mineraloBj" classes 
in some groups of soils. 

Sulfureoue 
(tentative) 

Soila containing either iron 
sulfates, commonly jarosite 
( straw-colored ) , if the pH after 
oxidation is less than J .5; or 
more than 0.75% sulfur in the form 
of polysulfides if the soil contains 
less than three times as muoh 
carbonate (as CaC~ equivalent ) as 
sulfur (less than 'Os.++ than SO. 
if all sulfur is oxidized) . 

Whole soil < 2 mm 

Histosols and Aquents 
only 

*sepiolitic, more than half by weight of eepiolite, attapulgite and 
palygorakite, should be used if found in soils that a.re not fine-oarbon.atic. 
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Definition 

Continuous preaence or .tree 
carbonates in all parts or the 
fine earth traction between 
depth of 10 and 20 inches 
(25 cm and 50 cm). (Use in 
Aquapts other than Fragiaquepts, 
in Aquolls, and in Entisols 
other than Psamments and 
PBU1Daquents. )* 

Determinant 
size traction 

Whole soil < 2 JS 

*As applied in the American System. 

4. Depth Classes 

Although the relative importance ot depths ot soils could vary in 
various proTincee, the following claeses for mineral soil families are used: 

Micro: soils having a solum thickness of less than 
7 inches (18 cm). 

Shallow: soils having a solum thickneee more than 7 inches 
(18 cm) but le se than 20 inches (50 cm) to the 
upper boundary ot a lithic or cryic cont.act 
(ice contact or <O C two months after the 
summer solstice). 

Lithic contact means a layer of hard rock (hardness of 3 or more on 
the Mohs scale). A paralithic contact is one· where the rock hardness is 
3 or less on the Mohs scale. 

5. Pedoclimate (Interred from Temperature and Moisture Air Data) 

In order to quality soil families with respect to temperature either 
Boughner• s growing degree-days during the erfpc

7
tive growing sea.so~ or 

the climatic zone listed by Chapman and Bro~ may be used. 

Some provimee, such as Manitoba, have combined Chapman I s cli.ma tic 
zones into tour broad regions that appear to correlate reasonably well 
with major soil type changes, particularly in the transitional zones between 

21 Boughner, 
growing season. 

Wchapman, 
Report No. 3. 

C.C. 1964. Growing degree days duri~ the effective 
Can. Meteor. Memoir 17. 

L.J., and D.M. Brown. 1966. The Canada Land Inventory. 
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Chernozemic and Poclzolic soils. Becau,e ot in1utticient meteorological and 
101111 data th• relationship waa not a11 good in the northern areas. 

At present, Chapman and Brown's cli.laatic zones for air telllJ)9rature• are 
reconmended. They inter that the soil teaperature ard moisture regime• mu11t 
have a relationship with temperatures. The aandy soils would be warmer and 
drier than the cl~ey 101la and the clayey 110111 would be cooler and more 
humid than the sandy 1101le. Thia is called an interred pedocliuate. 

Tables .3, J+, and 5 follow Chapnan and Brown I s report2/ and are used to 
inter the pedoclim&te including temperature and moisture. 

Table .3. Teaperature zones 

l. More than 4,000 degree-days (42 F). 

2. .3,500 to 4,000 degree-days • 

.3. J,000 to .3,500 degree-days. 

4. 2,600 to .3,000 degree-days. 

5. 2,200 to 2,60o degree-day11 and more than 90 frost-tree 
days in Alberta and Saakatchewan . 

6. 1,800 to 2,200 degree-days and 75 to 90 frost-free days 
in Alberta and Saskatchewan. 

7. Lees than 1, 800 degree-days and leH than 75 frost-free 
days in Alberta and Saskatchewan • 

.2./chapman, L.J., and D.M. Brown. 1966. Canada Land Inventory. The 
Climate ot Canada. Report No • .3, p. 1.3-15. 
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E 

F 

G 

H 

K 

L 

M 
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Table 4. Moisture cla1se1 

Water M&;z: to Se:et•ber Preci12itationJoinchee) 
de tic iency Onr 2.,600 Under 2., 

(inches ) degree-da,-1 degrea-da,-s 

Over 12 Under 6 

12 - 9 6 - 8 

9 - 7 8 - 11 8 - 9 

7 - 5 10 - 12 9 - 11 

5 - 3 12 - 13 10 - 13 

3 - 1 13 - 15 12 - 15 

1 - 0 15 - 16 14 - 18 

0 16 - 20 

0 Over 20 

Table 5. All possible combinations of temperature 
zones an:l moisture classes 

1. c, G 

2. c, F, G, H 

3. C, D, E, F, G, H, K, L, M 

4. c, D, E, F, G, H, K, L, M 

5. E, F, G, H., K, L, M 

6. E., F., G, H, K, L, M 

7. G, H 
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6. Reaction Claasee 

Three reaction classes based on the pH in 0.01 M C&Cl2 are euggested 
temporarily: 

a) Acid: pH lower than 5.0 in control section. 

b) Acid to neutral: pH 5 .0-7 .5 in at leaet soae part of the control section. 

c) Alkaline: pH higher than 7. 5. 

Calcareous Claeses (See also Carbonatic Classes under Mineralogy Criteria) 

a) Weakly calcareou•: 1 to 6'/, CaC0:3 equivalent. 

b) Moderately to very strongly oalcareoue: 6 to 40% CaC0.3 equivalent. 

c) Extremely calcareous soil: more than 40% cac0:3 equivalent. 

Special Horizons 

These horizons are the fragipans and the ccmpacted layers that may 
occur below the solum. I! tragipans are not classified in the subgroup or 
highsr levels, they would have to be considered at the family level. The 
adjective fragic ahould be used whenever applicable at the family level. 

Othe r Characteristics 

Slope should be used as phases ot families. Depending on the climatic 
conditions, the slope phasee could vary regionally. 

Stonineaa is treated also as a phase eeparation of families. The 
particle-size classes given previously by using the term fragmental and 
skeletal cover most conditions. 

Consistent Nomenclature 

To have consistent nomencl ature in qualifying soil families, the 
adjectives modifying the subgroup name are used in the following order: 
texture, mineralogy class and subclaes, reaction, cl.iJDate, depth, slope, 
consistence, and the name of t he soil family underlined. Examples: Degraded 
Dystric Brunisol, coarse - skel etal, mixed, acid, climate JL, St. Nicolas. 
Depth, slope, and consistence are normal, that is, 'Without relative aberrant 
properties. Degraded Dystric Brunisol, coarse, mixed, climate 4K, strongly 
sloping, tragic, Gatineau. 
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.REPORT OF TiiE SUBCOMMITTEE 

ON CRITERIA FOR SOIL SERIES AND TYPES 

D. E. Cann, Chairman 

The concept of the soil eeries1 has changed considerably since soile were 
first mapped and classified. At the beginning of the century soils were 
considered to be a geological phenomenon, even though both Hilgard and Shaler 
had earlier recognized the soil as a natural body. In 1906 the soil series 
was defined as consisting of material similar in many characteristics, but 
grading in texture from gravel to clay. In a report of field operations for 
1900 by the u. s. Bure&u of Soils, Whitney reported 11 only such conditions as 
are apparent in the field such as texture as detennined by feel and appearance, 
the depth of the soil and subsoil, the amount of gravel, the conditions as to 
drainage, and the native vegetation or known relation to crops, are mapped." 
The unit of classification, called the type, had a definite geographical expression. 
The grouping of types into aeries was based on a common geologic origin of the 
parent material. This led to a grouping of soil types that had few true charac
teristics in common. In 1912, Coffey preceded Marbut in realizing that it was 
necessary to recognize the inherent differences in the soil itself and consider 
the soil as an independent natural body. 

The present concept of the soil series was developed after Marbut became 
head of the u. s. Bureau of Soils in 1913. He examined soils in many parts of 
the ·continent and was greatly influenced ty his translation of Glinka's work2. 
He adopted the concept of the soil as an independent natural body and proposed, 
in 19~1, that, exclusive of the texture of the surface soil, the units or groups 
of units based on features of the soil profiles should be soil series. 
Each soil series would be similar in the number, color, texture, structure, 
relative arrangement, chemical composition, and thickness of horizons and in the 
geology of the soil materialo Later, he added thickness of the true soil and 
character of the soil material to the list of differentiating criteria. 

The application of these proposals led to the recognition of the soil as 
a three-dimensional body occupying a geographica.l position on the landscape• The 
development of improved techni4ues for examining soils resulted in the substitution 
of "mineralogical and chemical composition" for "geology of the soil material." 
More recently, consistence of the soil horizons was added to the list of differen
tiating criteria for series. 

The application of these criteria in the examination and observation of the 
landscape gives a mental concept of the number of series present and the differences 
between them 0 The U.S. Depo Agr. Soil Survey Manual states (p.24) that in our 
minds we comprehend soils by comparison. Because the soil is a continuum, there 

1 Much of the historical discussion wss taken from Ableiter, J.K. 1949. Soil 
Classif1.cation in the United Stateso Soil Science 67: 183-192. 

2 Glinka, K.D., 1915. Pedology, St. Petersburg, 1st ed 0 
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ar~ no sharp boundaries between series, but the concept represents a real body 
that is useful as a unit in soil classification. In other words, it ie not 
necessary to have tounda1·ies on a map in order to use the soil series as a 
ca t egorical unit. in the clc1ssification system. However , we need to identify, 
sample, and describe these l::odiee so that tbeir properties can be compared and 
predi ct i ons can be made about their use and management. This r equires that some 
limit be placed on the range alloweci in the chcracteristics, or combination of 
charact eristics, that differentiate between one series and another. Taxonomically 
these l imits can be as narrow as we wish, but this would create a very large number 
of series and difficulties in mapping them. Experience has indicated tha t the 
limits must be wide enough to permit reasonable uniformity over a practical- sized 
area. Thus, they must be narrow enough to keep the s eries as taxonomically homo
geneous as possible and, at the same time, wide enough to create bodies that are 
of a s i ze that can be readily identified and delineated on a map. No single 
characteristic can be allowed a range th.at would alter significantly the mor phology, 
genesis, or use capability of the series from . place to place . 

Once the limits have been established, the boundaries between soil series may 
be delineated on a map. But, because the soil is a continuum, it is usually 
impractical, because of time and scale, to draw exact boundaries between the limits 
of one soi l series and another. Usually each delineated area contains small s egments 
of contiruous soil series. Thus, the soil series as a taY.onomic unit is r elated to , 
but usually not the same as, the area delineated on a map and designated as a soil 
series mapping unit. 

1'h 0 
.. ;'7..,. "f' so~l ser · 0 s on the l andscape is d?t ernd.ntd. Ly Lht. i~11ge alluweu 

in t he di ffer enti ating characteristics. Some series have a very limited ~eographical 
extent and in the past it has been the practice to ignore these areas rather tha.n 
creat e a new series . Recently, it has been considered desirable to have some 
minimum limit below which the series would ~ot be recognized . It would s erve as a 
uni t for sampling, describing and studying the properties of the soil series . The 
pedon was devised for this purpose. 

The pedon is the smallest volume that can be called a soil. It is a three
dimensi onal body large enough to permit the sampling and study of horizons

0 
If the 

horizons are cyclic or iritermittent within a linear distance of ~ to 7 m, the pedon 
may range from 1 to 10 m~. If the horizons are continuous and the cycle is l ess 
t han 2 m, the pedon occupies approximately 1 m2 . Thus the ultimate minimum size of a 
soil body representing a soil series would be the pedon. For practical purpos es the 
pedon is too small an area to be represented on a map, and the soil series is regarded 
as being composed of a number of contiguous pedons or polypedons. The polypedon is 
t ermed a soil individual. Its size depends on the range allowed in the cha r act eri s
tics used to separate series, but all of its pedons have characteristics lying wi t hin 
the def i ned range. There may be one or several separate polypedons on the land~cape 
whose differentiating properties lie within the range defined for a £iven ser1es. 
The same soil ser ies name would be applied to one or several collectively. 

A soil series may be one or several soil bodies . Its differentiating ch&racte
r i s t ics do not have to be similar or essentially uniform in every p2rt so lonf as 
they do not exceed the limits defined for the eeries . Conse~uently , the followine 
definiti on is proposed for the soil series ~ 
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A soil series is a soil body3 such that any profile within the body either 
has a similar number and arrangement of horizons whose color, texture, structure, 
consi st ence, thickness, reaction, and composition, or a combination of these, · 
are within a defined range or, in soils without horizons, any profile has the 
dif ferentiating properties, except thickness, within specified depth limits. 

Guidelines for Separating Soil Series 

It i s difficult to establish limits between which the differentiating cha
racteristics are allowed to range, because the taxonomic significance of a given 
property is not the same for All series. Nevertheless, a few guidelines for 
separating soils at the series level have been established. Hue, texture, coarse 
fr agments, consistence, and mineralogy are the properties most commonly used to 
separate series within families . 

Gener ally, appr eciable differences in any property, or combination of 
pr opert ies, that have at le~st limited significance in soil genesis, or influence 
the growth of plants, and are mappable, are a basis for separating series. If 
the differences are significant to soil use but not to soil genesis, two or more 
types or phases are recognized wi.tnin a series. 

A distinct difference in one property, such as color of the B horizon, may 
be sufficient basis for recognizing another series, but usually a change in one 
propert y is accompanied by a change in others. 

The r ange of variability of the differentiating characteristics should be 
s omewhat narrower for the series than for the family. As a rule, moderately 
nar row ranges are allowed for the characteristics having the greatest number of 
cova rying or accessory propert1ee 9 Relatively small changes in these differentiae 
f requently produce significant changes in morphology or adaptability to plant 
growth . For example, texture, structure, or pH have a number of covarying pro
perti es such as exchange capacity, base saturation, water-holding capacity, or 
permeability 9 

The parent m&terials of all pedons in a soil series should be reasonably 
similar in 'texture and mineralogical composition. 

A given series should be homogeneous, within rather na.rrow limits, in genesis 
and in all its properties, with the following main exceptions: 

1. The t exture of the plow layer and layers below the solurn may vary, particularly 
in soils developed i n stratified sediments. 

3 Muir defines a soil body as a three-dimensional natural object that occurs 
under a cover of living vegetation and is characterized by the presence of 
horizons , the A horizon being in direct contact with the vegetation . 
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2. Fr operties affected by plowing and by the uee of soil amendments may vary. 
Soils that are acid in the natural environment may be limed, changing the 
reaction of the surface horizon. 

3. The slope may vary within limits that are highly eignificant to the uee of 
t he soil. 

4. Salinit y ie pe:nnitted to Tary because changee can be very rapid and drastic 
under irrigation. 

Addit i onal Guidelines Suggested for Coneideration 

Color--One of the most easily determined characteristice for differentiating 
between soil series is color. It is indirectly related to the organic matter 
content and iron and manganese oxides and may reflect properties inherited f rom 
the pa rent material. It is suggeeted that a difference of more than 2.5 units in 
hue between corresponding horizons should be a basis for separating series . 

Texture--The range in texture allowable within a series depends on the effect s 
of the t exture on other properties of the soil. As a guideline, it is suggested 
that a difference of preferably one textural class, but not more than two cl.asses, 
on the t extural chart, should be differentiating between series. 

Soil type--The members of the subconunittee were divided on whether or not 
the soil type should be retained as a taxonomic category, but most member s 
r~v~~~d ~~t n~n ing it s a uc~ful cxpr~s=ionw Bcc~u~e ~li~ prope Liea 0 1 t he plow 
layer can be chR.nged at will by man, the soil type is subject to variation f r om 
place t o place . It is defined as follows: 

The soil type is a subdivision of the soil eeries based on significant 
variations in the properties of the plow layer. I t is the soil unit 
t hat r ecognizes the maximum number of differentiating characteristics 
of the soil profile. 
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REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRITERIA FOR PHASF.s 

D. w. Hoffman, Chairman 

Soil phase is a subdivision of any class in the taxonomic ~ystem but not 
i n itself a category of the system. The basis of this subdivision may be any 
soil characteristic or combination of soil characteristice potential)Jr signi
ficant to man's uee or management of the land apart from the properties used 
in the taxonomic classifioation. 

When used as a sutdivision of a soil type for which it is most commonly 
used, the phase is defined and shown on the soil map on the basis of all the 
characteristics of the soil type, but with a narrower definition in certain 
features of importance to soil use than is needed for the genetic soil type. 
The soil type when classified and named, e.g., Fox sandy loam, stands for all 
its types and for the phase within the type. Therefore, if Fox sandy loam 
normally occurs only on one p~rticular slope (phase) or has one particular 
degr ee (phase ) of stoniness, the word phase does not appear in the type name. 
However, if there are a few areas where slope or stoniness differ sufficiently 
from the normal to affect use or management, such areas would be designated Fox 
sandy loam - sloping or stony phase. The phase of a soil type on detailed maps 
is the uni~ about which the greatest number of precise statements and predictions 
can be made concerning soil use, management, capability, and productivity. 

Soil Slope Phasee 

Soil slope phases are named and defined in the Report on the Sixth Meeting 
of the National Soil Survey Committee, and are modified here. It is recommended 
that t hese phases be used as they appear in the report, with descriptive terms 
applied to the slopes as shown. In increasing order of elope gradient the classes 
and names are as follows: 

Single slopee Complex slopes 

Class Name Class Name Slope(%) 

A level a nearly level o.o to 0.5 
B very gently sloping b gently undulating 0.5+ to 2 
c gently sloping c undulating 2+ to 5 
D moderately sloping d gently rolling 5+ to 9 
E strongly sloping e moderately rolling 9+ to 15 
F steeply sloping f strongly rollin? 15+ to 30 
G very steeply sloping g hilly Jo+ to 60 
H extremely sloping h very hilly over 60 
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Water-erosion Phases 

The following water-erosion classes as defined in the U.S. Dep • .\gr. Soil 
Survey Manual p. 261-~64, and adopted at the 1965 N.s.s.c. meeting, have been 
accepted as phases: 

Class Wl 

This is a slightly eroded phaee . The soil has a few rills or places with 
thin A horizons that give evidence of accelerdted erosion but not to an extent to 
alter greatly the thickness and character of the A horizon . Except for soils 
having very thin A horizons (less than 8 inches), the surface soil (Ap) consists 
enti rely of an A horizon throughout nearly all of the delineated area. Up to 
about 25% of the original P. horizon, or original plowed layer in soils with thin 
A horizons , may have been removed from most of the area. In most soils, areas 
with this class of erosion are not significantly different in use capatilities and 
management requirements from the uneroded soil. In a few soils having very shallow 
soda over a nonconforming layer, or in a few having a shallow A horizon over a 
claypan or hardpan, a significant difference may exist. 

Claes W2 

This is a moderately eroded phase . The. soil has been eroded to the extent 
that ordinary tillage implements reach throufh the re1Tl8ininr .t.. horizon, or Nell 
below the depth of the oripinal plowed layer in soile with thin A horizons. 
Generally, the plow layf:r consists of a mixture of the ori1Iinal J.. horizon and 
11nrl• -r1v;,,,,. h0T'i ?on~ ~iApr.-rl <1reas o f' e -roded soil •:;ually htve: patches in wr.i.ch 
the plow layer consists wholly of the original A horizon and others in which it 
consists wholly of underlying horizons. Shallow gullies may be present. Approxi
mately ~5 t o 75% of the original A horjzon or surface soil may have been lost from 
most of the area. 

Class \;J 

This is a severely eroded phase. The soil has been eroded so that all or 
practically all of the original surface soil, or A horizon, has been removed. The 
plow layer consists essentially of materials from the E or other und erlyine 
horizons. Patches in which the plow layer is A mixture of the original A horizon 
end the E horizon or other underlying horizons may be included within mapped 
areas. Sha llow gulliee, or a few deep ones, are common on some soil type~. More 
than about 75% of the original surface soil, or A horizon, and commonly part or all 
of t he B horizon or other underlying horizone, h2ve been lost from most of the area. 

Class W4 

This is a !?Ullied land phase. The land has been eroded until it h,,s an 
intricate pattern of moderately deep or deep gullies. Soil profiles have c~en 
destroyed except in small areas between the gullies . The land in its present 
condjtion is not useful for crops. Reclamation for crop production or for 
improved pasture is difficult, but may te practica1le if the other characteris tics 
of the soil are favoratle and erosion can be controlled 4 
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Wind-erosion Phases 

The following wind-erosion classes 88 defined in the u.s. Dep. Agr. Soil 
Survey Manual p. 267, and adopted at the 1965 N.s.s.c. meeting, have been 
accepted 86 phases : 

Class Dl 

This is a wind-eroded tor blown) phase . Wind has removed- from the soil a 
sufficient amount of the A horizon that ordinary tillage will bring up and mb 
the B horizon or other lower lying horizons with surface soil in the plow layer. 
Rarely is this condition uniform throughout a mappable area, however 11 Usually 
the plow layer consi sts mainly of the original A horizon in some patches, whereas 
in others the original A horizon is removed. Generally, about 25 to 75% of the 
original A horizon (or !Urface soil in soils with thin A horizons) may have been 
removed. 

Class D2 

This b a severely wind-eroded (or blown) phaee~ Wind has removed all of 
the A horizon and part of th~ B or other lower lying horizon. The plow layer 
consists mainly of the original horizons below the A (or below the original 
pl owed layer in soils with thin A horizons ) , although some patches having much 
of the original A horizon remain in the area. An occasional blow-out area may be 
included . 

Claes DJ 

This is a blown- out land phase. The wind bas removed most of the soil profile 
and the land is classified as a miscellaneous land type. Use of the land for 
ordinary agriculture is not feasible without extensive reclamation. Blow- out holes 
are numerous and deeply carved into the lower soil or parent material. Areas 
between blowouts are deeply bur ied by soil material from the blowouts. 

Soil Deposition Phases 

The phases for depositions as descrited by the U.S. Dep.Agro Soil Survey 
Manual, p.295-i96, have been suggested for trial~ The two phases proposed are 
defined as follows: 

Overblown Phase 

The deposit of wind-removed material on the soil is great enough to influence 
management but not great enough to destroy the essential characteristics of the 
soil series. 

Overwaeh Phase 

Deposits from water erosion lie thick enough on the soil to influence manage
ment requirements significantly, but are not deep enough to destroy the essential 
characterist ics of the soil series. 
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Stonineae and Rockineee Phasee 

Classes of stoniness and rockiness as defined a t the 1965 N.s .s.c. meeting 
are phase distinctions. 

The phases of stoniness are defined as follows: 

Stony l 

This is a slightly stony phAee, having some s tones, which offer only slight 
to no hind.ranee to cultivation. 

Stony ;. 

This is a moderately stony phase, having enough stones to cause some inter
fe rence with cultivation. 

Stony 3 

This is a very stony phase, having sufficient stones to constitute a serious 
handicap to cultivat i on; some clearing is r equired . 

Stony 4 

This is an exceedingly s tony phase, having sufficient stones to prevent 
cultivation until considerable clearing is done. 

Stony 5 

This is an excessively stony phase , being too stony to pennit any cultivation 
(boulder or stone pavement) . 

The phases of rockiness are defined as follows : 

Rocky 1 

This is a slightly r ocky phase, having sufficient 'bedrock exposures to inter
f ere with tillage but not to make intertilled crops impracticable . Depending on 
how the pattern affects tillage, rock exposures are roughly 100 to JOO feet apart 
and cover about i to 10% of the eurface 0 

Rocky 2 

This is a moderately rocky phase, having sufficient bedr ock exposures to lTIBke 
tillage of intertilled crops impracticable, but the soil can be worked for hay crops 
or improved pasture if other soil characteristics are favorable 0 Rock exposures 
are roughly 30 to 100 feet apart and cover about 10 to ~5% of the surfacr, depending 
on the patterno 

Rocky 3 

This is a vecy rocky phase, having s ufficient rock outcrop to make all use of 
machinery impracticable, except for l ight machinery where other soil -characteristics 
are especially favorable for improved pas ture . The land may have some use for wild 
pasture or forests, depending on the other soil characteristics. Rock exposures, 
or patches of soil too t hin over rock for use, are roughly 10 t ~ JO feet apart and 
cover about 25 to 50% of the surface,depending on the pattern .. 
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Rocky 4 

This is an exceedingly roclcy phase, having eufficient rock outcrop, or insuf
f i cient depth of soil over rock, that makes all use of machinery impracticable.' 
The land may have eome value for poor pasture or for forestry. Rock outc:rope 
are about 10 feet apart or less and cover eome 50 to 90% of the area. 

Rocky 5 

This is an exceesive:cy rockf phase. 
is exposed bedrock ( rock outcrop). 

Over 90% of the surface of the land 

Soil Thickness Phases 

The need for soil thickness phases is recognized, but because the definitions 
fo r these phases are vague and could conflict with the ranges permitted in eeriee 
and types, it was considered best to delay recamnenda.tions until finner criteria 
are obtained. 

Overflow or Flooded Phases 
# 

The use of phases for overflow and flooded areas was discussed, but did not 
receive general approval because it was felt that flooding was a capability 
limitation, not a subdivision of a type or series. 

Climatic Phases 

The need for climatic phases has been recognized for some time and is 
mentioned. in the u. s. Proceedings of the National Technical Woric-Planning 
Conference of the Cooperative Soil Survey, Chicago, Ill., 1963. Such phasee 
will be useful, but before criteria are set out for them, more information about 
soil moieture and soil temperature is required. 

Peaty Phases 

The term peaty phaee should be applied to any mineral soil with a surface 
covering of 4 to 24 inches of fibric moss peat or 4 to 16 inches of other kinda 
of peat (see Gleysolic soils). 
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REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITrEE ON DITERNATIONAL SOIL CORRELATION 

J. s. Clayton, Chai.rDlan 

An interim report on the work or this committee wa8 presented at the 
sixth meeting or the National. Soil Survey Committee (N.s .s.c. ) held at 
Laval University in 1965. The report included a section on correlation 
of criteria !or horizon identification, an:1 a correlation table o! the 
American and Canadian taxonomic classification systems to the subgroup 
level. These correlations were based on the Canadian criteria aRi taxonomy 
established at the fifth meeting of the N.s.s.c. in 1963, and the American 
definitions and criteria as published in 1960 and amended in 1964. 

Because o! the significant changes made in the Canadian system in 
1965, and in expectation of revisioll8 to the American syst em, the report 
or this subcommittee was not included in the report of t he N.s.s.c. 
meeting in 1965. The American classification system was amended after 
trial use aRi the latest text wae issued in March 1967. Subsequently 
additional changes have been made, including a draft classification of 
Histosols. A revised classification of Organic soils in the Canadian 
syst em has been prepared. Both revisions followed successful study tours 
am working conferences on these soils made jointly by American and 
Canadian pedologists. 

A further development in this field has been the international 
correlation studies rel&ted to the production of the Soil Map of North 
America under the sponsorship of the FAQ/UNESCO World Soil Map project. 
This has involved two extensive correlation tours on this continent, one 
in Canada in 1966, and the other in t he southern United States in 1967. 
These studies have resulted in further modifications of the American 
classification of Mollisols to meet certain suggestions ma.de by Canadian 
pedologists and to assist in relating t he two systems to the proposed 
definitions of soil units, phases, am horizon designations for t he World 
Soil Map. The lat est draft of these definitions was prepared in April 
1968. 

We have prepared our first draft of the Canadian section or the 
North American map, and are in a position to assess the degree of correla
tion at the working level which has been achieved between the Canadian, 
American, and World systems, and also to indicate some of the similarities 
and differences. 

Correlation between the Canadian, American, and Wor ld Systems 

Reference Material 

The Canadian definitions and criteria for horizons an:1 taxonomic 
units are those contained in the Proceedings of the Seventh Meeting of 
the N.s.s.c., 1968. 

The American criteria for mineral soils are those given in the supple
ment to the publication, Soil Classification, a Comprehensive System, 
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7th Approximation, March 24, 1967, and in a dra!t of changes in criteria 
for spodic horizons and for Borolls as received in April 1968. A 
preliminary classification for Histoeols was issued in August 1968. 

The draft detinitions of aoil units, soil phasea, and criteria tor 
diagnostic horizons as used for the FAO/UNESCO World projects a~ tho•• 
proposed for use in World Soil Baeources Report No. 3J.._

6
Apr11 1968, with 

minor revisions agreed on by correspondence, January l~ 9. 
Ccn.parisons and correlations have been made o! criteria tor horizon 

identification, and diagnostic horizons as used tor classification in 
the higher taxonam.ic categories down to the subgroup levels of pedon 
identification. 

Criteria or classification tor tamilies, series, and phases are not 
discuHed in this report. The taxoncnic units as given in the tables 
are correlated to a general modal concept tor practical use rather than 
to an absolute correlation at the outer limits of intergrade interpreta
tion. An attempt has been made to indicate whether the correlations are 
identical., closely related, or only broadly related. In sam instances 
alternative correlations are indicated where the units as defin.ad are 
inclusive within broader concepts in the alternate system. 

Fundamentally, soil units in different systems can only be directly 
correlated when the mechanisms for horizon identification are similar. 
Cr iteria for individual horizon definitions and tor diagnostic horizon 
combinations are the building blocks for the identification of individual 
profiles or pedons. These are, therefore, the most important !actors 
basic to soil correlations and when this is achieved it is not as 
important that we group these individuals in precisely the same "boxes" 
or 11shelves 11 in our classification or tiling systems. In fact, we 
realize that it is impossible to do this, bec~use it is in these respects 
that our classification systems differ most widely. The Americans make 
use of seven categories by including an Order, Suborder, Great Group, and 
Subgroup at the higher levels of abstraction, whereas in Canada we use 
six groups by not having a Suborder. At the present stage of development 
the World System makes use of two category separations above the map unit 
level. Because of local preference or significance, a 1011 unit may be 
recognized or grouped at a higher or lower level of abstraction in one or 
another system. This i s not serious for correlation as long as we can 
recognize the place of the individual soil unit across all systems. With 
these points in mind the tables or canparisons were prepared, beginning 
with the aanparison o! criteria for horizon identifioation (Tables 1 and 
la) and following with tables of comparisons and correlation of the 
taxonomic unit s within the Canadian, American, and World systems (Tables 
2 and 2a). 



1. Canadian 

Of 
()n 

Oh 

L- F 
L- H 
F- H 

A 
Ah 
Ahe 

Ae 

Ap 

AB 
BA 

A & B 
AC 

B 

Bt 

Bf 

Bfh 
Bf 
Bhf 
Bgf 
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Table 1. Correlation ot hor i zon definition;; and des1gnationsa,b,c 

2. American 

Oi 
Oe 
()a 

01 
0 

02 

A 
Al 

inclusive 
in Al 

A2 

Ap 

A.3 
Bl 

A ~ B 
AC 

B 

B2t 

Bir 

B2hir 

B2hir 
B2gir 

.3. World 

01 
Ot 
Oh 

01! 
Olh 
Ofh 

A 
Ah 

(Ah-E) 

E 

Ap 

Comments on criteria 

1. Can. limits, Organic horizon > 30% (».{. 

2, 3 . Amer. and World limit~, lower limit of 
Organi c ho-izon range ~ proportionately from 
20% OM with 0% clay to JO% OM with 50% clay. 

1,2, J . Can., Amer., and World definitions 
specify daninantly aerobic accumulations 
and exclude peaty and Hiatic horizons. 

1. Limit , <JO% (lti. 2,3. Upper limit of Cl.f 
ranges proportionately from 20% Cl'1 with 
0% clay to .30% CM with clay ) 50',t. 

3. Desi gnation of Ae as a master E hori zori. 

1. 6 in . (15 cm). 
2,3. Ap 7 in. (18 cm). 
2. Occasionally specifies 6 in. (15 cm). 

AB or EB 1,2,Jo Gradual transition. 
EB or BE 

A/A 1, ?_ ~ L~ilc "• ·- ' n 4 rfing ' ilv • .:.. .. on . 
AC 

B 

Bt 

Bfe 

B.t'eh 

Bhfe 
Bgfe 

1 . 8 incl udes specifically alteration by 
reduction; 2,3, include it by inference. 

1. Thickness limits, >2 in. (5 cm) or if in 
lamellae with total thickness >4 in. (10 
cm) i n upper 60 ln (150 cm). 

2, 3. Limits are 1/10 of all overlying horizons 
or >6 in. (15 cm) if eluvial-illuvial 
sequum i s > 60 in. (150 cm). 

1 . Def inition designates Bf as a horizon 
enriched with hydrated iron, not necessarily 
i lluvial.. 2. Specifies a.ccumulation of 
illuvial iron as coatings. J. Specif i es 
accumulation o! illuviaJ iron. 

2, 3. Criter ia for spodic horizons are identical . 
1 . Criteria !or t by chemistry differ from 

spod.ic criteria and are specifically defined 
with B combinations of h & f and f & g. 

l. Ca.n . >5% and <l°" CJ,{. 

1. Bf alone <5% and with lJ.f/oxal:ite Fe <20%. 
1. Can . > 10% CJ,< 
1. Dithionite Fe is less than in lC by 1% and 

Dithionite Al exceed I tl1at in tr. by les, 
t han Oo5%. 

a. Proceedings of Seventh Meeting of N.S.SoC . 1968. 
b. U.S . Dep. Agr. Soil Survey Manual, Supplement No. 18, 19620 
c. International Society of Soil Science . Commission 5 Work.!ng G . ..-oup. 

r.s.s.s. Bull. No. 31. 1967. 
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Table 1. Correlation o! horizon definitions and designations Cont. 

1. Canadian · 2. American 3. World 

Bh Bh or B2h Bh 

Bn B2 (natric) Bna 

Comments on criteria 

1. Bh>2% C>I & CM/oxalate Fe>20 (C!, Bfh). 
2. Amer. >3% in spodic Ap. Specifically illuvial. 
3. Specifically illuvial, criteria similar to 

Amer. spodic B. 
3. Also used for illuvial h in peat. 

1. Criteria, prismatic or columnar with 
exchangeable Ca/exchangeable Na <10. 

2,3. Criteria similar. Prisaatic or columnar 
with Na + Mg >Ca + H if C horizon is >15% 
exchangeable Na . · 

B2 (cambic) Bs(cambic) 1. 8n would qualify as inclusive within Amer. 
and World concepts for cambic B. 

1. Note Can. use or (m) differs from Amer. 
and World use of m (coneretionary) . 

Bg 

c 

nc 
Cea 

Cea 

R 

Other suffixes 

b 
c 

cc 

g 
j 

k 

8 

Bg B2g 

c 

nc 
Cea 

Csa 

Cai 

Cs 

R 

b 
m 

an 

g 

Bg 

0 

TIC 
Cea 

Cea 

Cs 

R 

b 
m 

en 

g 

1,2,3. Criteria are similar, indicating strong 
mottling and distinctive ohrana but without 
specific chemical. criteria. 

J. World system proposes a specific designation 
tor a master G horizon, otherwise 1,2,3 are 
identical conventions. 

1. Limits 4 in. (10 cm) . 2,3. Lim.its 6 in. 
(15 am) for calcic C horizon. 

1. ea includes gypsum. 
2,3. ea does not include gypsum. 
2. Silica oarnentation. 
1,3. No equivalent. 
2,J. Accumulation of CaS04. 
1. No Can. equivalent. 

1,2,3. Similar convention for consolidated 
bedrock. 

Other suffixes that are used similarly for 
all horizons: A, B, or C. 
1,2,3. Buried horizons . 
1. Symbol different from 2 and 3 for 

cementation. 
1. Symbol different from 2 and 3 for cemented 

pedogenic concretions, 
1,2,3. Similar. Characteristics of gleying. 
2,3. No equivalent for weakly expressed 

characteristic failing to meet specific 
limits. 

1. No equivalent in 2 and 3 for occurrence of 
C~ detectable by visible effervescence 
with HCl. 

1. No equivalent in 2 and 3 for visible 
occurrence of soils not meeting 
specifications for sa. 
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Table 1. Correlation of horizon definitions and designations Cone. 

1. Canadian 2. American 3. World Comnents on criteria 

sa. sa sa. 1. Lim.i ts include soluble gypsum and 
thicknes >4 in. (10 cm) and lllllhos/cm 
4 or>4. 

2,3. Based on hodzon >6 in. (15 cm) and >2% 
salt! more soluble than gypsum. Cf' salie 
horizon. 

ea ea (ea.leie ) ea (caleie ) l. Limits calcic > 4 in. (10 em). 
2,.3. Limits calcic>6 in. (15 cm). 

x x x 1,2,J . Fragi pan. Similar characteristics. 
z f 1. Pennanently frozen layer. 

2. Thought to be permanently frozen. 
3. No symbol. 

ox J. Residual accumulation of sesquioxides 
as in Latosole. 1 & 2, no equivalent . 

s 3. Accumulation of clay by alteration in situ 
with change in structure. 

1,2. No direct equivalent although it would 
be included in Can. Em or Amer. Cambic 82. 
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Table la. Correlation ot American and World diagno1tio horizons 
and canbination• with Canadian equiT&lenta 

1. American 

Mollie Epipedon 
Anthropic A 
Umbric Epipedon 
Histic Epipedon 
Ochric epipedon 
Pl.aggen 
Albie horizon 
Argillic horizon 
Agric horizon 

Natric horizon 

Spodic horizon 

Cambic hor izon 
Oxic horizon 
Duripan 
Durinod.es 
Fragipan 
Calcic horizon 

Petro-calcic 
Gypsic 

Salic 

Pl.acic 
Plinthite 
Lithic contact 

Paralithic contact 

g 

2. World 

Melanie A 
Melanie A 
Scnbric A 
Histio A 
Pallid A 

Albie E 
Argilluvic B 
Argilluvic B 

Natr ic B horizon . 
Spodic B horbon 

Cambic B horizon 
Oxic B horizon 
Duripan 

Fragipan 
Cal.xic horizon 

Petro-calcic horizon 
Gypsic 

Salic 

Placic 
Plinthic horizon 
Lithic & Paralithic 
grouped together 
Lithia & Paralithic 
grouped together 

Gleyic horizon 

3. Canadian 

Chemonmic A 
Ah 
Ah 

ot, 0n, ell 
Thin or Weak A 

Ae 
Bt 

llluvial. B 

:en 

Bf,Bth,Bhf,Bh,Ap 

an, Bg, Btj 

0 

cc 
Bx or Cx 
Boa or Cea 

Bcac or Ccac 
Asa, Baa, Caa 

Asa, Ba.a, Csa 

Bfc or Bthc 

R 

IICc 

g 

C011D1ent1 

With high baee status. 

With low base status. 
J. cf Can. Peaty phase. 
J •. Ae defined. 
J. Included in Ap. 

1,2,J. Formed under 
oul ti va tion. 

cf definitions. 
1. Not identical with 

2 and J. 
J. Can. criteria not 

identical with 2 and J. 

J. No Can. equivalent. 
J. cit cemented by Ca. 
3. cc cemented concretions. 

J. If Bea or Cea >6 in. 
(15 cm). 

J. Can. limits >4 in. 
(10 cm). 

J. Only if aa horizon i a 
dominantly CaS04. 

J. If aa horizon 
> 6 in. and >2% salts • 

.3. Can. limits > 4 in. 
(10 cm). 

J. No Can. equivalent. 
J. Consolidated bedrock. 

1,3. Equivalent to 
g subscript. 



1 . Canadian 

1 . Chernozemic 

1.1 Brown (Light Chestnut) 

1.11 Orthic Bro.m Bn,Btj 
Orthic Brown Bt 

1.12 Rego Brown Ah,Ck,C 
Rego Brown Ahk,Cca,C 

1.13 Calcareous Brown 
Ah,Bmk,Ck,9_ 
Ah,Bm.k,Cca,C 

1.14 Eluviated Brown 
Ah,(Ahe),Ae,Bt,C 
Ah, (Ahe) , ~ Bt or Btj ,C 
(cumulic type ) 

1.11/ 2.11 Solonetzic Brown 
Ah, Bnjt ,C 

1.14/2.21 Solodic Brown 

Table 2. Taxonanic ccrrelationl 

2 . American 

Borolls 
(minor Rendolls) 

Aridic Boroll subgroups 

Aridic Haploboroll 
Aridic Argiboroll 

Entic Aridic Haploboroll 
Aridic Calciboroll 

Typic Aridic Haploboroll 
Haplic Aridic Calciboroll 

Albie Aridic Argiboroll 
Pachic Ari dic Argiboroll 

Aridic Argiboroll 

3. World --
Cas tanozems 
Chernozems 
(minor Rendzinas ) 

Cas tanozems (aridic ) 

Ha:r lie Castanozem 
Lu~ ic Castanozem 

Hai:lic Castanozem 
Cal~ic Castanozem 

Haplic Castanozem 
Cal!ic Castanozem 

Llnic Castanozem 
Lu, ic Castanozem 

Luvi.c Castanozem 

Ah,(Ahe),Ae or AB,Bnjt Albi e (Aridic) Argiboroll Luv.c Castanozem - -

1.1-/5 Saline Brown Add Salic to above groups Add Saline phase 

1.1-/6 Carbonated Brown Calciboroll or Cal:ic Castanozem 
Aquic Calciboroll 

1 Only diagnostic horjzons pertinent to the appropriate correl ation are underlined. 

Comments on criteria 

1. Chernozemic Ah 
2. Mollie Epipedon 
3. Melanie A 

3. Borustic arjdic climate 

1. Bm, 2 & 3. cambic B 
1. Bt, 2 & 3. textural. B 

1,2,3. No cambic B 
1,2,J. With calcic horizon 

2,3 . With cambic B 
2,3. With cambic B & caleic Ca 

2. Albie, J. E horizon 
2. Cumulic A or AB >20 in. 

2,J. &ljt will not meet limits 
of natric B or Bna 

1. S or Sa, 2 & 3. Sa horizons 

2. Aquic if mottled 

I 

...... 
I\J 
I\J 



Tabla 2. Taxonanic correlation Cont. 

l. Canadian 

1.1-/7 Grumic Brown 

1.1-/8 Gl.eyed Brown 

1.2 

1. 21 

1.22 

1.23 

1.24 

Dark Brown (Dark 
Chestnut) 

Orthic Dark Brown 
!!!,Btj 
Bt 

.Rego Dark Brown 
Ah,Ck,C 
Ahk,Cca,C 

Calcareous Dark Brown 
Ah,Qnk,Ck,9_ 
Ah, I:mk,Cca,C 

El.uviated Dark Brown 
Ah, (Ahe) ,!!_,!11,C 
Ah, (Ahe),AB,Bt or BtJ,C 
cUIIUl.ic type 

1.21/2.11 Solonetzic Dark Brown 

2. American 

Uatertic Haploboroll 

Add Aquic to group 

Typic Boroll subgroups 

Typic Haploboroll 
Typic Argiboroll 

Entic Haploboroll 
Typic Calciboroll 

Typic Haploboroll 
Haplic Calciboroll 

Albie Argiboroll 
Pachic Argiboroll 

Ah,Bnjt,C Typic Argiboroll 

1.24/2.21 Solodic Dark Brown 
Ah, (Ahe) ,!! or ~.Bnjt Albie Argiboroll 

J. World 

Chranic Vertisol 

No equivalent 

Castanozems (t)q)ic) 

Haplic Ca~tanozem 
Luvic Castanozem 

Hapl.ic Castanozem 
Calcic Castanozem 

Haplic Castanozem 
Calcic Castanozem 

Luvic Castanozem 
Luvic Castanozem 

Lurie Castanozem 

Luvic Castanozem 

Coaments on criteria 

2. Dry value >4.5, >35% clq 
with cracking 

3. I! moist chrOIM >1.5 vith 
cracking 

2. With slight aottling 

:,. Borustic t;ypic climate 

1. lb, 2 & J. vith cambic B 
1. Bt, 2 & J . textural B 

1,2,3. No cambic B 
1,2,3. With oalCJic horizon 

2,J. With cambic B 
2,3. With oa.m.bic B & calc.ic Ca 

2. Albie, 3. E. horizon 
2. Cumulic A or .AB>20 in. 

2,3. Bnjt will not aeet liaita 
ot natric B or Bna 

t-J 

"' \.,) 



1. Canadian 

1 .. 2-/5 Saline Dark Brown 

1.2-/6 Carbonated Dark Brown 

1.2-/7 Grumic Dark Brown 

1.2-/8 Gleyed Dark Brown 

1.3 

1.31 

1.32 

1.33 

Black 

Orthic Black 
Orthic Black 

Rego Black 

Rego Black 

&n,Btj 
Bt 

Ah,Ck,C 

Ahk,Cca,C 

Calcareous Black 
Ah,&nk,Ck,C 
Ah,~k,Cca °7C 

1.34 Eluviated Black 

Table 2. Taxonomic correl ation Cont. 

2. Ar:ierican 3. World 

Add Salic to above groups Add Saline phase 

Calciboroll or ca:1 cic Castanozem 
Aquic Calciboroll 

Vertie Haploboroll Chromic Vertisol 

Add Aquic to group No 3quivalent ' 

Udic Boroll subgroups 
(minor Rendolls ) 

Udic Haploboroll 
Udic Argiboroll 

Entic Udic Haploboroll 
(minor Cryic Rendall) 
Udic Calciboroll 

Udic Haploboroll 
Haplic Udic Calciboroll 

Chernozem 
(mi 1or Rendzinas) 

Hap.lie Chernozem 
Luvic Chernozem 

Hap __ ic Chernozem 
(miaor Rendzina) 
Cal;ic Chernozem 

HapJ_ic Chernozem 
Cal ·· ic Chernozem 

Ah, (Ahe ), Ae,!!!:_,C Albi e Udic Argiboroll Luv c Chernozem 
Luv c Chernozem Ah, (Ahe ) ,AB,Bt or Btj,C Pachic Udic Argiboroll 

(cumulic type ) 

1 .31/ 2.12 Solonetzic Black 
Ah , Bnjt,C Udic Argiboroll Luv-,c Chernozem 

Comments on criteria 

1. Sor Sa, 2 & J. with Sa horizon 

2 .. Use Aquic if mottled 

2. Dry value <4.5, >35% clay 
with cracking 

J. Moist chroma>l.5 with 
cracking 

2. With alight mottling 

J. Borudic climate 
2,3. Rendolls & Rendzinaa if 

C horizon>40% C03 

1. Em, 2 & 3. with cambic B 
1 . Bt, 2 & 3. with textural B 

1,2,3. No cambic B 
2,3. C horizon>40~ C03 
1,2,3. with calcic horlzon 

2,3 . With cambic B 
2,3. With cambic B & calx.ic Ca 

2. Albie, 3. E horizon 
2. Cumulic A or AB >16 in .. 

2,3~ Bnjt will not meet linits 
of natric B or Bna 

..... 
~ 



~ 

1. Canadian 

1.34/2.22 Solodic Black 
Ah, (Ahe), 
Ae or AB,Bnjt 

1.3-/5 Saline Black 

1.3-/6 Carbonated Black 

1.3-/7 Grumic Black 

1.3-/8 Gleyed Black 

1.4 Dark Gray 

1.41. Orthic Dark Gray 
(L-H),Ah,Ahe,Em,Btj,C 
(L-H),Ah,Ahe,~,Bt,C 

1.42 Rego Dark Gray 
L-H,Ah,Ahe,Ck,C 
L-H,Ah,Ahe,Cca,C 

1.43 Calcareous Dark Gray 

Table 2. Taxonomic correlation Cont. 

2. American 

Albie Ud.ic Argiboroll 

Add Salic to above groups 

Udic Calciboroll or 
Aquic Calciboroll 

Udertic Haploboroll 

Add Aguie to group 

.3. World 

Luvic Chernozem 

Add Saline phase 

Ca.lcic Chernozem 
• 

Pellic Vertisol 

No equivalent 

Boralfic Boroll subgroups Chernozem 

Boralfic Haploboroll Haplic Chernozem 
Albie Boralfic Argiboroll Luvic Chernozem 

Entic Boralfic Haploboroll Haplic Chernozem 
Bora.lfic Cal.ciboroll Calcic Chernozsm 

(L-H),Ah,Ahe,:ank,Ck,C Boralfic Hapl.oboroll Haplic Chernozem 
(L-H),Ah,Ahe,.Emk,Cca,C Haplic Boralfic Calciborall. caicic Chernozem 

1.41./2.12 Solonetzic Dark Gray 
(L-H), (Ah),Ahe,(Ae), Boralfic Argiboroll 
Bnjt,C 

Luvic Chernozem 

Coaments on criteria 

1. S or Sa, 2 & .3. with Sa horizon 

2. Use Aquic i! mottled 

2,3. Moist Chrana<l.5, 
>35% clay with cracking 

2. With slight mottling 

Borudic-udoboric 
transitional climate 

1. Bm, 2,3. with cambic B 
1. Bt, 2,3. with textural B 
J. May include Haplic & Luvic 

Phaeozems 1! lacking a Cea 

1,2,J. No cam.hie B 
1,2,3. With ca.lcic horizon 

2. Dry value < 5 with same 
expression of albic horizon 

2,3. Bnjt will not meet limits 
of natric B or .Bna 

.... 
I\) 
v, 



1. Canadian 

1.41/2.22 Solodic Dark Gray 
(L-H), (Ah),Ahe, 
Ae or AB,Bnjt 

1.4-/6 Carbonated Dark Gray 

1 . 4-/8 Gleyed Dark Gray 

2. Solonetzic 

2.1 Solonetz Bnt,Cs,Csa 

2.11 Brown Solonetz 
Ah or Aha 
and/or Ae,Bnt,Csa,Cs 

2. 11/er. Eroded phase 
(Ahe ), (Ae ),Bnt,Csa 

2.12 Black Solonetz 

2.13 Gray Solonetz 
L-H, (Ah) , (Ahe) ,~, 
Bnt,Csa 

2.14 Alkal ine Solonetz 
(Ah),Bn or Bntj,Cs,Csa 

Table 2. Taxonomic corre:.ation Cont, 

2. American 

Boralfic Argiboroll 

Boralfic Calciboroll 

Add Aquic to group 

Natric great groups 

Natrjc great groups 

Arldic Natriboroll 
Typic Natriboroll 

Mollie Natrargid or 
Typic Natrargid 

Uiic Natriboroll 
Typic Na.triboroll 

Natriboralf 

Na tri boroll or 
Natrargid 

3. world 

Lu0 i.c Chernozem 

Cal cic Chernozem 

No equivalent 

So.:.onetz 

Hun ic, Haplic, and 
Gleyic Solonetz 

Humic Solonet z 
Hunic Solonet z 

Hat lie Solonetz 
Har l1c Solonetz 

Htmic Solonetz 

Har lio Solonetz 

Hwric Solonetz or 
Har lie Solonetz 

Comments on criteria 

2. Use Aquic if mottled 

2. With slight mottling 

1. Bn . Ratio Ca/Na < 10 + Csa 
2,3. Natric B & Saline C 

1. Presence of .Bn,~Csa t--i 

2. Presence of Natric B & Csa ~ 
J. Presence of Bna & Csa 

1, 2,3. If Ap >4 . 5 dry 
1,2,3 . If Ap >3.5 dry 
3 • .Melanie A 
2,3. Ap >4 moist & >6 dry 
2,3. Ap <4 moist & <6 dry 

3. Melanie or Som.bric A with Bna 
2. Uiic if chroma <1.5 

Typic if chroma > l. 5 

3. In udoboric climate phase 
with Pallid A 

2,3. If with Moll ie or Melanie A 
2,3. I f with Pallid A 



Table 2. Taxonomic correlation Cont • 

1. Canadian 

2ol-/8 Gleyed Solonetz 

2o2 Solod 

2. American 

Add Aquic or 
Aquic subgroup of 
Natraquolls 
Natralbolb 

Glossic Natribolls or 
Natralbolls 

.3o World 

Gleyic Solonetz 

Solodic Planosols 

Comments on criteria 

2. If without Aeg 
2. It with Aeg 

J. If with E, EB, & Bt horizons 
2. Natralbolls if with AeP, or Bng 

2.21 Brown Solod 
Ah,Ahe,Ae,AB,Bnt,Cs,Sa 

Glossic Aridic Natriboroll Solodic Planosols (Humic) 
Glossic Natriboroll 

2. Aridic, dry value >4.5 
2. Typic dry value <4.5 moist 

chroma >l.5 

2o22 Black Solod Glossic Udic Natriboroll 

2o23 Gray Solod Glossic Natriboralf 

2.2-/8 Gleyed Solod Natralboll 

3. Luvisolic Alfisols 
Boralfs, Udalfs 

3.1 Gray Brown Luvisol Hapludalfs or 
(Gray Brown Podzolic) Glossudalf s 
~ Ae, fil:., C 

3.11 Orthic Gray Brown Typic Hapludalf or 
Luvisol Mollie Hapludalf 
(L-H),Ah,~ (AB),BA,Bt,C 

3ol2 Brunisolic Gray Brown Ochreptic Hapludalf 
Lu vi sol 

Solodic Planosols (Humic) 2. With moist chroma <1.5 Ap 

Solodic Planosols (Haplic) 3. An EB, has an eluvi.ated 
columnar structurs 

Solodic Planosol 2. Solods are not fully worked 

I-' 
I\) 
-..J 

out in Am.er. and World systems 

Lu vi sols 
Albie Luvisols 

Albie Luvisol 

Albie Luvisol 

Albie Luvisol 

2,J. Boreal climates 
2,J. Temperate climate 

Udic 

2,3. Ae or interfingered AB 
2. With tonguing, AB or EB 

24 A.p moist color value >4 or 
dry oolor :>-6 

2. Ap moist color <4, dcy <6 

2,3. Udic climate 
3. Intergrading to Cambisol 



Table 2. Taxonomic cor1"€•lation Cont. 

1. Canadian 

3.13 Bisequa Gray Brown 
Lu vi sol 

3.1-/8 Gleyed Gray Brown 
Lu vi sol 

3.2 Gray Wocxied 
(Gray Luvisol) 

3.21 Orthic Gray Wooded 
(Orthic Gray Luvisol) 

3o22 Dark Gray Wooded 
(Dark Gray Luvisol) 

2. American 

Orthod.ie Hapl udalf 

Add Aquic to group 

Boralf s. a Eutroboralfs 
b Cryoboralfs 
c Pergelie 

Cryoboralfs 

Typic Cryoboralf 

a Typi c Cryoboralf 
b Mollie Cryoboralf 

3.2-/3 Brunisolic Gray Wooded a 
(Brunisolic Gray Luvisol) 

b 

Dystrochreptic 
Cryoboralf 
Dystrochreptie 
Mollie Cryoboralf 

3.2-/4 Bisequa Gray Wooded Orthcxiic Cryoboralf 
(Bisequa Gray Luvisol) 

3.2-/8 Gleyed Gray Wooded 
(Gleyed Gray Luvisol) 

Add Aquic to group 

3.2-/2.23 Solodic Gray Wooded Glossic Cryoboralf 
(Solcxiic Gray Luvisol) 

3 World 

A:..bic Luvisol 

Gl eyic Albie Luvisol 

Albie Luvisol 

A] bic Luvisol 

Al bie Luvisol 

IL. bie Luvisol 

Albie Luvisol 

Glayic Albie Luvisol 

Al >ic l.uviaol 

Comments a:i criteria 

3. Intergra.ding to Pod.zol 

2. Boreal cli:natee, MAST <47 F 
2a. MSST >59 F 
2b. MSST <59 F 
2c. MAST <32 F 

2. Ap moist value >3.5 
dry value >5.0 

2a. Ap dry value >.3.5 & (5 .O 
2b. Mollie if Ap moist color 

value <J or Ap 6 in. moist 
color value <.3.5 

3. Intergrading to Cambisol 

J. Intergrading to Cambisol 

3. Intergrading to Pcxizol 

2. With EB or AB 

...... 
"'-> 
(X) 



Table 2. Taxonomic correlation Cont. 

1. Canadian 

4. 

4.1 

4.11 

4.12 

Podzolic 

Humic Podzol 
Bh 

Orthic Humic Pcxizol 
Bh 

Placic Humic Podzol 
Bh,Bc 

4.1-/8 Gleyed Humic Podzol 
~ 

4.2 Ferro- Humic Pcxizol 
Ae,Bhf 

4.21 Orthic Ferro-Humic 
Podzol 
Ae,Bhf 

2. American 

Spodosols a. Humods 
b. Orthods 

Humods a. Cryohumods 
b. Haplohumcxls 

2a. Cryohumod 
2b. Typic Haplohumod 

Pl.acohumod 

Add Aquic to group 

2a. Humic Cryorthod 
2b. Hwnic Haplorthod 

Humic Cryorthod 
Humic Haplorthod 

4.22 Mini Ferro-Hum.ic Podzol Haplic Humic Cryorthod 
Aej,!?!!f 

4.23 Sombric Ferro-Humic 
Podzol 
~Aej,Bhf 

4.Zl-/4 Placic Ferro-Humic 
Podzol 
Ah,Aej,Bhf,Bc 

Umbric Humic Cryorthod 

(Hwnic) Placorthod 

3. World 

Podzols 

Humic & Placic Podzols 

Humic Podzol • 

Pl.acic Pcx;lzol 

Gleyic Podzol 

Humo-Ferric Podzol 

Humo-Ferric Podzol 

Humo-Ferric Podzol 

Humo-Ferric Pcxizol 

Placic Podzol 

Camnents on criteria 

1. With illuvial Bh,Bhf,Bfh,Bf 
2,3. With Spodic B horizons 

1,2,3. B does not tum redder 
on ignition 

2a. Boreal climate. 2b. Udic 

1. Bhf >1<>% CM, turns red on 
ignition 

2a. Boreal. 2bo Udic climate 

.... 
I\) 

'° 



1. Canadian 

4.2-/8 Gleyed Ferro-Humic 
Podzol 

4.3 Humo-Ferric Podzol 
Bfh or Bf 

4.31 Orthic Humo-Ferric 
Podzol 

Table 2. Taxonomic correl~tion Cont. 

2. American 

Add Aquic to group 

Cryorthod or 
Haplorthod 

Typic Cryorthod or 
Haplorthod 

J . World 

Gleyic Podzol 

Huzro-Ferric Podzol 

Huruo- Ferric Podzol 

4.32 Mini Humo-Ferric Podzol Haplic Cryorthod 
Aej 

Hun:o-Ferric Podzol 
( Ochric Podzol) 

4.33 Sombric Humo-Ferric 
Podzol 
Ah 

4.31-/4 Placic Hu.mo-Ferric 
Podzol 
Bfh, Bf,.§£. 

4.3- /5 Bisequa Humo-Ferric 
Podzol 

4.3- /8 Gleyed Humo-Ferri c 
Podzol 

4.31 Cryic Humo- Ferric 
or 4.32 Podzol 

5. 

5.1 

Bruni~olic 

Melanie Brunisol 
(Brown Forest ) 

Um.bric Haplorthod 

Pl.acorthod 

Boralfic Cryorthod or 
Alfie Haplorthod 

Add Aquic to group 

Humo-Ferric Podzol 

Pla·:ic Podzol 

Hum,,-Ferric Podzol 

Gleyic Pod zol 

Pergelic Leptic Cryorthod Humo-Ferric Podzol 

Inceptisols Cambi sols 

(Mollie ) Eutrochrepts Eut. ic Cambisols 

Comments on criteria 

1. Bfh,B! with <10% 00 
turns red on ignition 

1. Minimal Aej 
J. (Definition under consideration) 

2,3. Udic climate 

1,2. With Bt 

1,2,J. Cryic climate 

1,2,3 • .Em or cambic B 
excluding Mollisols 

2. Ap value <4 moist, < 6 dry 
or Ah >6 in. value <:J. 5 moist 

I-' 
\.tJ 
0 



Table 2 . Taxonomic correlation Cont. 

1. Canadian 2. American Jo World 

5oll Orthic Melanie Brunisol (Mollie) Eutrochrept Eutrie Cambisol 

5.12 Degraded Melanie (Mollie) Alfie Eutrochrept Eutric Cambisol 
Bruni sol 

(Degraded Brown Forest) 
Ah,Aej,Im,Btj,Ck 

5.1-/8 Gleyed Melanie 
Bruni sol 

5.2 

5.21 

5.22 

5.23 

Eutric Brunisol 
(Brown Wooded) 
L-H, (Ah) ,Bn,Ck 

Orthic Eutric Brunisol 
L-H, (Ah) ,!!!,Ck 

Degraded Eutrie 
Bruni sol 
L-H,Ae,)ej,Im,CJ 
L-H, Wt ,Ae, Bfj , Ck 

L-H,(Ah),Ae,Btj,C - -

Alpine Eutric Brunisol 

5.2-/7 Cryic Eutrie Brunisol 

5.2-/8 Gleyed Eutric Brunisol 

Add Aquie to group 

2a. Eutrochrepts Eutric Cambisols 

2b. (Eutric) Cryochrepts 

2a. Typic Eutrochrept Eutric Cambisol 
2b. (Eutric) Cryochrept 

2a. Alfie Eutrochrept Eutric Cambisol 
2b. Alfie Cryochrept 
2b. Spodic Cryopsamnent 
2a. Spodic Udipsa.mment 

Dystric Cambisol 

2b. Alfie Dystric 
Cryochrept 

.Za. Altic Dystrochre~t 
2c. Alfie Eutrochrep 

0,.atric Ca.lllbisol 

2a. (Eutric) Cryochrept or 
2bo Lithic Pergelic Eutric Cambisol 

Cryoehrept 

Pergelic Cryochrept Tund.ric Cambisol 

Add Aquic to group Eutric Cambisol 

Comments on e ri teria 

2a. Udic temperature 

2b. Boreal climate 

*Btj used to indicate some 
spodie characteristics or an 

2c • It ba.e sat. > 60;C and with 
: co3 in so• horizon 

2a. Cryic cli.ma ta 
2b. With lithic contact <20 in. 

Ccyic with permafrost 

• 
...... 
~ 



Table 2. Taxonomic correlation Cont. 

1. Canadian 

5.3 Sombric Brunisol 
(Acid Brown Forest) 

2. American 

2a .~bric Dystrochrept 
2b.Typic Eutrochrept 
2c.Dystric Eutrochrept 

5.31 Orthic Sombric Brtmisol l.ln.bric Oystrochrept 

5.31-/8 Gleyed Sanbric 
Bruni sol 

5.4 Dystric Brunisol 
(Acid Brown Wooded) 

Add Aquic to group 

2a. Dystrochrepts 
2b. Dystric Cryochrepts 

3_ . World 

Humic Cambisol 

Hu.nic Cambisol 

Dy,tric Cambisol 

5.41 Orthic Dystric Brunisol 2a. Typic Dystrochrept Dy3tric Cambiaol 
2b. Typic Dystric 

Cryochrept 

5.42 Degraded Dystric 
Brunisol 2b. Orthodic Cryochrept Dyutric Cambisol 
L-H,Aej,Ae,Bm or Bncc,C 2a. Orthodi c Dystroch~pt 

5.43 Alpine Dystric Brunisol 2a . Dystric Cryochrept or Dy ,tric Cambisol 
2b. Lithic Pergelic 

Cryochrept 

5.4-/7 Cryic Dystric Brunisol Pergelic Dystric 
Cryochrept 

5.4-/8 Gleyic Dystric Brunisol Add Aquic to group 

Tundric Ca.mbisol 

Corron.en ts on c ri taria 

2a. Base sat . < 60% with no co3 in any horizon 
2b. Base sat.> 60% with C0:3 in some horizon 
2c . Base sat. ~6Cil, with no co3 in any horizon 

2a. Udic temp:!rate climate 
2b. Boreal climate 

2a. Spodic Cryopsammant 
if texture is LS or S 

2a. Cryic climate 

~ 
\.,.) 
I\) 

2b. With lithic contact <20 in. 

Cryic with pennafrost 

6. Regosolic En ti sols Fliivisols & Rhegosols 

6Ql Rego sol Entisols Fl.L visols & Rhegosols 



1. Canadian 

6.11 Orthic Regosol 

6.12 Cumulic Regosol 

6.1-/5 Saline Regosol 

6.1-/7 Cryic Regosol 

6.1-/8 Gleyed Regosol 

6.1-/9 Lithic Regosol 

7. Gleysolic 

7.1 Humic Gleysol 

7.11 Orthic Hwni.c Gleysol 
Ah,~Cg 

7.12 Rego Hum.ic Gleysol 
a. Ah,Q!. or b. Ah,~ 

Table 2. Taxonomic correlation Cont. 

2. American 

2a. Udorthents 
2b. Cryorthents 
2a. Udipsamments 
2b. Cryopsamments 

2b. Cryofiuvents 
2a. Udifluvents 

Add Salic 

Add Pergelic 

Add Aquic to group 

Add Li.thic to group 

Aqu- suborders 

2a. Aquolls 
2b . Humaquepts 

2a. Haplaquoll 
2b. Cryaquoll 
2c. Humaquept 

a. Typic Aquoll or 
Typic Humaquept 

b. Calcic Aquoll 

3. World 

3a. Dystric Rhegosols 
Jb. Eutric Rhegosols 

Jb. Eutric Flu vi sols 
3a. Dystric Fl.uvisols 

• 
Salic Phase 

Rhegosol (Tundric) 

Ja. Lithosol or 
Jb. Rhegosol 

Gleysols & Planosols 

3a. Hum.ic & Calcic 
Gleysols 

Jb. Humic Gleysol 

Humic Gleysol 

Hwni.c Gleysol 

Humic Gleysol 

Garments on criteria 

2a. Temperate climates 
2b. Boreal climate 
Ja. pH (KCl) <4.2 
Jb. pH (KCl) >4.2 

Cry-ic climate with permafrost 
3. (Definition under consideration) 

Ja. If lithic contact <25 cm 
10 in. 

Characteristics associated 
with wetness 

2a-Ja. High base status, 
Mollie Melanie 

2b-3b. Low base status, 
lbbric Sanbric 

2a. Temperate 
2b. Boreal climate 
2c. Low base status, Umbric 

2a . Cryaquoll or Haplaquoll 

..... 
\.,) 
\.,) 



1. Canadian 

7.13 Fera ·Humic Gleysol 
Ah,~,Cg 

7.1-/5 Saline Humic Gleysol 

7.1-/6 Carbonated Hum.ic 
Gleysol 

7.1-/7 Cryic Humic Gleysol 

7.2 Gleysol 

7.21 Orthic Gleysols 

7.22 Rego Gleysol 

7.23 Fera Gleysol 

7.2-/5 Saline Gleysol 

7.2-/6 Carbonated Gleysol 

7.2-/7 Cryic Gleysol 

7.J Eluviated Gleysol 

Table 2. Taxonanic corr~lation Cont. 

2 . American J . World 

2ao Sideric Humaquept or Hiimic Gleysol 
2b. Sideric Aquoll 

Add Salic to group Se.line phase 

2a. Calciaquoll Cc~lcic Gleysol 
2b . Calcic Cryaquoll 

2a. Pergelic Cryaquoll Humic Gleysol 

Conments on criteria 

2ab. Assuming that Bgf is 
cambic, not spcxiic 

2a. Temperate 
2b. Boreal climate 

2a. Cryic with permafr ost 

Aquents, Fluvents, Aquepts Fluvic or Haplic Gleysols Ochric Epipedon or Pallid A 
Fl.uvents or Fluvic if ccarse 
texture 

Typic Cryaquept or Haplic Gleysol Boreal or Temperate climate 
Typic Haplaquept 

~ 

¥2 

Entic or Calcic Cryaquept Haplic Gleysol 
or Haplaquept 

Boreal or Temperate, no cambic B 

2a. Sideric Cryaquept Haplic Gleysol 
2b. Sideraquod or 

Sideric Cryaquod 

Add Salic to group 

Calcic Cryaquent or 
Calcic Haplaquent 

Add Pergelic to group 

2 . Albolls, Aquolls, 
Aqualfs 

J8. Salic Gleysol 
Jb. Sodic Gleysol 

Calc i c Gleysol 

Tundric Gleysol 

.3 . Plano sols 

2a. Bgf cambic 
2b. Bg! i]luvial, spcxiic 

Ja. With Cg Sa 
Jb. With Cn-natric horizon 

Cryic climate with permafrost 

2,3. Occurrence of albic or 
E horizons 



Table 2. Taxonomic correlation Cont. 

1 . Canadian 2o American 

?.31 Humic Eluviated Gleysol 2a. Typic Argialboll 
2b. Argie Cryaquoll or 

Cryic Argialboll 
2e. Mollie Albaqualf 

7.32 Low Humic Eluviated 
Gleysol 

Typic Albaqualf or 
Glossaqualf 

3. World 

Humic Planosol 

Haplic Planosol 

7.33 Fera Eluviated Gleysol 2a. Sideric Cryaquod Haplic Pl.anosol 

Peaty Phases of Gleysols 

8. 

8.1 

8.lla 
8.llb 
8.llc 

8.12 

8.13 

Organic Order 

Fibrisol 

Fenno-Fibrisol 
Hypno-Fibrisol 
Sphagno-Fibrisol 

Me sic Fi bri sol 

Hwnic Fibrisol 

2b. Sideric Glossaqualf 
or Sideric Albaqualf 

Add Histic to above groups Histic Gleysols 

Histosols 

Fibrist 
2a. Medifibrist 
2b . Boro!ibrist 
2c. Cryofibrist 

Fibrist 
Fibrist 
Fibrist 

Hamic Fibrist 

Sapric Fibrist 

Histosols 
Ja. Dystric 
Jb. Eutric 

Con:ments on criteria 

2ao With abrupt textural B 
2b. Boreal climate 
2c. With Mollie Ap 

moist value < 4 

If illuvial Bgf 
with Btgt 

Ja. pH in KCl <4.2 
Jb. pH in KCl >4.2 

2a. Temperate 
2b. Boreal 
2c. Cryic with MAST <O C 

..... 
\..,J 
\J"I 



1. Canadian 

8.1-/4 Limno 
8.1-/ 5 Cumulo 
8 .1-/ 6 Terrie 
8.1-/ 7 Cryic 
8.1-/8 Hydric 
8.1-/9 Lithic 

8.2 Mesisol 

8.21 Typic Mesisol 

8.22 Fibric Mesisol 

8.23 Humic Mesisol 

8.2-/4,-/5,-/6,-/7,-/8,-/9 

8.3 Humisol 

8.Jl Typic Humisol 

8.32 Fi.bric Humisol 

8.33 Mesic Humisol 

8.3-/4,-/5,-/ 6,-/7,-/8,-/9 

Table 2. Taxonomic correlation Cone. 

2. American 

Add Li.mnic 
Add F1.uventic 
Add Terrie 
Pergelic Cryofibrist 

Add Lithic 

Hemist 

Typic Hemist 

Fibric Hemist 

Sapric Hemist 

As above 

Typic Saprist 

Fibric Saprist 

Hamic Saprist 

As above 

J Wor ld Ccmnents on criteria 

Cryic with permafrost 

~ 
\N 

°' 
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Table 2a . Taxonomic correlation at great group level 

- ---- -· ----... - - ----- -=.:~--==--======-==·=r--===::a-:..r=-::s:s:::-:c~--
!· Canadian_ _ __ 2. Americaq_ ___ ~World _______ _ Comments 

l e Cbernozemic 

1. 1 Brown (Light 
Chestrrut) 

BorollB 

Aridic Borolla 

1.2 Dark Br own (ll!lrk Typic Boroll 
Chestnut) 

1.3 Black 
1.4 Dark Gray 

2. Solonetzic 
2 . 1 Solonetz 

2.2 Sol od 

J . Iuvisolic 
3o l Gray Brown 

Iuvisol 
J. 2 Gray Iuvisol 

4. Podzolic 
4.1 Hwhi c Podzol 
4.2 Ferro-Hu.mic 

Podzol 
4.3 fut.mo-Ferric 

Podzol 

5. &uniaolic 
5 . 1 l>i,lanic Brunisol 
5.2 Eut r ic Brunisol 

5.3 Sombric Brunisol 
5.4 Dystric Brunisol 

6. Regosolic 
6. 1 Regosols 

7. Gleysolic 
7. 1 Humi c Gleysols 

7 .2 Gleysols 

7. 3 Eluviated 
Gleysols 

8 . Organic Order 
8. 1 Fibrisola 
8 . 2 Mesisols 
8. 3 Hu.misols 

Udic Borell 
Bora.lfic Boroll 

Natric great groups 
Natric great groups 

Glossic Natribolls 
and Natralbolls 

Alfisols 
Udalfs 

Boralfs 

Spodosols 
Humods 

(Humic) Orthods 

Ort hods 

Inceptisols 
(M:>llic) Eutrochrept 
Eutrochrepts and 
Cryochrepte 
Umbric Dystrochrept 
Dystrochrept 

Entisols 
Fluvents, 
Orthents, & Psamments 

Aqu- suborders 
Aquolls and 
Hwnaquepts 
Aquents, Fluvents, 
and Aquepts 
Albolls, Aquolls, 
Aqualf s , and Aquods 

Histoeols 
Fibrist 
Hemist 
Saprist 

Castanozems 3a. 
Chernozems .3b 
Aridic Castanozems 

Typic Castanozems 

Chernozem 
Chernozem 

Solonetz 
Humic, Haplic, and 
Gleyic Solonetz 
Solodic Planosols 

I.uvisols 
Albie luvisols 

Albie luvisols 

Podzols 
Humic & P1acic Podzol 
Hume-Ferric Podzol 
& Placic Podzol 
Humo-Ferric Podzol 
& Placic Podzol 

Cambisols 
Eutric Cambisol 
Eutric Cambisole 

Humic Cambisol 
Dystric Cambisol 

Boreal semi-arid 
Boreal sub-humid 
Borustic - aridie 

Boruetic - typic 

Borudic climate 
Borudic - Udoboric 

Boreal and 
Ustie climates 

Moist temperate 
Udic climate 
Boreal climate 

Boreal and 
Udic climates 

Boreal and 
Udic climates 

Fluvisols & Rhegosols All climates 
Fluvisols & Rhegosols 

Gleyaols & Planosols 
Humic and Calcic 
Gleysols 
Fl uvic and Haplic 
Gleysols 
Pl.anosols 

Histosols 
Ehtri c and Dystric 
Histosols 

All climates 

Boreal and Udic 
temperate climates 
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REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITI'F.E 00 SOILS UNDER FOREST 

J. s. Rowe, Chairman 

The comnittee concentrated its study on an examination or the 
report by Dr. B. Bernier, 11A forest humus-form claasiticatian", which 
had been presented in 1967 to the National Conmdttee on Forest Land. 
That body rec:amnended that the report be subnitted to the National 
Soil Survey Camdttee for their consideration. 

The Catmittee on Soils under Forest examined and commented on 
Dr. Bernier• s original report prior to the National. meeting. They 
considered that as the approach is morphological it might prove a useful 
supplement to the N.s.s.c. classification system, and that the clas
sification would serve a good purpose in directing attention to the 
different kinds and degrees of :tntermixing or organic and mineral 
materials, and might lead to a more critical appraisal of the Ah and 
H layers. They recomnended that the report be considered by the National 
Committee. 

During the Plenary Session, Dr. Bernier gave an exposition of the 
classificati on and this was followed by a useful discuseion. Dr. Bernier 
tsuggest- a t nt1t h& WO'lllC1 coosidi::i r modif icat ions of his report in the 
light of this discussion. Dr. Stobbe moved the adoption for trial of 
this classification as amended and this was seconded by K. Langmaid. 
The motion was carried. 

The following report represents the revised classification as 
subsequently prepared by Dr. Bernier. 
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DESCRIPTIVE OUTLINE OF FOREST HUMUS-FORM CLASSIFICATION• 

B. Bernier 

Facul ty of Forestry and Geodesy, Laval University, Quebec. 

Introduction 

The term humus form, introduced by MUller (1879), designates those 
natural, biologically-active units formed at the soil surface by plant 
debris and animal residues in all stages of decomposition and arranged 
into organic or organo-mineral horizons . The concept of humus form is, 
therefore, one of an organized natural body like the soil of which it 
is a part. Although it may be formed of a single horizon, it generally 
refers to a humus profile formed of successive horizons which are 
linked together geneticallyo The composition and sequence of such 
horizons, which reflect a particular animal and microbial life, are 
important characteristics of humus forms. 

Because they have a far- r eaching, differential influence on soil 
genesis and play an important role in many aspects of silviculture, 
especially in relation to run- off , erosion control, tree nutrition 
and establishment of natural regeneration , humus forms are important 
criteria of forest ecosystems and must be adequately classified. 

Since MUller first described mull and mar in 1879, many research 
workers have contributed to the lcnowledge of humus forms and their 
classification. However, over the years the concepts of humus forms 
have varied widely so that many designations now exist for the same 
humus form. This has led to considerable confusion in the nomenclature 
and to misinterpretations of the roles of these biologically-active 
layers in soil genesis. Classification of humus forms is possible only 
if agreement is reached on the basic principles of their identity. The 
following scheme, although it includes a new approach to classifying 
mar humus, is essentially based upon those particular features, now firm
ly established internationally, which permit the separation of the 
various forest humus forms. It is intended as a reference framework for 
more detailed studies of their role and significance in soil and site 
classification as well as in silvicultur e. 

The basis of humus- form classification 

For classification purposes, forest humus forms are grouped into . 
two broad classes: (1) those developed unrler well drained to imperfect
ly drained conditions (so- called terrestrial or upland humus forms), 
(2) those developed under poorly- drained conditions or under conditions 
leading to saturation most of the year (so- called hydromorphic or semi
terrestrial humus forms) . 

•Fora discussion on gr assland humus- fo r m classification , s ee 
Bar ratt (1964) . 
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From a forestry viewpoint, the humus f orms of the latter class have 
received little attention since they seldom develop on sites supporting 
commercial fores t s. Their classification is still only t entative. 
Classification o! upland humus form is, on the other hand, more univers
ally accepted. It is essentially based on those primary morphological 
features that reveal fundamental differences in their genesis. These 
are (1) the resence or absence of dia oetic or anic horizons; (2) the 
degree of incorporation of fine humus humified organic matter) into'"the 
mineral soil and the intensity of binding between organic and mineral 
fracti ons. Further subdivision is based on secondary morphological 
features (structure , relative thickness and particular composition of 
horizons, etc . ) and on distinctive chemical characteristics. 

Definition of diagnostic organic horizons 

Even though the litter (L layer ) i.e. freshly fallen l eaves and other 
plant debris (outwardly unchanged ) is an organic horizon, i t is not 
considered as diagnostic since it occurs on all upland humus forms and 
is transitory. Diagnos tic organic horizons (o.m.) 30 percent ) include 
the f ollowing: 

a) The F horizon: an organic horizon formed by slightly decomposed 
plant remains, the structures or origin of which are still 
recognizable to the naked eye. It occurs both in moder where 
it is formed by loose l eaf debris, partly fragment ed or comminuted 
by the soil fauna.and in ~ where it is fo rmed hy m~tt~~ rAr+1 y 
decomposed ctebris of leaves or mosses and other plant remains 
often permeated by fungal hyphae. 

b) The H horizon: an organic horizon with advanced decomposition o! 
plant remains (i.e. rich in fine humus) so that the structure or 
origin of the orip;inal plants are for the most part impossible to 
identify. 

It may be sharply delineated from the mineral soil as in !2!: where 
humification is chiefly dependent upon fungal ac tivity, although 
microanimal activity may have some importance in the moat active 
forms. - Horizon designation : H 

It may be partially incorporated lnto the mineral soil as in moder, 
chiefly by the action of shallow- burrowing micro-arthropods . It. 
then occurs as an a ccumulation of spherical or cylindrical organic 
granules (animal droppings) with considerable intermixing, at least 
at the bot t om, but frequently throughout , · . .,,i th minera l particles. -
Horizon designation: H1 (i = incorporation or inter mixing with 
mineral soil) • 

N.B. The designations Hm ( f or mycogenous ) and Hz ( tor zoogenous) 
can be used to stress the dependence of humification processes, but 
in practice it is preferable to stress the degree of incorporation 
or intermixing of organic matter and the mineral soil . 

In soils with a dense population of deep-burrowing organisms such as 
the Lumbricidae, litter undergoes such a rapid disintegration that even 
the H horizon is generall y absent as in mull . 
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In the case of organic humus forms developed under waterlogged 
conditions or under conditions leading to saturation most of the year 
(peaty or hydromorphic humus forms ) , the symbols F and Hare inappro
priate for horizon designation. The designation O (for organic ) should 
be used with suffixes indicating the degree of decomposition (vide infra) 

Definition and classification of the 
main humus forms encountered 

under forests* 

1. HUMUS FDRMS DEVELOPED UNDER WELL DRAINED AND IMPERFECTLY DRAINED 
CONDITIONS (SO-CALLED "TERRESTRIAL" OR ''UPLAND" HUMUS FDRMS) 

1.1 Humus forms of well drained to imperfectly drained sites with 
rapid. extensive decomposition of forest litter and intimate 
association of collofdal organic matter with mineral soil; 
diagnostic organic horizons are lacking:~ (MUller, 1879) 

Mull is a humus form lacking diagnostic organic horizons; it consists 
of a dark grey to black , porous, crumbly mass characterized by a 
mechanically inseparable complex of collo!dal humus and mineral soil 
(known as the clay-humus complex••). It has an organic matter content 
ranging from 5 to 25 percent, commonly 12-18 percent (table 1). 
Transition to t he horizon beneath is gradual. Horizon designation:_ Ah 

Mull usually contains little sand, but when it occurs, the sand is 
cemented within a clay-humus complex, and it is not present in loose 
grains as in moder. 

Forest mull ideally occurs under temperate deciduous forest yielding 
easily decomposable litter on soils sufficiently rich in clay and 
nutrients, where balanced conditions of moisture and aeration favor the 
development of an active, burrowing soil-fauna, especially Lumbricidae. 
Optimum development of forest mull also implies a steady state of faunal 
activity with regular passage of organic matter and mineral particles 
through the guts of earthworms. Otherwise a gradual structural decay 
follows the continuous mineralization of organic matter. Lumbricidae 
are capable of absorbing great quantities of mineral substances with 
their food, closely blending clay with organic matter so that practically 
all granules of forest mull are earthworm casts or their remains. Indi
vidual excretions, which vary with the size of earthworms, coalesce to 
form porous aggregates giving the horizon a spongy structure. 

Mull properties, including structure, deteriorate with a decrease in 

• This chiefly applies to northeastern North America; reference to 
European literature is to stress strong similarities with humus 
forms described in Europe. 

•• This term "clay-humus complex" must be taken in a broad sense to include 
materials that adhere to each other and that are not adequately separated 
by chemical and physical methods; it does not refer to definite chemical 
bonding at the molecular level. 
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baee saturation and there is evidence that mull rarely forms where base 
saturation is lower than 35 percent (SjHre, 1961; Wittich, 1964). Acid 
mull (pH around 4.5) does occur but is stable only when other ecological 
conditions are very favorable. 

Table 1. Some chemical characteristics of upland humus forms 

MULL MOR MODER 
Hi horizon H horizon 

O. M. (%) 

C;'N 

pH (water) 

C.E.C. (me/100g)•• 

B.s. (%) 

5 - 25 
( 12 - 18)• 

12 - 18 

4.o - 8.o 
(5.0 - 7.0) 

20 - 40 
higher in clayey 

variants 

35 - 100 
< f..n - 100 

20 - 60 
(40 - 50) 

20 - 25 

4.o - 5.5 
higher in calcar

eous variants 

50 - 80 

15 - 50 

• Figures in parentheses are values most commonly found 
•• Ammonium acetate method 

Sub-types of mull 

75 - 90 

20 - 35 

3.0 - 4.5 
exceptionally 

up to 7.0 

75 - 130 

10 - 35 

Subdivision of forest mull into sub-types is primarily based on 
structure class since granular structure is a characteristic feature of 
all mulls. Further subdivisions (variants) may be based on texture, 
prevalent humidity, reaction and depth (table 2). 

Coarse mull: (Heiberg & Chandler, 1941) 
Syn. crumb mull (Romell & Heiberg, 1931) 

earthworm mull (Wilde, 1954, 1958) 
vermiol (in part) (Wilde, 1966) 

Coarse crumb or granular structure with most of the aggregates 
between 5-10 mm. In the richer coarse mull variants, the autumn leaf
fall is entirely disintegrated and incorporated into the mineral soil by 
the next leaf-fall period. Thickness may attain 40 cm. It occurs 
mostly in the melanic and sombric brunisols, and in the humic gleysols, 
and generally supports a rich herbaceous vegetation with geophytes 
as characteristic elements. 

Medium mull: (Heiberg & Chandler, 1941) 
Syn. grain mull (Romell & Heiberg, 1931) 

vermiol (in part) (Wilde, 1966) 

Medium crumb or granular structure with most of the aggregates 
between 2- 5 mm. 
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This mull usually develops in sites somewhat dryer than those of 
coarse mull and the larger earthworms are either few in number or 
absent. It is relatively thin, as compared to coarse mull, and 
generally shows a less rapid destruction of forest litter than the 
latter. In such cases, a thin F may be present and the humus is 
sometimes referred to as a litter- rich mull (Minderman, 1960). 

Fine mull: 

Mull is only occasionally found with most of the aggregates <2Jrun. 
and is referred to as fine mull . Not to be confused with the fine 
mull of Heiberg & Chandler (1941) and Hoover & Lunt (1952) which is 
in fact a moder(~!!:!..!!:!). 

Compact mull: Syn. firm mull (Bornebusch & Heiberg, 1935) 
post mull (Jongerius & Schelling, 1960) 

This is a degraded form of mull characterized by compactness and 
high bulk density; organic matter content is lower than normal (often 
less than 5 percent) and the humus is poor in soil fauna activity. 
Firm mull is sometimes seen on calcareous ridges and exposed sites but, 
in most cases, it results from grazing and compaction of surface 
horizons. 

The various stages of mull decay have been combined under the·term 
"post mull" by Jongerius & Schelling (1960) . 

Variants 

Criteria proposed for differentiation of mull sub-types at the variant 
level are listed in table 2. To further simplify designation, only 
extremes of properties need be mentioned. The following are examples of 
designations at the variant level: 

coarse mull - hydric,clayey: thick (as in humic gleysols) 
medium mull - calcareous: thin (as in regosols over limestome). 

1.2 Humus forms of well drained to imperfectly drained sites with 
impeded litter decomposition and with diagnostic organic horizons. 
Organic matter and mineral soil may be intermixed, at least in 
part, ~r sharply delineated. 

1.21 Humus forms of well drained sites with diagnostic organic 
horizons and partial to advan~ed intermixing of organic 
matter and mineral soil: organic matter and mineral 
articles occur as distinct elements but not as a cla -

humus complex. - MODER* Ramann, 190 

Typical moder has an F horizon, generally thin, formed of leafy plant 
remains partially disintegrated and comminuted by the soil fauna, grading 
into a prominent and characteristic Hi horizon made of organic granules 
intermixed with loose mineral grains. 

• Moder is taken here in a sense which differs from Ramann's original 
concept but which is now firmly established internationally. 
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Table 2. Criteria used to distinguish variants and thickness phases 
of upland humus forms• 

Texture classes (for mulls only): to stress extremes of texture. 

clayey 
loamy 

sandy 

for a high clay content, very sticky when wet. 
medium texture need not be mentioned, thus simplifying 
deaignA.tions. 
for high content of sand: characterized by a certain 
rawness and loose consistency. 

Humidity classes: to streee prevalent conditions of extreme wetness or 
dryness. 

hydric in the capillary fringe over a shallow water table or in sites 
with abundant telluric moisture. 
well drained and moderately well drained conditions: mesic 
conditions are normal for upland humus forms and need not 
be mentioned. 
in very dry sites. · 

Acidity classes 

acid (or oligotrophic••) 
mesotrophic•• 
neutral (or eutrophic••) 
er , c,~ aous 

pH (water ) 

" 
" 
11 

<5.0 
5.0 - 6.o 
6.o - 7.5 

> 7 .5 or efI ervescence upon 
treatment with HCl 

Depth classes to stress extreme thickness or shallowness of the humus 
profile; should be considered as a phase. 

thick 
thin 

overall thickness) 20 cm. (8 in.) 
overall thickness< 5 cm. (2 in.) 

• Not all these criteria need be mentioned: in general only those which 
depart from conditions normal for a given humus form. For instance 
acid need not be mentioned for mors since most have a pH <4.5. Variant 
adjectives follow humus name; depth class always comes last and is 
separated from the preceding adjectives by a colon, e.g. coarse mull -
hydric, clayey: thick . 

•• These t erms refer to base saturation rather than to acidity as such; 
mesotrophic is suggested in the absence of a more appropriate term. 
Perhaps the termt euacid (pH ( 5.0) and oligacid (pH 5.0-6.0) coulrl be 
used. 
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The process of moder formation resembles that of mull in that both 
are chiefly zoogenous humus forms, but there are two very striking 
differences: the incorporation of humus into mineral soil is consider
ably slower in moder and there is no evidence of a clay-humus complex. 

Moders are of widespread distribution under mixed or hardwood forests, 
especially under the northern hardwoods. Characteristically they occur 
in soils whose surface horizons contain little clay and are periodically 
droughty. The mixing of organic and mineral particles, which is purely 
mechanical with no formation of true organo-mineral complexes, may be 
caused by creep, as in slope moder or alpine moder, but in most cases 
results from the action of micro-arthropods. These organisms consume 
very little mineral material so their casts consist almost exclusively 
of organic matter . Since none of the organisms concerned with moder 
formation have an important burrowing activity, incorporation of organic 
matter into the mineral soil, although intense, is shallow. Organic 
matter in the Hi , except in mull-like moder, is usually from 40-50 
percent (table 1). Moder is most frequently acid and low base saturated. 
Calcareous moder is, however, a common humus-form over shallow and 
draughty soils on ridg~ tops of crystalline limestone! 

Sub-types of moder 

Based on the relative importance and other characteristics of the 
F and Hi horizons, moder can be subdivided into three sub-types: typical 
moder and two forms which are transitional either to mull (mull-like 
moder) or to mor (raw moder). Typical moder and raw moder are the most 
widespread forms under forest cover in eastern Canada. 

Typical moder (to be called simply Moder) 
(Hi prominent). 

Syn. silicate moder (Kubiena, 1953, 1955) 
fine moder (Hartmann, 1944, 1951) 
fine mull (Heiberg & Chandler, 1941; Hoover & Lunt, 1952) 
arthropod mull (Wilde, 1954) 
insect mull and mull-like mor (Mttller, 1879) 

This is the prototype of moder and is characterized by the prominence 
of an Hi horizon (5- 10 cm. thick) made of cylindrical or spherical fine 
humus granules (generally casts of microarthropods), resembling black 
sawdust, mechanically mixed with mineral particles for the most part~ 
The F horizon is formed by comminuted leaf fragments and is thin 
(1- 3 cm.). Typical moder is generally referred to as fine mull in the 
American literatureo 

• In extreme cases such moders may attain a considerable depth (up to 50 cm.) 
as seen at Anticosti island under open stands of white spruce with 
ericaceous shrubs in sites exposed to wind dessication. Such humus forms 
have been described in Europe which are called "Tangelhumus'' (Kubiena, 
1953) or "Alpenhurnus" (Ehwald, 1956). 
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In eastern Canada it occurs mostly in the ortbic dystric brunisols 
and is frequent beneath yellow birch-sugar maple stands. 

Raw moder 
(F prominent} 

Syn. coarse moder (Hartmann, 1944) 
mor-like moder (Ehwald, 1956, 1958) 
dystrophic moder (Manil, 1956) 
twin mu11• (in part ) (Romell & Heiberg, 1931) 
du!! mull (Heiberg & Chandler, 1941; Hoover & Lunt, 1952) 
amphimorph (Wilde, 1954) 
velor (in part) (Wilde, 1966}. 

Raw moder has a comparatively thick F horizon which makes it resemble 
raw humus, to which it is actually a transition form. It has a shallow 
but distinct horizon of intermixed organic granules and mineral 
particles (Hi horizon). 

Under dystrophic conditions wtiere raw moder develops, the droppings 
of arthropods apparently have little stability; they may disintegrate 
to give dispersed humus which sometimes forms more or less amorphous 
clots. Occurs mostly in the degraded dystric brunisol and some of 
the minimal podzols. 

Mull-like moder (Hartmann, 1944) 

Syn. sand mull (in part} (Hoover & Lunt , 1952} 

Mull-like moder has a close resemblance to mull to which it is a 
transition form, but the intimate association of collofdal organic 
matter with clay is lacking because clay, as a binding agent is either 
scarce or absent. Organic matter content rarely exceeds 35 percent 
and various soil organisms, often earthworms and large arthropods, may 
be dominant . Mull-like mode r has a very thin F horizon and is featured 
by a prominent Hi horizon (Ah if o.m. is<30 percent) consisting of 
intermixed sand grains and organic granules or crumbs as distinct 
elements or partly bound together in loose fashion. The crumbs may 
also contain imbedded sand grains very weakly bound to organic matter. 
Calcinated crumbs of mull- like moder are almost entirely burnt to 
ashes whe~eas mull crumbs harden due to their clay content. Occurs 
in sites where the absence of clay appears to be the sole factor 
preventing true mull formation. 

• Twin mull (Romell & Heiberg, 1931) used to refer to "a complex type 
of humus layer, consisting of one upper stratum with the character
istics of matted detritus mull or root duff, underlain by grain or 
sometimes crumb mull". Hoover & Lunt (1 952) give it, however, a 
more restricted definition: they describe it as "a complex formed by 
a fine mull (equivalent here to typical moder) underlain by a 
coarse or medium mull". This should be treated as superimposed humus 
forms, since the two have no genetic affiliation. It should not 
either be confused with the mull-like moder. 
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Variants 

Criteria proposed for differentiation of moder sub-types into variants 
are listed in table 2. The following are examples of moder designations 
at the variant level~ 

typical moder - xeric, calcareous: thin (in draughty sites on limestone) 

mull-like moder - hydric, neutral (in the capillary fringe over a 
shallow water table in sites where 
lack of clay prevents mull formation). 

1.22 Humus forms of well drained to imperfectly drained sites 
and consistin or ic horizons shar l delineated from 
the mineral soil. - MOR or RAW HUMUS Mllller, 1 79 -

Apart from the litter (L layer), mor essentially has two horizons: 1) 
the F horizon, formed by partly decomposed but recognizable remains of all 
strata of vegetation, including mosses and lichens, strongly matted or 
packed and often inter~oven with fungal hyphae; 2) the H horizon in which 
the state of decomposition of organic matter, except in the very fibrous 
forms, is generally so advanced as to make the identification of most 
plant debris impossible. Mor lies unmixed over the mineral (bleached) 
soil, unless the latter has been blackened by the washing-in of organic 
matter. The relative importance of F and H horizons and their character
istics vary considerably giving rise to many varieties having a widespread 
range of biological activity and nutritional conditions. 

With the exception of some granular mors, animal droppings are scanty 
to absent and show incomplete decomposition and humification of organic 
matter. Some chemical characteristics of more are shown in table 1. 

Mor commonly occurs on a variety of parent materials in the coniferous 
forest zone because of climatic conditions. They also occur in the 
temperate zone of the mixed deciduous forest, especially on the fringe of 
the coniferous forest zone, under mixed or even hardwood stands. In much 
warmer climatic conditions mors may develop where the edaphic environment 
(low base content, coarse-textured parent material and lack or excess of 
moisture) is unfavorable to other types of humus formation. They may also 
result from anthropogenic interference on soils normally having mulls or 
moders. 

It is difficult to make a general separation between th.e more of the 
boreal-alpine coniferous forest and those of more temperate regions on 
basis of morphological characteristics, although it is well accepted 
that the former are generally much thicker than the latter. Boreal raw 
humus has a far-reaching influence on stand growth since the effective 
rooting of trees is frequently confined to the humus profile. 

Th~ present classification of more 

Combining the proposals made by Hoover & Lunt (1952) and their 
predecessors, and by Wilde (1954, 1958), the present classifi cation of 
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mors broadly includes the following sub-types: 

Felty mor (Hoover & Lunt, 1952). Syn. fibrous mor (Bornebuseh & Heiberg, 
1935; Heiberg & Chandler, 191+1); myeelial mor and ligno
mycelial mar (Wilde, 1954, 1958); lantar (Wilde, 1966). 

Felty mar is characterized by an abundant development of fungal hypbae 
in both F and H horizons. The F horizon is prominent and the His only 
slightly humified, sometimes making the distinction between F and H 
difficult. 

Granular mar (Hoover & Lunt, 1952), including the former matted mor, 
laminated mar and granular mar of Heiberg & Chandler (191+1). 
Syn. root mor (Wilde, 1958). 

The main morphological feature of this mor is the ~anular structure 
of the H horizon. Granules may be to some extent coprogenic but they 
are generally formed following individualization o! humus fragments as 
a result of a strong development of rootlets. 

Greasy mar (Bornebusch & Heiberg, 1935): also used by Heiberg & Chandler 
(1941) and by Hoover & Lunt (1952). 
Syn. greasy duff (Romell & Heiberg, 1931). 

Greasy mor has an H horizon which is amorphous and greasy; it occurs 
mostly in sites characterized by hieh hA"<• et ,.h•a "nd !?.r •nd:mt t olluri c 
moisture conditions. 

Crust mor (Wilde, 1954, 1958). 
Syn. xeromor (Duchaufour, 1960) 

crustar (Wilde, 1966). 

Thin raw humus developed from crust lichens in very dry sites of 
unregenerated burnt-over areas. 

Hydromor (Lafond, 1952). 
Syn. aog mor (Wilde, 1958) 

Hydromor occurs on soils with a ground water table at a shallow depth. 
It is largely derived from sphagnum moss and frequently accumulates in 
layers up to 35 cm. thick. 

Thin mor (Hoover & Lunt, 1952) 

Mor humus with an H layer less than 1.3 cm. (0 .5 in.) thick. 

Imperfect mor (Hoover & Lunt, 1952) 
Syn. lean mor, embryonic mor, felt (Wilde, 1954, 19.58); 

Velor (Wilde , 1966). 

The H horizon of imperfect mor is absent or sporadically present as 
a thin film, especially in depressions. 
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This classification has been used for many years and is found to 
have many limitations . Mora which differ strikingly in morphological 
and biological properties are often given the same name because they 
have in common some morphological feature which is a criterion of humus 
nomenclature . For instance, mar humus with a granular H horizon may 
differ considerably in overall morphology. In some instances the H 
horizon is coarse granular and makes up most of the humus profile, as 
is frequently encountered under northern hardwoods. In rich sites 
under coniferous forests, the II horizon is often fine granular and, to 
some extent, coprogenous (zoogenous); it is frequently much thinner than 
the associated F horizon. The name greasy mar is also ambiguous since 
many mars which vary in overall morphology possess an H layer which is 
greasy when wet . Thin mor also shows much variation in morphology and 
botanical origin. In many instances thin mar is a temporary successional 
phase of a particular mar humus following drastic disturbances, especially 
by fi re. There are also a great variety of forms encountered in forested 
areas which are referable only with great difficulty to definite types of 
the present classification. 

This emphasizes the need for a revision of the existing classification. 
It is felt that an appropriate classification of mars requires a thorough, 
quantitative appreciation of morphological characteristics of both F and 
H horizons. The following scheme is intended as a first step towards 
such a r evision. 

A proposed new approach to classifying mors 

The proposed outline of mar- humus classification is a simple hier
archal system including groups, subgroups and variants. The categories 
are differentiated on the basis of easily observable charact eristics. 

(a) Gr oups 

Four groups are recognized on the basis of relative importance 
of t he two diagnostic organic horizons, F and H, more specifically by 
the percentage thickness of the H horizon in the humus profile (table 3). 
This stresses mineralization and humification processes, aspects which 
must not be underestimated in site productivity. 

Table 3. Groups of mor humus according to the 
relative importance of the H horizon 

Percent thickness of tt• 

< 10 
10 - 50 
50 - 80 
> Bo 

Group name 

Fibrimor 
humi- Fibrimor 
fibri-Humimor 
Humimor 

• with reference to the whole humus profile, 
irrespective of its overall thickness . 
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(b) Subgroups 

Subgroup names consist o! the name o! the appropriate group 
modified by one or more adjectives descriptive of either the For the 
H horizon. 

Subgroups of Fibrimor and humi-Fibrimor 

Because of the dominance of the F horizon in Fibrimors and hu.mi
Fibrimors, subgroup adjectives indicate the botanical origin of tbe 
prevailing plant debris. A list of proposed adjectives is indicated 
in table 4. 

Table 4. Suggested adjectives used at the subgroup level to describe 
the dominant botanical origins of the F horizons of Fibrimors 
and humi-Fibrimors•. 

h;rpno predominantly derived from feather mosses 
sphagna predominantly derived from sphagnum mosses 
licheno predominantly deri"Jed from lichens 
ericaceo featured by a tenacious mat of roots (rhizomes) of' ericaceous 

dwarf shrubs 
conifero predominantly derived from needles of conifers 
deciduo pr~dominantly derived from leaves of deciduous trees. 

• The list is not exhaustive and could be enlarged as required. 

Subgroup names should normally include a single adjective preceding 
the group name, althoui,h composite adjectives could occasionally be used 
to stress two dominant features, e.g. "sphagno-ericaceo Fibrimor". 

Subgroups of Humimor and fibri-Humimor 

Humimor and fibri-Humimor subgroup names stress the morphological. cha
racteristics of the H horizon which is dominant. Adjectives at the sub
group level (table 5) pertain to the structure of the H horimon or to 
other pertinent morphological features such as networks of fungal hyphae 
or rootlets. 

Table 5. Suggested adjectives used at the subgroup level to describe 
the dominant characteristics of the H horizon of Humimors and 
fibri-Humimora•. 

granule 
amorpho 
mycelio 

rhizo 

granular H horizon 
amorphous H horizon 
H horizon characterized by a strong development of fungal. 
hyphae forming a felt mat 
H horizon strongly permeated by rootlets as a network. 

•The list is not exhaustive and could be enlarged as required. 
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NOTE Whenever F and H horizons are of equal or near-equal thickness 
(percent thickness of H between 35 and 65) subgroup names could 
include prominent features of both F and H horizons. The adjective 
applying to the group name should then come immediately before it 
as in "granulo-hypno humi-Fibrimor" or "hypno-granulo fibri-Humimor". 
This permits a more precise description of mor humus in which 
neither F nor H horizons are especially prominent and eliminates 
recognition of a fifth group. 

(c) Variants 

Subgroups can be divided into vari1U1ts as required to stress other 
features that influence nutritional conditions in humus profiles (table 2). 
The following are examples of designations, at the variant level, of the 
present greasy mor: 

amorpho Humimor - hydric 
amorpho fibri- Humimor - hydric: thick 

It should be under-stood that humus names can be used at any level of 
classification; in many instances the group name (e.g. Fibrimor) or sub
group name (e . g. hypno Fibrimor) would be sufficiently descriptive without 
indication as to variant. 

2. HUMUS FORM.S DEVELOPED UNDER POORLY DRAINED CONDITIONS OR UNDER 
CONDITIONS THAT LEAD TO SATURATION MOST OF THE YEAR (SO-CALLED 
HYDROMORPHIC OR "SEMI-TERRESTRIAL" HUMUS FORMS). 

Humus forms developing under the influence· of stagnant water have been 
studied very little in Canada, so their classification is still tentative. 
They are, however , divided into two categories: peaty organic horizons, 
called peaty mors , and organo- mineral humus forms (o.m. <30 percent) known 
as anmoors. 

T~ntative classification 

2.1 Peaty mors 

Although peaty mors are transitional to organic soils they are not 
always the initial stages of peat formation; frequently they constitute 
stable natural units. 

Peaty mors are distinguished from organic soils mainly on the basis o! 
thickness. With reference to the established limits tor organic soils, 
permissable thickness of humus over mineral soil is up to 60 cm (24 in. ) 
of fibric moss of which 75 percent or more of the fibers are derived from 
Sphagnum or Hypnum, or up to 40 cm (16 in.) of other kinds or mixed kinds 
of organic materials . Thickness over a lithic contact must be less than 
10. cm (4 in . ). Organic matter content must be higher than 30 percent, but 
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is usually over 60 percent. Peaty mors show little horizon differentiation 
although the degree of organic matter decomposition may increase downward 
in a continuous fashion. Compared to well-drained raw humus, peaty more 
are frequently less sharply separated from mineral soil, which may be 
blackened by the washing- in of organic matter. As with organic soils, 
three groups are recognized according to the degree of decomposition of 
organic matter. 

Fibric peaty mor 
Horizon designation: Of 

Fibric peaty mor is an organic, "hydromorphic" humus form composed 
predominantly of mosses, slightly decomposed and spongy, together with 
numerous, structurally-preserved remnants of woody plants and more or 
less important mat of sedges and rhizomes of heath shrubs. It has a fiber 
content greater t han 2/3 of the total mass before rubbing or more t~an 
40 percent after rubbing. 

Botanical composition would supply useful guidelines for a more detailed 
classification (composed primarily of sphagnum, feather mosses, ericaceous 
rhizomes, remnants of sedees and reeds, etc.). 

Fibric peaty mar develops on gleysols or gleyP-d podzols, in sites with 
nutrient-poor (oligo t rophic) water; such sites most frequently support the 
open stands of black spruce or even stunted balsam fir. 

l"lesic peaty mor 
Horizon designation: Om 

Mesic peaty mor is an organic, "hydromorphic " humus form in which the 
organic matter has reached a moderately advanced state of decomposition. 
Fiber content is 1/3 to 2/3 of the total mass before rubbing or between 
10 and 40 percent after rubbing. 

Occurs as mosaics beneath the same forest associations as the fibric 
peaty mor, also in bog borders influenced by seepage water. 

Humic peaty mor 
Horizon designation: Oh 

Humic peaty mor is an organic,"hydromorphic" humus form in which the 
organic matter has reached an advanced state of decomposition; the 
structure of ori~inal plant material is not discernable for the most part, 
although it may contain considerable woody debris. It has a fiber content 
of less than 1/3 of the total mass before rubbing or less than 10 percent 
after rubbing. 

Humic peaty mor generally develops under the influence of calcium-rich 
seepage water; it is common under white cedar stands in the eastern Appala
chian region of Quebec, where it grades into or occurs as a mosaic in humisols. 
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2.2 Anmoor (Kubiena, 195,> 
Horizon designation: Ah 

Syn. mineral muck (colloquial), fen mull (Wilde, 
1954, 19,S); sapronel (Wilde, 1966). 

Anmoor is a "hydromorphic'i organo-mineral humus form (o.m . < 30 percent) 
consisting of a dark grey or black, structureless blend of loose mineral 
soil enriched with finely-dispersed, well-humified organic matter and 
some coprogenous residues. It has a muddy structure in conditions of 
excessive wetness but becomes earthy in a moderately wet state. It shows 
no accumulation of plant remains as a distinct layer, except for sparse 
forest litter. Such humus with more than 30 percent organic matter 
should be classified as humic peaty mor or, if thickness exceeds 40 cm. 
over mineral soil, as a humisol. 

Anmoors are associated with gleysols (humic ) in sites almost permanent
ly waterlogged as on river flats or on lowland soils with ground water 
enriched in bases. Its reaction is mildly acid to neutral. The low 
content of organic matter of an.moor and the absence of a distinct organic 
horizon apparently resuat from the intense activity of anaerobic bacteria 
together with important in-washing and silting. 

The term "fen mull'' sometimes used to designate this humus form is 
inappropriate because anmoor has nothing in common with mull except low 
organic matter content. 
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REPORT OF THE SUBC<»!MfflEE CJl LAND FORMS 

L. J. Chapnan, Chairman 

The Subcommittee on Land Forms presented the following modifications 
and recC11JD.endations: 

After sane discussion on the inconsistency in the limits or the slope 
classes, a motion was made and adopted that sC111e or the elope class limits 
be modified and set torth in the following consistent patteni: 

Slope (percent) 

o.o to 0.5 
0.5+ to 2 
2+ to 5 
5+ to 9 
9+ to 15 

15+ to 30 
30t to 60 
over 60 

A first draft or a glossary on terms :relating to land forms and to 
soil materials has been prepared, but a reYiew ot the definitions by 
21elected personnel before submisaion for use was recommended by the sub
committee . The method of presentation of the gloesary was discussed and 
a motion was made and adopted "that the terms and definitions arter being 
reviewed be sent to Dr. J . A. McKeague, Chairman, Glossary ot Soil Terms, 
who would include these terms with the glossary his camnittee prepared for 
the Canadian Society or Soil Science. 11 

No agreement was reached by the members of the subcClllllittee on the 
classification of land forms. Sane members expressed the opinion that there 
was little need for change, whereas others contended that a new classifica
tion was very much needed. Several members subnitted classirication outlines 
but only in preliminary fonn. Sane persons showed a preference for the 
genetic viewpoint that included materials and surface morphology, whereas 
others preferred a simpler classification of terrain fonns. Because no 
scheme appeared suitable at this time, the subcanmittee advised the N.S.S.C0 

of this decision and moved 11 that the Subcommittee on Land Fonns should 
continue working towards a classification or alternative classifications 
ot land forms considered either as (a) terrain surfaces, or (b) deposits 
having distinctive surface fonn, structure, and genesis. In each case the 
position of the types in a hierarchical system of land fo:rms should be shown." 
The motion was carried. 

Mr. K. Valentine is planning to survey a small selected area in British 
Columbia with a wide variety of land forms and he recanmerned that others 
should classify and map land forms of sample areas. This recaunenda tion 
received general approval . Sane approval also was expressed !or field tours 
to see and discuss land forms and their relation to soil mapping. 
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REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CHEMICAL 

AND PHYSICAL ANALYSIS 

J. s. Clarie, Chairman 

Many chemical and physical properties of eoils are now being included 
in the defi.Idtions of soil horizons. The eoil order subcommittees have 
assumed responsibility for defining these chemical and physical properties 
and for epecifying their Umite. There has been no "official" involvement 
of the Subcommittee on Chemical and Phifsical Analysis in the develoJIDent of 
these epecifications, but individuale on the Soil Analysie Subcommittee have 
been coneulted. In view of theee facts, it was considered desirable to 
review the role of the Subcommittee on Chemical and Physical Ana~eis in the 
N.s.s.c. 

The members of the subcommittee felt that although they have perfonned 
a useful function in the past by attempting to encourage the use of chemical 
and physical properties in the claeeifieation of Canadian soils, thie function 
ie not required at pre5ent. Eecause the definitions of soil horizons a.re now 
based to a large extent on their chemical and physical properties, it wae 
felt that the specification of the chemical and physical properties should be 
the responsibility of the soil order eubcommittees rather than the Subcommittee 
ua C,1uilll\..:Ll ar.d Fhytilcal Ana.cye1e. Specification of chemical and physical 
properties by the soil order subcol1Ullitteee also involves the epecifiaation of 
methods so that there ie no useful function to be played by the Chemical and 
Physical Analysie Subcommittee 1n this regard. 

The Subcommittee on Chemical and Physical Analysis, therefore, recommends 
thats 

1) The activities of the Subcommittee on Chemical and Physical Analysis 
be suspended but that a chairman should be retained so th.st the committee can 
be reactivated when this is desirable. 

2) The other members of the subcommittee should be appointed to other 
subcommittees where their knowledge and interests can be used effectively. 

3) The definitions of eoil horizons should specify the acceptable chemical 
and physical detenninatione and the limits of the various properties should be 
specified as well, if applioableo These methods should be considered the 
"official" methods of analysis of the N0 S.s.c. 
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REPCRT OF THE SU9JOMMITTEE ON CLIMATE 

IN RELATION TO SOIL CLASSIFICATION 

W. Earl Bowser, Chairman 

This is the first report of a climate subcommittee of· the National 
Soil Survey Committee and therefore it is exploratocy in nature. The study 
was divided into two parts, (i ) climate as related to land cl.aseitication, 
and (ii) climate as related to soil classification. 

The first of these, land classification, bas received considerable study 
and there is a fairly large body of information. Allot the soil survey 
reports that have bean J:Ublished have contained climatic data, practically 
all of which have been oriented towards crop gro\orth and soil management. 
The possible exceptions to this are the zonal separations made in the Frairie 
Provinces on the basis of the moisture regime. Temperature data bas been 
reported; however, it has been interpreted primarily in terms of its effect 
on crop growth. ' 

Through our involvement in the land capability for agriculture study, 
Chapman and Brown made an effort to combine moisture and temperature data 
in terms of their effect on growth and maturity and to designate geographic 
areas over which the climate is uniform. This has proven to be a very useful 
guide. In some cases it has been used as is; in other places it has been 
modified in the light of the soil surveyors' experience and knowledge of the 
area. In all cases it baa prompted a more critical look at climatic data. 
One of the results is that the requests to the Agrometeorology Section ot 
t he Research Branch, C. D.A. for data and assistance have increased greatly. 

Various suggestions were made relative to the type of data that could 
be of value in land classification. These included& 

a ) The greater value of probability data over absolute or average data. 

b) An expansion of the use of the Hopkins - Williams formula for estimating 
temperatures and temperature derivatives to cover the remainder of 
Canada. Also, continued research to refine this formula. 

c ) The need for more precise data on the effect of slope, aspect, elevation, 
bodies of water, muskegs, etc. on local climate. 

d) Climatic crop zonation for wheat., coarse grains, corn, forage crops, etc. 
The factors that might be considered in this include summer temperature., 
moisture distribution, winter temperatures, frost incidence, effect ot 
spring soil temperature on growth, and the relation of peak summer 
rainfall to the inoidence of fall frost . 

e} Soil heat degrees over threshold value of 41 F (or some other base 
figure ); this related to soil texture and color. Such a value could 
be related to soil microbiological activity. 
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In the field or soil olaaeification, the effect ot total climate on 
soil t or111B.tion and genesis, we have done very little of a specif'ic nature 
such ae establishing benobmark criteria, and attaching more precise climatic 
parameters to soil regions or great group categories. For eDU11ple, it 1• 
stated that the Brown Cbernozemic Great Group baa been formed under a mean 
anrmal rainf'all of about 12 inches; certainly this cannot be termed a complete 
climatic characterization. There are many climatic criteria that could be 
used to more completely characterize the great groups. Among these are, 

a) lt:>re complete average and probability temperature and moisture data. 

b) Soil temperature data related to microbiological activity and decompo
sition. 

c) The amount and temperature of the water available !or leaching. 

d) The trequency and duration of conditions of deficit moisture. 

The preparation ot the World Soil Mlp and the necessity of correlating 
along our international boundary bas focussed attention on two of these 
climatic para.meters, namely: (i) the separation of soils vith permanently 
frozen subsoils .from those that annually thaw, and (ii) the separation of 
soil.a that have frozen subsoils tor a period ot the year from those that 
never , or rarely, .freeze. 

There is a dearth of soil temperature data; however, the amoun·~ avail 
able is rapidly increasing. In most cases the mean annual ao:i l t em!'IArR t .n,.e 
{r~I ) at \,he .cO-inch depth is extrapolated from the mean annual air 
temperature (MAAT). P'or eD.mple, MAAT plus 5 or 6 F bas been used to get 
the soil temperature. Available data suggest that this figure varies from 
air plus 3 to air plus 12. In attempting to establish the .freeze - nonfreeze 
line the figure of 47 F MAST at 20 inches bas been suggested; or 42 MAAT 
plus 5. However, there are soils with a MlST or 43 to 45 F that never, or 
rarely, freeze at 20 inches, and there are soils that do freeze when the 
MllST is 48 or 49 F. Some or the factors that determine this are (i ) the 
influence or su.mmer maximums on the average, (ii) the severity of the winter 
temperatures, and (iii ) the depth, duration, and insulating capacity of the 
snow cover. 

There appears to be a majority opinion that the "so-call ed" 47° line 
is significant and that there are recognizable soil differences north and 
south of this line; however, &Olll9 members expressed doubts about this. 
It should be recognized, however, that the line dividing these regions is 
at least 50 miles, and possibly 100 miles, wide. 

Furthermore, it is recognized that soils were formed under native 
conditions and therefore temperatures taken in cultivated or otherwise 
disturbed areas mar not give the pertinent data. We suggest that where 
possible data be obtained concurrently from geographically associated 
disturbed and undisturbed sites. 

The MlST may have value in soils that do not freeze. However, in 
soils that do freeze the mean summer soil temperature is much more sig
nificant. Surface freezing and thawing in the top 10 cm may have an effect 
on structure; this may ocrur much more frequently in some areas than in 
others. 
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It appears that both the 20° and 25° MA.AT lines are significant as 
r elated to permafrost. The first one, the 20° line, represents the southern 
boundary of continuous permafrost; the 25° line represents the northern · 
practical limit of agr-iculture. It would appear that a mixed zone ~g 
between the 20° and 25° lines should be recognized. The 30° line may also 
have some significance in the mountain areas. 

Various suggestioll8 have been made regarding the terminology tor 
these three regiona. It would appear that Cryic, Boric, and Udic have 
semiofficial sanction. 

In swnmary, this report is necessarily of an exploratory nature . We 
think there is much of value that could and should be done. With few 
exceptions there is a large body of observational data available. Because 
we have at our disposal sophisticated methods for analysing these data and 
f or presenting them in DD.lch more meaningful terms th.an heretofore, it would 
seem logical to suggest that geographic areas and soil groups should now be 
defined in much more precise climatic attributes. Extensive testing and 
me.ni?ilation, however, will be required if useable formulas are to be 
obtained. ~ 

We therefore recommend that a climatic subcommittee be oontim.led; that 
the per sonnel of this committee be expected to spend a significant amount 
ot time on the work related to this subject, and that provisions be made 
accor dingly. It is .further suggested that it is the responsibility of the 
pedologists on the committee to (i) define the problems, and (ii) determine 
the areaa ot study. Converse~, the Agrometeorology Section is a necessary 
part of this study, but the members should not be expected to define the 
problems . Their contribution will be to supply workable formulas and 
meaningful criteria. 
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HEPORT OF THE SUBCOMNI'I'TEE ON CROP 

YIELD ASSESSMENTS 

A0 Oo Ridley, Chairman 

The demand for mor~ interpretive work based on soil survey information hae 
increased rapidly, particularly because oJ 1\ oR.r., .AQ projects , but also because 
of the need for soil productivity ratings, land assessment, land use pla.i.ir.ing and 
marketing analysis. It has been suggested that more meaningful interpretations 
of technical soil survey data be a part oJ future soil survey reports • . It is the 
purpose of this subconnnittee to examine the feasibility of Crop Yield Assessments 
for sail survey reports and to suggest means of ITli:ll<ing such assessmente;. 

The first thing the sutcorrunittee did was to propose a change of title from 
Crop Yield Predictions to Crop Yield Pssessments 9 The word "predictions" implied 
the establishment of yields for some level of ma.nagement not yet r1ttained and was 
therefore in a sense restrictive. Crop Yield Predictions &re commonly considered 
at three management levels : (1) average management , i.e. the level of manage~cnt 
including tillage practises, fertilizers, weed control , etc., that have teei1 used 
up to the present time , (2 ) good management, i.eQ the practi6es used by the better 
than avera.ge fa rmers at the present time, and (3 ) superior management, which would 
include that level practised by a small percentage of farmers who use the most 
uo-to-drite recommendat i ons for vari e t.i e s fPrt.ili 7,f'T'S . hi<>T+i,. ide"" , "'t " .,, or ttiot 
level of management likely to be practised in the i'uturec, ~hen establishing yields 
for "avE:rri.ge 11 and "good" management, it was difficult to think of these as 
"predictions " .. The word assessments appeared to better describe what we were 
attempting., 

Crop yield assessment involves the assigning of yield data to mapped soil 
units. This data is largely estimated , except for soD!e soils on wLich considerable 
data is available , and these then tecome the reference or 11 benchmark1t soils

0 
Yields 

attached to mapped soils to dale, have generally been at the 11average 11 management 
l evelo This was due to the need to go back a number of years to collect data th&t 
would average out climatic variations .. Because the use of fertilizers, herbicides, 
etc. has been accepted relatively recently, past yields have r eflect ed a management 
level considered only averag:e by today's standards 0 This "aver age man.ageruent data" 
has never thel ess been of considerable valueQ It has been used by agencies such as 
the Manitoba Crop Insurance Corpore..tion, Manitoba Farm Credit Corporation , Land 
Assessment , and their counterparts in other provinces . 

In order to fulfill the objectives of the subcorrunittee on Crop Yield 
Assessments the members were asked several months ago to provid e their opinions 
on this sutject and indiciate possible solutions 0 The following part of trds report 
deals with t he questions asked , the answers provided, and the result s of the sub
committee meeting 0 

l~ Can meaningful crop yield assessments be made? 

Subcommittee members from the Prairie Provinc es were generally in agreement 
t hat crop yield assessments can be established , based on past r ecords and 
"average " to 11 good 11 management . Indeed , much work has been done in the 
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Pr airie Provinces to establish crop yields for various eoil types. 
Generally, it has involved the establishment of yielde for "benchmark " 
soils. Theee were obtained by analysis of Sanford-Evane data fran 
shipping points located in homogeneous soil areas. other mapped soile 
were compared to the benchmarks in respect to profile characteristics, 
and were assigned yields. 

It is necessary to realize that the limited success with establishing 
crop yield assessments in this manner :1n Western Canada is-due to one out
standing feature. For example, wheat has been the dominant crop and hae 
probably been grown on every soil. Because wheat is not used in large 
quantities as a feed on the farm, and is marketed through controlled 
channels, it is relatively easy to obtain wheat yield data. Yield data 
for other crops are, however, much more difficult to obtain. Members 
from the eastern provinces indicated that soil productivity rating wa! 
difficult to do because a variety of special crops are produced.. A lack 
of data from sufficient acreage is one of the major limitations to 
succes~ful productivity ratings in Eastern Canadao 

In Western Canada, additional factors have appeared that will likely 
make the establishment of crop yield assessments at the "good " level of 
management feasible. These include: 

a) Provincial and University Soil Testing Laboratories. 

Consi derable progress has been made in recent years whereby the 
re4uirements for NI P ,and K to produce good yields can be a.seessed 
by chemical soil tests. This service has been Nidely accepted by 
fanners. About 10% of the land devoted to annual crops and tame hay 
in Manitoba was soil tested in 1967. In Saskatchewan, samples from 
more than 10,000 fields were analysed in 1967 0 Eecause these programs 
are computerized, and the information sheets that farmers submit are 
comprehensive, much data should ce available in a few years to charac
terize yields from soils under "good" management. (The "good" manage
ment level is sup.gested because farmers who are progressive enough to 
test soil are probably overall good managers.) 

b) Crop Insurance Corporations . 

Some provinces now have crop insurance programs available to 
fanners

0 
In Manitoba the farmers, with the assistance of insurance 

agents, submit a statistics sheet to the agency. The data is 
computerized to aid in future yield and premium adjustments. Since 
about 50% of Manitoba farmers buy crop insurance , much yield data 
is collected. This c&n be useful for soil productivity ratings , 
provided soil types and management practises are recorded along with 
the yield data 0 

Some members of the subcommittee suggested that crop yield aosesemente 
could te related to the. capability classification. Indeed, this has been 
done for some municipalities in Saskatchewan~ The Soil CapaLility Cla.esifi
eation is, however, primarily a land use classification. It is difficult 
and possibly misleading to relate productivity to it. This may be illustrated 
using stonines s (Subclass P) as an exanpleQ A soil may be classified at 2P 
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or 3P becauee of stones interfering with the manapement of the land, or 
restricting its uee for crops lilce potatoee. It may, however, produce 
as much wheat at claes 1 land. Similarly land with a 4% slope "WOuld be 
classified ae claes 2t because of limitations of crepe that could safely 
be produced without damaging the soil by erosion. It also could produce 
ae much wheat as class 1 land. vie do not suggest, however, that relation
ships do not exist for some subclaeses. Saskatchewan workers have shown 
that a relationship exists between yield of wheat and climate (which is 
indicated by capability subclaes c). Black soils can be rated class 1, 
but Dark Browne are rated no higher than 2c and Browne no higher than 3c. 
Obviously the texture of soils within the major zones is also important 
because of the relationsrdp to moisture retention. 

The subcormnittee was in agreement that we have probably gone as far 
as we can in characterizing the productivity of our soils with the information 
now available. It appears that efforts to determine the "superior" manage
ment level for crop yield assessments are not likely to be fruitful in the 
near future . There are various reasons why this might be so 0 

a) Variable crop response to fertilizer. 

Yield data obtained from farm records has provided a measure of 
yields as influenced by a variety of factors. The data therefore can 
be valid only under similar management conditions. One factor in 
particular has affected crop production significantly in recent years, 
Anrl th-1 c: '1 s th,- ,, ..... ""f' ttlg h r'lt·~ ~f r crtili::ar. It i., U!-Llik .. ly Llia i. 
past data can be used to predict future yields, because in most cases 
adequate fertility was not present (a likely exception would be yields 
of wheat on fallow land in Western Canada). This can be illustrated by 
some fertility work on the Pelan Association in Manitoba (Gleyed Dark 
Gray, developed on sandy deposits; capability classification 4mf; soil 
productivity index rating of 30 to 40 represented by long ti.me wheat 
yield! of 14 to 16 bushels). This soil was obviously considered to 
be unproductive. The fertility trials in 1965 showed that barley 
yields on the check plots were 18 0 7 and 12.7 bushels per acreo With 
adequate N, P, and K, yields were 65 and 46 bushels per acre, Similar 
resul ts could be cited for Almasippi and other mapped soils in Manitoba. 
This illustrates the uncertainty and even futility of rating soils on 
the basis of what we might expect under management levels that might 
be practised in the future. 

b) Soils not classified on experi..mental sites. 

Several members of the subcommittee also gave examples of 
spectacular increases in yield beyond what might have been expected 
when fertilizers were appliedo Even though the yield increases have 
been documented, often the soil type or even the characteri stics of 
the plot sitee were not recorded. The data is therefore of doubtful 
value for projections. 

c) Our understanding of the importance of soil features other than 
fertility on the type of crop grown arrl on yields obtained is not 
completeo 
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No doubt climate and soil p}veical features including texture, 
parent material , organic content, drainage, ete. influence yields 
obtained even when fertility is adequate 0 These have been studied 
in a general way, so that after experimentation we know that one 
soil differs in its productive capacity from anothero Unfortunately, 
we cannot detennine why it did. Therefore, projecting yields without 
an understanding of the possibility of interactions is risky. Again, 
some data from field work in Manitoba. illustrates this point. Wheat 
has been grown on fallow and on stubble for 6 years on the Wellwood 
Association (Orthic Black). This is class 1 land. However, even 
with high rates of fertilizer, the yields of wheat on fallow have not 
exceeded JO bushels per acre, and on stubble they have not exceeded 
20 bushels 0 other soils, considered to be poorer when opinions are 
based on profile characteristics (e.go Almasippi, Pelan) have 
consistently yielded more with adequate fertility. 

This problem also exists for special crops in other areas 0 Work 
with processing peas in New Brunswick has shown considerable variation 
in yield between these crops growing on different soil series. But 
there is no evidence to indicate whether the differences were due to 
climate, soil type, or other factors. 

d) Management practices have been changing too quickly to provide 
adequate datao 

In areas like southern Ontario, special crops are extremely 
important. Not only are new crops and varieties being introduced, but 
there has been a spectacular increase in the use of fertilizer 0 These 
factors have combined to increase yields to a level not previously 
considered likely O As a result of the changes in technology, no 
consistent data is available on which to make projections for 
"superior management" yieldso 

In Western Canada, the proportion of land devoted to fallow each 
year is decreasing. This has been attributed to advances in technoJogy 
and a r ealization by tanners that good crops can be grown on stubble 
land" We may find that yields per acre may just remain constant or 
even decline, even with increases in technology, due to the fact that 
crops like wheat may be grown more often on stubble. 

e-) Crop quality consideration. 

In areas where special crops like potatoes are produced, the 
farmers are naturally concerned with quality and hence, marketability. 
Top yields may not be the objective unless it is consistent with a 
high degree of marketability. 

f) Variability of soils within mapped unitso 

Mapped soil units include a range of closely related soilso From 
the fertility standpoint,however, they may vary considerably 0 This 
has been shown by a review of the available nutrient status of soils 
analysed by the Manitoba Soil Testing Laboratory. (The variability 
in available N and Pis generally greater than the variability of Ko) 
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It is therefore difficult to characterize the fertility level of individual 
soil types. 

The subcommittee members agreed that crop yield aesessmente for 11 euperior11 

management are not practical at this time 0 Although asseeements undoubtedly 
could Le made, their validity would be in serious doubt. We should, however, 
strive to obtain data to make assessmente at the euperior level in the future. 

Several approaches have been suggest~d by the subconunittee: 

(1) Field trials should be established whereby various crops could be 
tested on a number of soils, under various conditions. This would 
involve the measuring of many characteristics including yield, available 
nutrient status, soil physical characteristice, cli:matic data, etc. 
Data would be progra!TDiled in a computer with the objective of arriving 
at crop yield prediction equat i ons: 

Yield = !(climate+ soil characteristics+ plant characteristics 
+ . •• + ••• ) 

(2 ) By field trials, the effect of s pecif-~c factors may be determined. 
In this approach, the factore other th8n the one under investigation 
are eliminated or minimized by adding nutrients, etc. 

Much of our research is or i ented this wdy. It provides answers to specific 
problems~ This infCIT'TMt.inn !!" ,d t ""'~n 'b~ :,ro j ec t.."'J Ql oug wiLh all other sourcee 
of information (Crop Insurance Corporation data, Soil Testing Laboratory data , 
etc.) to arrive a t yield estimatee. 

(3) Collection of data from fanners and use of data from computerized programs 
of Crop Insurance Agenciee and Soil Testing Laboratoriee. 

Some project s involving data collected from farruers have been attempted 
and have teen beneficial. These projects , however, rely on the cooperation 
of farmere (which cannot always be depended on) and furthennore provides 
data on "what is happening now. 11 It is not likely to provide sufficient 
information for es timating yields at the 11 superior11 level of management. 

(4) Use of present data for specific crops. 

Whereas, in general, crop yield assessments cannot be made at the 
"superior" level for most crepe, there are still some special crops in small 
areas that may be yielding at a ma:ximum economic level. It was suggested 
that yields of potatoee in New Brunswick may now be in this category or 
approaching ito Similarly, yielde of corn in Ontario may be optimum for 
sane soil types and also irrigated sugar beete in Alberta . If workers in 
these specific areas are reasonably eure of the yields obtained, then they 
should be made availableo 

These posei ble approaches should be considered with regard t o: ( i) ~vill 
the project or new approach provide data of a useful nature or will it just 
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provide more data? (ii) Will the data collected be out of date too quickly 
to be of any value, particularly if a number of years of repetition are 
required? (iii) Are crop yield assessments at the 11 superior11 level of mana·ge
ment important enough to justify the time of reeearchere and the expenses 
involved? 

2 0 Whose responsibility is it to make crop yield predictions? 

In the past, this type of characterization of eoils wae done by 
surveyorso In recent years nuch of the soil productivity interpretation 
work has been done jointly by pedologists and soil fertility specialists. 
If we c1re to attempt to obtain the 11 superior11 management level yields 
for crop assessments, this work will have to be done by pedologists, 
fertility specialists, agrometeorologists, and economists. Although 
economists should not be involved at the characterization level, they 
should be involved in determining the optimum economic level of production. 
This optimum level is of course influenced by markets, selling price of 
agricultural products, and costs of inputs 4 The responsibility for initiating 
the projects lies firstly witn pedologists if the data is to be included in 
soil reports. If it fs to be published or made available in other fonns, 
then agronomists have a responsibility. Regardless of who initiates the 
project, it should be done by a group of experts from related fields. 

3. Are soil survey reports the place to publish crop y:l.eld assessment~? 

Not all members of the subconnnittee agreed, but it was the general 
opinion that soil survey reports should contain the best information 
on the productivity of soils that is available at the. time of publication. 
The type of data available, and the validity of it, will vary between 
provinces and even between areas in provincesG 

The provincial groups should therefore determine whether suitability 
classes for crops, productivity indices or crop yield assessments should 
be published, or indeed if any practical interpretations should be 
included. If improved aeseesments can be made after reports are published, 
they could be made available on a provincial or local basis. 

In summary, the follo-....r.i.ng recommendations are offered by this sub
committee: 

1) That the name of this subcommittee be changed to Crop Yield 
AsGessmentso 

2 ) Data on soil productivity, where it is available and considered valid, 
should be published in soil survey reports, to help characterize 
mapped soils 0 The extent of practical published interpretations (i.e. 
suitability claesifications, soil productivity indices, and crop yield 
assessments) should be left to the discretion of provincial groups, 
because they are most aware of local problems . 
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3) Crop yield assesamente for the 111!1UPE)rior" management level are 
difficult to attain and Tll.8Y be or limited value because they are 
p.ubject to rapid changes in technology. We can, at best, project 
yielde only on the baaie of presently known technology. 

4) Several problems are evident. Theee are: 

(a) making crop yield assessments for mapped soil~ um er "good. 11 

and "average" management, 

(b) making crop yield predictions for "superior" management. 

In view of these problems, two approaches are SUP'geeted : 

(a) 

(b) 

Extensive research - the collecting and analysing of data 
from past research, Soil Testing Laboratories, Crop Insurance 
Corporations, etc 0 

Intensive research - detailed experimental research in the 
field. This may invoive: 

( i) a small number of sites, but :1.nclude a large number of 
observations conducted over a period of time, or 

(ii) small plot research designed to solve specific problems . 

The approach taken to obtain the required information mU6t be 
left to the discretion of the workers in the Tarious provinces. 

5) Crop yield assessments have been considered cy many to be largely 
an economic concepto This is probably tru~ of assessments for 
the "superior" level of management, where inputs and outputs are to 
be meaeuredo A team approach is therefore neceeeary and recommended. 
The team should consist of pedologists, soil management specialists, 
soil fertility specialists, agrometeorologists, and economists 0 
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REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMI.Tl'EE ON SOIL SURVEY 

INTERPRETATION FOR ENGINEERING PURPCBES 

s. Pawluk, Chairman 

The recommendatione preeented here come .fran several eources of information. 
~uestionnaires were circulated among ~arious professional groups to determine 
their epecific needs and priorities. Considerable data were obtained from u.s. 
Government agencies that are presently involved in similar interpretations. 
Suggestions from membere of the subcommittee have been incorporated ae well. 

In order that a logical approach may be taken to presenting concepte that 
will pr ovide optimum information for meeting the objective, it is essential to 
fi ret set forth the following premises: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

All interpretatione basically involve the uee of soils for two 
specific purposes, namely for growin$ plants and for construction 
(foundatione, highways, canals, etc. ) . 

The latter use is of'specific interest t o the en~ineering sciences 
but not specifically limited to that discipline (may be of interest 
to town planning, recreation, etc. ) . 

The application of soil survey information to engineering needs depends 
upon the integration of measured &swell as inferred properties and 
characteristics of the soil body. 

The application deals with both natural a.nd remoulded soils~ 

Required Infonnation 

Consideration must be given firstly to the properties a.nd characteristics that 
are required for engineering interpretations although not necessarily specific to 
thie need. These are listed as followe according to the order of priority: 

Moet 
!eHn

t ial 

Measured Properties an.d .9!:!aracterietic~ 

Specific~ 
construction 

Atterberg limits 
Particle size dis
tribution by 
engineering 
standards 

Shrinkage limit 
Moieture- densitiee 

(optimum moisture 
for compaction) 

Maximum dry 
deneitiee 

Field moisture 
content 

El ectrical 
conduct i vity 

Required for plant 
growth also 

Undisturbed structure 
Consistency 

Inferred Propertiee and Characteristics 

Specific ~ 
construction 

"A" values 
Corrosion 
potential 

Plasticity index 
Shrinkage index 

Required for plant 
growth also 



Useful if 
available 
and may be 
reC(uired 
for appli
ca.tione 
to 
specific 
projects 
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~easured Properties and Characteristics 

Specific to 
conetruction 

Eiea ring strength 
Frot5t action 
In t5ity hydraulic 
conductivity 

Required for plant 
growth also 

Undisturbed pore 
space 

0 • .'.33 bars 
and 15 bars 
moisture 

Depth to water table) 
Depth to bedrock ) 
Maximum depth of froet 
penetration 

Clay mineralogy 
Exchangeable cations 

and cation exchange 
capacity 

Organic matter content 
Ca and~Mg carbonatee 
and pH 

Field Infonnation 

Inferred Properties and Characteristics 

Specific to 
conetruction 

where feasible 

Itequired for plant 
growth alee 

Trafficability 
Erod. ibi li ty 
Drainatility 
Moisture retention 

Field information trutrnay be collected during the normal course of the survey 
and add~d t o the raport, if pos~ible , is as follows: 

1) Present vegetation sustained . 
2) Detailed information regarding drainage patterns (strefu~s, rivers, etc.) 0 

3) Lithological map 1:250,000 sc~le. 
4) Location of materials suiteble for earth structures (gravel or fill) . 
5) Location of areae of unstable ground (mudflow, slumps, etc.). 
6) More detailed landform information. 

Alterations to the present report to make it more useful to the engineer are 
as follows: 

a) Correl~tion of engineering, pedological, and eeological terminology. 
b) Relation of pedological classifioation to engineering classification 

including the unified and the AASHO classifications. 

Comments on Soil Ch.a racter:i.stice and Properti ee 

If the aLove euggestione were incorporated into the present soil survey 
reports they would help to meet the neede of the engineer. On the basis of con
sultations with engineere from priTate and government organizatione, we recommend 
that as many of the propertiee listed be included as possible, an effort should be 
made to provide at least the eeeential ones 0 The majority of engineers feel that 
there would be little difficulty in making their own interpretetione if neceeeary 
and that the above information should be incorporated into the main body of survey 
reporte. Any interpretations that are to be included should be in a separate section, 
perhapt5 an append.ix, and be prepared in cooperation with an engineer. 
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Mf.UlY different arrangements for conducting analyses may be employed . In 
many regione of the country it may be possible to have the analyees conducted 
in cooperation with local engineering laboratories (e.g. in Alberta, the Dep. 
of Highways , consulting labs, etc.) that are presently able to handle a large 
number of samples quite routinely. Some consulting labs have offered their 
services in their spare time on an 11at coet 11 basie, which is Ciuite nominal. In 
some instances it may be eesential to establish "regional laboratories" to 
handle the additional analyses for interpretive claseificatione. Thie problem 
will likely have to be solved on a local basis because each case ie Wlique and 
limited to ite epecific area. 

Analytical procedures would be those followed by the engineers. All 
analyses should repreeent the major soil typel!I, be conducted in replicate, and 
r eported as averagee with etandard. deviations. The data ehould be eet forth 
in table or map form where the grouping of soil types may be conducted on the 
basis of similarities in properties and characteristics. (See attached maps; 
also "Soil Surveys and Land Use Planning" published by A.S.A. ) • Any grouping 
should be designed to provide the infonnation in its most useful form. This, 
however, is not a soil survey interpretation. 

Application 

Interpretations of soil survey data for engineering applications may have 
many uses and may ta.lee on many f onns. Generally, the approach will vary with 
local neede and facilities availableo However, the prime objective is .to gr oup 
the pedological units on the basis of similarities in one or eeveral of their 
proper ties and characteristics into interpretive units that are of direct uee 
in tables or map form or both and may be conducted manually or, if avail.sble , 
with a computer. The uee of the computer provides many advantages, the meet 
significant of which is t he integration of data on weighted properties and 
characteristics in the canputation of interpret ive classes. Proper programming 
will be eesential, but once established may have applicability on a national 
basis a In addition, the program would be useful for other interpretations. It 
is therefore recommended that this matter be coneiciered by a subcommittee acting 
on behalf of the National Soil Survey Committee. 

It ie important to emphatize that the interpretation must be conducted by 
pedologi:3te only in co.neultation with professional engineere. The pedologist 
not only hae a baeic knowledge of the model concepts th~t define the soil body, 
but alee an appreciation of how they actually exist in reality. The engineering 
scientist can best categorize the criteria that define classes for any specific 
use 0 

Although a fonnat may be prep~red on a national basis, the actual prop6rtiee 
coneidered for different applications will vary with repional differences in 
climate , vegetation, peology, and soils as well as with the objectives., Eecause 
much of the engineer ing clas~ification at present is of 2n empirical nature, it 
does not lend itself readily to categorization. For these reasons, the cormnittee 
i e not able to recormnend definitions for interpretive classes on a national scale. 
This should be left to local or re~ional bodies. As an example, definition of 
interpretive units and classes that categorize the suitability of soil materials 
for r oadted constr uction will certainly be different for the Great Plains region 
where soft bedrock occurs at depth, than for the Precambrian Shield where granitic 
rock is close to the surface or for the Mari times where moisture regiJnes, resulting 
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from climatic variations, may be much higher. 
difference!!! in criteria that will be required 
the eouthern and northern Great Plaine region 
regime will vary in their eignificance. 

Furthermore, there are obvioue 
for eetablishing cl.ase~e within 
wher~ froet action snd moisture 

In the preparation of tablee or maps or both for interpretive groupinge 
there are eeeentially two approaches that muet be coneidered in setting up the 
fonnat. 

The firet and very useful type is one based on limitatione of the defined 
eoil properties and characteristics with respect to epplication. An eXBrnple of 
a table form is given below (Engineering Sections of Soil Survey Reports, u.s. 
Dep. Agr.). 

Limitation Classes for Septic Tank Filter Fields 

Limitation Claee 
Soil Propertiee 

Penneability 

Groundwater level, 
etc. 

Slight 

'7 4 .o ft below 
eurface 

Moderate 

1.00 to 0.63 in./hr 

<4.0 ft 
occaeional high 
water 

Strong 

~ o.63 in./hr 

-<4.0 ft 
frequent high 
water 

In the interpretation of the data some soil bodies may, for example, exhibit 
etrong limitations with respect to permeability and slight limitations with respect 
to groundwater level 0 The interpreter must then decide upon its suitability for 
applicaUon to the specified purpose. As the eneineers have indicated this hae 
been done in the past in rather an empirical fashion where little or no categoriza
tion was considered. 

The secon~ approach and most desjrable, if at all feasible , is the categoriza
tion of the mapping units on the basis of their characteristics ond properties 
rather than on the basis of individual properties. In this case a ratinf system 
similar to that presently used in &~riculture may prove to be useful, however the 
limiting factors should be defined. Each of the factors Must be properly weighted 
in order to emphasize the restrictions in1posed with respect to the use of the eoil 
for the desired purpose. In tt,is instance, each of the units within any class 
would be defined in terms of all the significant features of the soil body. There
fore, the workinp aggre~atee would be the mapped uni ts rather than their indi viduai 
characteristice, and propertiee as in the first instance. 
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Rating Soila :for Dikes and Leviee 

Soil Types 
Limiting Soil Factors* BhL DuSiC 

Stability 10 6 

Shrink- ewell potential 10 6 

era.eking hazard 10 5 

Preeence of rock 8 10 

Susceptibility to piping 8 6 

Preeence of organic matter 8 8 

Final rating** 50 9 

*R.ange of lim.itatione ~ 1-very highly restricting, 10-non restr icting. 

**Final ratings: 0- 10 unsuitable, 10-25 suitable but only with special 
precautions, 25-45 moderately suitable, 45-70 good construction 
material, 70-100 excellent construction material. 

Final ratings may be arrived at by Tarious meane and depend to a great 
ext.ent upon the engineering scientist participating in the interpretation. It 
may be necessary to arrive at the actual final evaluation by utilizing more 
complex equations than suggested in the above table, however, this may be r eadily 
done with a computer. It ehould be emphasized that any map sheet pr ogrammed for 
computer analyses would be useful for other interpretive clasBificatione . 

A sui table format that may be considered is essentially that proposed by the 
u.s. Dep. Agr. (Soil memorandum SCs-.45) with slight modification and may be out
l i ned as follows: 

A. Introductory statement 

1 . Indication of significance to engineering 
2. etc. 

B. Statement of limitations on applicability and uae of information 

le Limitations in scale of mapping 
i, Need for more detailed investigation in on- site projects, etc . 
3. etc , 

C. Statement on how information can be used 

1 . Uee for preliminary evaluation for highway planning, site, 
development, etc. 

2 . Locate sources of construction material 
3. Development of r ecreational facilities, etc. 
4o et c. 
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D0 Reference to soil science terminology 

1. Correlation of term.e relating to pedology, engineering, and geology 
2. Definitione 
3. etc. 

E. Narrative etatemente to clarify the meaning of items in tablee or mape 

1 0 Errors in accuracy as related to methods of analyeee 
2. Variability in application as related to field sampling 
3. Methods of integrating propertiee for defining specific applioation 
4. If computers employed, method of programming, plotting, etc, should 

be outlined 
5. etc. 

F. Tables and maps outlining the interpretation of prcpertiee and character
istics for specific engineering applieation 

This would vary with the epecific needs of the area and of necessity 
would include only some of ~the following: 

infonnation required 
on a regional baee 
for general uee 

detailed information 
limited to specific 
sit:es under 
investigation 

information required 
on a regional baee 
for specific use 

( 1. 
( (2· 
(3, 
( 
( 
(4. 
( 5o 
( 
(6. 
(7. 
( 
( 
( 
( 

highway construction 

pipeline and buried telephone line corrosion 

airports, earth structures, e.g. embankments, 
d.u.. ~ ui 1~v l ee , res&rvoira 

septic tank construction 

foundation construction 

pollution control 

factors related to canal construction 
a. irrigation 
b 0 drainage 
c. waterwaytJ 
d. terraces and diversione 

G. A short narrative statement covering general soil condition~, unueual site 
factore, problem areas, geology, groundwater, or other eupplemental 
infonnation 

A number of useful referencee to consult are available from the U,s. Dep.Agr. 

1 0 "Engineering Sections of Soil Survey Repo1·te:1 (a general guide)• 
2. 11Soil Surveys and Land Use Planning" . Soil Sci. Soc. of Amer. 
3. "Soil Memorandum SCS-45". u.s . Dep. Agr. 
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DISCUSSION ON SOIL SURVEY REPORTS 

D.B. Cann and C.R. Wood 

The purpose of the discussion on this subject was to obtain a greater 
degree o! uniformity in emphasis in soil survey reports . in Canada. The 
following details were considered. 

Technical or nontechnical reports--There was considerable discussion 
on the extent to which technical language should be used in a report. 
Some people expressed the opinion that two reports, a technical and a 
nontechnical one, should be written. Qt.hers thought that a repor:t should 
be technical. It was pointed out that it would be difficult to get out 
two reports because of the time involved. There could be more elaboration 
and explanation in the reports to make them more useful to a wider range 
of readers. Some members said that an entirely new approach was needed, 
but gave no details . Many members felt that the reports should be written 
for research and technical personnel and well-informed farmers and that 
these people have no difficulty in interpreting the reports. It was 
concl\rled that the pre sent reports are as adequate as can be made under 
present circumstances and that we should carry on in this manner for the 
present . 

Style manual- - It was recommended that the Style Manual for Biological 
Journals be used as a guide in writing soil survey reports. The members 
agreed to accept this recormnendation. 

Introduction to soil reports--There was some discussion on whether 
soil reports should have an introduction, a preface, or a foreword. 
After receiving an explanation of the meaning of these terms, it was 
agreed to use a preface or foreword in future reports. 

Vegetation--There was considerable discussion on the manner in which 
vegetation is described in soil reports. It was reconmended that the 
common and scientific name, together with the authority, should appear 
in a table in an appendix to a report. Conrnon names 'IMY be used through• 
out the text . It was thought that, in some cases, complete sclentific 
names might be difficult to obtain. In other cases, the identification 
by the local botanist would be acceptable. 

Tables--There were various opinions as to where tables should appear 
in a report. It was the general opinion that some nexibility must be 
allowed, depending on the amount of data being used . It was suggested 
that when a large number of tables are used in a report, they could be 
gathered into a separate leaflet to be placed in a pocket of the report. 
No firm recommendations were made. 

Series and soils--It was pointed out that these words were used 
interchangeably in some soil reports. The members felt that this was 
acceptable , but that one or the other should be used throughout a report. 
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Soil capabilitz·-There was general agreem1nt that a discussion ot 
soil capability should torm a separate section ot a report and ehould not 
be a part or a detailed soil description. A brief statement on capability 
included in the Use section ot the soil description would be accepted. 

Soil descriptions--In order to promote uniformity in describing soil 
profiles, the tollowing tonaat was propoeed tor describing soil horisons. 

1. Color - moist or dry or both 
2. Texture 
3. Mottling - abu.aiance, size, contrast 
4. Structure - grade, class, kind 
5. Consistence 
6. Roots - abundance, size, distribution 
7. Pores - abundance, size, distribution 
8. Clay films - frequency, thickness, location 
9. Concretions 

10. Carbonates 
11. Stones 
12. Horizon bowxiar.i.ea - distinctness, topography 
13. pH 

M&11bers agreed to follow this proposal.. 

Metric syetem--The use of the ~trio system in soil aurYey reports 
was discus3ed at soma l engt,h . 4 "'""'M'" of "'"'"'her e f.!'Vored u:ii ng t n.:: 
system tor soil depths. A vote on the subject resulted in moat members 
favoring the use of the English system. 
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PROGRESS - CANADA LAND INVENTORY 

R. J . McCormack 
Chief, Canada Land Inventory 

I am pleased to have tho opportunity to report to you on the progress 
of the Canada Land Inventory. The National Soil Survey COD1Dittee has been 
one of the principal groups responsible for the Inventory and your early 
and continuing aupport of the program. has been very grati!ying. I would 
also like to tAke thia opportunity to publiclY acknowledge th~ invaluable 
assistance you have provided and are continuing to provide. 

To give you a cc.rnplete background on progreH, I will deal with th:r-.e 
aspects of the program. These are: 

1. Progress of all sectors at the two scales, that is, for publication 
and canputer input. 

~ 

2. Progress of the econanic feasibility studies to parallel the physical 
capability mapping. 

J. Land-use planning projects announced as a policy of ARDA in November 
1967. 

Mapping Progress - 1:2501000 Scale for PublicatiOl'l 

On the Wex map of southern Canada is shown a tentat,ive boundary 
within which capability mapping has been carried out in agriculture, 
forestry, wildlife, and recreationo Considerable progress has been ma.de 
and it may be of interest to note that we will be distributing indices 
showing publication progre~s in each sector from time to time. 

Agriculture : As of April 16, 1968, 87 manuscripte had been received. 
Of these, 26 have been published and are ready for distribution. An 
additional 27 are in the final stages of preparatione 

Forestry: Fourteen manuscripts have been received and of these 
5 are in the final stages of publicationo <xie map has been exp,rimentally 
printed. 

Wildlife (Waterfowl ): Fifty-six manuscripts havo been received; 
none has been published nor is awaiting publication. 

Wildlife (Ungulates): Eighteen manuecripts have been received and 
one has been prepared for publication on an experimental basis. 

Recreation: Of the 17 manuscripts received !or publication, one is 
in the final stage of preparation and has been experimentally printed. 

In summary, 192 manuscripts are in the process of preparation for 
publication; of these, 26 have been published or are about to be and an 
additional 33 are in the final stages of preparation. 
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Mapping Progreao - 1:501000 Scale for Ccmputer Input 

The manuscripts, that is full map sheets, received and prepared or 
1n the process ot preparation for canputer input are as follows: 

Present Land Use 
Agriculture 
Forestry 
Wildlife (Waterfowl) 
Wildlife (Ungulates ) 
Boundary Map1 

Total 

1,581 
573 
161 
869 
310 

1,769 
5,263 

Maps of sports-fish capability, which will be input at the 1:250,000 
scale, have not yet been received in any significant number. 

Forty-nine watershed maps at 1:250,000 have been compiled and 11 are 
1n preparation. 

Econcmic Feasibility Studies 

As sane of you know we are interested in studies to jw,tify the 
econcmic feasibility or land use tor a given purpose. These studies will, 
ot necessity, be regional in nature, but are, we feel, an eaaential supple
ment to the physical capability studies to formulate land-use policies. 

Studies in the econcmics ot use tor recreation and wildlife have been 
the subject or discussions with the Canadian Council of Resource Ministers. 
Forest land econanic studies have been carried out in southern Ontario 
(J .R.M. Williams and D. V. Love, F.conom.ics ot Plantation Forestry in 
Southern Ontario ) and projects are being undertaken by the Forest Econcmica 
Research Institute of the Forestry Branch, Department or Forestry and Rural 
Development. In addition to the study, primarily or dairy farming, carried 
out by H. F. Noble in eastern Ontario, several studies are being carried out 
to support the comprehensive development plans being undertaken under the 
Fund for Rural Econanic Developnent. As funds permit other studies will 
be started . 

Land-Use Planning 

In November 1967, the Rural Development Branch announced a policy of 
financial and technical support to the provinces tor pilot projects in 
land-use planning. By this means it is hoped to ensure full and proper 
use of the Canada Land Inventory data and, in addition, provide an assess
ment of the adequacy of the information for land-use planning. 

To date, planning projects are being 8Upported in Prince Edward Island, 
Nova Scotia, and British Columbia. Discussions have also been held with a 
number o! other provinces. 

The foregoing outlines very briefly the progress of the Canada Land 
Inventory program. It i1 obvious that we are making very good progress, 
but still have a considerable amount of work ~o do. Our only hope is 
that we continue to reoeive the same unqualified support and assistance 
from the National Soil Survey Committee that we have up to now. 
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RKPORT OF THE SUBCOOfITTEE 

ON BIOPHYSICAL LAND CLASSIFICATIOO 

M. Jurdant 
Canada Depar~nt of Forestry and Rural Development 

Population increase and econanic growth demand ma.ximum utilizaticm 
of renewable resources. It is generally agreed that land cannot be 
properly utilized unless it is managed, a concept first developed by 
foresters. According to Huffel (1926) , forest manage111tnt is the sum of 
all the operations of harvesting products of the forest on a eustained
yield basis. The Society o! American Foresters (1944) defines forest 
management as 11the management of a given forest unit so that the annua.J. 
or periodic yield of timber or other forest products can be maintained 
in perpetuity." It was, however, in 1960 at the Fifth World Forestry 
Congress that the concept of multiple use of renewable land resources 
was fully recognized on a world-wide basis . 

In his keynote address at the first general session of that congress, 
McArdle (1960) stated that multiple use 11 requires conscious, coordinated 
management of the various renewable resources, each with the other, 
without impairment of the productivity of the land. 11 Cliff (1960) , in 
his description of the preparation of regional guides for multiple-use 
planning and coordination by the United States Forest Service, states 
11the first step is to gather quantitative am qualitative facts about each 
resource, its potentiality and the demands that are likely to be made upon 
it. 11 In addition to knowledge of the production of the land, an evaluation 
of .its productivity is essential to land management . Production here is 
defined as the actual amount of products in a given area (the crop itself), 
whereas productivity ie the potential production, i.eo the ma.x.:iJllum amount 
that the area could produce on a sustained-yield basis (the ability to 
produce crops ) , 

Paralleling the growth of the Canadian econany and population is the 
increasing attention being given to the potentialities of land for 
multiple use . This is particularly true of forested lands for which the 
alternative uses are more likely to conflict. Agriculture, forestry, 
wildlife, water, and recreation are the five major uses that should he 
considered if land planning and management are to be practiced. These· 
uses are derived fran natural resources that have the following character
istics in conmon: 

1) They are renewable. As a consequence, conservation practices 
are needed to keep up high production rat es. 

2) They all depend Cl'l both the physical and biological environment ••• 
or, in other words, they all depend upon the five independent 
variables of Jenny's equation: climate, parent material, relief, 
organisms, and time, As a consequence, the knowledge of the 
physical and biological environment is the neoessary basis on 
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which to evaluate capabilities. The corollary ii!'! that any 
infonnation already collected for evaluation of capability for 
any of these resources should be ueefu.l (although not neces
sarily sufficient) for evaluating capabilities for the other 
resources. 

3) They are interdepement; any exploitation of one of these 
resources causes effects on one or l!"levera.l others, which can 
be beneficial, indifferent, or disadvantageous. Consequently, 
cooperation is needed among the various users of the land. 

<A'l.e major aim of the National Committee on Forest Land is to advise 
on the developnent of a national system of forest land ard soils inventory. 

The Subcanmittee on Biophysical Lard Classification was created and 
t he objectives described as follows: 

1) To examine and review systems of land classification developed 
ard used at national a.?1d regional levels. 

2) To present recanmendations to the National Canmittee on Forest 
Land on a suitable physical land classification, of a recon
naissance nature, W'lich will lend itself to interpretations for 
forestry, agriculture, recreation, wild.lite, and hydrology. 

At l to 1967 m~e v1,g, th6 National Canmittee on Forest IAnd proposed 
the undertaking of a series of pilot projects in various parts of the 
country to develop and refine a biophysical land classification system. 

In May 1967, the Subccmun:1.ttee on Biophysical Land Classification met 
in Winnipeg to establish preliminary guidelines for these pilot projects. 

Five pilot projects were then begun in British Columbia, Manitoba, 
Que bee, Nova Scotia, and New!oumland. 

Thie paper briefly summarizes the preliminary results of these 
studies, W1 ich are described at length in a Canada Land Inventory progress 
report (Canada Land Inventory, 1968). 

Following are the differences between and the similarities of a 
biophysical land survey and a soil survey and the reasons for themo 

1) Since the purpose of the survey is to assess the capability of 
the land for various uses, the units of the classification must be based 
on criteria that bear significance to these uses. Soil surveys were 
devised primarily for an agricultural purpose. The forestry purpose, for 
example, was generally overlooked, partly because of scanty information 
about which soil features are significantly related to tree growth and 
forest land management, and p!lrtly because of higher mapping costs in the 
forest than ·1n the open, which precludes the same level of detail. One 
main feature of the landscape not systematically considered in soil 
surveys yet, which is most significant to forestry, recreation and wild
life, is vegetation in both its actual (structure am ccmposition of 
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vegetation) and dynamic (succession) aspects. This led foresters to 
direct their attention to the forest land rather than to the forest or 
the soil. The forest land can be looked upon either as an assemblage or 
organisms in an envirorm,nt of air, water, and soil or as a physical 
area supporting living organisms. In other words, the forest land 
constitutes an entire ecological system (or ecosystem) in which canplex 
interrelationships exist between organisms and the various canponents or 
the physical environment. 

Cons:idering that neither vegetation nor soil can adequately exprese 
the ecosystem (or forest land ) as a dynamic, functional entity, a group 
of Canadian participants in the Fifth World Forestry Congress made a 
series of proposals based on opinions expressed at the Ninth International 
Botanical Congress. Proposal 5 recanmends "that the description and 
classification of ecosystem units be based on significant features of bot h 
forest arxi land, as neither forest vegetation nor physical environment 
alone can indicate unequivocally the nature of the ecosystem (Rowe et al 
1960). 

The chairman of th6 Biophysical Land Classification Subcanmittee, 
who recently reviewed the work in land inventory and mapping in Canada, 
proposed that a biophysical land classification should be centered around 
a concept of land unit he defined as "a canbina tion of soil eerie s and 
vegetation type which has a specific physiographic position on a defined 
landform 11 (Lacate 1966) . 

Modern Canadian forest land classifications are centered around the 
concept of ecosystem considered as an objective entity, that is, in t he 
terms of Rowe (1962) : 11a perceivable unit of the landscape, homogenous 
both as to the fonn and structure of the land and as to the vegetat ion 
supported thereon." The fact that the ecosystem types are called a 
"Total Site Type" by Hills and Pierpoint (1960) , a 11 Land Unit" by La.cate 
(1965, 1966), a "Forest Habitat Type" by Mueller-Danbois (1964) , a 
11 Forest Type" by Damman (1964) , a "Forest Site" by Jameson (1963), or an 
"Ecological Type" by Jurdant (1964.a, 1964b) is not important, provided 
the types are based on significant attributes of both vegetation and land 
(soil, relief, climate). All these classifications provide the background 
on which the pilot projects in biophysical land classification have been 
undertaken . 

In summary, the purpose of the biophysical classification forces 
is to use criteria of both vegetation and land (including soil) in t he 
determination of taxonanic units . 

2) The biophysical land classification is to be applied in large, 
unsettled areas of forest and associated 11wildlands 11

• These areas are 
characterized by the following features: 

a) They are large. The merchantable forest lands of Quebec alone 
cover an area or more than 250,000 square miles (5 tilDl9s the 
size of New York State or 21 times the size of Belgium) . 

b) They are largely unsettled and not readily accessible. 
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c) They are covered with forest vegetation, either disturbed 
or natural. 

d) They are areas on which little basic lmowledge is available 
concerning soils, geology, geomorphology, climate, r.nd ecology. 

FrClll these features it is conclude11 that if the survey ot these 
areas is to be un:iertaken rapidly and at a reasonable cost, it must make 
a very large use of aerial photographs. In other words, criteria to 
define or identify the taxonomic units or classification must lend them
selves to an interpretation on aerial photographs so that the mapping 
units can be accurately identified with a minimum of field checking. 
Features that can best be identified or inferred on aerial photographs 
are: broad vegetation groups, topography, depth of soil, stream drainage 
patten1, surface erosion features, soil texture, soil drainage, and type 
of bedrock. Neither the soil profile nor the vegetation type can be of 
any use at this stage. But, from these features, the landforms can be 
delineated relatively easily, and it is within this geomorphological frame
work that soil and vegetation c9:n be classified with a ma.xi.mum of effic.lency. 

In sumnary, the technique employed in biophysical lam surveys (i.e. 
airphoto interpretation) to a large extant influences the kirrls of units 
that are to be established. In addition to soil science, the classifiers 
must make great use of information derived from geomorphology and ecology. 
The ideal team would be composed of a soil scientist, a geomorphologist, 
snd an -::.ol o~i ::i L u t cl pi1.:rc.osccl ol og.s.,. 

3) It is often argued that three separate maps (geomorphology, soil, 
and vegetation) followed by superposition would lead to the same result 
(a posteriori integration) as an a priori i ntegrationo It appears, 
however, that such a superposition is very difficult, if not impossible, 
due to great difficulties 1n setting the most useful criteria. in every 
discipline; it is also very expensive. The method was used in the Gasp/ 
Peninsula by the B.A.E.Q., but the integration was not made. 

4) The usefulness of existing soil surveys might be questioned. 
Preliminary results of two pilot projects undertaken in areas for which 
soil survey information was available indicate a close agreement between 
the biophysical units and patterns of soil survey mapping units. 

The five pilot projects are described in detail in a Canada. Lam 
Inventory report ( Canada Lam Inventory, 1968). They have t he following 
characteristics 1n conmon: 

a ) They all rely on the use of airphoto interpretation techniques 
canbined with supporting field checks. 

b) The basic mapping unit is a geomorphological segment of the 
landscape. 

c ) Each unit is described. fo terms of both soil and vegetation 
patten1s . 

d) The surveys are carried out by a team. 
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The detailed approach is not always the same in the various projects, 
but the completed results will lead to a common methodology and classitica .. 
tion units, which will have the same meaning throughout the country. The 
existing differences are caused mainly by differences between the geographical 
areas themselves. 

Although the level of generalization varies from project to project, 
there is agreement m the need for a unit that can be mapped at the scale or 
1:125,000. The latter is called a 11Geo-Unit" in British Columbia, a 11Land 
Unit" in Manitoba, a 11Landscape Unit" in Quebec, a 11Land System" in Nova 
Scotia and a "Land Component" in Newfoundland. These Wlits can be deecribed 
11, terms of relative percentage area of soils (at a level equivalent to that 
of the Series) and vegetation (at the level of vegetation type). Furthermore, 
they could be defined by the Australian concept of 11Land system", i.e. "an 
area or group of areas throughout which there ie a recurring pattern of 
topography, soils, and vegetation" (Christian 1952). 

In conclusion, these pilot projects have shown: 

1) The feasibility of undertaking biophysical surveys rapidly and at 
relatively low cost. 

2) Although the units used in each individual project are not exactly 
siDlilar, a canmon degree of generalization can be foreseen in the 
near future. 

3) The team approach has proven to be very satisfactory, the ideal team 
being canposed of a gecmorphologist, a soil scientist, and a vegetation 
specialist. 

4) Because the complexed unite are also soil associations, good correlations 
with existing and more detailed soil surveys are desirable and possible. 
This is most beneficial since more knowledge will become available. 
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RESOLUTIONS 

N.S.S.C. Meeting 

1968 

1. Be it reeolved that the National Soil Survey Committee .expreee the sincere 
appreciation of its members to the Government of Alberta for the warm 
welcome and buffet dinner provided on Wednesday evening. 

Moved by T. w. Peters 
Seconded by C. A. Rowlee 
Carried 

2. Be it resolved that the National Soil Survey Committee express the sincere 
appreciation of its members to the University of Alberta and ite 
Faculty of Agriculture for providing excellent facilities tor the 
plenary sessions and subcommittee meetings • . 
Moved by c. A. Rowlee 
Seconded by R. A. Hedlin 
Carried 

3. Be it resolved that the National Soil Survey Committee exprees the eincere 
appreciation of its members to Dr. Peter Somere for his excellent 
address at the banquet on Wednesday evening. 

Moved by w. Odyneky 
Seconded by R. E. Smith 
Carried 

4. Ee it resolved that the National Soil Survey Committee exprese the sincere 
appreciation of its members to the steffe of the Department of Soil 
Science, University of Alberta, and the Alberta Soil Survey for the 
excellent arrangements made for the 1968 meetings and for the warm 
welcome extended to the members . 

Moved by R. A. Hedlin 
Seconded by c. A. Rowlee 
Carried 

5e Whereas the value of a soil survey is in large measure dependent on the 
method used in reporting the data, and 

Whereas there are many categoriee of readers interested in soil eurvey 
data; for example, pedologists at home and abroad, research workere 
in other scientific disciplines, extension workers and farmers, as 
well as government and commercial personnel in the administrative 
and technical fielde from a variety of disciplines, who are concerned 
in some measure with the surface mantle, and 
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Whereae one publication or method of reporting cannot meet the require
ments of all these categories, and 

Whereae there have been many changes in methods of communication over the 
pa.et three or four decades, and 

Whereae the baeic format of soil eurvey reports has changed little over 
this period. 

Therefore, be it resolved that the National Soil Survey Committee appoint 
a canmittee on soil survey reporting to make a broad study of this 
topic and among other things to (a) determine the specific neede and 
intereste of the various groups who use eoil survey data, and 
(b) recomnend methods of reporting that would beet meet these needs. 

Moved by w. E. Bowser 
Seconded by J.F.G. Millette 
Carried 

6. Be it resolved that the National Soil Survey Conmdttee approve the 
principle of an orderly evolution of Canadian taxonomic and corre
lative horizon crjteria towards the develoi:ment of an International 
System of Soil Classification and Identification. 

Moved by J. s. Clayton 
Seconded by D. w. Hoffman 
Carried 

?. Be it resolved that the proceedings of the National Soil Survey Committee 
meetings be published :iiimultaneom1ly in English and French. 

Moved by P. Lajoie 
Seconded by R. E. Smith 
Carried 

NOTE: The mover oup.gested that necessary translation te done ty the 
Service of Translation in Ottawa and that the French ver:iiion be 
submitted to ~uebec pedologists for verification. 

8. Wheres.a the present :iiystem of preparing subcommittee reports through the 
exchange of correspondence with the chairman does not penr~t free 
exchange of ideas ar.iong participating members, thus accent~ting the 
influence of the subcormnittee chairman in the preparation of the 
report which seer.is to be related to a recurrent cycle of ideas, and 

Whereas meetings of the N0 s.s.c. seem to allow insufficient tilae for a 
complete and thorough discussion and preparation of reports submitted 
in plenary sessions thus leading to necessary post-meetinr correc
tions independent of decicions reached in plenary sessions, und 
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wbereae the usefulnees of some subcommittee reports alXi of some 
recommendations depends on decisions reached by other subcommittees, 
and 

Whereas the required synchronization of report submission ie difficult to 
achieve in one N.s.s.c. meeting. 

Therefore, be it resolved that the members of subcommittees meet prior to 
general meetings and at any other time that is deemed necessary, to 
prepare repc,rts to be presented in plenary sessions and/or to 
participate in workshop eessions, field tripe, etc., aimed at 
elucidating problems lying within the terms of reference of the 
subcommittees . 

Moved by J,F.G. Millette 
Seconded by K.K. Langmaid Oarr1.ed-

9. Whereas the National Soil Survey Committee is now developing a classifica
tion of land forms and is involved in making engineering interpreta
tions of soil~urvey informBtion, and 

Whereas the National Soil Survey Committee has been involved in the 
preparation of Canada Land Inventory soil capability maps, the 
accurate interpretation of which will require continued close 
cooperation between users of this information and soil scientists. 

Therefore, be it resolved that the National Soil Survey Committee 
encourage further development of close liaison with those who can 
contribute to the collection of meaningful and accurate information 
(e.g . geologists, geographers, a.nd engineere) and with all groups 
using soils information. 

Moved by R. Pn,tz 
Seconded by L. J . Chaµnan 
Carried 

100 Whereas it has been agreed to prepare a monograph on Soils of Canada, 
and 

Whereas it is important that there be a strong editorial board to plan 
the preparation of this monograph, and 

Whereas it ie important tha.t this editorial board be representative of 
Canadian soil scientists with respect to knowledge of different 
regions of Canada and fields of interest. 

Therefore, be it reeolved that individual soil scientists or groups of 
ecientiete be invited to submit euggeetions for an editorial board 
to the Chairman of the National Soil Survey Committee together with 
reasons for the suggestions. 

Moved by w. Eo Boweer 
Seconded by R. Ba.ril 
Carried 
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)m(BEBS OF SUBCCMMITT.EiS 

- J. s. Clayton. 

- w. E. Bowser. 

- P. c. Stobbe. 

- P. c. Stobbe. 

- P. Lajoie. 

- L. Farstad. 

- A. McKeague. 
, 

- J. H. Day~(Chairman), B. Bernier, A. Dube , P. Hering&, 
w. Oiynsky, R. E. Smith, R. St. Arnaud, R. E. Wicklund. 

- R. Baril (Chairman), D. B. Cann, J. G. Ellis, 
D. W. Hoffman, D. Lindsay, J. MacDougall, R. McCormack, 
G. Millette, G. Mills, R. Raymond, P. N. Sprout. 

Su.il .Scr i1..s and 'fypes - o. B. Cann (Chainnan), J. G. Ellis, L. Farstad, 
P. Heringa, D. W. Hoffman, P. Lajoie, J. MacDougall, 
A. Mailloux., G. Mills, T. Peters. 

Soil Phases - D. W. Hoffman (Chairman), J. G. Ellis, P. Heringa, 
J. Hilchey, P. Lajoie, A. Mailloux, G. Mills, 
W. Qiynsky, P. N • Sprout • 

Soils Wiler Forest - J. s. Rowe (Chairman), R. Baril, B. Bernier, D. B. Carm, 
D. Linde~, R. McConnack, R. Protz, J. A. Shields, 
R. E. Smith. 

International. Soil Correlation - J. s. Clayton (Chairman), R. Baril, 
D. B. Cann, J. H. Day, D. W. Hoffman, P. Lajoie, 

Land Forms 

G. Millette, s. Pawluk, R. St. Arnaud, M.A. Zwarich. 

- L. J. Chapman (Chainnan), P. Lajoie, R. Marcoux, 
T. Peters, C. A. Rowles, H.B. Sto~house, 
R. E. Wicklund, M.A. Zwarich. 

Chemical and Physical Analyses of Soils - J. s. Clark (Chainnan) , R. A. Hedlin, 
W. K. Janzen, A. McKeague, G. Millette, R. Protz, 
C. A. Rowles, J. A. Toogood. 

Climate in Relation to Soil Classification and Interpretation - W. E. Bowser 
(Chairman), L. J. Chapnan, L. Farstad, J. Hilchey, 
G. Robertson, J. A. Shields, s. Pawluk, R. St. Arnaud, 
M.A. Zwarich. 
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Crop Yield Asseesments - A. o. Ridley (Chairman), J. H. Day, L. Farstad, 
L. Henry, K. Langmaid, G. Millette, s. Pawluk, R. Protz. 

Engineering Applications and Interpretations of Soil Surveys - s. Pawluk 
(Chairman), R. Baril, E. Dejong, L. Farstad, 
R. A. Hedlin, J. MacDougaU, E. Penner, R. Protz, 
L. Tardif. 

Canada Land Inventory - R. McCormack. 

Biophysical Land Classification - M. Jurdant. 

Soil Reports - D. B. Cann and c. R. Wood. 

Soil Terms - J. H. Day. 



British Columbia 

L. Farstad 
A. J. Green 
n. c. Kowall 
L. M. Lavkulich 
T. ?-1. Lord 
u. Osbourne 
c. A. Rowles 
G. G0 Runka 
J. I . Sneddon 
P. N. Sprout 
K.W.G. Valentine 
u. wittneben 

Alberta 

G0 Beke 
w. E. Bowser 
A. f'runelle 
J. A. Carson 
J. F. Dormaar 
P, Duffy 
J. Lwnanski 
W0 D. Holland 
A. Kjearsgaard 
s. Kocaoglu 
G. L. Lesko 
Jo D. Lindeay 
L. E. Lutwick 
w. Cxiynsky 
s. Pawluk 
w. Fettapiece 
To w. Petere 
D. J. Pluth 
G0 Purnell 
M, Scheelar 
P. w. Summere 
Jo Ao TOO[:OOd 

A0 Twardy 
A. Wynnlc 

Saelcatchewan 

K. v;, Ayree 
J. G. Ellie 
L. Henry 
W. K. Janzen 
Jos. Rowe 
J. A. Shields 
H. Bo Stonehouee 
R. J. St 0 Arnaud 
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ATTENDANCE AT PLENARY SESSIONS 

Research Branch, C,D.A. 
Research Branch, C. D.A . 
B. c. Soil Survey Branch 
Dep 0 of Soil Science, U.B.C. 
Research Branch, C.D.A. 
E. c. Soil Survey Branch 
Dep. of Soil Science, U.B.C. 
B. c. Soil Survey Ernnch 
Research Eranch, C.D.A. 
B. c. Soil Survey Branch 
Reee~rch Branch, C.D.A. 
~. c. Soil Survey Eranch 

Foreetry Branch, C.D.F.R,D. 
Tl.esearch Branch, C.D.J... 
Hesearch Branch, C .L.A. 
Dep 0 of Soil Science, u. of A. 
Reeearch Station 
Forestry Branch, c.o. r.h.D. 
Soil Survey , Alta. Hes. Council 
Forestry Branch, C0 D,F0 h.L. 
Research Branch, C.D.A. 
Reeearch Branch, C .D .A. 
Forestry Branch, c.D.F.n.D. 
Soil Survey, Alta. Res, Council 
Research Station 
Soil Survey, Alta. ReE. Council 
Dep. of Soil Science, u. of A. 
Research Branch, C.D.A. 
Research Eran ch, C. D. A. 
Dep. of Soil Science, U. of A. 
Dep. of Soil Science, u. of A. 
Soil Survey, Alta 0 fles. Council 
Alberta Research Council 
Dep , of Soil Science, t.; o of J, . • 
Soil Survey, Altao P.es. Council 
Soil Survey, Alta 0 Res 0 Council 

Research Eranch, c.~.A . 
Dep , of Soil Science, U. of s. 
Dep. of Soil Science, U, of s. 
Hesearch Br~~ch, C.D.A, 
Dep, of Plant Ecology 
:hesearch Eranch, C .D,.A. 
Research Branch, C.D . A. 
Dep. of Soil Science, u. of s. 

Vancouver 
Vancouver 
Kelowna 
Vancouver 
Vancouver 
Kelowna 
Vancouver 
Kelowna 
Vancouver 
Kelowna 
Vancouver 
Kelowna 

Calgary 
Edmonton 
Edmonton 
Edmonton 
Lethbridpe 
Calgary 
Edmonton 
Edmonton 
Edmonton 
Edmonton 
Calgary 
Edmonton 
Lethbridge 
Edmonton 
Edmonton 
Edmonton 
Mrnonton 
Edmonton 
Edmonton 
Edmonton 
Edmonton 
Edmonton 
Edmonton 
Edmonton 

Saekatoon 
Saekatoon 
Saskatoon 
Saekatoon 
Saekatoon 
Saekatoon 
Saekatoon 
Saekatoon 



Manitoba 

R. A. Hedlin 
w. Michalyna 
G11 F. Mille 
A. o. P.idley 
R. Eo Smith 
s. c. Zoltai 
M. A. Zwarich 

Ontario 

L. J" Chapman 
D. w. Hoffman 
R. Protz 
R. E. \~icklund 

Quebec 

New 

n. Wo Baril 
Bo Bernier 
G., Hubert 
Mo Jurdant 
Ao Mailloux 
G., fldllette 
T. D. Phli 

Brunswick 

Ko K. Langmaid 
c .. Veer 

Nova Scotia 

J . Hilchey 
J 0 I. MacDougall 

Newfoundland 

G0 Greenlee 
P. K. Heringa 

Nebraska 

Jo E. McClelland 

New York 

D. s. Lacate 
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Dep0 of Soil Science, u. of M0 

Research Branch, C.D.A. 
Soil Survey, Man. Dep0 of Agric 0 

Dep 0 of Soil Science, u. of M. 
Research Branch, C.D.A. 
Forestry Branch, C.D.F.h.D. 
Dep0 of Soil Science, U. of M. 

Ontario Research Foundation 
Dep 0 of Soil Science, u. of G. 
Dep. of Soil Science, u. of G. 
Research Branch, C.D.A. 

.Dep0 of Soil Science, Laval Univ. 
Dep. of Forestry, Laval Univ. 
Forestry Branch, C.D.F.R.Do 
Forestry Branch, C.D.F.R.D. 
Soil Survey, ~ue ., Dep. of Agric. 
Dep. of Soil Science, Macdonald College 
Forestry Branch, C0 D.F 0 R0 D. 

Research Er;inch, c.D.A. 
Research Branch, C.D.A. 

N. s. Dep. of Agriculture 
Research Branch, C.D.A. 

Nfld.., Dep .. of Agriculture 
Research Branch, C.D.A. 

Soil Conservation Service, UoSoD.A. 

Dep. of Conservation, Cornell Univ. 

Winnipeg 
Winnipeg 
Winnipeg 
Winnipeg 
Winnipeg 
Winnipeg 
Winnipeg 

Toronto 
Guelph 
Guelph 
Guelph 

Quebec 
(..iuebec 
~uebec 
~uebec 
La Pocatiere 
Montreal 
~uebec 

Fredericton 
Fredericton 

Truro 
Truro 

st. John's 
st. John's 

Lincoln 

Ithaca 



ottawa 

D. B. Cann 
J. s. Clance 
J. s. Clayton 
J. H. Day 
W. A. Ehrlich 
P. J. Lajoie 
R. J • McCormack 
J. A. McKea.gue 
L. C. Munn 
M. Roberts 
G. W~ Robertson 
W. K. S)s 
P., c. Stobbe 
C., R. Wood 
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Research Branch, C.D.A. 
Research Branch, c.t.A. 
Reeearch Branch, C.D.A . 
Reeeareh Branch, c.n.A. 
Research Branch, c.n.A . 
Rural Developnent Branch, C.D.F.R.D. 
Rural Developnent Branch, C.D.F.H.D. 
Research Branch, c.n.A . 
Rural Developnent Branch, C.D.F.R.D. 
Research Branch, C.D.A. 
Research Branch, c.n.A. 
Reeoarch Branch, C.D.A . 
Re,earch Branch, C. D.A. 
Reeeerch Branch, C.D.A. 
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TERMINOLOGY FCR DESCRIBING SOILS* 

l-Bny terms are used to describe soils and their environment. In 
order to draw this material into one document, the various groups ot 
terms are presented in two broad categories: those which characterize the 
land or a pedon, and those which characterize the soil horizons. 

APPENDIX 1 

LAND SURFACE TmMINOLOGY 

land Forme and Topographic Classes 

The following topographic classes and symbols were adopted for use 
in 1963 and confirmed in 1968: 

Simple Topography Complex Topography Slope 

Single slopes Mlltiple slopes .,, 
(regular surface) (irregular surface ) 

A depressional to level a nearly level Oto 0.5 
B very gently sloping b gently undulating 0.5+ t -o 2 
c gently sloping c undulating 2+ to 5 
D moderately sloping d gently r olling 5+ to 9 
E strongly sloping e moderately rolling 9+ to 15 
F steeply sloping r strongly rolling 15+ to JO 
G very steeply sloping g hilly JO+ to 60 
H extremely sloping h very hilly over 60 

Water Erosion 

The water-erosion classes as defined in the U. s. Dep. Agr. Soil 
Survey Minual were adopted. The four classes are designated on the map 
as Wl, W2, W3, and w4. The classes are defined as follows, 

Wl (Slightly eroded 1and), The soil bas a few rills or places with 
thin A horizons that give evidence of accelerated erosion, but not to an 
extent to alter greatly the thickness and character of the A horizon. 
Except for soils having very thin A horizons (less than 8 inches ), the 
surface soil (Ap) consists entirely of A horizon throughout nearly all · 
of the delineated area. Up to about 25% of the original A horizon, or 
origina.l plowed layer in soils with thin A horizons, may have been 
removed from moat of the area. In moat soils, areas with this class or 
erosion are not significantly different in use capabilities and management 
requirements from the uneroded soil. In a few soils having very shallow 
aola over a nonconforming layer, or in a few having a shallow A horizon 
over a claypan or hardpan, a significant difference may exist . 

*Compiled by J. H. Day 
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W2 (Mxieratel.y eroded land)a The soil bas been eroded to the extent 
that ordinary tillage implements reach through the remaining! horizon, 
or well below the depth of the arigin&l plowed la1er in soils with a thin 
A horizon. Generally, the plow layer consists of a mixture of the original 
A horizons and underlying hori210DS. Mipped areas of eroded soil usually 
bave patches in which the plov layer consists wholly of the original A 
horizon and others in which it consists wholly of' underlying horizons. 
Shallow gullies may be present. Approximately 25 to 75% ot the original ! 
horizon or surface soil may have been lost frOll most of the area. 

W3 (Severely eroded land): The soil bas been eroded to the extent 
th.at all or practically all of the original surface soil, or A horizon, 
bas been removed. The plow la.y'er consists essentially of material.a from 
the B or other underl.Jing horizons. Patches in which the plow layer ia a 
mixture of the original A horizon and the B horizon or other underlying 
horizons may be included within mapped areas. Shallow gullies, or a few 
deep ones, are common on some soil types. J.bre th.an about 75% ot the 
original surface soil, or A horizon, and commonly part or all of the B 
horizon or other underlying horizons, have been lost from most or the 
area. 

W4 ( Gullied land), The land has been eroded until it has an intricate 
pattern of moderately deep or deep gullies. Soil profiles have been destroyed 
except in small areas between gullies. Such land is not useful tor crops in 
its present condition. Reclamation for crop production or tor improved 
pasture is difficult, but may be practicable if the other characteristics 
or t.he soil az.·e Lavorable and erosion can be controlled. 

~ erosion~The following classes of gully erosion have been 
adopted for use. 

El) These are shallO\rl occasional gullies that may be crossed by 
mechanized implements and that are more than 100 feet apart. 

E2) These are shallow frequent gullies that may be crossed by 
mechanized implements, but are less than 100 feet apart. 

E3) These are deep occasional gullies that cannot be crossed by 
mechanized implements. A change of land use is indicated. 

~) These are deep frequent gullies that cannot be crossed by 
mechanized implements. A change of land use is indicated. 

The follow.Lag special symbol is used for the accumulation of water-eroded 
materials. 

+ Recent acCl.lmulations less than 12 inches thick resulting from 
accelerated erosion, and not including normal floodplain deposits. 

1+2+ Thickness of accumulations in feet. 

Wind Erosion 

The wind-erosion classes as defined in the U.S. Dep. Agr. Soil Surve1 
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.t-hnual were adopted in 1963. The classes are designated on the map as 
Dl, Il2, and DJ. The classes are defined as tollawsa 

Dl (Wind-eroded [or blown] land): Wind has removed from the soil a 
suffici ent amount of the A horizon that ordinary tillage will bring up and 
mix the B horizon or other lower lying horizons with surface soil in the 
plow layer. Ra.rely is this condition uniform throughout a mappable area, 
however. Usually the plow layer consists mainly of the original A horizon 
in some patches, whereas in others the original A horizon is removed. 
Generally, about 25 to 75% of the original A horizon (or surface soil in 
soils with thin A horizons) may have been removed. 

D2 (Severely wind-eroded [or blown] land): Wind has removed all of 
the A horizon and pa.rt of the B or other lower lying horizon. The plow layer 
consists mainly of the original horizons below the A (or below the ·original 
plowed layer in soils with thin A horizons), although some patches having 
much of the original A horizon remain in the area. An occasional blow- out 
area may be included. 

DJ (Blown- out land-) 1 The wind has removed most of the soil profile 
and the land is classified as a miscellaneous land type. Use of the land 
for ordinary agriculture is not feasible without extensive reclamation. 
Blow-out holes are numerous and deeply carved into the lower soil or parent 
material. Areas between blowouts are deeply buried by soil material from 
the blowouts. 

The following special symbols were adopted for use in wind-eroded areas. 

VJ) Blow-pit removal. The number indicates the depth in feet. 

~ Recent dune or dunalike accumulations. The number indicates 
the height in feet. 

/\1\,/\A Hummocky area of mixed removal and accumulation. 

Stoniness, Rockiness, and Coarse Fragments 

The classes of stoniness, rockiness, and coarse fragments defined 
below were adopted in 1955. The agricultural significance and the descrip
tion of the classes of stoniness and rockiness should be determined by 
each regional organization. 

The classes of stoniness are defined as follows: 

Stones 1 (Slightly stony land): There are some stones, but they 
offer only slight to no hindrance to cultivation. 

Stones 2 (t>bderately stony land)a There are enough stones to cause 
some interference with cultivation. 

Stones J (Very stony land): There are enough stones to constitute 
a serious handicap to cultivation and some clearing is required. 

Stones 4 (Exceedingly stony land): There are enough stones to prevent 
cultivation until considerable clearing is done. 
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Stones 5 (Excessively' sto~ land)& This land ill too stony to perlllit 
any cultivation (boulder or stone paveaent). 

The cl4sses or rooki.neas are defined as tollowe• 

Rocky 1 (SlightlJr rocky land), Su.tfieient bedrock exposures to inter
fere with tillage but not to make intertilled crops impracticable. Depending 
upon how the pattern affects tillage, rock exposures are raugh]Jr 100 to JOO 
teat apart and cover about 2 to 10% of the surface. · 

Rocky 2 (t-bderately rocky land): Su!'f'icient bedrock exposures to make 
till.age of intertilled crops impracticable, but soil can be worked tor hay 
crops or improved pasture it other soil characteristics are favorable. 
Rock exposures are roughly .30 to 100 teat apart and cover about 10 to 25% 
of the surface, depending upon the pattern. 

Rocky 3 (Very rocky' land) 1 Sufficient rock outcrop to make all use 
of machinery impracticable, except for light machinery- where other soil 
characteristics are especially favorable for improved pasture. The land 
may have some use for wild past\J.re or forests, depending on the other soil 
characteristics. Rock exposures, or patches of soil too thin over rock 
for use, are roughly 10 to JO feet apart and cover about 25 to 50% or 
the surface, depending on the pattern. 

Rocky 4 (Exceedingly rooky ls.nd)1 Sufficient rock outcrop (or very 
t.hip sni J <:m"'r !"oc!") t o r:.:ikc o.ll use of w&.c.hinEsry impra.cticable. The 
land may have some value for poor pasture or for forestry. Rock outcrops 
are about 10 feet or less apart and cover some 50 to 90% of the area. 

Rooky 5 (Excessively r ocky ls.nd)s Iand on which over 9($ of the 
surface is exposed bedrock (rook outcrop). 

As a guideline it is suggested th.at land with more than 50% bedrock 
exposed is a Rockland - soil series complex. 
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The names, sizes, shapes, and kinds ot fragments are designated as follows, 

Rounded and S11braunded tragments 
(all kinds of rock) 

Irregularly shaped angular fragments 

Chert 

other than chert 

Thin tlat fragments 
Thin flat sandstone, limestone, 
and schist 

Slate 

Shale 

Gravell3'1 

Cherty 

Angular 
gravelly 

Up to 6 
i.Qqhes.J.A 
lengt.Ji 

Cb.annery 

Slaty 

Shaly 

Cobbly 

Coarse 
oherty 
Angular 
oobbly.3 

6 tQ._!i 
~_q,_1!1 
length 

Flaga 

Flaggy 

Fla.ggy 

lJL! 
~ilAI in 
diameter 
Stony 
( or bauldeey >2 

Stony 

Stony 

li_! 
iQ.qqQ.iu..u 
lertgth 

Stony 

Stony 

Stony 

1 The individual classes are not always differentiating characteristics 
ot mapping uni ts . 

2 Bouldery is sometimes used where stones are larger than 24 inches. 

3 .Formarly called "stony". 
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APPENDIX 2 

SOIL DRAINAGE CLASSES (N.S.S.C. 1963) 

The 1955 report of the Suboammittee on Soil Drainage Terminology 
attempted to describe drainage classes on the basis or soil morphological 
features that were presumed to indicate the moisture status of the soil. 
On application of theee criteria it became apparent t.hat soils or similar 
morphological features did not necessarily have eimilar moisture regimes. 

Accordingly, the present Subccmmittee on Soil Drainage has defined 
the soil drainage classes in terme of (i) actual moisture content in 
excess or field moisture capacity, and (ii) the extent of the period 
during which such excess water is present in the plant-root zone. 

It is recognized that permeability, level of grournwater, and seepage 
are factors affecting moieture status. However, because these are not 
easily observed or measured in the field, they cannot be used generally 
as criteria of moisture status. 

It is further recognized that soil profile morphology, e.go mottling, 
normally, but not always, reflects soil moisti.lre status. Hence, it is 
recommended that although soil morphology may be a valuable field indica
tion of moisture status, it should not be the overriding criterion. For 
example, a soil may exhibit the morphology of a poorly drained soil, but 
recent chan~es (ei t.her n,~t.,,.,.,111 ",.. a,..+-. f"~C'i.,,,) rn!!.y h~Y" 0 :::t ~bli ... ha~ tl10 
moisture et atus as defined for imperfectly drained soils. Such a soil 
should be classified as imperfectly drained regardless of its morphology. 
Sane soils that we consider to be well drained are mottled within their 
sola during the early spring and unmottled throughout most of the year. 
Other well-drained soils are permanently mottled in their sola due to 
the nature and the distribution of minerals within them. Soil drainage 
classes cannot be based solely on the presence or absence of mottlin8 . 
Topographic position and vegetation as well as soil morphology are useful 
field criteria for assessing soil moisture status. 

The reconunended definitions of the soil dr~inage classes are under
lined . As a guide to surveyors, additional comments under each class 
indicate some of the pertinent morphological features that commonly, but 
not necessarily, are found in soils having the particular moisture status. 
The word "significant" as used in the definitions is to be considered in 
relation to plant growt.h. 

1 . Rapidly drained--The soil moisture content seldom exceeds field 
capacity in any horizon except immediately after water additions . 

Soils are free of any evidence of g]..eying throughout the profile. 
Rapidly drained soils are canmonly soils of coarse texture or soils on 
steep slopes. 

2. Well drained--The soil moisture content doe s not normally exceed 
field capacity in any horizon (except possibly the C) for a significant 
part of the year. 

Soils are usually free of mottling in the upper 3 feet, but may be 
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mottled below a depth of 3 feet. B horizons , if present, are reddish, 
brownish, or yellowish. 

). Moderately well drained--The soil moisture in excess of field capacity 
remains f or a small but significant period of the year. 

Soils are commonly mottled in the lower Band C horizons or below a 
depth of 2 feet. The Ae horizon, if present, may be faintly mottled in 
fine-textured soils or in medium-textured soil s that have a slowly permeable 
layer below the solum. In grassland soils the B and C hori zone may be 
only faintly mottled and t he A horizon may be relatively thick and dark. 

4. Imperfectly drained--The soil moisture in excess of field capacity 
remains in subsurface horizons for moderately long periods during the 
year. 

Soils are commonly mottled in the B and C horizons; the Ae hori. zon, 
if present, may or may not be mottled. The matrix generally has a lower 
chrana than in the ~11-drained soil on similar parent material . 

5. Poorly drained--The soil moisture in excess of f i eld capacity remains 
in all horizons for a large part of the year. 

The soils are usually very strongly gleyed. Except in high-chrana 
parent materials t he B, i f present, and upper C horizons usually have 
matrix colors of low chroma . Faint mottling may occur throughout . 

6. Very poorly drained--Free wat er remains a t or withi n 12 inches of the 
surface most of the year. 

The soils are usually very strongly gleyed. Subsurface horizons 
usually are of low chroma and yellowish to bluish hues . Mottling may be 
present but at depth in the profile . Very poorly drained soils usually 
have a mucky or peaty surface horizon. 

Note: In some instances it may be desirable to indicate whether the 
moisture status ia a result of high groundwater l evel , low per
meabili ty, seepage, or t elluric water. If so, an appr opriat e 
notation can be made following the drainage class designation, 
for ex.ample D4TW (telluric water), D6GW (groundwater ) , and D5P 
( penneabili t y) • 

APPENDIX 3 

SOIL PROFILE TERMINOLOGY 

Individual. horizons are described i n terms of dry or moist color, 
texture , mottles (dry or moist color) , structure, consistence (dry, moist, 
or wet), roots and pores, additional. features, reaction, lower boundary, 
and thickness range . These features should be described for each hor izon 
in t he order listed to facilitate comparisons among hor i zons and among 
series. All of these may not need to be recorded f or every horizon, but 
most of them will. The features should be described insofar as possible 
in standard terminology. 
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Color 

Color descriptions should include Munsell notations with few excep
tions. The few exceptions are tine mottles, some or which are too small 
!or exact matching with the standards. These are, therefore, more cor
rectly described by color names alone. 

For individual horizons, color may be given for moist conditions, 
dry conditions, and preferably for both conditions. Moisture conditions 
are to be indicated for the individual color identification or for the 
whole profile, as already specified. 

If there are differences between the color of the l!IOil material in 
place and of the crushed mass or between ped !aces and interiors, these 
should be recorded in the description of a horizon. The first color given 
should be the dominant one, that which marks the matrix or major mass or 
the specimen. Changes in color when the mass is crushed or the color ot 
ped coats as contrasted to the color of ped interiors should follow. The 
positions of individual colors should be identified unless the context 
makes this obvious . 

Most horizons have a daninant color, which changes in value and 
less ccmnonly in hue and chroma with a change in moisture conditions. 
The colors of both moist and dry conditions s hould be specified it both 
are known. When both are given, they should be identified in the individual. 
hori:::r-i de"'" :-iption:;. "'hti col or c! t, ~ 146Ual. ouistur-a cond.i tluu 1 glv u 
first. 

Texture 

The textural classes are defined wholly in terms of size distribution 
of the primary particles, sand (2.0 to 0.05 mm), silt (0 .05 to 0.002 mm), 
and clay (less than 0.002 mm). The textural classes are shown in the 
diagram. 

Sands, loamy sands, and sandy loams may be further separated on the 
basis of the proportion of coarse, medium, fine, and Tery fine sand in 
the class. 

The gravelly class names are added to the textural class names 
according to the following rule (U. s. Dep. Agr. Soil Survey Manual): 

% Gravel by volume 

(20 
20-50 
50-90 

> 90 in surf ace 
8 inches 

- use textural class name only 
- gravelly and texture 
- very gravelly and texture 
- cobble land type 

The textural class name may be further modified by the addition of 
words that describe the kind and amount of stones in the horizon, for 
example stony loam and fl.aggy loam. See the section on stoniness. 
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Mottles 

Mottling in soils is described by noting (i) the color of the matrix 
and the color or colors of the principal mottles, and (ii) the pattern of 
the mottling. It is usually sufficient to use the standard Munsell color 
names rather than the Munsell notation, because the precise color measure
ment of the color of the mottles is rarely significant. In fact, descrip
tions of soil horizons containing several Munsell notations are difficult 
to read rapidly. 

The pattern and size of mottles is conveniently described by three 
sets of notations: abundance~ size, and contrast (as defined in the u. s. 
Dep. Agr. Soil Survey Manual). 

Abundance 

Few--Mottles occupy less than 2% of the exposed surface. 
Common--Mottles occupy 2 to 20% of the exposed surface. 
Many--Mottles occupy more than 20% of the exposed surface. 
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Fine--Less than 5 rmn in width or diameter . 
Medium--5 to 15 mm. 
Coarse--More than 15 mm. 

Contrast 

Faint--The hue and chroma of the matrix and mottles are similar. 
Distinct--The mottles are more than 2.5 unite ot hue (e.g. lOYR 

matrix, 7.5YR mottles ) , or more than 1 unit ot value or chrana, 
different from the matrix. 

Prominent--The matrix and mottles vary by 5 unite of hue (lOYR 
matrix, 5Ymottles ) and by three or more units of value or 
chrana. 

The sequence of tenns is abundance, size, contrast, and color, 
for ex.ample, "few, fine, and faint yellowish brown mottles . " 

Structure 

The tenninology tor soil structure was adopted in 1963. 

Soil structure refers to the aggregation of the primary soil par
ticJes 1nt.o comnound oa,..t .-l c 1.A111 nY· ,.,1, 11Jt~,..q r.f p .. ~.m"ry p."'rtic1"'"', .... i ch 
are separated fran adjoining aggregates by surfaces of weakness. The 
exteriors ot some aggregates have thin, often dark-colored surface films 
that may serve to keep the aggregates apart. Other aggregates have 
surfaces and interiors of like color, and the forces holding the aggregates 
together appear to be wholly internal. 

An individual natural soil aggregate is called aped and should not 
be confused with (i) a clcxi., fonned as a result of some disturbance, such 
as plowing or digging, that molds the soil to a transient mass that 
changes with alternating wetting and drying, (ii) a fragment, form,d by 
a rupture of a soil mass across natural surfaces of weakness, or (iii) a 
concretion, formed by local concentrations o! compounds that irreversibly 
cement the soil grains together. 

The classification of structure involves consideration o! (1) the 
shape and arrangement, (ii) the size, and (iii) the distinctness of the 
visible aggregat es or peds. The terminology of structure consists o! 
separate sets of terms designating each o! these categories, which by 
canbination form the na.mss ot the structure. Shape and arrangement of 
peds is designated as type of soil structure, which in turn ie subdivided 
into kinds on the basis of the character of the faces and edges of the 
aggregates. The size of the peds is of consideration under the class of 
soil structure, whereas the degree of distinctness is expressed in the 
grades. 

The table indicates four principal types of structure: (i) struc
tureless, in which there is no observable aggregation or no definite 
orderly arrangement of natural lines of weakness; (ii) blocklike , in 
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which the soil particles are arranged around a point aDi bourxied by 
flat or rounded surfaces; (iii) platelike, in which the soil particles 
are arranged around a horizontal elans and generally bounded by relatively 
flat horizontal surfaces; and (iv) primalike, in which the soil particles 
are arranged arouni a vertical a.xis and bounded by relatively flat 
vertical surfaces. Most of these types are subdivided into kinds or 
subtypes. Thus, under structureless, the single grain kind consists of 
an incoherent mass of individual particles whereas amorphous (massive ) 
consists of a coherent mass showing no evidence of any distinct arrange
ment along natural lines of weakness. The blockl.ike type includes three 
kinds: the angular blocky, whose faces are rectangular am flattened, 
bounded by planes intersecting at relatively sharp angles; the subangular 
blocky, whose faces are subrectangular, or consist of mixed rounded; and 
the granular that are spheroidal, characterized by rounded vertices. 
Each type of structure includes peds that vary in shape, and detailed 
soil descriptions may require supplemental statements about the shape of 
the individual peds. 

The classes reco~nized are indicated by their name arxi their size 
limits. The size limits vary with the shape and arrangement. The oblique 
dimension is inferred for the blocklike type, the vertical dimension for 
the platelike, and the horizontal dimension for the prismlikB type. 

Grade of structure is the degree of distinctness of aggregation . 
It expresses the differential between cohesion within the aggregates 
and adhesion between aggregates and is determined mainly by noting the 
durability of the aggregates and the proportions of aggregated and un
aggregated material when the aggregates are displaced or gently crushed. 
Grade of structure varies with the moistening of the soil and should be 
described at the most important soil moisture content of the soil horizon. 
The principal description of the structure of a soil horizon should refer 
to its nonnal moisture content, although attention should be called to 
any striking contrasts in structure under other moisture conditions to 
which the soil is subject. If grade is designated at an unstated moisture 
content, it is assumed that the soil is nearly dry or slightly moist , 
which is commonly that part of the range in soil moisture in which soil 
structure is most strongly expressed. Terms for grade of structure are 
as follows: 

Weak 

Weak is the grade of structure characterized by weakly formed peds 
that are barely observable in place. 

Moderate 

Moderate is the grade of structure characterized by moderately well
formed peds that are moderately evident in place. Soil material of this 
grade, when disturbed, breaks dawn into a mixture of many distinct entire 
peds, some broken peds, and little unaggregated material . 

Strong 

Strong is the grade of structure characterized by strongly formed 
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peds that are quite evident in undi111pla.eed aoil. They adhere to one 
another and withstand displacement and separation when the eoil. is di111-
turbed. When displaced, soil. material of this grade consists very largely 
ot entire peds and includes few broken peds and little unaggregated 
material . 

The sequence followed in combining the terms to characterize the 
structure is (i) grade (distinctness), (ii) class (size), and (iii) kind 
(shape). Thus the designation for the soil structure in which the pads 
are loosely packed aJXi roundi111h, daninantly below 2 mm in diameter, and 
quite di111tinct is strong tine granular. The designation o! structure by 
grade, class, and kind can be modified with any other appropriate tenns 
wherever necessary to describe other characteristics of the peds. 

Many soil horizons have compound structure consisting of one or more 
sets of SID&ller pads held together as larger peds. Such compound struc
tures m~ be described as follows: compound moderate very coarse prismatic 
and moderate medium granular. Soil that has one structural form when in 
place may assume same other form when disturbed. When removed, the larger 
peds may fall into amaller peds; such as large prisms into medium blocka. 

In the parent material of soils, the material with structural shapes 
may be designated as pseudo-blocky, pseudo-platy, etc. 

Reference to geological t erms in the description of parent materials 
aho41J. .:.i-'t'l~ t..:i c.1.,c..~pt.dJ L--rminology. ha,11 o .. t he weru\o 1.med i n strati
graphy have different definitions. Generally the arrangement of eed.iJnents 
in layers is referred to as stratification. If these layers are not 
parallel to the dip o! the formation t hey may be referred to as crose
stratified. 

A stratum is a layer with certain unifying characteristics, properties, 
or attributes that distinguish it !rom adjacent layers. However, bedding 
and lamination connote a thickness of the strata. A bed is a unit layer 
in a stratified sequence that is visually or physically more or less 
distinctly separable tram other layers above and below and isl cm or more 
in thickness. A lamina is a unit layer of thickness less than l cm. 
When thickness is implied, reference to cross- stratification will involve 
consideration of cross- bedding or cross-lamination. 



Type 

1. Structureless - no 
observable ·aggregation 
or no definite orderly 
arrangement around 
natural lines of 
weakness. 

2. Blocklike - soil 
particles are arranged 
aroun:i a point and 
bound.ed by fl.at or 
rounded surfaces. 

3. Fla telike - soil 
particles are arranged 
around a horizontal plane 
and generally bounded by 
relatively flat horizon
tal surfaces. 

4. Prismlike - soil 
particles are arranged 
around a vertical ax.is 
and bounded by relatively 
flat vertical surfaces. 

Types and Classes of Soil Structure 

Kind 

A. Single grain structure -
loose, incoherent mass of 
individual particles as in 
sands. 

B. AmorJXtous (massive) structure -
a coherent mass shOW"ing no 
evidence of any distinct arrange
ment of soil particles. 

A. Blocky (angular blocky) -

B. 

c. 

faces rectangular and flattened, 
vertices sharply angular. 

Subangular blocky -
!aces subrectangular, vertices 
mostly oblique, or subround.ed. 

Granular -
spheroidal - characterized by 
rounded vertices. 

A. Fla ty structure -
horizontal planes more or less 
developed. 

A. Prismatic structure -
vertical faces well defined, 
and edges are sharp. 

B. Columnar structure -
vertical edges near top of 
columns are not sharp. 
(Columns may be flat-topped, 
round-topped, or irregular.) 

Class 

FiI2 blocky 
• Medium blocky 

Coarse blocky 
Very coarse blocky 

Fine subangular blocky 
Medium subangular blocky 
Coarse subangular blocky 
Very coarse subangular blocky 

Fine granular 
Medium granular 
Coarse granular 

Fine platy 
Medium platy 
Coarse platy 

Fine prismatic 
Medium prismatic 
Coarse prismatic 
Very coarse prisml tic 

Fine columnar 
Medium columnar 
Coarse columnar 
Very coarse columnar 

Size 
mm 

<10 
10-20 
20-50 

>50 

<10 
10-20 
20-50 

')50 

<2 
2-5 
5-10 

<2 
2-5 
5 

<20 
20-50 
50-100 

>100 

<20 
20-50 
50-100 

>100 

' 
~ 
V'I 
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Consistence 

The tenninology for soil consistence was adopted in 1963. 

Soil consistence comprises the attributes of soil materials that are 
expressed by the degree and kind of cohesion and adhesion or by the 
resistance to deformation and rupture. Every soil material has consistence 
irrespective ot whither the mass is large or emall, in a natural condition 
or greatly disturbed, aggregated or structureless, or moist or dry. 
Although consistence and structure are interrelated, structure deals with 
the shape, size, and definition of natural aggregates that result fran 
variations in the forces of attraction within a soil mass, whereas con
sistence deals with the strength and nature of the forces themselves. 

The terminology for consistence includes separate terms for descrip
tion at three standard moisture contents (dry, moist, and wet) . Ir 
moisture conditions are not stated in using any consistence term, the 
moisture condition is that under which the particular tennis defined. 
Thus friable used without a statement of the moisture content indicates 
friable when moist; hard used alone means hard when dry, and plastic means 
plastic when wet. If a term is used to describe consistence at some 
moisture content other than the standard condition under which the term 
is defined, a statement of the moisture condition is essential. Usually 
it is desirable to describe consistence at all three standard moisture 
conditions. 

Although evaluation of consistence involves sane disturbance, unless 
otherwise stated descriptions of consistence custanarily refer to that of 
soil from undisturbed horizons. In addition, descriptions of consistence 
under moist or dry conditions carry an implication that disturbance 
causee little modification of consistence or that the original consistence 
can be almost restored by pressing the material together. Where such an 
implication is misleading, as in canpacted layers, the consistence both 
before and after disturbance may require separate descriptions. Further
more, canpound consistences occur as in a loose mass of hard granules. 
In a detailed description of soils having compound structure, the con
sistence of the mass as a whole and of it parts should be stated. 

The terms used in soil descriptions for consistence follow. 

Consistence when Wet 

Consistence when wet is determined at moisture levels at or slightly 
above field capacjty. 

Stickiness is the quality of adhesion to other objects. For field 
evaluation of stickiness, soil material is pressed between the thumb and 
finger and its adherence is noted. Degrees of stickiness are described 
as follows: 

O. Nonsticky--After the release of pressure, practically no soil 
material adheres to the thumb and finger. 

1 . Slightly sticky-~After pressure is applied, the soil material 
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adheres to both the t humb and finger, but eanee otf one or the other 
rather cleanly. The soil is not appreciably stretched when the digits 
are eeparated. 

2. Sticky--After preseure is applied, the soil material adheres 
strongly to bot.II the thumb and forefinger and tends to stretch s01111what and 
pull apart. rather than pulling tree trom either digit. 

3. Very atickz--After preH ure is applied, the soil material adheres 
strongly to both the thumb and foretinger and is deoidedl.7 stretched when 
they· are separated. 

Plasticity is the ability to change shape continuously under the 
infiuence or an applied streee and to retain the impressed shape on 
removal or the st ress. For field determination or plasticity, roll the 
soil material between the thumb and finger and observe whether or not a 
wire or thin rod of soil can be tormed. Ir helptul to the reader of 
particular descriptions, state the range of moisture content within 
which plasticity continues, fo~example plastic when slightly moist or 
wetter, plastic when moderately moist or wetter, a1¥1 plastic anl.7 when wet, 
or plastic with a wide, medium, or narrow range ot moi st\re content. 
Express the degree of resistance to de!onnation at or slightly above field 
capacity as follows: 

o. Nonplastic--No wire is formable. 

1 . Slightly plastic--Wire is formable, but the soil mass is eaeil7 
deformable. 

2. Plastic--Wire is form.able and moderate pressure is required for 
the defonnation of the soil mass. 

J. Very plastic--Wire is fonnable and much pressure is required for 
the defonna.tion of the soil mass. 

Consistence when Moist 

Consistence when moist i s determined at a moisture content approx
imately midway between air-dry and field capacity. At this moisture oontent 
most soil materials exhibit a form or consistence characterized by (i) 
tendency to break into smaller maeses rather than into pCMder, (ii) sane 
defonnation prior to rupture, (iii) absence of brittleness, and (iv) 
ability of the material after disturbance to cohere again when pressed 
together. The resi stance decreases with moisture content, a1¥1 the accuracy 
of field descrjptions or this consistence is limited by the accuracy of 
estimating moisture content. To evaluate this consistence, select and 
attempt to crush in the hand a mass that appears slightly moist. 

O. Loose--Noncoherent . 

l. Very frjable--The soil material is crushed under very gentl e 
pressure, but coheres when pressed together. 

2. Friable--The soil material crushes easily under gentle to moderate 
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pressure between the thumb and forefinger and coheres when pressed to
gether. 

J. Firm--The soil material crushes under moderate pressure between 
the thumb and forefinger, but resistance is distinctly ~1ot1ceable. 

4. Very firm-~The soil material crushes under strong pressure, and 
is barely cruohable between the thumb and forefinger. 

(The term "compact" denotes a canbins.tion of firm consistence and a close 
packing or arrangement of particles and should be used only in this 
sense. It can be given degrees by the use of "very" and "extremely".) 

Consistence when Dry 

The consistence of soil materials when dry is characterized by 
rigidity, brittleness, maximum resistance to pressure, more or less 
tendency to crush to a powder or to fragments with rather sharp edges, 
and inability of crushed material to cohere again when pressed together. 
To evaluate, select &R air-dry mass and break it in the hand . 

o. Loose--Noncoherent. 

1. Soft-~The soil mass is weakly coherent and fragile, an:l breaks 
to a powd.er<lr individual grains under very slight pressure. 

2o Slightly hard--The soil mass is weakly resistant to pressure, 
and easily broken between the thumb and forefinger. 

J. Hard--The soil mass is moderately resistant to iressure; it can 
be broken iilthe hands without difficulty, but is rarely breakable between 
the thumb and forefinger. 

4. Very hard--The soil mass is very resistant to pressure; it can 
be broken in the hands only with difficulty, and is not breakable between 
thumb and forefinger. 

5. Extremely hard--The soil mass is extremely resistant to pressure 
and cannot be broken in the hands. 

Cementa ti on 

Cementation of soil materials refers to a brittle hard consistence 
caused by sane cementing substance other than clay minerals, such as 
calcium carbonate, silica, or oxides, or salts of irai and aluminum. 
Typically, the cementation is altered little, if any, by moistening; the 
hardness and brittleness persist in t he wet condition. Semi- reversible 
cements, which generally resist moistening but soften under prolonged 
wetting, occur in some soils and give rise to soil layers having a 
cementation that is pronounoed when dry but very weak when wet . Some 
layers cemented with calcium carbonate soften sanewhat with wetting. 
Unless stated to the contrary, descriptions of cementation imply that the 
condition is altered little, if any, by wetting. If the cementation is 
greatly altered by moistening, it should be so stated . Cementation may 
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be either continuous or discontinuous within a given horizon. 

1. Weakly cemented--The cemented mass ii brittle and hard, but 
can be broken in the hande. 

2. Strongly oemented--The cemented mass is brittle and harder than 
can be broken in the h&nde, but is easily broken with a hamner. 

3. Indurated-The mass is very strongly cemented and brittle, and 
does not soften wider prolonged wetting. It ie so hard that a sharp blow 
with a hammer is required to break it. The hamer generally rings as a 
result or the blow. 

Soil consistence •hould be described at all three moisture state• 
(dry, moist, and wet), the first given being that most frequently observed, 
but one should be sure that the moisture state first referred to is the 
same !or color, structure, and consistence. 

Roote and Pore• 

The tenninology for roots and pores i• borrowed (J.E. McClelland, 
unpublished data). The abundanoe, size, orientation, and distributicn 
within peds !or both roots and pores are similar. In addition, to tully 
describe pores, continuity clasees and morphology must be recorded. The 
classes are as follows: 

Abundance Classes: 

Roots --
very few 
few 
plentiful 
abundant 

Pores --
very few 
few 
common 
many 

Number per unit* area of surface 

less than one 
one tc three 
four to fourteen 
more than 14 

*Unit is a square inch for fine, very fine, am micro roots and pores, 
a square yard for medium and coarse roote and pores ~ 

Diameter Classee: 

micro - less than 0.075 mm 
very fine - 0.075 to 111111 
tine - l to 2 mm 
medium .. 2 to 5 mm 
coarse - more than 5 mm 

Continuity Classes: (for tubular pores) 

continuous - individual pores extend throughout 
the horizon 

discontinuous - individual pores extend only part 
way through the horizon 
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Orlentation Classes: (for roots and tubular pores) 

vertical - orientation mainly vertical 
horizontal - orientation mainly horizontal 
oblique - orientation mainly oblique 
random - orientation in all directions 

Distribution Classes: (within horizons) 

inped - most roots and pores are within peds 
exped - moet roots and pores follow ped interfaces 

Morphology Classes: (for individual pores) 

Types of pores: 

simple - tubular pores not branched 
dendritic - tubular pores branched open, pores are 

open at least at the upper end or at 
one horizontal end 

closed - both ends of the pores are sealed !rom 
access to air and water by organic or 
organic mineral particles or clay flows 

vesicular - roughly spherical or ellipsoidal in shape, 
not appreciably elongated in any direction 

interstitial - irregular in shape with faces that are 
curved inward; formed by curved or angular 
faces of adjacent mineral grains or peds, 
or both 

tubular - more or less cylindrical in shape, elongated 
in one direction 

Additional. Features 

Additional features are listed under this heading because not all of 
them are characteristics of every horizon. Additional features include 
such thingeas clay films, concretlons, carbonates, salts, pebbles, and 
stones. No mention of such features in the description of a horjzon 
indicates their absence. If these features are described, the kinds and 
numbers of concretions, stones, and pebbles; the thickness, extent and 
position of clay films; and the relative amounts and distribution pattern 
of carbonates, salts, etc., should be indicated. 

Clay Films 

Clay films are described by recording their frequency of occurrence, 
thickness, and locations. The following thickness and frequency classes 
are taken fran the u. s. Dep. Agr. Work-Planning Conference, Chicago, 1963. 

A complete description of clay films should include their frequency, 
thickness, and location with respect to other morphological features. 
Other properties of clay films, such as color and continuity (whether 
existing as patches or a continuous network), may need to be described to 
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adequately characterize the morphology of sane soils. Standard classes 
for the description of frequency and thickness of clay films follow. 

Frequency Claesee--The objective is to indicate the estimated percent
age of the natural soil surfaces that are coated with clay filmB. The 
description may refer to the total surface of ped faces, or the total 
surface of tubular or interstitial pores, or to the combined surfaces o! 
peds and pores 1n the soil material. The description of frequency of clay 
films is not intended to reflect total volume of clay films but simply 
percentage or peel face, or pore surfaces, or both, that are coated. 

Few 

Corum on 

Many 

Continuous 

Percent of 
surface covered 

Present on less 
than 2% of surface 

2 to 20 

20 to 80 

More than 80 

Remarks 

Patches of clay film are identifiable, 
but their frequency is so low that 
the significance of their presence 
may be nil or doubtful. The class 
includes occasional small patches of 
clay film not regularly associated 
with other morphological features. 

Patches of clay film regularly 
associated with other morphological 
features. Most of the surfaces of 
pGds o~ po~s, or both, are not 
coated with clay film. 

Clay films regularly associated with 
other morphological features. May 
occur as discrete patches or as a 
continuous network. 

Most or all ped or pore surfaces, or 
both, are covered with clay film.a. 
Patches of natural surfaces may be 
free of clay films, but the films 
are essentially continuous. 

Thickness Classes--Thickness of clay films often varie s appreciably 
within distances of a few millimeters. In such cases. an estimate of the 
average thickness should be used. If appreciable variations in thickness 
occur over distances of a centimeter or more or are related to other 
morphological features, and the variations are judged to be significant to 
description of the morphology, the variation should be described. 

Very thin Visible only when viewed normal to 
surface; hand lens needed for 
identification; not visible in cross 
section with a lOX hand lens; if 
present, very fine sand grains 
protruds through the film and are 
readily apparent. 



Thin 0.005 to 
0.05 mm 

Moderately thick 0.05 to 
0.5 nDn 

Thick 0.5 to 
1.0 mm 

Very thick > 1.0 nm 
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Hand lens usually needed for identifica
tion; visible in cross section with lOX 
lens but not to unaided eye; if present, 
very fine sand grains are enveloped by 
the film or their outlines are indistinct; 
fine sand grains protrude through the 
film or are only th~y coated and are 
readily apparent. 

Visible in cross section to unaided eye; 
fine sand grains are enveloped by the 
film or their outlines are indistinct; 
film surfaces are relatively smooth. 

Clay films and their broken edges are 
readily visible without magnification; 
film surfaces are smooth; sand grains are 
enveloped by the film or their outlines 
are indistinct. 

Conventions--The convention for describing frequency, thiclaless, and 
location of clay films is illustrated in the following examples: 

a) common thin clay films on ped faces 

b) continuous moderately thick clay films in common medium tubular pores 

c) common moderately thick clay films on ped and pore surfaces 

d) continuous moderately thick clay films on vertical prism faces and 
common thin clay films on blocky peds (compound structure of coarse 
prisms and medium blocky peds) 

The thickness and frequency classes seem most usaful for description 
of films on ped and tubular pore surfaces. They may also be useful for 
description of films of clay that occur in interstitial pore space in 
coarse or moderately coarse textured soils as illustrated in the following 
examples: 

a) continuous thin clay films in interstitial pores as coatings on grains 
and as bridges between grains 

b) conrnon thin clay films in interstitial pores as bridges between grains 
but rarely coating grains 

Concretions 

Concretions are hardened local concentrations of certain chemical 
compounds that fonn indurated grains or nodules of various shapes, si zes , 
am colors. They are commonly fonred from iron and manganese oxides . 
The size, shape, color, and location of the concretions should bo described . 
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Carbonates 

The presence of free carbonates in the soil and parent material may 
be tested for with 10% HCl. The relative effervescence is as follows: 

very weakly effervescent 
weakly effervescent 
moderately effervescent 
~trongly effervescent 

The calcareous grades are: 

weakly calcareous 
moderately calcareous 
strongly calcareous 
very strongly calcareous 
extremely calcareous 

- a few bubbles 
- bubbles readily observed 

bubbles form a low foam 
bubbles fo:nn a thick foam 

1-5% as CaC03 equivalent 
6-15% as CaCD:3 equivalent 
16-25% as CaC<>:3 equivalent 
26-40% as cacery equivalent 
'>40% as CaC03 equivalent 

The size of carbonate accumulation is described as for mottles: 

fine 
medium -
coarse 

< 5 mm in diameter or width 
5 to 15 mm in diameter or wi<it.h 
> 15 mm in diameter or width 

The shape and degree of segregation of the lime accumulation is 
described in plain words. 

Salts 

The presence ot salte in the soil arrl parent material should be 
described. The salts may occur as crystals or veins, or as surface crusts 
of salt crystals. Inhibited crop growth and the presence ot salt-tolerant 
plants are illiieations of salts in the soil. 

The salinity grades suggested are as follows (U. s. Dep. Agr. Soil 
Survey Manual): 

Weakly saline--These soils are slightly affected by salt or alkali. 
The growth of sensitive crops is inhibited, but that of salt-tolerant 
crops may not be. The salt content is 0.15 to 0.35% and the conductivity 
4 to 8 mmhos/cm. 

Moderately saline--Theae soils are moderately affected by salt or 
alkali. Crop growth is inhibited and no crop does well. The salt content 
is 0.35 to 0.65% and the conductivity 8 to 15 mmhos/cm. 

Strongly saline--These soils are strongly affected by salt or alkali. 
Only a few kinds of plants survive. The salt content is greater than 
0 . 65% and the conductivity is greater than 15 mmhos/cm. 
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Stones and Pebbles 

Describe the atones and pebbles in terms of their abundance, size, 
type, shape, and orientation. Describe the size and shape using the 
tenns listed in Appendix 1 un:ier "Stoniness, Rockiness, and Coarse 
Fragments". Report the abl.Dldance as percentage by area of the surface 
exposed . 

Reaction Classes 

The reaction classes and terminology adopted in 1965 are as follows: 

Extremely acid 
Very strongly acid 
Strongly acid 
Medium acid 
Slightly acid 

2!! 

4.5 
4.6-5.0 
5.1-5 .5 
5.6 ... 6.0 
6.·1-6.5 

Neutral 
Mildly alkaline 
Moderately alkaline 
Strongly alkaline 
Very strongly alkaline 

E!! 

6.6-7.J 
7.4-7.8 
7.9-8.4 
8.5-9.0 
9.0 

Give the reaction in the descriptive terms. Where pH data are available 
they 'lN1y be given in parentheses following the reaction terms. 

Horizon Boundaries 

The lower boundary of each horizon is described by indicating its 
distinctness and fonn as suggested in the u. s. Dep. Agr. Soil Survey 
Manual. 

Distinctness 

Form 

abrupt less than 1 inch wide 
clear - l to 2.5 inches wide 
gradual - 2.5 to 5 inches wide 
diffuse - more than 5 inches wide 

smooth - nearly a plane 
wavy - pockets are wider than deep 
irregular - pockets are deeper than wide 
broken - parts of the horizon are unconnected · 

with other parts 

For example: clear smooth boundary, clear irregular boundary 

Thiclmess Range 

The thiclmess range is stated in plain language. Strictly speaking, 
thiclmess range is part of the range in characteristics for the series. 
It should be included in parentheses after each horizon description in 
the typifying pedon because it can be stated so much more briefly in 
this section. 
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A sample description of a profile follows; the depth may be shown 
in inches or centi.maters but not both. 

Depth 
Horizon inches cm 

L-H 

Ae 

Bthgj 

Bfg 

c 

3-0 8-0 Black (lOIR 2/1 m) , dark grayish brown (lOYR 
4/1 d) aemidecanposed organic matter; fibrous, 
many tine and medium roots; abrupt, 11111ooth boundary; 
2 to 4 inches thick; pH 3.8. 

0-4 0-10 Gray (5YR 6/1 m), light-gray (5IR 7/1 d) sandy loam; 
single grain; loose, friable; few, fine and medium 
roots; few, fine, vesicular pores; clear, wavy 
boundary with scxne fine tongues into underlying 
horizon; 2 to 5 inches thick; pH 4.3. 

4-12 10-30 Reddish-brown (5YR 4/4 m, 5/4 d) sandy loam; 
camnoq, medium, distinct, strong-brown (7.5YR 5/6) 
mottles; amorphous ; friable; few, fine and very 
fine roots; few, medium, am fine pores; s<JDe 
gravel; clear, smooth boundary; 6 to 10 inches 
thick; pH 4. 7. 

12-24 30-61 Reddish-brown (5YR 4/3 m, 5/3 d) sandy loam; 
many, medium to coarse, praninent strong-brown 
(7.5YR 5/6) mottles; amorphous; finn, few stones; 
clear, smooth boundary; 8 to 15 inches thick; 
pH 4.9. 

24+ 61+ Reddish- brown (2.5 YR 4/4 m, 5/4 d) sandy loam; 
amorphous; finn, slightly plastic; sane stones; 
pH 4.8. 

Additional Considerations 

a) The conmittee recommeoos toat for the present the measurement of depth 
or of thickness be given in English units followed by metric units. 

b) The committee recommends the use of the glossary of soil terms prepared 
by the Canadian Society of Soil Science. 

c) Give the location ot soil profiles 1n latitude and longitude to the 
nearest one-tenth minute in areas covered by maps or 1:50,000 scale, or 
to the nearest minute in areas covered only by maps or 1:250,000 scale. 
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